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To MaheS Candra Regmi

"Manufs contribution consisted largely in the contention that all the rules he
incorporated were, if read as if they were part of a truly integrated organic whole,
a viable exposition of Vedic learning, and the true norm for all Brahmanically
oriented societies to follow. (...) The idea that the state is really concerned (whatever might be the appearances) with the attainment of 'salvation' by each individual, and that it therefore has a spiritual interest in defeating revolutionary
schemes, and in keeping everyone to his place (unless emergency conditions
justify a departure) is one which would appeal to the public (...) Without denying
the past, and without offering a n y h g revolutionary to the future, Manu adopts
many archaic pieces which enabled what I have called his 'public' to recognise his
bona fides at every few steps." (Derrett 1975: 20-21).
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INTRODUCTION

The Muluki Ain (henceforth MA) of 1854 (promulgated 5 January, 1854), the
subject of Andr6s Hofer's study, is a document of great historical, legal afid
cultural interest for scholars on Nepal. For nearly a hundred years since it was
first promulgated in the mid-19th century, it remained in force as the prime law
of the land by which all people in Nepal, high and low, were supposed to have
been judged. Originally, it was simply called airz, from the Arabic din, meaning
'law1. In the later editions dating from 1927, the prefix muluki, again derived
from the Arabic tizzilk, meaning 'country', was added, perhaps to distinguish it
from several other sundry laws, such as the gaddi ain (succession law), rdjkiij ain
(laws relating to rulers, governance and political power) and jaris nin (military
law) of a more limited nature which too had been formulated by then. The
edition on which Hofer's study is based is a 1965 printing of an older manuscript handwritten on Nepali daphne paper, found rotting away in an old government revenue office in the old city of Kathmandu. The social-historical merit
of the work was not apparent to everyone at first save to a discerning few in the
early years of its publication. It was published two years after it had ceased to
be the country's valid law and, in this sense, that was its posthumous publication. In 1963, the MA was replaced by a new Muluki Ain, promulgated by King
Mahendra (r. 1955-72))who injected a more progressive social outlook to it.
From this time on, all the editions of the MA predating 1963 came to be known
as the 'old' MA. The old MA thus became the epitome of orthodox Hindu values, and given to protecting the pre-1951 political order of Nepal as well as the
social and religious values it had stood for. With the political change of 1951 and
the advent of a democratic order, however, the MA was rendered powerless
with one stroke, as it were, as its legal basis was eliminated with the announce-
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ment of the Interim Constitution of February 1951.
Hofer's study of the MA is at once bold and novel in approach. Barring a
couple of articles in the 1960s and the 70s, which amounted to no more than scratching its surface, no scholar before h m had turned his attention to tap the wealth of
social and cultural material contained in the MA in an exhaustive manner. Hofer's
book is the first-ever attempt by anyone to study the 'anthropology of caste' in
Nepal, basing on a written legal document and digressing from the usual fieldderived 'village study' method of an ethnographer. In fact, the prospect of cracking a jumble of a document running to over 700 printed pages, using an old form
of Nepali language and unfamiliar administrative and legal terms of a bygone
century, was a daunting task to undertake. A.W. Macdonald, himself a scholar of
no small repute, had dismissed the value of the MA for any detailed study in the
late 60s arguing that 'the code [meaning the MA] would not give a picture of the
true structure of Nepalese society". Hofer's study, as we can well see, has fully
belied Macdonald's premature assertions. It is obvious that no one else has studied the MA either before or since Hofer at such length and in such depth. This
alone is enough to make the present book a landmark research with whose help
alone we are able to know the structure of the macro-Nepali society of 19thcentury vintage, its legacy running down to our own times still very strongly in
many respects.
The primary focus of Hofer's book, admittedly, is to understand the details of
the functions of the caste and its behaviour in variable circumstances of inter-caste
relationship laid down by the legal clauses of the MA. Normative rules of caste
governing social exchanges like marriage and inter-dining are much the same everywhere in the Indian subcontinent. However, what makes the case of MA special is the fact that there is no other instance of caste validation accorded in a legal
document of a state like this from anywhere else in the subcontinent. As a natural
corollary of the study of caste in MA, Hofer examines the centrality of the role in
it played by the state, which we shall touch upon further down. This becomes
quite clear from the title of his book.
The kind of state Nepal had been in the 19th century can be gathered from its
own claim.
[It is] a Hindu Kingdom the law of whose
court maintains that killing of cows, women
and brahmans shall not be allowed. [It
is] a sacred land of the Hirnavatkhanda,
of the holy shrines [dedicated ] to
Vasuki, the effulgent phallus of Pasupati
and GuhyeSvari...It is the only Hindu Kingdom
in the Kali Age ...(MA:l:l:8)
(free translation by me).
1 Macdonald 1975: 286.
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I think it would be pertinent to make some observations here with regard to the
Hindu state of Nepal at the time of the MA. While almost the entire Indian subcontinent was in the grip of British colonial rule, only Nepal enjoyed its freedom
and independence from colonial subjugation. From the earliest known times of
history, therefore, Nepal continued to be an undisturbed Hindu kingdom. Hindu
states of different times and different geographical provenance in India had been
swept away by the tides of hstory. It was only in Nepal that a Hindu state managed to survive, and according to its constitution, it still does. The MA furnishes
an eloquent testimony to this fact in the most unambiguous terms. Thus the image
of Nepal projected in the MA is that of a 'throw-back-in-time' state where traditional Hindu values prevailed in a quite pronounced manner. It is amazing to
think that such a conservative Hindu society existed as late as 1951, and remained
in a lund of animated suspension for a further 12 years after that. The MA's laws
embrace in letter and spirit the values and ideologies taught by the Hindu
dhllrmrzifistric texts.
This reflection largely of a 19th-century Nepali state was not just a time capsule, though. In some respects, it did not fail to reflect the times in which it was
prepared. In the editions of the MA starting from 1886 it became customary to
insert the expression des'n h l a m l n n ... znjvnhiir in its preamble, meaning that the
laws of the MA mirrored the realities of 'the terrain, time, customs ... practices'.
All the Rana prime ministers coming in succession from Jung Bahadur have made
additions, amendments, corrections and changes with regard to a number of laws,
as they felt the need to do it from time to time. New laws, such as relating to
printing and publication and several others, expanding with the increased activity
of the state, were added. Reforms in some of the laws, however feeble in form,
were also carried out within t h s time. Laws relating to the burning of widows,
for instance, or relating to bonded labour were made less harsh. The banning of
all types of slavery, whether state or domestic, was accomplished in 1924. Laws
relating to economic matters or administrative and court procedures were also of
a contemporaneous nature. But with regard to caste relations and avowal of the
state to the high Hindu values no attempt was made to change it at any time. It
remained as stable as the polity of the state which was an authoritarian monarchy,
further exacerbated by the onset of the Rana family autocracy from the time of
Jung Bahadur Rana (ruled 1846-77).*
2

The following general observation by Perceval Landon made in the late 1920s regarding the
pre-eminence of the traditional laws relating to caste and others practices such as wti and
slavery in particular (obviously in reference to the MA) in Nepal in Chandra Shumsher's
regime is interesting and revealing not only in terms of the hold such a law exercised in Nepali
society of that time, but also in terms of how such laws could be subject to a degree of toning
down and modification of their severity by the dictates of the ruler to suit the spirit of the times
and circumstances. Landon says: '. . . the right of a sovereign to change the rules after consultation with the hghest spiritual authorities, openly and without concealment. In Nepal the
abolition of snti is of course the obvious illustration of this inherent right. In India the British
simply laid down the law that sati was to cease, and in general it may be said that from that
moment it ceased. The British authorities listened to not a word of the defenders of the Hindu
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A model Hindu state has four recognised ingredients to it, broadly speaking.
These comprise: a) riijnn, meaning a sovereign king or a ruler in whom all the
power of the state resides; b) rdjya or riistrrz (Nep. riij), which describes the territorial extent of such a state withn a defined boundary; c) prrzjii, which refers to the
subjects of such a state; and, finally, d) sthiti (Nep. thiti), referring to an established social order in the state.3This last, in a broad conceptual sense, relates to an
order ranging from the abstract notions of a cosmic to a moral, social, and, more
pragmatically, a legal order. The MA's paradigm of a state is, more or less, in
consonance with these four main ingredients with minor spelling variations in it.
Pronounced 'law', the MA was issued with royal seals of assent from the former
king, Rajendra, the ruling king, Surendra, and the future king, Crown Prince
Trailokya Bikram Shah.
All states, whether modern or ancient, are upheld by the values of an accepted
social order to whch they have subscribed. Every reigning Hindu king of some
ambition at all times of history has seen himself in the role of giving the best social
order of his time to his people. In his Divyopades'n, Prithvinarayan Shah (r. 1742-75)
refers to such an order as a task unfulfilled by him.4Before him, King Ram Shah of
Gorkha (r. 1606-36) issued a set of simple rules governing the rural life of his state
in the hills of Nepal. In the Nepal Valley of a still earlier historical epoch, King
Jayasthti Malla (r. 1382-95) is remembered mainly for his social reforms. His reforms regulate the Newar society of the Kathmandu Valley even to this day. Before him, King Punya Malla (r. 1332[?]-1338)of the Khasa kingdom of Jurnla in his
copper-plate inscriptions boasts his familiarity with the Dharmns'iistra and
Riijanitis'iistmworks of the ancient Hindu law-givers, such as Gargyayana, Gautama,
Harita, Apastamba, e t ~Much
. ~ before them all, King Amsuvarma of the Licchavi
period (606-21) affirmed his abiding faith in the virtues of the Hindu social order
practice. The abolition of sati in Nepal may be taken, with the modification of the law of
purification after possibility of defilement during the War, as an illustration of the reasonable
compromise that attends amicable discussions on points that may be affected by religious
scruples whenever these seem to stand in the way of the advancement of civilisation in the
State. I t is the more remarkable because in Nepal there had hitherto been no compromise of
any kind for an offence which trespassed the laws of caste. To this day in India a man who loses
h s caste by infringing its cardinal regulations is sometimes permitted to remain unmolested
within its fold by the connivance of the priests. In Nepal, however, there is no escape, and the
absolute need of purification in such circumstances is recognised and is a familiar part of the
occasional ritual of the Hindu faith. This privilege is one which is based upon the highest and
the most ancient authority, and is jealously vindicated by prince and people alike. That a
general indulgence was granted to all soldiers detailed for oversea[s] military operations,
provided they neither consciously broke the caste-law nor stayed longer than their actual
work required, is an illustration of the extent to which the progress of its development has
been harmonised with the strictest religious observances. But there is another and even greater
proof of this spirit of adjustment which has just been realised, and that is the abolition of
slavery.' (Vol 11, pp. 162-63)
3 Abstracted and modified from the Hindu riijyiirign theory. Kangle 1988: pt. I (6.1.1);pt. 111: 127.
4 Naraharinath 1965: 314.
5 Naraharinath 1965: 761-762.
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and its justice system. Despite this long history of Hindu ideologies, there was
nothing comparable to the MA-a veritable legal code-in these earlier epochs.
The only other work comparable with it in some respects is probably
the Nyaynvihsini, a Newari commentary of the complete Naradasmrti, written in
1380. This commentary, however, was a mere translation or endorsement in
Newari of one of the acknowledged classical Hindu texts rather than an o r i p a l
composition.
In much of the intervening historical period, social order was maintained either on the basis of the dictates of classical Hindu law books directly or through
the announcement of periodic royal decrees which also were based again on customary laws or on ancient Hindu laws. These, at later times, were known as
thitibnndej (derived from the Sanskrit sthiti). The MA claims that it was basically a
compilation of the thitibnndej issued by various kings in the past. Notwithstanding
the king's duty and privilege to establish a sthiti in his kingdom, it by no means
implied, nor was it ever so understood, that he was a propounder or a legislator
of these laws. The true source of all social order was, as we have already mentioned, first, the Hindu Dharnzniiistrn and, secondly, the lokadharnln or 'customary
law'. The MA has acknowledged this idea as much. Before the codification could
take place, Brahman pandits used to be assigned to the legal courts to interpret
the Dharmas'nstrn. In social disputes involving ethnic minorities, all cases were first
referred to the local assembly of elders in the respective cultural, ethnic, or linguistic communities. Thus Hindu states have always acknowledged the reality of
cultural diversities and accepted these diversities as part of their social universe.
Nepal was no exception to this rule. When disputes came up for settlement before
the king's court at the centre (Nep. Bfirndnrisnbhir), they always gave their decisions by deferring to the verdicts reached by the elders of the respective communities earlier. The establishment of a state entity, with attempts at a social structuring and a social order in the tribal fringes of the central Himalaya goes to the
credit of the Hindus about two thousand years earlier.
Let us now turn to see the probable reason behind the undertaking to write
the MA on the part of the rulers. There is some dispute as to the true source of the
MA1s inspiration among the historians of Nepal. It was promulgated in 1854 during the reign of Jung Bahadur, four years after his return from his trip to England
and France. Hence some see a European inspiration behind its writing, especially
from the Code of Napoleon of 1810. Some contemporary British writers, such as
Cavenagh, have called Jung Bahadur's MA being more lenient in modes of punishment than in the past. This leniency, however, was true only in respect of punishment for theft. The MA stopped the practice of mutilating limbs for committing
.~
of punishtheft. This can be gathered from the evidence of the MA i t ~ e l fAward
ment in other regards of capital offences, however, continued to be as severe and
mediaeval, in the tradition of the ancient Hindu practices described in their law
books. Punishment, such as by beheading, facial branding with hot iron, or cut-
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ting off of noses and ear-lobes in the case of guilty women, remained unchanged
in the MA. The Code of Napoleon is the most unlikely source of inspiration, therefore, for the MA. The only point of comparability between the two perhaps lies in
their being one comprehensive compilation. Although it is true that the MA is a
compilation of civil and criminal laws of its time, by and large, the subject matter
and treatment of law in it are befitting a traditional Hindu society of older times.
Tlus is what Hofer means by the 'codification of traditional social conditions'.
Recently, a legal historian of Nepal, Revati Raman Khanal, has rejected the idea
of any outside inspiration in the drafting of the MA. According to him it took
eight long years only to copy the MA in required numbers and to send them out
to the various courts outside Kathmandu. The MA was just a huge compilation.
Prepared as the first proper law of the country, it tried to be as comprehensive
and all-encompassing in its scope as it could probably make itself at the time. So
deliberations on it, too, must have taken quite a long time, starting even before
Jung Bahadur went on his European tour of 1850. In fact, the motivations for
preparing the MA could have come entirely from internal reasons given the need
to provide people with a uniform and more accessible justice as part of continuing
reforms in Nepal's legal system. Only the Sanskrit-knowing pandits assigned to
the duties of the court were able to interpret the texts of the Dharmns'astra oh the
award of punishment for various offences. Similarly, the thitibandej issued by kings
of various times were available in scattered and piecemeal forms. The need for
their systematisation and standardisation must have been felt by the rulers for
some time. In the absence of a uniform code, dispensation of justice must have
been an uneven, variable and cumbersome affair.The name ain, or 'law', by which
the MA was originally called, was not without some significance either since that
accorded it a prestige far above any other composition of the day, and, certainly,
far more weighty than what a mere thitihndej implied. It was the very first state
document to be called a 'law'.
There is a fascinating account of how the MA was drawn up, given in a contemporary valils'avnlr of Jung Bahadur's time.'
His highness Sri 3 Dung Bahadur Rana] appointed a Court of
Councillors, consisting of nobles, high-ranking officers, royal
preceptor and priests; they all deliberated in a group with all their
intelligence and by examining all proofs with utmost care, and
finalised it in a manner to suit the needs of the times; it was written
with a rare clarity and by dividing it in separate clauses; it was better
composed than the social order [Nep. sthiti] of King Jayasthiti Malla, [and]
which even an ordinary child could understand; it was made
famous by the name of the nin, incorporating in it many
laws and making it into a book of law, by putting the seals of the
the king and the prime minister in it in order that a system may
7

Khanal 2002: 300-301. Free translation by me.
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be established by which all people, high and low, would get
their justice equally; from hereon all works of the govemment
and the courts of justice, the acts of rewards and punishments,
customs and practices, etc, throughout the Gorkha kingdom shall
be carried out in accordance with the [provisions of] the nin; the
copies of the nin were sent to all regional and provincial govemment
offices in the hills, mountains and the plains and [thus] were brought
into circulation.

All this goes to show what a big government undertaking the preparation of the
MA had truly been? From 1854 until 1872 the MA existed only in a handwritten
form. Revisions and amendments in it were reserved and strictly kept in the hands
of the Council of Nobles at the centre. Corrections in individual copies of the MA
kept in the various courts could be made by hand by the officials of the same
courts only. The 1965 publication on which Hofer based his work was one such
hand-written copy. The first MA to come out in printed form was in Jung Bahadur's
time itself. This edition was printed in a certain Manoranjan Press, a treadle press
that Jung Bahadur is believed to have brought from England. It took three years,
from 1872 to 1875, to publish the 1038 pages the MA ran
The MA kept coming
out in many subsequent editions too. A strange practice seems to have ensued
from the time of Bir Shumsher onwards, which is that a fresh edition of the MA
. ~ MA
was brought out on the same day a new Rana prime minister took ~ f f i c eThe
was probably seen as conferring on each succeeding prime minister a veritable
state power that gave him the right to rule on behalf of the king of Nepal.
Hofer's MA is divided into 163 separate schedules or headings of laws, covering a wide range of subjects in the lives of the people. This highly regarded 'law'
in national life enjoyed the highest legal authority. This is borne out by the state's
219 highest-ranked political, civil and army officials who were made to sign the
document in endorsement, including the prime minister (Nep. Sri 3). The MA
exercised an unprecedented power of jurisdiction over all the people of the kingdom, from the high to the low, equally. Some people are led to read a kind of a
'constitution' of the day in it,lo although we do not know how truly the MA's
provisions could be invoked and applied in the case of the members of the ruling
class and the upper strata of the society. The idea of a constitution, in my opinion,
is too premature for the time we are considering, since political power in those
days was decided more by the might of the sword than by provisions of law.
Broadly, MA's laws deal with areas relating to land tenure, economic transactions, such as credit and loan payment, revenue collection and administration,
and diverse civil and criminal laws. The readings of these laws give one a distinct
impression of 19th-century Nepal as being a pre-modern 'military-agrarian
society'. The other image presented by it is that of an overzealous Hindu state
8 Devkota 1967: 21.
9 Shrestha 1993.
10 Regmi 2002: 3.
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extremely concerned with safeguarding the rules of caste within its domain. The
MA1s idea of a social order consisted of a single social universe recognised in
terms of its people of various varnns and jiitis residing in its territory. People of all
castes as well as of multiple ethnic, cultural and linguistic groups were all made
inclusive parts of it, and ranked in a hierarchy of the high and the low. The basis
for the gradation of high and low was embedded in the Hindu ideology of 'pureimpure', a ritual notion. T h s social universe of the MA was referred to by the
popular phrase ciiwnrnn chntisjirt that the people of Nepal were supposed to be
encompassed within.
Undeniably, the MA is a product of the times that is close to our own. Its
language is full of legal and administrative loanwords drawn from the Arabic and
Persian in vogue in the court systems of North India of the Moghul times. As we
have already seen above, in several respects it reflects the conditions of the times
it was composed in. Notwithstanding that, its one abiding pre-occupation was the
persistence of a Hindu caste society by means of the most stringent possible laws.
The survival of such a society up to the middle of the 20th century on the support
of state authority is what the MA documents in detail. The MA1s jurisdictional
powers extended and impinged on the domains of what in other societies was
regarded as an individual's private and personal spheres. It saw to it that no one
broke the rules of caste and his/her allegiance to it, knowingly or unknowingly,
voluntarily or otherwise. He/she would not ever be able to breach the MA even
as a victim as a result of the acts of another person. If he/she should do it, he/she
became answerable to the state, and would have to willingly accept the punishment awarded by the state, which could be light or heavy, depending on the
gravity of the offence. The MA is pervaded throughout with these rules providing for a strict caste regime. It even made no qualms about declaring in its preamble that punishment for offences committed shall be imposed in accordance
with and befitting 'the status of a person's caste'. There is one whole section
relating to Dhnrmiidhikiir, the highest office of the state adjudicating in caste matters, residing in the king's preceptor (Nep. rajpru) that deals in all graphic details
about the compromising circumstances and all possible manners of the violation
of caste rules, the methods of its restitution and restoration, and the levy of punishment for it."
The Dhnrmniflstm lay down their injunctions in more impersonal and idealistic
terms since they were not written as laws for a specific temporal state. The MA's
case, however, stood quite apart from this. For the laws of the MA were meant to
serve as a designated state's tangible laws. The state represented by the MA exercised total monopoly over these laws. The MA served not only as its prime tool of
social control, but also a good source of income for the state. For the DharmSiistrn,
observation of caste rules, as any other rule for that matter, was looked upon as
being the 'duty' of a person. The breach of this 'duty' amounted to a breach of
dharm, which was far more binding on a person, morally and ethically. For this
11 MA pp. 379-4065 89.

breach he or she was not only answerable to himself or herself, but also to the
state, the supreme guardian of the dhnrm. The state for its part was answerable to
a 'hgher' divine power in the preservation of these rules. If the state (king) did
not live up to its obligation, it would mean a breakdown of order, including cosmic order,12the furthest abstraction from which the Hindus' concept of their dhnrma
is ultimately derived. These indicate vestiges of a Hindu state of earlier times.
Thus, while the enumeration of the caste groups of India of modem times was
made by the British-Indian administrators directly from the field, such a dossier
on Nepal derives straight from an official state document.
Let me delve a little into the MA's possible inspirational links with the texts of
the Hindu DharmaSflstra and Nitigdstrns (in MA, nitismyti). T h s link is not merely
inferential, but quite apparent. In fact, it could even be said that the MA in many
respects is distinctly an heir to some of these classical works. For instance, many
sections in the MA are not only similar to Kautilya's ArthaSnstra in the treatment of
their subject matter, but sometimes also identical in their subject headings. The
3rd and 4th books of the ArthnSdstra, for example, that deal with the subject of
'judges' and 'suppression of criminals' deal with identical matters, such as on
'intended rape of a woman', 'gambling', 'incestual relations' or 'sexual intercourse
with women of lower castes' (varna).13Similarly, the 'eighteen mdrgas' or
vyavnhimpadns of the ix book of Manusmrti, dealing with the nature of offences
and disputes involving people, offer close parallels with the MA." According to
Julius Jolly, the vynvnhira chapters of the Ndmdasmrti, a mediaval period treatise
The Nydynvikllsini is a
of Hindu law, is actually an abridgement of M~nusmyti.'~
Jolly says that chapters on
14th-century Newari commentary of the Nflr~dasrnrti.'~
'theft' and 'trial by ordeal' treated in the Naradasmrti are found only in the manuscripts in Nepal." Trial by ordeal was an extremely popular form of criminal court
procedure followed in Nepal until the times of Bhimsen Thapa (1806-39). The
various types of capital punishment and corporeal punishment, starting from death
by beheading, branding of face, h b mutilation, and caste degradation all seem
to take their cue from the old snzrti texts. Hodgson makes an interesting observation relating to criminal prosecution procedure in Nepali courts. According to
him, before pronouncing an acused guilty of his crime, it was absolutely essential
to acquire a 'confession of guilt' (Nep. kiiyalndmii) from him. The uniqueness of the
Nepali legal system of the 19th century lay here, he says, which did not exist even
in the European legal system of the tirne.I8
Punishment by the state (king) to offenders was not meant to act only as a
deterrence to crime, but was believed to have cleansing properties or merit to it.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Lingat 1973:xii-xiii.
Kangle 1988: pt. 11: 190-291.
Lingat 1973: 81-83.
Jolly 1977: xi.
Sharma 1997: 128,135-36 fn. 2.
Jolly 1977: 223.
Hodgson 1834: 45-56.
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All offences were seen not only as wrongdoings committed against the person
concerned, but a crime committed against the state. If crimes went unpunished, it
would bring sins to the state and render it unholy. For the lung to let this happen
would amount to failing in his 'lungly duties' (Sans. riiindlznrnla). The office of the
Dhamuidhihr mentioned in the MA19was quite a powerful one,20and had its presence felt throughout the territory of the kingdom through its multifarious agents.
Punishments that were lighter in form and did not lead to permanent caste degradation were administered by the office of the Dhnrnzndhiknr by offering the wrongdoers pntiyii and ciindriiyana penitence. The ciindrfiyann was like a compulsory toll
payable by all householders annually. Collected even from the poorest of the
h g d o m , it required people to rid themselves of their sins that may have accrued
to them unconsciously. This is where the state saw an ample means of richly exploiting the injunctions of the Dharmns'iistra to increase its revenue. Unlike in the
classical law books in which all laws are invoked in the name of the h g , such a
style is not adopted by the MA. The Dhnrrniidhihr's office is given the responsibility to carry out t h s lund of punitive duty, which amounts to the same t h n g in
essence. It should be mentioned here that obtaining the prior assent of the king in
the case of capital punishment was essential before it could be carried out.
The concept of social order and harmony was an integral part to the ideology
of a Hindu state, which translated into a scheme of a hierarchy of castes on the
ground. The state defined this herarchy, w h c h it considered its prerogative. The
MA's herarchy is a single national hierarchy valid for the state as a whole.21The
Dhnr~nns'iistrathemselves do not ever speak in terms of a universally followed
herarchy of castes. They talk of social categories in terms of the four varnas, whch
to them remains a standard tool of reference to use across all time and space. In
the vary system of social classification too the notion of herarchy is implicit no
doubt. Beyond that, in the context of empirical caste studies in any region of
India, a uniformly accepted herarchy is difficult to find. It varies from region to
region and seems influenced by the politically and economically dominant caste
group or groups living in a particular region. The MA's testimony on caste herarchy is therefore a good means of knowing how a Hindu state worked in defining
its hierarchical order. Its hierarchy ascribed rankings not only to individual castes,
but also to social categories into which comparable caste and ethnic groups were
ranged together. The MA does not omit to mention in its national hierarchical
ranking even such non-caste aliens as the 'musulman' and the 'mleccha' (European), designating them as a caste as well.
Thus from the evidence of the MA we know what role the state played as the
main arbiter in caste matters. Consequently, we do not see the existence of the
autonomous, grassroot caste assemblies at the village level like in India22in Nepal.
The caste Hindus of Nepal, especially the Parbatiya Hindus, were directly under
19
20
21
22

MA 89: 379-406.
Hodgson 1834: 45-56.
Sharma 1993: 364-76.
Mayer 1970: 251ff.
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the purview and control of the state, exercised through the medium of its courts.
Notwithstanding the rules of punishment MA provides in some detail for illicit
sexual relations involving Newar women of high and low castes or in regard to
~ be presumed that autonomy
their rniscegeny (in section under n t i ~ f i k h t )it, ~may
in the case of Newar caste matters was respected and left to their own caste
members in their respective guthis to be settled. Much in the same manner the
customs and clan traditions of the various minority ethnic groups were also duly
recognised by the MA. But their autonomy had to stop where these customs impinged on some of the avowed high Hindu values. Practice of levirate, for example, was discouraged, and the lulling of cows, banned.
To find a satisfactory equation between the vnrnn and the caste is an unresolved dispute among anthropologists. The MA is seen to integrate these two
terms through the use of the idea of c i i w n r ~chttisjfit. It may thus be possible to
surmise from it the closeness between these two terms and see how they had
informed one another. Another significant point to note is the MA's predilection
for brevity in dealing with the number of castes The totality of Parbatiya castes
runs to barely a dozen and a half. This is in glaring contrast to the long list of caste
names found in the Newar society of the Kathmandu Valley24and among the
Madhesis of the Tarai. The MA has taken no serious cognition of these castes
except en pnssnnt. At the same time, rules regarding the different names assigned
to the vnrnnsnlizknrns ('mixed castes') in the Dhnrinns'iistrn, are not heeded by the
MA. Like the DhnrnlnSiistrn, the MA holds all hypogamous marriages in total abhorrence, but is tolerant towards hypergamy, if it is done withn the 'clean' castes.
Hypergamy, because its practice was so common, was accepted as a fact of life.
With the exception of the Brahman's offspring, chldren born of all hypergamous
marriages were adjusted within the father's caste. This was the rule of thumb
granted by the MA. The middle order caste list among the Parbatiya Hindus is
not allowed to run too long, and so, most vnr!~nsniirknms, or children from
hypergamous marriages, were adjusted within the Chhetri caste. A short list of
castes among the Parbatiya Hindus could also be a legacy of its less complex, less
economically diversified, hill agrarian society.
I should briefly like to touch upon a unique law that the MA deals with. T h s
was a frequently invoked law in the Nepali society of the MA. It refers to the
'killing of one's wife's seducer'.25Seducing another person's wife was an offence
committed against the state (Nep. rfijnkhnt) in the definition of the MA. This is yet
another good example of how little distinction the MA made between the public
and private domains of jurisdiction. However, for an overzealous guardian of a
Hindu state, this law is not wholly inconsistent with its overall spirit. The MA's
laws are overly obsessed in dealing with sexual relations between men and women
among various caste and age groups. In a state where such relations were kept
23 MA pp. 644-652 fj 145.
24 Sharma 1993: 364.
25 MA pp. 602-608 § 134; pp. 629-37 5 141.
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regulated strictly by the rules of caste, furtive liaisons between a man and a woman
could not remain overlooked. Such an act hurt the pride of a husband, but, in its
more serious implications, it compromised the caste of the family if it were allowed to go unpunished. The MA has, therefore, given the wronged husband the
right to kill his wife's paramour. If he caught them in the middle of the act, he
could kill the lover on the spot. The court could be notified of the act afterwards.
The court would also order the nose of the wife to be cut off, and degrade her
from her caste. If his wife's affair happened in his absence, and got established
through her confession later, the husband asked the right to kill the paramour
(Nep, jiirhiinne) with the permission of the court, which was granted. This was
deemed a privilege reserved to a few high castes and recogrused martial groups
only such as the Thakuri, the Chhetri, the Magar, the Gurung and the Sunuwar.
Brahmans were not included in it because they were thought to be a peaceable
caste. For the other castes, they had to be content with getting a cash compensation for it. The Dhnrmns'iistrns themselves are totally silent on this score. The source
of jiirhiinne, therefore, may have been different, although its practice too seems
pretty old in Nepal. Its origin perhaps lay with the old Khas tribes, who are supposed to have entered western Nepal from the Himalayan foothills further west
in Garhwal, Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir and, eventually, even Central Asia.
Having introduced the historical character and the documentary value of the
MA at some length, it may be apt to consider next the change in perception in
which it has been held at different nodal points of Nepal's political development
in the duration of a century and a half. Between 1854, the date of MA's promulgation, and 1955, in which its last edition came out, it did undergo occasional alterations, additions and revisions, as we have already mentioned. But these changes
were not of a substantive nature and little affected the character of a Hindu society nurtured in the snnntnn Aryan tradition. The social values preached by the
MA, however, were proving restrictive, anachronic and out of step with the spirit
of times. They were seen as a potent instrument of Rana political repression. In
the the third decade of the 20th century, the educated middle class youth of
Kathmandu started an anti-Rana political movement which increasingly gathered
force. When the Ranas did fall from power eventually following the popular movement of 1951, the MA fell into a state of limbo. It ceased to be a legal authority and
its provisions were no longer binding. Caste rules relating to food, drink and
inter-caste marriages were openly flouted. But the MA had not been officially
abrogated. In 1960 Nepali politics returned once again to the monarchical system
under the Panchayat. However, the conservative politics could not put the clock
back on the aspirations for social change. King Mahendra had to, therefore, take a
progressive stance and promulgate a new Muluki Ain to replace the old one. This
new Muluki Ain of 1963 did away with the legal recognition to caste, and all the
discriminatory laws made on the grounds of caste. It is quite true that with the
promulgation of the new Muluki Ain caste feelings have not entirely ceased to
exist in the Nepali society, but they have been relegated from the public to the
private domains of the people now. The legacy of caste will be hard to be erased

from the minds of the people. Actually, it might even find new modes of survival
in a democratic polity, as we can see it happening in India.
For 30 years the Panchayat regime made 'social harmony' and 'unity in diversity' its main social and political rhetoric. Its Constitution of 1962 called Nepal a
'multi-ethnic', multi-cultural' and a 'multi-linguistic' Hindu state. A Hindu ethos
under the Hindu monarchy dominated the national life of Nepal during this period. Towards the closing years of the Panchayat regime, the politics of Nepal
assumed a new dimension accompanied by a growing demand for the end of the
Panchayat and its replacement with a multi-party democratic rule. This was also
the time of the emergence of a strident ethnicity in the political horizon of Nepal.
With the dawn of the multiparty democracy in 1990, the smooth democratic transition of Nepali politics has been hit by a political turmoil of all kinds, the latest
being the Maoist armed insurgency in the country. There is an extreme polarisation
in the politics of Nepal today between monarchical democracy and republicanism.
In these extremely volatile times, the caste reforms of the new Muluki Ain have
lost their relevance and topicality. More pressing issues of social change and social structuring have come to replace it and have assumed a new urgency. The
MA1s Hindu legacies remain repudiated. The wisdom of the label 'Hindu state' is
cast in doubt. There is an aggressive ethrucisation of all social, cultural, linguistic
and political issues by the various ethnic groups, designated as the iiuztcrwirlis in
the MA, who blame it on the state for most of the wrongdoings in the past. The
strident ethnic demands seem to question everything today, including Nepal's
history of integration started by Prithvinarayan Shah. The new Mululu Ain of
1963 made far-reaching changes from earlier times with regard to women's sexuality, and their social and economic status. Women's empowerment and gender
rights groups in the recent decades have called these changes insufficient. They
want changes in all the discriminatory laws against women in the new Muluki Ain
in consonance with the Constitution of 1990. In the 90s, women of Nepal have
been given increased representation rights in public offices as well as new property and social rights at a level they had never enjoyed before. This has rejected
the relevance of the 1963 Muluki Ain in the spheres relating to the traditional
image of Hindu women. Thus the values of Nepal's old society contained in the
old MA, and its lingering vestiges reflected in the new Muluki Ain, have become
non-issues at many levels since 1990. Hofer's study of MA mirroring a vanished
society of a bygone century constitutes a last major work of scholarship on Nepal's
most illuminating period document.
Prayag Raj Sharma
Maghe Sarhkranti, 2059 (15 January, 2003)
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In 1975, when I began preparing my files for the original edition of this book,
caste was still one of the central issues in the anthropologcal discourse on South
Asia. Its definition, ideological foundation, social and economic rnison d'2tre were
the subject of a controversy between empiricists, functional-structuralists, cultural
anthropologists, neo-Marxists, Weberians and some others, and feelings ran h g h
when it came to taking a stance on Louis Dumont's theory as developed on the
pages of Contributions to lndinn Sociology and expounded later in his influential and
erudite Homo hiernrclzicus, which was first published in French in 1966. Most of the
anthropologists were relying on empirical evidence drawn from modern field
research and the older colonial "census ethnography". With the notable exception
of Dumont, anthropologists showed relatively little interest in exploiting traditional Indian legal sources. Their reticence, one is tempted to suspect, was not
least conditioned by the partly justifiable conviction that the dhnrmaastra literature reflected historically remote stages of development, and that, consequently,
present-day caste societies-with all their regional and sectarian or confessional
differentiations, complex economic and political infrastructures, intertwinements
with kinship, marriage, occupation, patronage, etc-could not be adequately understood by recourse to the ancient z m n n model alone. And since a systematic
codification of the present-day caste societies was not to be found in inore recent,
post-classical sources written by Indians, a more or less consistent representation
of the "indigenous" conceptualisation of caste society remained beyond the anthropologists' grasp.'
1

Durnont himself deplored the lack of such evidence in a conversation while I happened to be
attending his class just at the time when his Hori~olriernrcllic~iswas in the making.
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This insight proved decisive for me in 1971 when I encountered the Legal Code
(Muluki A h ) of 1854, in a reprint e d i t i ~ n ,for
~ the first time. At once it revealed
itself as a grand, astonishingly comprehensive attempt at "society building" in a
particular country and a particular period of history, unique in its kind, above all
in view of the, in part, detailed substantiation it gives for establishing and sanctioning the hierarchcal stratification of social groups withn a multi-ethnic society. It was rewarding to see to what extent and with what degree of consistency
the opposition pure/impure had been applied in the Code, long before Western
sociology came to recogruse it as a basic, generative structuring principle of casteand even more rewarding to learn from a tradition-guided Nepalese legislator
that caste in South Asia was an intrinsic social category, rather than a mere construct of colonial administrators or "orientalist" intellectuals, as some authors would
have it today.
Of course, I wish I were in a position to re-write this book nearly twenty-five
years after its first publication by tahng advantage of the considerably increased
literature in general, of the progress of theory in particular and, above all, of the
unprecedented availability of historical documents whch both Nepalese and Westem scholars have since then made accessible to the public. It is no small comfort to
me that, fortunately, the Code of 1854 and its successors, first "discovered" by
anthropologist^,^ have over the past twenty or so years been the subject of thorough studies by Indologists and law historians. It would lead too far to list all the
literature dealing with, or at least referring to, the Nepalese codes.4 Apart from
R.R. Khanal's recent substantial work on Nepal's legal history, extensively discussed by P.R. Sharma in his Introduction to this volume, the studies of Jean Fezas
and Axel Michaels deserve to be mentioned first. Fezas's Le Code Ne'pnlnis5 renders
the entire contents of four manuscript versions of the Code of 1854 in abundantly
annotated transliteration and includes an introduction of nearly 50 pages on the
contents, predecessors and sources of the Code, the circumstances of its composition and application. Prior to this monumental undertaking in two volumes, indispensable for the future student of Nepalese law, Fezas published a number of
articles devoted to issues, such as sodomy, suttee, the customary right of the
To Michaels we
husband to kill his wife's seducer, or property and inheritan~e.~
2 The reprint edited by the Ministry of Law and Justice and published in 1965 (BS 2022), see
Chapter 1.
3 Marc Gaborieau, in 1966, and Alexander W. Macdonald, in 1968, were the first to draw attention to the legal codes as important sources for ethnographic studies.
4 It may be noted in passing that over the past two decades, "Muluki Ain" as a name and notion
has become widely known even outside the academic realm. A search for "Muluki Ain" in the
internet (http://www.google.de) in May 2003 produced about 595 hits from a variety of
sources, including excerpts, infos, news, pamphlets, homepages, newspapers and the like.
5 Fezas, Jean: Le Code Nenlnis (Aiil) de 1853. Vol. I . Il~trodl~ctioil
et texte-clmpitres 1-86. Vol. 11.
Texte-clznpitres 87-167. Corpus Iuris Sanscriticum, vol. 11, Sanskrit Series on Social and Religious Law, edited by Oscar Botto. Turin: Unione Accademica Nazionale 2000.
6 See, La., (i) Perversion et hierarchie au Nepal au XIXe siecle. Un chapitre inedit du code de 1853 :
Gar Mars-ko (de la sodomie). Iolrr~lnlAsintiq~re,CCLXXI, 1983, no. 3-4 : pp. 281-344.-(ii) Sati
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owe in-depth analyses of the regulations regarding suttee, the protection of the
Both Fezas and Michaels arrive at illumicow and the office of the dhnrrm~dhik3r.~
nating findings by treating Nepalese legislation and judiciary within the broader
comparative framework of the Indian legal tradition. While the author of The cnste
hierarchy and the State in Nepal had at that time to content himself, by necessity,
with relying on the 1965 reprint edition of the Code of 1854, Fezas's and Michaels's
works, carried out later, are based on a source-critical synoptic reading of its
printed and older, originally handwritten version^.^ Re-examined in the light of
the considerably widened perspective on the textual history of the Code itself,
and of a host of new data provided by palaeography and epigraphy for comparison, some of the conclusions drawn in The caste hierarchy and the State in Nepnl,
especially in chapters 1, 17 and 18, may turn out to have been quite preliminary,
incomplete or even erroneous efforts at interpretation. Needless to say, this is not
an attempt to put the blame for any possible inability of mine on the initial research situation alone.
I wish to thank Prayag Raj Sharma for h s generosity in contributing an unconventionally detailed Introduction to the present edition. His essay, concise and
exhaustive at the same time, on the origins, contents and general setting of the
Code of 1854, aptly highlights some novel aspects as revealed by recent research
and as assessed from h s , a Nepali historian's, own viewpoint. I am also indebted
Jays-ko : de la cremation des veuves en droit nepalais. Birlletiii d'Etirdes lidiair~es,2,1984: pp.
87-97.-(iii) The Nepalese law of succession. A contribution to the study of the Nepalese codes.
In Seeland, Klaus (ed): Recent resenrcll oil N e p l . Proceedings ofn coilferer~ceheld nt the Uiliuersitijt
Koilstniiz, 27-30 Mnrcli 1984. Schriftenreihe Internationales A s i e n f o m , Band 3. Munich, etc:
Weltforum Verlag 1986. Pp. 159-186.-(iv) Custom and written law in Nepal: The regulations
concerning private revenge for adultery according to the Code of 1853. In Toffin, G r a r d (ed):
Nepnl, pnst nild preseiit. Proceediirgs of the Frnnco-Gcnrmil Corlferaice, Arc-et-Samiis, Ilriie 1990.
Paris: CNRS Editions 1993. Pp. 3-20.--(v) See also Fezas, Jean: Ordalies et serments au Nepal,
des pratiques coutumieres au droit ecrit. Droit et Cliltrires, 22, 1991 : pp. 33-67.
7 See, i.a., (i) Widow burning in Nepal. In Toffin, Gerard (ed):Nepnl, p s t niid presei~t.Proceedings
oftlle Frnrtco-Gerirmii Coi$crer~ce,Arc-et-Seimils ]irile 1990. Paris: CNRS Editions 1993. Pp. 2134.-(ii) The legislation of widow burning in 19th century Nepal. Asintisclle St~rdior/Etides
Asintiqlres, Zeitscllrift der Sclrweizeriscl~eiiAsieiigesellsclmft/Revire de In SociktP Sirissc-Asie, XLVIII,
2,1994: pp. 1213-1240.The article includes a source-critical edition of the paragraphs concerned
in the Code of 1854.-(iii) The king and cow: On a crucial symbol of Hinduization in Nepal. In
Gellner, David N., Pfaff-Czarnecka, Joanna, and Whelpton, John (eds):Nntioirnlisiir nidethnicihj
iii n Hiizdlr kiilgdoirl. The politics ofcriltirre iii coiiterripornn~Nepnl. Amsterdam: Hanvood Academic Publishers 1997.Pp. 79-100.-(iv) Kuhschiitzer und Kuhesser. Verbote der Rindertotung
in Nepal nebst einer Kritik der Kulturokologie von Marvin Harris und einer Edition des
Kapitels Govadha garnya im Muluki Ain von 1854. In Wezler, Albrecht (ed): Die illdische ldee
der Gezunltlosigkeit. Zirr Bezielririig zwisclreii M E ~ I Slrild
C ~ INntrrr in Indieit. Hamburg: Institut fiir
Kultur und Geschichte Indiens und Tibets. Forthcoming.--(v) The pandit as a legal adviser.
Rajguru, rajpurohita and dharmadhikarin. In Michaels, Axel (ed):T l ~pe i d i t . Tmditioilnl xlwlnrslrip in lidin. Delhi: Manohar 2001. Pp. 61-77.
8 Neither these handwritten versions, now kept in the National Archives in Kathmandu, nor the
first printed edition of 1871 were accessible to me when I began writing the book. None of my
informants knew of the existence of the former.
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A model Hindu state has four recognised ingredients to it, broadly spealung.
These comprise: a) riijan, meaning a sovereign king or a ruler in whom all the
power of the state resides; b) riijjya or rfistm (Nep. riij), which describes the territorial extent of such a state within a defined boundary; c) prnjii, whch refers to the
subjects of such a state; and, finally, d) sthiti (Nep. thiti), referring to an established social order in the state.3This last, in a broad conceptual sense, relates to an
order ranging from the abstract notions of a cosmic to a moral, social, and, more
pragmatically, a legal order. The MA1s paradigm of a state is, more or less, in
consonance with these four main ingredients with minor spelling variations in it.
Pronounced 'law', the MA was issued with royal seals of assent from the former
king, Rajendra, the ruling king, Surendra, and the future king, Crown Prince
Trailokya Bikram Shah.
All states, whether modern or ancient, are upheld by the values of an accepted
social order to which they have subscribed. Every reigning Hindu king of some
ambition at all times of lustory has seen h s e l f in the role of giving the best social
order of h s time to his people. In his Divyopndes'a, Prithvinarayan Shah (r. 1742-75)
refers to such an order as a task unfulfilled by him.4Before him, King Ram Shah of
Gorkha (r. 1606-36) issued a set of simple rules governing the rural life of his state
in the hills of Nepal. In the Nepal Valley of a still earlier historical epoch, King
Jayasthti Malla (r. 1382-95) is remembered malnly for his social reforms. His reforms regulate the Newar society of the Kathmandu Valley even to this day. Before him, King Punya Malla (r. 1332[?]-1338)of the Khasa kingdom of Jurnla in his
copper-plate inscriptions boasts his familiarity with the Dharmaiiistrn and
RiijanitiSiistm works of the ancient Hindu law-givers, such as Gargyayana, Gautama,
Harita, Apastamba, e t ~Much
. ~ before them all, King Amsuvarma of the Licchavi
period (606-21) affirmed his abiding faith in the virtues of the Hindu social order
practice. The abolition of sati in Nepal may be taken, with the modification of the law of
purification after possibility of defilement during the War, as an illustration of the reasonable
compromise that attends amicable discussions on points that may be affected by religious
scruples whenever these seem to stand in the way of the advancement of civilisation in the
State. It is the more remarkable because in Nepal there had hitherto been no compromise of
any kind for an offence which trespassed the laws of caste. To this day in India a man who loses
his caste by infringing its cardinal regulations is sometimes permitted to remain unmolested
within its fold by the connivance of the priests. In Nepal, however, there is no escape, and the
absolute need of purification in such circumstances is recognised and is a familiar part of the
occasional ritual of the Hindu faith. This privilege is one which is based upon the highest and
the most ancient authority, and is jealously vindicated by prince and people alike. That a
general indulgence was granted to all soldiers detailed for oversea[s] military operations,
provided they neither consciously broke the caste-law nor stayed longer than their actual
work required, is an illustration of the extent to which the progress of its development has
been harmonised with the strictest religious observances. But there is another and even greater
proof of this spirit of adjustment which has just been realised, and that is the abolition of
slavery.' (Vol 11, pp. 162-63)
3 Abstracted and modified from the Hindu rnjyn~gntheory. Kangle 1988: pt. I (6.1.1);pt. 111: 127.
4 Naraharinath 1965: 314.
5 Naraharinath 1965: 761-762.

and its justice system. Despite this long history of Hindu ideologies, there was
nothing comparable to the MA-a veritable legal c o d e i n these earlier epochs.
The only other work comparable with it in some respects is probably
the Nydyavikr7sini1 a Newari commentary of the complete Ndradasn~rti,written in
1380. This commentary, however, was a mere translation or endorsement in
Newari of one of the acknowledged classical Hindu texts rather than an original
composition.
In much of the intervening historical period, social order was maintained either on the basis of the dictates of classical Hindu law books directly or through
the announcement of periodic royal decrees which also were based again on customary laws or on ancient Hindu laws. These, at later times, were known as
thitibandej (derived from the Sanskrit sthiti). The MA claims that it was basically a
compilation of the thitibandej issued by various kings in the past. Notwithstanding
the king's duty and privilege to establish a sthiti in his kingdom, it by no means
implied, nor was it ever so understood, that he was a propounder or a legislator
of these laws. The true source of all social order was, as we have already mentioned, first, the Hindu DhnrrnnSfistra and, secondly, the lokadharma or 'customary
law'. The MA has acknowledged this idea as much. Before the codification could
take place, Brahman pandits used to be assigned to the legal courts to interpret
the DhnrmSfistra. In social disputes involving ethnic minorities, all cases were first
referred to the local assembly of elders in the respective cultural, ethnic, or linguistic communities. Thus Hindu states have always acknowledged the reality of
cultural diversities and accepted these diversities as part of their social universe.
Nepal was no exception to this rule. When disputes came up for settlement before
they always gave their decithe lung's court at the centre (Nep. B~rndfirisab~),
sions by deferring to the verdicts reached by the elders of the respective communities earlier. The establishment of a state entity, with attempts at a social structuring and a social order in the tribal fringes of the central Himalaya goes to the
credit of the Hindus about two thousand years earlier.
Let us now turn to see the probable reason behind the undertaking to write
the MA on the part of the rulers. There is some dispute as to the true source of the
MA's inspiration among the historians of Nepal. It was promulgated in 1854 during the reign of Jung Bahadur, four years after his return from his trip to England
and France. Hence some see a European inspiration behind its writing, especially
from the Code of Napoleon of 1810. Some contemporary British writers, such as
Cavenagh, have called Jung Bahadur's MA being more lenient in modes of punishment than in the past. This leniency, however, was true only in respect of punishment for theft. The MA stopped the practice of mutilating limbs for committing
.~
of punishtheft. This can be gathered from the evidence of the MA i t ~ e l fAward
ment in other regards of capital offences, however, continued to be as severe and
medizeval, in the tradition of the ancient Hindu practices described in their law
books. Punishment, such as by beheading, facial branding with hot iron, or cut-
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ting off of noses and ear-lobes in the case of guilty women, remained unchanged
in the MA. The Code of Napoleon is the most unlikely source of inspiration, therefore, for the MA. The only point of comparability between the two perhaps lies in
their being one comprehensive compilation. Although it is true that the MA is a
compilation of civil and criminal laws of its time, by and large, the subject matter
and treatment of law in it are befitting a traditional Hindu society of older times.
T h s is what Hofer means by the 'codification of traditional social conditions'.
Recently, a legal historian of Nepal, Revati Raman Khanal, has rejected the idea
of any outside inspiration in the drafting of the MA. According to him it took
eight long years only to copy the MA in required numbers and to send them out
to the various courts outside Kathmandu. The MA was just a huge compilation.
Prepared as the first proper law of the country, it tried to be as comprehensive
and all-encompassing in its scope as it could probably make itself at the time. So
deliberations on it, too, must have taken quite a long time, starting even before
Jung Bahadur went on his European tour of 1850. In fact, the motivations for
preparing the MA could have come entirely from internal reasons given the need
to provide people with a uniform and more accessible justice as part of continuing
reforms in Nepal's legal system. Only the Sanskrit-knowing pandits assigned to
the duties of the court were able to interpret the texts of the Dhnrmns'dstrn oh the
award of punishment for various offences. Similarly, the thitibnndej issued by kings
of various times were available in scattered and piecemeal forms. The need for
their systematisation and standardisation must have been felt by the rulers for
some time. In the absence of a uniform code, dispensation of justice must have
been an uneven, variable and cumbersome affair. The name nin, or 'law', by which
the MA was originally called, was not without some significance either since that
accorded it a prestige far above any other composition of the day, and, certainly,
far more weighty than what a mere thitilmndej implied. It was the very first state
document to be called a 'law'.
There is a fascinating account of how the MA was drawn up, given in a contemporary vtlm.hivnli of Jung Bahadur's time.'
His highness Sri 3 Dung Bahadur Rana] appointed a Court of
Councillors, consisting of nobles, high-ranking officers, royal
preceptor and priests; they all deliberated in a group with all their
intelligence and by examining all proofs with utmost care, and
finalised it in a manner to suit the needs of the times; it was written
with a rare clarity and by dividing it in separate clauses; it was better
composed than the social order [Nep. sthiti] of King Jayasthiti Malla, [and]
which even an ordinary child could understand; it was made
famous by the name of the nin, incorporating in i t many
laws and making it into a book of law, by putting the seals of the
the king and the prime minister in it in order that a system may
7

Khanal2002: 300-301. Free translation by me.

be established by which all people, high and low, would get
their justice equally; from hereon all works of the government
and the courts of justice, the acts of rewards and punishments,
customs and practices, etc, throughout the Gorkha kingdom shall
be carried out in accordance with the [provisions of] the nin; the
copies of the nin were sent to all regional and provincial government
offices in the hills, mountains and the plains and [thus] were brought
into circulation.

All this goes to show what a big government undertaking the preparation of the
MA had truly been? From 1854 until 1872 the MA existed only in a handwritten
form. Revisions and amendments in it were reserved and strictly kept in the hands
of the Council of Nobles at the centre. Corrections in individual copies of the MA
kept in the various courts could be made by hand by the officials of the same
courts only. The 1965 publication on which Hofer based his work was one such
hand-written copy. The first MA to come out in printed form was in Jung Bahadur's
time itself. This edition was printed in a certain Manoranjan Press, a treadle press
that Jung Bahadur is believed to have brought from England. It took three years,
The MA kept coming
from 1872 to 1875, to publish the 1038 pages the MA ran
out in many subsequent editions too. A strange practice seems to have ensued
from the time of Bir Shumsher onwards, which is that a fresh edition of the MA
was brought out on the same day a new Rana prime minister took ~ f f i c eThe
. ~ MA
was probably seen as conferring on each succeeding prime minister a veritable
state power that gave him the right to rule on behalf of the king of Nepal.
Hofer's MA is divided into 163 separate schedules or headings of laws, covering a wide range of subjects in the lives of the people. This highly regarded 'law'
in national life enjoyed the highest legal authority. This is borne out by the state's
219 lughest-ranked political, civil and army officials who were made to sign the
document in endorsement, including the prime minister (Nep. Sri 3). The MA
exercised an unprecedented power of jurisdiction over all the people of the kingdom, from the high to the low, equally. Some people are led to read a kind of a
'constitution' of the day in it,lo although we do not know how truly the MA's
provisions could be invoked and applied in the case of the members of the ruling
class and the upper strata of the society. The idea of a constitution, in my opinion,
is too premature for the time we are considering, since political power in those
days was decided more by the might of the sword than by provisions of law.
Broadly, MA's laws deal with areas relating to land tenure, economic transactions, such as credit and loan payment, revenue collection and administration,
and diverse civil and criminal laws. The readings of these laws give one a distinct
impression of 19th-century Nepal as being a pre-modern 'military-agrarian
societyf. The other image presented by it is that of an overzealous Hindu state
8 Devkota 1967: 21.
9 Shrestha 1993.
10 Regrni 2002: 3.
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extremely concerned with safeguarding the rules of caste within its domain. The
MA's idea of a social order consisted of a single social universe recognised in
terms of its people of various varys and jiitis residing in its territory. People of all
castes as well as of multiple ethnic, cultural and linguistic groups were all made
inclusive parts of it, and ranked in a hierarchy of the high and the low. The basis
for the gradation of high and low was embedded in the Hindu ideology of 'pureimpure', a ritual notion. This social universe of the MA was referred to by the
popular phrase ciiwarna chatisjiit that the people of Nepal were supposed to be
encompassed within.
Undeniably, the MA is a product of the times that is close to our own. Its
language is full of legal and administrative loanwords drawn from the Arabic and
Persian in vogue in the court systems of North India of the Moghul times. As we
have already seen above, in several respects it reflects the conditions of the times
it was composed in. Notwithstanding that, its one abiding pre-occupation was the
persistence of a Hindu caste society by means of the most stringent possible laws.
The survival of such a society up to the middle of the 20th century on the support
of state authority is what the MA documents in detail. The MAfs jurisdictional
powers extended and impinged on the domains of what in other societies was
regarded as an individual's private and personal spheres. It saw to it that no one
broke the rules of caste and his/her allegiance to it, knowingly or unknowingly,
voluntarily or otherwise. He/she would not ever be able to breach the MA even
as a victim as a result of the acts of another person. If he/she should do it, he/she
became answerable to the state, and would have to willingly accept the punishment awarded by the state, which could be light or heavy, depending on the
gravity of the offence. The MA is pervaded throughout with these rules providing for a strict caste regime. It even made no qualms about declaring in its preamble that punishment for offences committed shall be imposed in accordance
with and befitting 'the status of a person's caste'. There is one whole section
relating to Dhnrnziidhihr, the highest office of the state adjudicating in caste matters, residing in the king's preceptor (Nep. rojguru) that deals in all graphic details
about the compromising circumstances and all possible manners of the violation
of caste rules, the methods of its restitution and restoration, and the levy of punishment for it."
The DharmnSastra lay down their injunctions in more impersonal and idealistic
terms since they were not written as laws for a specific temporal state. The MA's
case, however, stood quite apart from this. For the laws of the MA were meant to
serve as a designated state's tangible laws. The state represented by the MA exercised total monopoly over these laws. The MA served not only as its prime tool of
social control, but also a good source of income for the state. For the DharrnaSiistra,
observation of caste rules, as any other rule for that matter, was looked upon as
being the 'duty' of a person. The breach of this 'dutyf amounted to a breach of
dhama, which was far more binding on a person, morally and ethically. For t h s
11 MA pp. 379-406 5 89.
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breach he or she was not only answerable to hmself or herself, but also to the
state, the supreme guardian of the dhnrma. The state for its part was answerable to
a 'hgher' divine power in the preservation of these rules. If the state (king) did
not live up to its obligation, it would mean a breakdown of order, including cosmic order,12the furthest abstraction from which the Hindus' concept of their dhrma
is ultimately derived. These indicate vestiges of a Hindu state of earlier times.
Thus, while the enumeration of the caste groups of India of modern times was
made by the British-Indian administrators directly from the field, such a dossier
on Nepal derives straight from an official state document.
Let me delve a little into the MA's possible inspirational links with the texts of
the Hindu DhnrmaSastra and Nitiastrns (in MA, nitisnrrti). This l ~ n kis not merely
inferential, but quite apparent. In fact, it could even be said that the MA in many
respects is distinctly an heir to some of these classical works. For instance, many
sections in the MA are not only similar to Kautilya's Artha&stra in the treatment of
their subject matter, but sometimes also identical in their subject headings. The
3rd and 4th books of the ArthSrlstra, for example, that deal with the subject of
'judges' and 'suppression of criminals' deal with identical matters, such as on
'intended rape of a woman', 'gambling', 'incestual relations' or 'sexual intercourse
with women of lower castes' (varna).13Similarly, the 'eighteen margas' or
vyavnhimpndas of the ix book of Manusmrti, dealing with the nature of offences
and disputes involving people, offer close parallels with the MA." According to
Julius Jolly, the vyavnhira chapters of the Ndradasmrti, a medizeval period treatise
of Hindu law, is actually an abridgement of Manusmrti.15 The Nyfiynvikrtsini is a
Jolly says that chapters on
14th-century Newari commentary of the Nfirada~myti.'~
'theft' and 'trial by ordeal' treated in the Nrlradasmrti are found only in the manuscripts in Nepal.17Trial by ordeal was an extremely popular form of criminal court
procedure followed in Nepal until the times of Bhimsen Thapa (1806-39). The
various types of capital punishment and corporeal punishment, starting from death
by beheading, branding of face, limb mutilation, and caste degradation all seem
to take their cue from the old snlrti texts. Hodgson makes an interesting observation relating to criminal prosecution procedure in Nepali courts. According to
h,
before pronouncing an acused guilty of his crime, it was absolutely essential
to acquire a 'confession of guilt' (Nep. hiyalrutmn-) from hun.The uniqueness of the
Nepali legal system of the 19th century lay here, he says, which did not exist even
in the European legal system of the time.lB
Punishment by the state (king) to offenders was not meant to act only as a
deterrence to crime, but was believed to have cleansing properties or merit to it.
12
13
14
15
16
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All offences were seen not only as wrongdoings committed against the person
concerned, but a crime committed against the state. If crimes went unpunished, it
would bring sins to the state and render it unholy. For the king to let this happen
would amount to failing in his 'kingly duties' (Sans. riijndharnln). The office of the
Dlzarmiidkihr mentioned in the MA1' was quite a powerful oneI2Oand had its presence felt throughout the territory of the kingdom through its multifarious agents.
Punishments that were lighter in form and did not lead to permanent caste degradation were administered by the office of the Dlznrinndhiknr by offering the wrongdoers pntiyii and ciiildrfiyai.ln penitence. The ciindrfiyann was like a compulsory toll
payable by all householders annually. Collected even from the poorest of the
kingdom, it required people to rid themselves of their sins that may have accrued
to them unconsciously. This is where the state saw an ample means of richly exploiting the injunctions of the Dharrnns'fistra to increase its revenue. Unlike in the
classical law books in which all laws are invoked in the name of the king, such a
style is not adopted by the MA. The Dharmiidhihr's office is given the responsibility to carry out this lund of punitive duty, which amounts to the same thing in
essence. It should be mentioned here that obtaining the prior assent of the king in
the case of capital punishment was essential before it could be carried out.
The concept of social order and harmony was an integral part to the ideology
of a Hindu state, w h c h translated into a scheme of a hierarchy of castes on the
ground. The state defined this hierarchy, which it considered its prerogative. The
MA's herarchy is a single national hierarchy valid for the state as a wh01e.~'The
DhnrinnSiistra themselves d o not ever speak in terms of a universally followed
hierarchy of castes. They talk of social categories in terms of the four varnas, w h c h
to them remains a standard tool of reference to use across all time and space. In
the vartm system of social classification too the notion of hierarchy is implicit no
doubt. Beyond that, in the context of empirical caste studies in any region of
India, a uniformly accepted hierarchy is difficult to find. It varies from region to
region and seems influenced by the politically and economically dominant caste
group or groups living in a particular region. The MA's testimony on caste hierarchy is therefore a good means of knowing how a Hindu state worked in defining
its hierarchical order. Its hierarchy ascribed ranlungs not only to individual castes,
but also to social categories into which comparable caste and ethnic groups were
ranged together. The MA does not omit to mention in its national hierarchical
ranking even such non-caste aliens as the 'musulman' and the 'nlleccha' (European), designating them as a caste as well.
Thus from the-evidence of the MA we know what role the state played as the
main arbiter in caste matters. Consequently, we do not see the existence of the
autonomous, grassroot caste assemblies at the village level like in India22in Nepal.
The caste Hindus of Nepal, especially the Parbatiya Hindus, were directly under
19
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the purview and control of the state, exercised through the medium of its courts.
Notwithstanding the rules of punishment MA provides in some detail for illicit
sexual relations involving Newar women of high and low castes or in regard to
it may be presumed that autonomy
their miscegeny (in section under nii~irkhnt),~
in the case of Newar caste matters was respected and left to their own caste
members in their respective guthis to be settled. Much in the same manner the
customs and clan traditions of the various minority ethnic groups were also duly
recognised by the MA. But their autonomy had to stop where these customs impinged on some of the avowed high Hindu values. Practice of levirate, for example, was discouraged, and the killing of cows, banned.
To find a satisfactory equation between the vnrnn and the caste is an unresolved dispute among anthropologists. The MA is seen to integrate these two
terms through the use of the idea of ciirvar? chttisjirt. It may thus be possible to
surmise from it the closeness between these two terms and see how they had
informed one another. Another significant point to note is the MA's predilection
for brevity in dealing with the number of castes The totality of Parbatiya castes
runs to barely a dozen and a half. T h s is in glaring contrast to the long list of caste
names found in the Newar society of the Kathmandu Valley24and among the
Madhesis of the Tarai. The MA has taken no serious cognition of these castes
except en passnnt. At the same time, rules regarding the different names assigned
to the vnrnasarirknms ('mixed castes') in the DhnrnmSlistrn, are not heeded by the
the MA holds all hypogarnous marriages in total abMA. Like the Dhnr~~mSfistm,
horrence, but is tolerant towards hypergamy, if it is done witlun the 'clean' castes.
Hypergamy, because its practice was so common, was accepted as a fact of life.
With the exception of the Brahman's offspring, children born of all hypergamous
marriages were adjusted within the father's caste. This was the rule of thumb
granted by the MA. The middle order caste list among the Parbatiya Hindus is
not allowed to run too long, and so, most vnr!znsn~iiknrns, or children from
hypergamous marriages, were adjusted within the Chhetri caste. A short list of
castes among the Parbatiya Hindus could also be a legacy of its less complex, less
economically diversified, hill agrarian society.
I should briefly like to touch upon a unique law that the MA deals with. T h s
was a frequently invoked law in the Nepali society of the MA. It refers to the
'killing of one's wife's seducer'.25Seducing another person's wife was an offence
committed against the state (Nep. riijnkhnt) in the definition of the MA. This is yet
another good example of how little distinction the MA made between the public
and private domains of jurisdiction. However, for an overzealous guardian of a
Hindu state, this law is not wholly inconsistent with its overall spirit. The MA's
laws are overly obsessed in dealing with sexual relations between men and women
among various caste and age groups. In a state where such relations were kept
-

23 M A pp. 644-652 5 145.
24 Sharma 1993: 364.
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regulated strictly by the rules of caste, furtive liaisons between a man and a woman
could not remain overlooked. Such an act hurt the pride of a husband, but, in its
more serious implications, it compromised the caste of the family if it were allowed to go unpunished. The MA has, therefore, given the wronged husband the
right to kill his wife's paramour. If he caught them in the middle of the act, he
could kill the lover on the spot. The court could be notified of the act afterwards.
The court would also order the nose of the wife to be cut off, and degrade her
from her caste. If his wife's affair happened in his absence, and got established
through her confession later, the husband asked the right to kill the paramour
(Nep. jiirhiinne) with the permission of the court, which was granted. This was
deemed a privilege reserved to a few h g h castes and recognised martial groups
only such as the Thakuri, the Chhetri, the Magar, the Gurung and the Sunuwar.
Brahmans were not included in it because they were thought to be a peaceable
caste. For the other castes, they had to be content with getting a cash compensation for it. The Dharrnns'listms themselves are totally silent on this score. The source
of jiirlziinne, therefore, may have been different, although its practice too seems
pretty old in Nepal. Its origin perhaps lay with the old Khas tribes, who are supposed to have entered western Nepal from the Himalayan foothills further west
in Garhwal, Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir and, eventually, even Central Asia.
Having introduced the historical character and the documentary value of the
MA at some length, it may be apt to consider next the change in perception in
which it has been held at different nodal points of Nepal's political development
in the duration of a century and a half. Between 1854, the date of MAfs promulgation, and 1955, in which its last edition came out, it did undergo occasional alterations, additions and revisions, as we have already mentioned. But these changes
were not of a substantive nature and little affected the character of a Hindu society nurtured in the snnntlzn Aryan tradition. The social values preached by the
MA, however, were proving restrictive, anachronic and out of step with the spirit
of times. They were seen as a potent instrument of Rana political repression. In
the the third decade of the 20th century, the educated middle class youth of
Kathmandu started an anti-Rana political movement which increasingly gathered
force. When the Ranas did fall from power eventually following the popular movement of 1951, the MA fell into a state of limbo. It ceased to be a legal authority and
its provisions were no longer binding. Caste rules relating to food, drink and
inter-caste marriages were openly flouted. But the MA had not been officially
abrogated. In 1960 Nepali politics returned once again to the monarchical system
under the Panchayat. However, the conservative politics could not put the clock
back on the aspirations for social change. King Mahendra had to, therefore, take a
progressive stance and promulgate a new Muluki Ain to replace the old one. This
new Muluki Ain of 1963 did away with the legal recognition to caste, and all the
discriminatory laws made on the grounds of caste. It is quite true that with the
promulgation of the new Muluki Ain caste feelings have not entirely ceased to
exist in the Nepali society, but they have been relegated from the public to the
private domains of the people now. The legacy of caste will be hard to be erased

from the minds of the people. Actually, it might even find new modes of survival
in a democratic polity, as we can see it happening in India.
For 30 years the Panchayat regime made 'social harmony' and 'unity in diversity' its main social and political rhetoric. Its Constitution of 1962 called Nepal a
'multi-ethnic', multi-cultural' and a 'multi-linguistic' Hindu state. A Hindu ethos
under the Hindu monarchy dominated the national life of Nepal during this period. Towards the closing years of the Panchayat regime, the politics of Nepal
assumed a new dimension accompanied by a growing demand for the end of the
Panchayat and its replacement with a multi-party democratic rule. This was also
the time of the emergence of a strident ethnicity in the political horizon of Nepal.
With the dawn of the multiparty democracy in 1990, the smooth democratic transition of Nepali politics has been hit by a political turmoil of all kinds, the latest
being the Maoist armed insurgency in the country. There is an extreme polarisation
in the politics of Nepal today between monarchical democracy and republicanism.
In these extremely volatile times, the caste reforms of the new Mululu Ain have
lost their relevance and topicality. More pressing issues of social change and social structuring have come to replace it and have assumed a new urgency. The
MA's Hindu legacies remain repudiated. The wisdom of the label 'Hindu state' is
cast in doubt. There is an aggressive ethnicisation of all social, cultural, linguistic
and political issues by the various ethnic groups, designated as the ~ilntnwiilisin
the MA, who blame it on the state for most of the wrongdoings in the past. The
strident ethnic demands seem to question everything today, including Nepal's
history of integration started by Prithvinarayan Shah. The new Muluki Ain of
1963 made far-reaching changes from earlier times with regard to women's sexuality, and their social and economic status. Women's empowerment and gender
rights groups in the recent decades have called these changes insufficient. They
want changes in all the discriminatory laws against women in the new Muluki Ain
in consonance with the Constitution of 1990. In the 90s, women of Nepal have
been given increased representation rights in public offices as well as new property and social rights at a level they had never enjoyed before. This has rejected
the relevance of the 1963 Muluki Ain in the spheres relating to the traditional
image of Hindu women. Thus the values of Nepal's old society contained in the
old MA, and its lingering vestiges reflected in the new Muluki Ain, have become
non-issues at many levels since 1990. Hofer's study of MA mirroring a vanished
society of a bygone century constitutes a last major work of scholarship on Nepal's
most illuminating period document.
Prayag Raj Sharma
Maghe S a d r a n t i , 2059 (15 January, 2003)
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In 1975, when I began preparing my files for the original edition of this book,
caste was still one of the central issues in the anthropological discourse on South
Asia. Its definition, ideological foundation, social and economic raison d'btre were
the subject of a controversy between empiricists, functional-structuralists, cultural
anthropologists, neo-Marxists, Weberians and some others, and feelings ran high
when it came to taking a stance on Louis Dumont's theory as developed on the
pages of Contributions to lndinn Sociology and expounded later in his influential and
erudite Homo hiernrchicus, which was first published in French in 1966. Most of the
anthropologists were relying on empirical evidence drawn from modern field
research and the older colonial "census ethnography". With the notable exception
of Dumont, anthropologists showed relatively little interest in exploiting traditional Indian legal sources. Their reticence, one is tempted to suspect, was not
least conditioned by the partly justifiable conviction that the dhnrn~a&stra literature reflected hstorically remote stages of development, and that, consequently,
present-day caste societies-with all their regional and sectarian or confessional
differentiations, complex economic and political infrastructures, intertwinements
with kinship, marriage, occupation, patronage, etc--could not be adequately understood by recourse to the ancient vnrvn model alone. And since a systematic
codification of the present-day caste societies was not to be found in Inore recent,
post-classical sources written by Indians, a more or less consistent representation
of the "indigenous" conceptualisation of caste society remained beyond the anthropologists' grasp.'
1 Dumont himself deplored the lack of such evidence in a conversation while I happened to be
attending his class just at the time when his Horrlo lriernrcltic~lswas in the making.
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This insight proved decisive for me in 1971 when I encountered the Legal Code
(Muluki A h ) of 1854, in a reprint editionI2for the first time. At once it revealed
itself as a grand, astonishgly comprehensive attempt at "society building" in a
particular country and a particular period of history, unique in its kind, above all
in view of the, in part, detailed substantiation it gives for establishing and sanctioning the hierarchical stratification of social groups within a multi-ethnic society. It was rewarding to see to what extent and with what degree of consistency
the opposition pure/impure had been applied in the Code, long before Western
sociology came to recognise it as a basic, generative structuring principle of casteand even more rewarding to learn from a tradition-guided Nepalese legislator
that caste in South Asia was an intrinsic social category, rather than a mere construct of colonial administrators or "orientalist" intellectuals, as some authors would
have it today.
Of course, I wish I were in a position to re-write this book nearly twenty-five
years after its first publication by taking advantage of the considerably increased
literature in general, of the progress of theory in particular and, above all, of the
unprecedented availability of historical documents which both Nepalese and Western scholars have since then made accessible to the public. It is no small comfort to
me that, fortunately, the Code of 1854 and its successors, first "discovered" by
anthropologist^,^ have over the past twenty or so years been the subject of thorough studies by Indologists and law historians. It would lead too far to list all the
literature dealing with, or at least referring to, the Nepalese codes.* Apart from
R.R. Khanal's recent substantial work on Nepal's legal history, extensively discussed by P.R. Sharma in his Introduction to this volume, the studies of Jean Fezas
and Axel Michaels deserve to be mentioned first. Fezas's Le Code Nkpnlnis5 renders
the entire contents of four manuscript versions of the Code of 1854 in abundantly
annotated transliteration and includes an introduction of nearly 50 pages on the
contents, predecessors and sources of the Code, the circumstances of its composition and application. Prior to this monumental undertaking in two volumes, indispensable for the future student of Nepalese law, Fezas published a number of
articles devoted to issues, such as sodomy, suttee, the customary right of the
To Michaels we
husband to kill his wife's seducer, or property and inheritan~e.~
2 The reprint edited by the Ministry of Law and Justice and published in 1965 (BS 2022), see
Chapter 1.
3 Marc Gaborieau, in 1966, and Alexander W. Macdonald, in 1968, were the first to draw attention to the legal codes as important sources for ethnographic studies.
4 It may be noted in passing that over the past two decades, "Muluki A h " as a name and notion
has become widely known even outside the academic realm. A search for "Muluki Ain" in the
internet (http://www.google.de) in May 2003 produced about 595 hits from a variety of
sources, including excerpts, infos, news, pamphlets, homepages, newspapers and the like.
5 Fezas, Jean: Le Code Nkpcrlnis (Aiir) dc 1853. Vol. I. lirtrodr~ctioiret texte--clmpitres 1-86. Vol. 11.
Texte--chnpitres 87-167. Corpus Iuris Sanscriticum, vol. 11, Sanskrit Series on Social and Religious Law, edited by Oscar Botto. Turin: Unione Accademica Nazionale 2000.
6 See, La., (i)Perversion et hierarchic au NCpal au XIXe siecle. Un chapitre inedit du code de 1853 :
Gar Marii-ko (de la sodomie). ]ollrlurl Asicrtiqrlc, CCLXXI, 1983, no. 3-4 : pp. 281-344.-(ii) Sati
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owe in-depth analyses of the regulations regarding suttee, the protection of the
cow and the office of the dhnrmddhikar.' Both Fezas and Michaels arrive at illuminating findings by treating Nepalese legislation and judiciary within the broader
comparative framework of the Indian legal tradition. While the author of The cnste
hierarchy and the State in Nepal had at that time to content himself, by necessity,
with relying on the 1965 reprint edition of the Code of 1854, Fezas's and Michaels's
works, carried out later, are based on a source-critical synoptic reading of its
printed and older, originally handwritten version^.^ Re-examined in the light of
the considerably widened perspective on the textual history of the Code itself,
and of a host of new data provided by palaeography and epigraphy for comparison, some of the conclusions drawn in The caste hiernrchy nnd the Stnte in Nepal,
especially in chapters 1, 17 and 18, may turn out to have been quite preliminary,
incomplete or even erroneous efforts at interpretation. Needless to say, this is not
an attempt to put the blame for any possible inability of mine on the initial research situation alone.
1wish to thank Prayag Raj Sharma for his generosity in contributing an unconventionally detailed Introduction to the present edition. His essay, concise and
exhaustive at the same time, on the origins, contents and general setting of the
Code of 1854, aptly highlights some novel aspects as revealed by recent research
and as assessed from his, a Nepali historian's, own viewpoint. I am also indebted
J a y - k o : de la cremation des veuves en droit nepalais. Brllletirr dJEtudesIndiatr~es,2,1984: pp.
87-97.-(iii) The Nepalese law of succession. A contribution to the study of the Nepalese codes.
In Seeland, Klaus (ed): Recent rcsenrclr or1 Nepnl. Proceedings of n corlfererrce held nt the Urliversitiit
Korlstnrrz, 27-30 Mnrcll 1984. Schriftenreihe Internationales Asienforum, Band 3. Munich, etc:
Weltforum Verlag 1986. Pp. 159-186.-(iv) Custom and written law in Nepal: The regulations
concerning private revenge for adultery according to the Code of 1853. In Toffin, Gerard (ed):
N e p l , pnst nrld present. Proceedirrgs of tlrc Fmnco-Gerrrrnrr Corlfererfce, Arc-et-Serurrls, Irrrle 1990.
Paris: CNRS Editions 1993. Pp. 3-20.-(v) See also Fezas, Jean: Ordalies et serments au Nepal,
des pratiques coutumieres au droit ecrit. Droit et Cultlrres, 22, 1991 : pp. 33-67.
7 See, i.a., (i) Widow burning in Nepal. In Toffm, Gerard (ed):Nepnl, p s t nrld presettt. PruceedUlgs
of tllc Frmrco-Gerrrmir Corr/ererrce, Arc-et-Scrznrrs jrlrre 1990. Paris: CNRS Editions 1993. Pp. 2134.-(ii) The legislation of widow burning in 19th century Nepal. Asintisclre Stidierl/Etrdes
Asintiqrles, Zeitsclrrij? der Sclrwcizcrisclreir Asierrgesellsclmft/Ra,i~ede 1n Societt! Srlisse-Asie, XLVIII,
2,1994: pp. 1213-1240.The article includes a source-critical edition of the paragraphs concerned
in the Code of 1854.-(iii) The king and cow: On a crucial symbol of Hinduization in Nepal. In
Gellner, David N., Pfaff-Czamecka,Joanna, and Whelpton, John (eds):Nntiormlisrrr nrdethrricity
irr n Hirzdi~kii~gdorri.T l ~ epolitics of crlltrrre irl corrterrrpornnj Nepnl. Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers 1997. Pp. 79-100.-+iv) Kuhschiitzer und Kuhesser. Verbote der Rindertotung
in Nepal nebst einer Kritik der Kulturokologie von Marvin Harris und einer Edition des
Kapitels Govadha garnya im Muluki Ain von 1854. In Wezler, Albrecht (ed): Die irlnische Idee
der Gewnltlosigkeit. Zrlr Bezielrrrrig zwisclrcr~Mertsclr rlrid Nntrrr irr 1rufB1.Hamburg: Institut fiir
Kultur und Geschichte Indiens und Tibets. Forthcoming.-(v) The pandit as a legal adviser.
Rajguru, rajpurohita and dharmadhikarin. In Michaels, Axel (ed): Tlre p r d i t . Tmditiorrnl scltolnrsliip in lrldin. Delhi: Manohar 2001. Pp. 61-77.
8 Neither these handwritten versions, now kept in the National Archives in Kathmandu, nor the
first printed edition of 1871 were accessible to me when I began writing the book. None of my
informants knew of the existence of the former.
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to the late Dieter Conrad, to Marc Gaborieau, Donald A. Messerschrnidt and Prayag
Raj Sharma for their critical comments in reviews and personal communications
concerning the first edition of this book, and to my wife Sylvia for her invaluable
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INTRODUCTORY

The present book is an anthropological study. It will show how a caste society
was conceptualised by its members themselves in the legal code Muluki Ain
(henceforth MA) of 1854. An attempt should be made to analyse a) the cognitive
mapping of the caste herarchy; b) the implications of the ascribed status; c) the
interdependence of the status dimensions such as caste, social estate, &hip, etc;
d) the substantiation of the hierarchy by the legislator; and e) the question how
the categories of a model, w h c h claims to be orthodox-Hinduistic, were applied
to a society culturally as heterogeneous as was Nepalese society in the mid-19th
century.
Certain limitations are unavoidable, and many of the conclusions presented
here are of a preliminary character. It goes without saying that a source such as
the MA with its nearly 700 pages cannot be exhaustively dealt with. The MA also
contains a number of aspects, the elucidation of which will devolve on the
Indologists, jurists and historians. To delve into them would not only go beyond
the scope, but also beyond the competence of the author.
The student's task is no doubt further complicated by numerous gaps in the
material of the MA. Contemporaneous documents, which could help us in closing
such gaps, are accessible to a limited extent only.' Comparative analysis must
therefore make use of modern ethnographic material, the bulk of which has been
collected since 1951. This is justifiable not only by the h g h scientific value of most
of these publications but also by the fact that, since 1854, Nepal's society has un1 Legal documents, such as the various lalrrlollor and court decisions, have only been published to
a limited extent, and with the exception of the Bha~aWaMawali, the chronicles contain relatively few data on the caste society of their times.
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dergone considerably less change than India's society in the wake of ~~rbanisation
and industrialisation. In some cases the later edition of the MA (quoted as MA
2009) is also resorted to. It is hoped that this procedure, necessitated by the lack
of synchronic documentary evidence, may turn out to have one advantage, namely
to study the caste-related legislation in process or even as a process.
It is not so much tlle theory of caste the present study deals with; rather, it
focusses on ollc of the ethnotheories that a particular caste society has of itself.
Consequently, mainly those works on India are discussed which present the data
in their relevance to the material of the MA or in a comparative framework. A
more detailed discussion of the theory of the so-called Sanskritisation and of such
pioneering authors as Srinivas (1966, 1968), Sinha (1962), Orans (1965) and Kulke
(1976) has also been deliberately relinquished.
The political and economical bases of the Nepalese society of the time of the
MA can only be touched on. This does not mean that their importance is underestimated. Rather, our concentration on the mere cultural aspect will hopefully stimulate the discussion of the interdependence that exists between the material coercions and value-conditioned coercions in the "feasibility" of a caste hierarchy.
While contemporary empirical research can only seize on certain compartments
of traditional societies, the MA has the great advantage of offering the representation of an entire traditional society-not as a utopia of the moralists and not as
reflections of the learned, but as law for immediate application. Gaborieau (1966,
1972) and Macdonald (1970), who were the first to study the MAI2 are right in
claiming that for our understanding of the caste society of Nepal both empirical
research and the study of legal texts are necessary. In view of the immense amount
of writings on caste in India one is astonished by how little attention anthropologists have so far given to legal documents.

Since the reprint edition of the MA of 1854 is available in the market I refrain, for
reasons of space, from an extensive quotation of its passages. If not otherwise
indicated most of the translations are free and interpretative.
Nepali is transliterated according to the method of Turner (1965), Tibetan according to the Pelliot system, and the transcription of Tamang follows the principles laid down by myself. The antiquated orthography of the MA is fully renGaborieau (1966, 1972) devoted himself especially to those provisions of the MA of BS 2009
which deal with the position of the Muslims. Macdonald (1970)published an abundantly annotated translation of the chapter on the impure castes in the MA of BS 2009, and another
translation (Macdonald 1968)of the passages concerning sorcery in the MA of BS 1910. Other
scholars who made use of the material of the various editions of the MA are Regmi (1971,1975,
1976)in his studies on traditional land tenure and Adhikari (1976) in a paper on criminal cases
and their punishments in the 19th century. Two recent publications, namely Sharma (1977) on
the problem of social mobility in the MA of 1854 and Bouillier (1978) on the position of the
ascetics in the editions of the MA, reached me too late to be included in this study.
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dered in quotations and in specific terms. Otherwise I follow the modem popular
pronunciation of Nepali in accordance with Turner's system. The long variants of
i and u, i and n, are only rendered in Hindi and Sanskrit words as well as in
integral quotations from Nepali. (In the MA, i and a occur sporadically and their
use is not consistent at all.) Differing from Turner, the letter "vakar" is always
transliterated by w in Nepali words, whereas v is reserved for Hindi and Sanskrit. When quoting Nepali, the difference between tadbhvn and semi-tatunm in
Sanskrit loan words is neglected. I write Sudra, tirth and wnma if quoting from
Nepali, but Siidm, tirthn and v a r y if quoting from Sanskrit.
In the names of castes and ethnic groups I omit the plural suffix, except for
Anglicised forms. Thus, I write "the New%rl'(instead of "the Newars") but "the
Brahmins". The abbreviation "BS" indicates the Bikram Sambat (Vikranl Samvat)
era. As the exact conversion is a task for specialists, I follow the rule of thumb
according to which one obtains the year of our era by deducting 57 from the
number indicated in the Bikram Sambat calendar. The month, fortnight, solar and
lunar day are neglected.

THE HISTORY OF THE MULUKI AIN

The first edition of the MA was prepared on the initiative of Prime Minister (priiim
nzinistar) J a i ~ gBahadur Rana and became operative on the 7th day of the month
pus, in BS 1910 (January 6th, 1854). From among the later editions, one dating
from BS 1922-1924 was not completed and never published; another one apr
a new edition was
peared in BS 1943. Under Prime Minister Juddha S a m ~ e Rma
prepared in BS 1992 (1935). As to the caste hierarchy, tlus edition shows hardly
any crucial difference to the MA of BS 1910 although some amendments, such as
the abolition of slavery, etc, have been taken into consideration in it. The edition
of BS 1992 remained effective until the end of the Rana rule in 1951. An edition
published in BS 2009 (1953) made allowance for those amendments which had
been introduced before 1948; this edition was reprinted in BS 2012 (1955).l
In 1963, all these editions and versions were finally replaced by King Mahendra's
new Muluki Ain (MA BS 2022) based on the country's first constitution. Undoubtedly, both Jang Bahadurls (MA BS 1910) as well as King Mahendra's Muluki Ains
each mark two turning points in the social lustory of Nepal. Jang Bahadur's MA is
a codification of traditional social conditions; its central concept is that of ascribed
status. King Mahendra's MA, while not explicitly abolishing the caste hierarchy,
does not approve of it any longer. It thus clears the way to a competitive society
to which the concept of achieved status is fundamental. King Mahendra's MA was
a reaction to a revolution which brought the Rana rule and Nepal's isolation to an
end. Jang Bahadur's MA, by contrast, was the product of a dawning political
1 Cf., La., Kumar 1967:84ff., 114ff., 119; Macdonald 1970: 139ff.;and Surya Bahadur Thapa in his
preface to the MA (pp. 1-7).-The original edition of the MA was simply called "Ainu(lit. 'law'),
the adjective "Muluki"(lit. 'of the country') is more recent.-Adhkari (1976: 107) mentions a
total of 13 amendments of the MA of BS 1910, including the one of BS 2012.
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after a period of wars and internal unrest between 1769 and 1846.
hi^ MA of BS 1910 was promulgated only eight years after Jang Bah~dur's
seizure of power and the establishing of the secular rule of Rana prime ministers
(1846-1951).As is well-known, the era following King Prithwi Narayan $ah's death
in 1775 was marked by an overall political instability. The weakening of the power
of the royal house, an economic crisis, frequent changes in key political positions
and the lacking legal continuity were the result of an all too ambitious policy of
conquest w h c h diverted the country from its internal problems. Military expansion was too rapid to allow political expansion and the establishment of an administration to follow. As the newly-formed state was not founded on a homogeneous ethno-cultural basis it lacked the loyalty of its subjects. In the second decade of the 19th century, when the conquered areas in the West (Kumaun, Garhwal)
and in the East (Sikkim) had to be renounced, Nepal was limited more or less to
her present territory. It was to take thirty more years, however, until this development was finally taken into account ...
In order to protect the truncated state from British menace, a security screen
against the outside world was as imperative as an internal consolidation of the
country. It was necessary to re-legitimate the identity of Nepal and to motivate
the solidarity of her citizens.
The MA was at the same time both product and implement of this strategy. It
cemented a social order as a basis of a "centralised agrarian bureaucracyu2 and
strengthened the privileges of the state-bearing elites. The MA demarcated the
country's society against foreign societies and cultures by defining it as a specifically Nepalese "national" caste hierarchy. Its homogeneous legislation (even in
fields which apparently had nothing to do with caste) aimed at creating a homogeneously constituted society.
Last but not least, the reasons for the MA being conservative and authoritarian-minded are to be found in the fact that it was also a means for strengthening
Rana rule. The Rana, as parvenus without active property and privileges, could
legitimate their administrative measures only by using a language which was intelligible to everybody. Moreover, they had to interpret these measures in line
with the traditional value-orientation of the population, as M.C. Regmi emphasises.3
Even the deficiencies of the MA must partly be seen in connection with the purpose of keeping the dictatorial power of the Rana clear of binding legal restrictions. The MA was not a constitution, nor did it contain regulations with regard
to the authority of the king or the prime minister. It was more or less limited to
the fields of administrative and personal law, without fully guaranteeing the autonomy of administration and law in relation to political leadership.' As we shall
see, the MA also shows some deficiencies in the rules applying to the social system, and the question arises for what reasons such gaps have not been closed.
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The claim of the MA to be a homogeneous legislation valid for the whole state's
territory could not be fully satisfied. Wherever the State was represented by regional institutions the criminal law of the MA prevailed. As to civil law, it was the
same with just one difference. Various groups of the population were openly or
tacitly granted a certain degree of autonomy. Local traditions regulating marriage, inheritance, etc, were often tolerated as a kind of customary law, and jurisdiction was the concern of ad-hoc councils composed of village notables. Just as in
our day, local arbitration committees even managed to evade the written law or
interpreted it in their favour. Problems of communication and fear of corrupt
officials often prevented the parties from bringing their case before local courts.
Offences connected with caste were probably penalised more or less according
to the regulations laid down by the MA, particularly in those areas where the
higher Hindu castes predominated. After all, the caste hierarchy of the MA was a
system conceived by, and for the benefit of, these higher castes, and its protection
was in their own interest. This does not mean, however, that the hierarchical
order of castes presented by the MA always succeeded in enforcing full agreement among them.
Matters were different in remote areas which had not been opened up by public administration, especially in the northern high mountains. Here the caste hierarchy of the MA remained a projection "from above", a social order little known
and even less accepted by the local peoplee5
The texts that might have served as sources for the MA have not yet been
analysed. The MA only sporadically refers to the classical Indian legal works, the
dltnrirlnSiistrn. When it does so it gives no further details. As to its character and
claim, the MA is certainly related to the ArthaSastra of Kautilya. Contrary to the
siirrti, the ArthaSastra, too, hardly contains religious or moral precepts, but is, as
Kangle6 emphasises, a systematic legal code giving detailed prescriptions with
regard to public, criminal and civil law as well as to social life in general. Nevertheless, the ArthaSastra seems to refer to a particular, historically and geographically discernible society to a much lesser extent than the MA.'
The influence of the Mughal administration, and the Ain-i-~kbariin particular,
upon Nepal has not yet received the attention it deserves. The part played by
coeval India in the materialisation of the MA is also unknown. The Vir Vinod of
Syamaldas mentions that some men had come from Nepal to Rajasthan to inquire
about the Rajputs' customs. According to Riccardi," however, this contact was only
established after Jang Bahadur's death. Finally, one wonders to what extent British legislation in India might have influenced the concept of the MA as a whole.
Was it, for instance, inspired by the so-called Punjab school with its paternalistic
5
6
7

Cf. below pp. 122ff.

Kangle 1965: 225-240.
At least Kangle (1965: 267f.) denies that the Arthasastra reflects the conditions of a certain
epoch under Maurya rule, as has been surmised by others.
8 Riccardi 1975: 200.
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orientation?y Kumarlo calls our attention to the fact that Jang Bahadur had ordered the drawing up of the MA shortly after returning from his state visit to
Britain in 1850.
A Nepalese predecessor to the MA was certainly the code (sthiti) of the Newar
king Jayasthiti Malla, which also laid down a caste hierarchy. Here it may suffice
to note that the social context Jayasthiti Malla's code relates to is some 400 years
older than that of the MA and limited to the Valley of Kathmandu."
Historical research is complicated by the fact that records of deliberations and
substantiations by the editorial council are passed over by the MA. It is, however,
a positive fact that the authors of the MA reverted to a great extent to customary
law and the previous legislation, especially that of Bhimsen Thapa's times (until
1837). Thus, the MA contains both a) codified law in the sense of a reinforcement
of something already known and practised, and b) amendments changing what
had been hitherto practised or at least correcting its application.

The contents of the Muluki Ain
The present study is based on the extended reprint edition of the MA which was
published in BS 2022 (1965) with a preface by Surya Bahadur Thapa, then Minister
of Justice. It contains the aforementioned amendments of the years BS 1922-1924,
w h c h had been hitherto unpublished, a facsimile of the hand-written preamble to
the original edition and some pre-MA legal texts in the amex.12
The first twenty chapters deal with land tenure, especially with the relation
between tenant and landowner; they are followed by several chapters on the law
of inheritance and adoption. The subsequent chapters contain the first information on the castes. These references are either interspersed in the text or given in
connexion with the paragraphs concerning police regulations and adjective law,
assault, battery, etc. Some castes or caste-groups are named in an order corresponding to their ranking in the hierarchy. A further 25 chapters are consecrated
to subjects such as murder, the killing of a cow, arson, witchcraft, house-building,
street-cleaning, manslaughter by setting traps against game infestation, etc. This
is followed by six chapters on the legal status of slaves and bondsmen.
Only from chapter no. 87 onwards does the MA deal thoroughly with purity
rules and inter-caste relations. It settles questions referring to the acceptance of
food and water, the drinking of alcohol and the sharing of the hookah. Chapter
89 prescribes who is allowed to give absolution in cases of caste offences; here
the measure of punishment (degradation, imprisonment, fine) is laid down as
-

9
10
11
12

Cf. Stokes 1959: 235-322.
Kumar 1967: 91,117f.
Cf. below pp. 175ff.
Unfortunately, I was unable to use the original edition, which is now unaccessible to the public.
My impression is that the enlarged reprint edition used in the present study was very thor~ u g h l yprepared by competent officials of the Ministry of Law and Justice.
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well as the kind of expiation the offender has to expect.
Chapter 90 deals with the violation of commensality rules in general, chapter
91 with the right to wear the holy cord (jarzai) and chapter 92 with cases of minors
violating the rules of comrnensality and consexuality. In chapter 93 (on legal aid to
the poor) hardly any indications relevant to caste are to be found. The following
four chapters are, yet again, substantial to our study. They settle the custom of
suttee (sati), the observances connected with death and childbirth and the measures to be taken against the transmission of the impurity caused by these events.
The remaining 66 chapters (nos. 98-163) occupy nearly 250 pages of the total
690 of the MA. They deal with sexual relations, both intra-caste and inter-caste,
such as marriage, intermarriage (between persons of different caste affiliation),
divorce, incest, pre- and extramarital intercourse, sodomy, rape, etc. It is determined to what extent the caste status of the persons involved is affected. One of
these chapters is of particular interest as it settles with scrupulous exactitude the
hierarchical ranking of impure and untouchable castes.
Much is also explained by a list annexed to the preamble to the original edition:
it gives the names of 219 signers who belonged to the "Court Council" (bhriidiiri
knusnl) which, as a legislative body, drew up the MA. The caste affiliation of most
of these persons can be identified by their family names. As anticipated, the overwhelming majority of the council members came from the higher Hindu castes. At
the top of the list we find the name of Jang Bahadur Rana qua Prime Minister. He
is followed by some 30 dignitaries belonging to the Rana family. It is significant,
however, that the
representatives, i. e. the members of the royal clan of the
n a k u r i caste, number only four. The Brahmins, represented by 30 members, also
have a relatively modest share. Numerically, the members of the Chetri caste are
clearly predominant, as can be deduced from names such as Thapa, Basnet,
Adhikari, Kharga, Karki, etc. Together with the Rana, who also belong to this
caste, the Chetri signers total over 100. The various ethruc groups are represented
only by a few names. Among the signers are about eight Newar, about three
Gurung, about four Magar; another 4-5 might be Tamang or of other ethnic
groups.13

13 Cf. also Gaige (1975: 166) with conclusions partly differing from mine.

II
THE PEOPLES OF NEPAL: A SUMMARY

Ethnic diversity versus caste hierarchy
It stands to reason that a socio-cultural typology of the peoples of Nepal is much
more difficult than their linguistic classification. Diagram no. 1 remains, therefore, largely schematic:
Sections I and I11 comprise speakers of Sino-Tibetan languages. Groups being
Lamaists or followers of the Bonpo religion and speaking a dialect closely related
to High Tibetan are called here "Tibetanids" (I). In their material culture, too,
these groups are not essentially different from the inhabitants of Tibet.' The term
"Tibetanoids" (I11 1) refers to those groups whose languages show a rather remote relationship to dialects spoken in Tibet and who have been only partially
influenced by the Tibetan h g h culture, predominantly through L a m a i ~ m . ~
All the groups mentioned in section I11 1-4 have been acculturated to varying
degrees by the Parbatiya castes. This fact manifests itself, among other things, in
their agrarian techniques, their dress, as well as in the partial "Hinduisation" of
their pantheon. Among several of these groups a linguistic assimilation by Nepali
is also to be observed. The impact of these acculturation processes is illustrated by
the Cep*g, Kusunda and Raji, who (except for the Raute belonging to the Raji) have
proceeded from hunting and gathering to a sedentary life.3
The Newar (I11 B) of the Kathmandu Valley represent a particular case. Contrary to the other groups in section I11 A, they have their own intra-ethnic caste
1 Cf. Jest 1975: 33-39.
2 Goldstein 1975:68f. employs the term "Tibetanoid"for groups referred to here as "Tibetanid".
3 Cf. Reinhard 1968 and 1974.
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hierarchy ranking from Brahmins down to Untouchables and are the heirs of a
centuries-old high culture shaped by Buddhism and Hinduism.
The "Parbatiyal'(<ynrzunt, 'mountains'), too, have their own caste herarchy. They
constitute the dominant proportion of the population, numerically as well as culturally and politically. Nowadays, more than one half of the total population of
Nepal are P a r b a t i ~ aThe
. ~ Parbatiya Brahmins are regarded as Nepal's highest
ranking Brahmins; from the Thakuri caste originates the present royal dynasty;
and the Chetri caste supplies a considerable part of the higher officials and army
officers. As is well-known, the foundation of the modern State of Nepal, with the
Fig. 1. The peoples of Nepal (schematic view)'
I. 'Tibetanids' (or Bhotia):ethnic groups of Tibetan linguistic
and cultural affiliation:Sherpa (Syarpa),the people of Dolpo,
Manarig ,etc

high mountain

IIl. A. ethnic groups:
1. "Tibetanoids": Gurung,
Tamang, Thakali
2. Kirati: Limbu, Rai, Sunuwar ...
3. Magar, Hayu ...
4. Cepang, Kusunda, Riiji

-5.
25 .
n
3.

II. A. "Parbatiya"
midland
foothills

Nepali-spea kers
with own caste hierarchy:
Brahmin, Thakuri, Chetri,
... (Untouchables:)Karni,
Sarki, Damai

2
6'
3.
n

E

5
0

m.B. "Hill Muslim" (Curau!e)

s
<

"Hill Newar"
Nepali-spea kers

!!

blahabharat hills

intra-ethnic caste

N."Awaliya": linguistically (mostly assimilated) Nepali and North
Indian dialects
Tharu, Darai, Danuwar, Kumal, Majhi ...

inner Terai

V Terai population
linguistically: North Indian dialects
intra-regional caste hierarchy: Maithili Brahmin, ... Rajput, ...
Dom, Camar, etc
Muslim

Terai

-

4
5

Bista 1972 b: 1 .
Adapted from Frank 1973: 38 with some modifications.
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Fig 3. The caste groups of the MA
1. "Wearers of the holy cord" (tngndhnri)
2. "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers''
(rlnrrriisirzyii rrzntzoiili)
3. "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers"
(rrinsitlyn rrintzoiili)

I

caste category I:
pure castes (cokliojiit) or
"water-acceptable castes"
(piirli cfilr~yii
jnt)

..........................................................................

4. impure, but touchable castes
(piirri rincnlrryn clioi chito hiil~rlilznpnnzyii)
5. impure and untouchable castes
(piirzi r~ncnlri~lii
clioi chifo hnl~zlipnr~lyii)

I

caste category 11:
impure castes or
"wa ter-unacceptable castes"
(piilzi rlncnlriyii jilt)

a) The castes of category I may not accept water from the castes of ca tegory 11, hence the
latter are labelled "water-unacceptable".
b) "Wearers of the holy cord" (henceforth"Cord-wearers") are the so-called "twice-born"
castes.
c) "Enslavable" are castes whose members, in case of certain offences, can be punished
by enslavement. Impure castes (4 and 5) are also enslavable,although not explicitly so
termed. (For further comments cf. pp. 94ff.)

The term "ethnic group"
Bearing in mind that the Parbatiya represent the dominant group of the population,
the remaining groups (as shown in fig. 1) must be regarded as minorities. Again,
one part of these minorities consists of ethnic groups. The denotation "ethnic group"
has become well-established in anthropological writings on Nepal, although its substance has never been defined properly. Some authors use it as an antonym of "caste"
or "caste society", approximately in the same sense as the term "tribal" is employed
with reference to India.13 It must be emphasised that the terminology of the
MA does not distinguish between caste and ethruc group (tribe): the term jiit is used
for both.
With regard to the Indian context, numerous attempts at a typology have been
made. Here it may suffice to mention Bailey and Sinha.I4 Both authors deny the
possibility of sharply distinguishing between caste and tribe; rather they see a wide
continuum. According to Bailey and Sinha, the features characterising an ideal-typical tribal society are, among others: a) cultural autonomy without or with only
slight ties to the "great tradition" of the Indian high culture; b) territorial isolation
and a closed habitat; c) no or only sporadic interaction and hence no organic solidarity with other groups; d) no internal division of labour and no social stratifica13 Further definitions are given in Gould and Kolb 1964: 243f., 432f.
14 Bailey 1961; Bailey 1960: 263-266; Sinha 1965.
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tion; and e) a direct access to the resources and means of production.
These criteria can only to a limited extent be applied to the conditions prevailing in Nepal. There the demographic intermingling has proceeded so far as to
make criterion (b) invalid-if we disregard some of the "Tibetanids". Cultural
autonomy (a) is another criterion which can almost be ignored as most of the
ethnic groups have been exposed to high cultural influences for centuries. These
influences originated from Tibet, India, the Kathmandu Valley and from various
centres of power in Western Nepal (Western Malla Kingdom, Gorkha, etc). Only
the Kirsti and the former hunters and gatherers (Cepang, Raji and Kusunda) were,
until recently, able to preserve a certain degree of cultural autonomy. Finally, the
application of criteria (d) and (e) is problematic, since the "Tibetanids" exhibit a
social stratification and most of the ethnic groups avail themselves of the manual
services of specific castes.I5
In the following I shall use the denotation "ethnic group" for those minorities
who have a subjective ethnic identity. That is to say, they are conscious of a solidarity due to a (mostly mythical) common ancestry and of sharing specific linguistic and cultural phenomena. In the main, this identity is expressed by an ethnonym,
often "covering" a certain local or regional range of dialectal and/or cultural features. According to this working definition, the Newar with their centuries-old
caste hierarchy are deemed an ethnic group just as are those groups who have
come into the orbit of caste societies during the last two or three centuries. In
substance, this identity is relational, that is, it is the outcome of an interplay between self-assessment and outside-assessment. The relevance of this interplay
will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.I6

15 Cf., i.a., Hofer 1972 and 1976 on Tamarig-Kami interrelations.
16 Cf. below pp. 124ff. The problem of relational identity is discussed in Barth 1969; Horowitz
1975 and Lehrnan 1967, to mention a few references.
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- sutnk = as a noun is used for the state of impurity a) of a woman in confinement; and b) of the bereaved after the death of one of their relatives (mrtyuko
stltnk, 'impurity of death').
- ilsnuc = as a noun is used for the state of impurity resulting from a relative's
death and thus an equivalent of sutnk (b)and jutho (b).
If something jafho/Bifrrlois accepted, the impurity is transferred to the receiver.
An outsider who comes into contact with a person in a state of sutak or iisnuc (by
accepting certain kinds of food or substances from the latter) is defiled and put
into a state of sutnk/iisauc h i m ~ e l f . ~
jutho, iisnuc and sutnk denote a temporary state of impurity principally independent of the caste of the person concerned. bitulo, in turn, can mean both: a temporary-personal impurity as well as a permanent-collective one which relates to caste.
From the multiple overlapping semantic fields it may be concluded, nevertheless,
that these kinds of defilements/impurities are of identical nature:
--

ju fho

bitulo

sutak

nsa tlc

leftovers
x
x
.......................................................
touched by
impure caste

x
.......................................................
.death
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

childbirth

This identity is also endorsed by the combinatory characteristics of the term
Suddhn, 'pure', as s'liddhrz stands for everything which is not jufho/bifuloand for
everybody who is not in a state of asauc/sutak. Thus Suddhn can denote both,
temporary-personal as well as permanent-collective purity. Someone having purified himself adequately after a relative's death is called Stiddhn, just as the water
which is not bitulo. And what is more, the castes of the category "Water-Acceptable", i.e., the "pure" castes, are also termed Suddha jiit or, alternately, cokho j ~ t . ~
It should be stressed that only the terms Suddha and cokho connote purity connected with caste status. While the "Water-Acceptable" castes are called Stiddha
jiit or cokho jiit there is no corresponding, antonymous adjective like jutho or bifulo
for the inferior castes of the category "Water-Unacceptable". If the expression
4 jrrflro c Sanskrit jristn!~, 'tasted', 'tried' (cf. Turner 1965:220). A dish which has not been tasted by
anyone but put aside for some time after cooking, can also become j~rtho.In this sense jritho is
a synonym of bfisi, 'stale', and an antonym of coklro, 'fresh', 'freshly prepared1.-bitulo is con'to defile', as in the expression rrrukll bitulyfiun~r,'just to touch
nected with the verb bitlilyfi~rilri,
food with one's lips' (Turner 1965: 751). A dish already made jlitllo by somebody may still be
eaten by specific relatives. For instance, a married woman can (or even has to) take her
husband's and children their parents' jritho. Such j~rtlroobservances vary according to caste. On
Untouchables eating the jiitllo leftovers of higher castes cf, pp. 71ff.
5 Cf. MA p. 369 5 3; p. 371ff.9 12-14,23,25-26; p. 426f.; p. 429ff.; p. 607 5 16.
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"impure castes" has been introduced in this study it is only for practical reasons.
Yet the regulations of the MA make it manifest that we are here faced with an
opposition and that the "Water-Unacceptable" castes are thus considered impure. For water touched by these castes is, according to the MA, bi!ulo and
somebody who has undergone a purification after having been in a defiling
contact with these castes is called Suddha. A house which has been entered by
members of these castes must also be purified by a ritual act, cokhyduni (deriving
from cokl~o).~
It is worth noting that Suddhn or cokho on the one hand, and the unmarked
opposition (impure castes) on the other, only denote the amount of purity of the
two caste cntegories, but not the relative purity "owned" by individual castes. In
one paragraphf7the MA uses the expression irphu bhndfi coWlo jirt that is 'a jiit purer
than one's own', with reference to individual castes. Even though it thereby becomes evident that to each caste (and not only to each caste group) a different
degree of purity is attributed, in most instances the MA prefers to describe the
status differences between individual castes by resorting to spatial or quantitative categories, such as X bhnndii ~zic/siinu/ghnfi/hmjiit = 'lower/smaller/inferior/
minor caste than X'. Likewise, we find X bhnndii tcpnllo/thulo/warhi (barhi) = 'hgher/
bigger/more than X I .
Similarly, the regulations referring to the interrelations between individual castes
also throw light on that gradation of purity. Judging from them, certain contacts
between castes within the category "Water-Acceptable" are as defiling as contacts
between castes of both categories, "Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable".
Thus the acceptance of cooked rice (bht) ensues defilement if offered by someone
whose caste ranks lower than the receiver's. This defilement (bar? comes about
regardless of whether the offerer belongs to a pure or an impure caste category.
The concomitants determine the consequences such a bluit acceptance has: Either
the receiver is degraded and integrated into the offerer's caste; hence it follows
that the former has assumed the relative caste-specific impurity (reduced purity)
of the latter. Or, the receiver is rehabilitated, and in this case he is explicitly declared Strcldhn. Such prohibitions on acceptance exist between individual castes of
both categories. Therefore, in the case of a rehabilitation, someone belonging to
the pure castes ("Water-Acceptable'') can be declared Stiddlm, just as someone belonging to the impure castes ("Water-Unacceptable") f.i., an untouchable p e r ~ o n . ~
Thus we come to the preliminary conclusion that Strddhn implies different
degrees of purity, varying with caste affiliation (caste status). To become Suddh
by rehabilitation means for a Brahmin that he remains a member of a category
of castes, all of which call themselves Suddhn, pure. For an untouchable offender,
however, to become Stidclhn by rehabilitation only implies that he continues to be
6 MA p. 370 5 10; p. 371 5 14.
7 MAp.36991.
8 On Dor cf. pp. 25f.
9 Cf. among others MA p. 606f. 5 14,16; p. 669 5 3.
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a member of a caste which is not termed Suddhn by the MA.
To sum up, btrddhn can mean both a) to be free from the collective impurity of
castes ranking lower than Ego, that is, free from "transferred" impurity, and b)
free from personal-temporary impurity which exists regardless of contact with
other castes, that is, free from an impurity "produced", say, by death, childbirth,
bodily excretions or by sin/crime, such as murder or incest.'"

I

Permanent-collective:
purity relative to
caste status
I
I

as a label for a whole category
of caste = pure castes
("Water-Acceptable")

temporaky-personal: free
from impurity "produced" by
death, childbirth, excretions,
murder, incest, etc
I

caste-specific purity = free
from impurity "transferred" by
inferior castes

The ties between the two types of impurity ("transferred" and "produced")
will be discussed later. Suffice it to note here that both are to a certain extent
convertible, irrespective of the taxonomy of the MA.
In the subsequent chapters on inter-caste relations, an extensive analysis of the
relevant MA regulations is unavoidable. Their abundance and complexity not only
testify to the MA's function of integrating ethnically diverse groups into a hierarchy of castes; they also throw some light on aspects which in anthropological
writings on caste have often been dealt with all too undiscerningly. T h s is particularly true of the questions of untouchability, commensality and the interdependence between status and purity. In order to facilitate the reader's orientation, several passages have been presented in diagrams.

10 Orenstein's distinction between "relational pollution" (temporary pollution at the time of
death and childbirth) and "act pollution" by some form of contact is another attempt at the
analysis of the material as presented in the classical Indian law sources. Cf. Orenstein 1968:
116ff.

COMMENSALITY AND CONTACT

"Food is the filth of men, everything is centered in food, the evil
deeds of men resort to their food. Whoever eats the food of another partakes of that man's sin." (G~hastharatnakara,quoted
by Kane 1974: 758)

Edible and inedible
Food is divided into two categories: nbhnks, 'inedible', and bhnks, 'edible'. Dogmeat, f.i., is nbhnks for all castes since no one in Nepal would eat it, under normal
circumstances at least. Rice and water are bhnks as all castes are allowed to partake of them. Among the bhaks kinds of food another principal distinction is
drawn between those permitted to all castes, on the one hand, and those permitted to certain castes only, on the other. Pork and alcohol are bhaks for, say, a
Magar (member of an alcohol-drinking caste) and an Untouchable, but prohibited for a Brahmin and any other "Cord-Wearer". If the latter partake of them
they lose their caste status. The legislator thus distinguishes between nakhanyn
nbhnks and jat janyii bhnks, that is, 'inedible, not to be eaten [by anybody]' and
'edible entailing [with respect to some castes] the deprivation of caste status',
respectively.'
Why does a violation of these diet rules lead to deprivation of caste status?
Proceeding from the assertion that every status position within the hierarchy is
conditioned by a specific amount of purity, there can be only one answer to this
question: Certain kinds of food are bearers of impurity. The reason why pork
and dog-meat are considered polluting is, partly at least, to be found in the way
1

Cf., f.i., MA p. 372f., p. 407ff.-The meaning of this distinction is also elucidated by the penalties
which come into force in the case of incest: If the offender is an Upadhyaya or Jaisi Brahmin, he
should be degraded by being compelled to eat pork and dr~nkalcohol. If he is of the caste
group "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" (as the Magar in our example), he will be fed dogmeat (MA pp. 527-529, p. 543ff.).
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these animals live.2As to alcohol, we have to content ourselves with the fact that
this is a caste-specific substance that may be taken by castes in the medium and
lower ranks of the hierarchy, possessing a "smaller" amount of purity than the
highest ranking ones3
While pork, dog-meat and alcohol are sui generis, although at varying
degrees, polluting, there is another category of substances which only occasionally pollute, such as water (piini) and some kinds of cooked food, bhnt
(boiled rice, etc) in p a r t i ~ u l a rIn
. ~ principle, the latter are allowed for all castes
(bhnks). If they pollute, it is not due to their specific inherent quality; it is rather
that they have been touched, prepared or offered by someone "more impure"
than the receiver. The offerer's impurity can be a temporary one caused by,
say, a case of death or birth among his relatives. Or this impurity is a permanent one, that is, the offerer's caste status is lower than that of the receiver. In
some other cases, he may belong to the same caste as the receiver, but in consequence of a slight decline of status he is excluded from commensality with
the latter.4aThus the offerer can transfer his inherent impurity to the receiver
and in this way reduce the latter's purity. To transfer impurity through food is
called bornu in the MA.

2 By pork the meat of the local black species of pig, si~ligiir,is meant. Pigs and dogs are chiefly
fed on garbage and leftovers of food, the latter being regarded as jlrflto (cf. pp. 13f.). Except
for few instances, as in the high mountain regions, dogs are kept, indeed, also for the
purpose of removing human faeces.--Contrary to many Brahmins in India, Nepalese Brahmins are not vegetarians. They eat game and goat (the latter also as a sacrificial animal), but
j
p. 412 €j 23). With
they avoid buffalo, chicken, eggs and duck (cf. MA p. 369ff. €4,8,12,15,30,
reference to the strictly vegetarian Havik Brahmins in South India, Harper (1964: 155f.)
writes: ".. meats are graded as to their relative amount of pollution (starting with the
least defiling: eggs, fish, chicken, goat and sheep, wild pork, domestic pork and finally
water buffalo and beef) ...". On the meat of wild animals in India cf. also Eichinger FerroLuzzi 1975.
3 In the classic Indian sources, since the time of the Vedas, alcohol drinking had been regarded
as one of the greatest sins and as unanimously condemned as the murdering of a Brahmin
(Kane 1953: 8-22).
4 The extensive meaning of bldt is 'grain boiled or steamed in water'. Generally the term bhiit
is used in the sense of 'boiled rice' only, whereas the pap or bran made of shredded millet,
maize and wheat is specified accordingly and called kodoko bliirt, lrinkniko blmt, gnliiinko
b h t , respectively. As the MA fails to give a precise definition of the term, I shall refrain
from translating it. Cf. also Macdonald 1970: 143f.;Turner 1965:474; Sarma 2019: 786. Cf. also
pp. 21f.
4a Cf. pp. 39ff., 86. Strictly speaking, temporary impurity also implies such a decline in status.
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inedible (abhaks): for all castes

I

edible for all castes

edible only for some castes
(alcohol, meat of certain
animals)

conditionally: water and
cooked food, provided it
has not been touched/offered/
prepared by certain persons,
namely:

unconditionally:
raw foodstuff (grain, etc)

by persons in a
state of temporary
impurity (death,
childbirth, etc)

by persons in a state of
permanent impurity whose
status is lower than that of the
eater

What may pure castes accept from impure castes?
Of particular interest are the clauses of the MA5 which determine which substances can be accepted by the castes of the category "Water-Acceptable" from
those of the impure category "Water-Unacceptable" without the risk of polluting themselves:
1. Raw grain, rice included, may be accepted if it is husked or ground. It must
not be accepted, however, if it has been boiled (usinyiiko) in water or roasted
(bh~tyiiko).~
5 MA p. 369ff.
6 bhtrtydko < bhlrteko (in modem orthography) means 'roasted' with or without fat (Sarma 2019:
794).-This does not mean that roasted (Dlilrteko) and boiled (~~sinileko)
food always transfer the
same amount of impurity. Ln fact, the prohibition just mentioned refers only to the acceptance
of food offered by members of the impure castes ("Water-Unacceptable"). Matters are quite
different in the case of the pure castes ("Water-Acceptable") because, although caste X will not
accept boiled OlMt from a lower-ranking caste Y, it will still accept roasted food. Here we are
faced with a distinction well-known from Northern India, namely that between h c c A food
(boiled rice/wheat cnpiiti) and p n k h food (fried in fat, parched without the medium water).
As a rule, pnkkif can be taken from lower castes, although not from the lowest ones. Cf., i.a.,
Mandelbaum 1970, I: 199; Dumont 1966: 18lff.; Harper 1964: 156; Marriott 1959; Mayer 1960:
33-47ff.
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2. Everything which has not been washed or come into contact with water
while serving/offering may be accepted, thus raw fish, meat, tobacco for the hookah, etc. It is stipulated, nevertheless, that raw grain, fish and meat should be
consumed (after preparation) a good distance away (allzg bnsi) from the impure
offerer.
3. Perfumes, rose-water, spices, sweet-scented fruits and substances (sugandh
aunyn phnl phul cij wnstu) may also be accepted. The text adds that there is no
pollution risk even if the substances listed here have been touched by the offerer
or stored in his house.
4. If an Untouchable (who belongs to the inferior group of the "Water-Unacceptable" castes) has touched certain objects, the transfer of his impurity to the
receiver can be averted as follows:
a) An earthenware vessel is defiled (bitulo) (and must obviously be thrown
away) if it contained water while being touched. But if it did not, it becomes
purified of its own accord (tesni S u d d h hurhchn).
b) Wooden vessels, chna, bottles (botal) and glass become pure (cokho) on being
washed and dried.
It follows that specific substances are regarded as "conductors" of impurity.
Indeed, water is both: on the one hand, it is a particularly sensitive "conductor",
on the other, it serves as the one purifying medium.' The importance of water is
also revealed by the following reg~lation:~
Someone belonging to the pure castes ("Water-Acceptable'') must not eat meat
which had been touched by an Untouchable before being prepared and which has
then been in contact with water while being prepared. The water, which (accidentally?) came into contact with the meat, seems to "conduct" impurity-for the
meat is obviously not defiled by the bodily contact itself, but rather by the presence of water. (We have already learnt that raw meat may be accepted even from
an Untouchable.)

The acceptance of water and bhat
The MA abounds with both terms, pnni (water) cnlnyii and bhnt cnlnyii ( ~ n l n e ) . ~
Both are used adjectively: for Ego those persons are cnlne from whom Ego is
allowed to accept water and/or bhiit; nncnlne, on the other hand, are those from
7 Cf. also Dumont 1966: 181ff.; Mandelbaum 1970, I: 198f.; for a detailed description of substances considered to "store"or to conduct impurity in a South Indian context cf. also Harper
1964: 172f.
8 MA p. 274 5 25.
9 cnlnyfi or collie (in modem orthography) c colriu, 'to move' (intr.), 'to be customary', 'to be
practised'.With regard to Northern India, Blunt (1969:88) defines the meaning of "acceptance"
more precisely in stressing that "it is the caste of the cook that matters, not the caste of the
host". He also points out that "the vessel in which the water is contained affects the question
[of from whom to accept water]. A high caste man will allow a low caste man to fill his lotA
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whom Ego must not do so, as indicated by the negative prefix na-.
In principle, the following rules are applicable: 1. The groups of persons from
whom Ego may take bhift, on the one hand, and water, on the other, need not be
identical. 2. bhiit can be accepted only unilaterally; water either unilaterally or
reciprocally. That is, a) there are people from whom Ego accepts btuit and water
and who also accept them from Ego; and b) there are others from whom Ego only
accepts without being allowed to give them. 3. A prohibition of acceptance may be
effective either for a limited period or permanently. Only between persons belonging to the same caste can a prohibition be short-termed, f.i., in the case of a
temporary defilement caused by death or childbirth. Permanent prohbitions prevail between different castes, and in some cases also between persons of the same
caste; the latter instance concerns people who exhibit a slight decline in status
compared to that of other "normal" members of their caste.1°
As violation of the rules evokes pollution and necessitates a purification or
degradation, it may be concluded that the prohbition refers to persons possessing a discrepant amount of purity. The "purity difference" corresponds to a status
difference.
Transferred to the status dimension of caste (the jiit of the MA), the three
aforesaid rules can be exemplified as follows:"
Within the pure caste category "Water-Acceptable" water is accepted reciprocally: All pure castes are free to take water from each other irrespective of who is
higher-ranking, the receiver or the offerer. By contrast, water is accepted unilaterally a) between pure and impure castes, and b) among the impure castes of the
category "Water-Unacceptable". In other words, no pure caste is allowed to accept water from an impure one, and no impure caste is allowed to accept water
from another lower-ranking impure caste. Or in the MA's terminology, all pure
(cokho) castes are piil~icnlize for each other and all impure castes are piiizi rrncnlrle for
the pure castes as well as among themselves.
bhirt, however, is accepted strictly unilaterally, that is, only from someone who
belongs either to Ego's caste or a caste hgher than Ego's. Schematically represented:

-

--

(drinking vessel) for him, but he will not drink from the lotii of that low caste man" (Blunt 1969:
98).-The MA does not elaborate on such details, but its wording suggests that the host is as
important as the cook. The frequently used phrase X jiitkii liiitko Wfit p l l i kliiii lit. 'having eaten
Irluit, water from the hand of caste X', proves that defilement may also stem from the one who
offers or serves, cf., among others, MA 407ff.
10 The MA does not sufficiently elaborate on the question of such slight status differences that
may exist within one and the same caste. Cf. on this pp. 40,85f., 120ff.
11 For the following discussion cf. MA p. 407ff.
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blliit wnter

"Cord-Wearers"
Water-Acceptable"
(pure castes)
"

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinkers"
"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinkers"

water-line
"Wa ter-Unacceptable

but Touchable"
"Wa ter-Unacceptable''
(impure castes)

"Wa ter-Unacceptable

Untouchable"

I1
I I'
1 1

II

bhiit unilaterally

water reciprocally

bllnt and water
unilaterally

To illustrate this, let us take the Upadhyaya Brahmin ("Cord-Wearer") and the
Magar ("Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker") as representatives of the pure castes
and the Untouchable as that of the impure castes. The Brahmin is free to accept
water as well as bhdt from another Upadhyaya, whereas from the Magar he may
accept only water but no bl~iit,and from the Untouchable neither water nor bh/it.
The Untouchable may accept both water and bhiit only from members of h s own
or any other higher-ranking caste.

Excursus: problems of interpretation
With regard to b h t acceptance, there are numerous exceptions. One of them is
that bht, to which some oil or clarified butter has been added, may in some cases
be accepted even from castes ranking lower than Ego. Oil or butter are thus thought
to "neutralise" the impurity of the person offering the bhiit.12The MA calls such a
"neutralising" substance cokhyiin (<cokho, 'pure'). Adding oil or butter is reminiscent of the Indian concept of plrkkii food which, by means of fat, becomes less
susceptible to impurity than the other type, knccii, such as boiled rice, etc.I3
What has so far been said suggests that impurity is mainly transferred through
water, namely both drinking water and cooking water in which bhiit is prepared.
This interpretation, however, does not prove to be applicable to all the regulations of the MA, as the subsequent examples illustrate:
12 As the ethnographic evidence proves, the rules of commensality are much more complicated
in practice and vary according to caste and region. For an illustration cf. pp. 201f.
13 Cf. footnote 6.
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1. Pickled vegetables (giidrrrk), pickled radish (sir~ki),pickled bamboo shoots
(/fi,,rii)as well as fresh fruits must not be eaten by anyone belonging to the pure
castes ("Water-Acceptable'') if these have previously been touched or cut open by
a member of the impure castes ("Water-Unacceptable"). Strikingly enough, the
violation of this rule ensues only a fine and not the deprivation of one's caste
status (jot jiidnilzn)." Here again water (sap, juice) seems to be the vehicle which
transfers impurity."
2. Rose-water, but not alcohol, may be accepted from a member of the impure
castes.'" Thus rose-water and alcohol (beer or liquor made from grain) are valued
differently although they both contain water. Whereas rose-water is regarded as
"neutral", alcohol retains the impurity of the person offering it. Let us stress that
the point in case is not the inherent impurity of alcohol which makes it polluting
under any circumstances for the "Cord-Wearer" castes; the MA explicitly refers to
the "Alcohol-Drinker" castes of the category "Water-Acceptable". But now matters are further complicated by the provision according to which even "CordWearers", such as the Jaisi Brahmin, the Rajput (Thakuri) and Chetri, do not lose
their caste status if they drink alcohol ( ~ r a kmade
)
from fruits and officinal herbs."
Apparently, the MA makes a difference between these "special" alcoholic drinks
and "normal" alcohol made from grain, because the consumption of the latter
entails degradation (cf. p. 17).
3. The MA determines that a "Cord-Wearer'' does not lose his caste status if he
accepts leaf-vegetables (siigyiit) from a member of any of the pure castes whose
status is lower than his, provided the dish has been fried (blll~tyfi)in a clay or
metal vessel.ls But if the same dish has been cooked by adding water, the "CordWearer" in question is liable to a fine of Rs 10 and must apply for absolution
(pdtiyii). In both cases it is of no relevance whether or not the dish has been salted."
Obviously, unlike oil and butter, salt is not regarded as an ingredient which
"neutralises" or "reduces" a possible defilement.
As we see, the acceptance of leaf-vegetables prepared in/with water is subject
to limitations as strict as those concerning bhiit (boiled rice, etc, cf. py. 19ff.): taking blliit from anyone lower in caste status defiles the receiver. In both cases water
seems to be a "conductor" of impuritv, but only if it is used as cooking-water
because, as already stressed, drinking-water may be accepted reciprocally by
members of the pure castes. From the whole set of rules applving to blrnt and
- . --.- .-

--

..

p~

-

14 MA p. 412 5 19.
15 Any contact, not only an oral one, with an Untouchable defiles a higher-ranking person of the
louchable castes. The Untouchables (clroiclrito luilrrri~nrrr!/djfit), howe\.er, represent only one
section within the impure caste category (cf. fig. 3), and the regulations as mentioned above
clearly refer to that category as a whole.
16 MA p. 369 5 2, p. 376 5 34.
17 MA pp. 375-376 5 33.-Alcohol for normal consumption is made from grain and is either beer
(ji,r) or liquor ( r ~ l k s in, m k ) made by distillation. On the differerit fruits utilised for distillation cf.
also MA p. 375 5 30.
18 M A p. 412 5 20.
19 ibid.

Fig. 4. Consequences of deliberate acceptance of b h d t and/or water from a status-inferior person
caste group of
receiver

caste group of
offerer

circumstances

consequences for the receiver

1

"Cord-Wearer"

"Cord-Wearer"

a) bhat accepted
b) bhat accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation
+ Rs 50

2

"Cord-Wearer"

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

a) bhat accepted
b) bha t accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation
+ Rs 100

3

"Cord-Wearer"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

a) bhat accepted
b) bhat accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation
+ Rs 100

4

"Cord-Wearer"

"Water-Unacceptable" a) bhat and/or water accepted
including Untouchable b) bhat and/or water accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation+confiscation
branding

-

5

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

a) bhat accepted
b) bhat accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
Rs 10
+ absolution

6

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Al~ohol-D~i&~~''

a) bhat accepted
b) bhat accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
Rs 20 + degradation or
absolution, depending upon the
decision by caste members

caste group of
receiver

caste group of
offerer

circumstances

consequences for the receiver

7

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Water-Unacceptable"
including Untouchable

a) bhat and/or water accepted
b) bhat and/or water accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation + confiscation
+ branding

8

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

a) bh3t accepted
b) bhat accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
Rs5
+ absolution

9

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Wa ter-Unacceptable"
including Untouchable

a) bhat and /or water accepted
b) bhat and/or water accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
degradation + confiscation
+ branding

"Wa ter-Unacceptable"
including Untouchable

a) bhat and/or water accepted
b) bhat and/or water accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
Rs 5 + degradation or absolution,
depending upon the decision by
caste members

"Water-Unacceptable"
only Untouchable

a) bhat and/or water accepted
b) bhat and /or water accepted and
defilement transferred

degradation
Rs 2 + degradation or
absolution, depending upon the
decision by caste members

10 "WaterUnacceptable" but
only Touchable
11

"WaterUnacceptable" only
Untouchable
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Cases 4 7 . 9 : The strong taboo placed on the demarcation line between the two
caste categories "Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable" is proved by the
very measure of punishment. If the receiver belongs to a pure caste and the offerer to an impure one, the former has to reckon not only with his degradation to
the latter's caste status, but also with branding0 and the confiscation of his property. Unless the receiver was mistaken or misled (Nor), his transgressing the demarcation line ("water-line") cannot be annulled by purification, punishment or
expiation.
Cases 1 and 4: A receiver belonging to the "Cord-Wearers" is degraded in any
case, even if the offerer is himself a "Cord-Wearer" and even if the defilement has
not been transferred to other persons. The penal measures are graded and increase proportionally to the status disparity between receiver and offerer: Rs 50,
Rs 100, ... confiscation, branding.
Cases 5 to 11: By contrast, the receiver of any non-"Cord-Wearer" caste is not
always degraded. Paradoxically, his absolution and re-admission to his caste are
all the more possible if he transferred the defilement to his fellow caste members,
too! In cases 5 and 8, where receiver and offerer belong to the same caste group,
a re-admission is even explicitly prescribed! In the remaining cases, the decision
on re-admission is left to the fellow caste members.
The grading of the consequences as manifest in our compilation suggests the
following conclusions:
The transgression of the "water-line" separating the pure castes from the impure ones entails irrevocable consequences, regardless of the receiver's caste.
Apart from this violation, however, the consequences can be correlated with the
status position of the receiver, on the one hand, and with that of the offerer, on
the other. In other words, the gravity of the consequences increases a) with the
absolute status position of the receiver, and b) with the status disparity between
receiver and offerer. In cases 1,2,3,5,10 and 11 the amount of the fines is in itself
revealing. The role of the absolute status position is well illustrated by the fact
that, as already mentioned, a receiver of the "Cord-Wearer" caste group is degraded in any case, quite contrary to receivers belonging to other caste groups.
Judging from this gradation, the purity of the highest caste group, the "CordWearers", seems to be the one on which the highest value is set. Their purity is the
most vulnerable, and its loss inevitably means degradation. The consequence of a
violation of commensality rules even zoitlzil~ this caste group (if both offerer and
receiver are "Cord-Wearers") is more severe than in cases in which members of
30 For branding, the MA frequently uses the phrase ek nksnr khodi, 'branding a letter'. According
to Adhikari (1976: 108,113), it is the letter d n ( ? <diiiilnl, see pp. 160ff.) which is branded on the
left cheek of the culprit. As branding goes hand in hand with degradation, there is no doubt,
however, that in some cases the initials of the name of the caste into w h c h the degraded
person had been integrated were branded. A textbook on judiciary matters furnishes clear
r e i i ~ i l d ~ ~ r l ~ s o l ~1i nksnr
j n t k op i ~ n f i l i i i i l n... kllopi, that is,
evidence: pntli i~ncnlilern cllifo l ~ l i r ~ l p n r ijiit111n
'while integrating [the degraded] into a "water-unacceptable" and untouchable caste, one
letter of that caste is branded [lit. pierced] on the calf', cf. Gorkha adalati Siksa 1986: 35.

L Maize terraces in Central Nepal. In the backpund: cattle grazing on wheat fields after
harveet.

3. T h u g men participrtlng in a a m m d a l d e r g 4. A KImf chmingthe neck pnaof
owatesjue,CartdNrprl.
on the tenth day of b d f t b t i d
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other caste groups are involved, obviously because there is more at stake. As
"cord-wearers" possess the highest amount of collective purity, this purity can
only be defended efficiently against outsiders if it is properly protected within
one's own caste group.
This does not mean, however, that the severity of cornmensality rules simply
decreases linearly with the offerer's status. Let us compare case 1b with cases 5 b,
8 b, 10 b and 11 b. In each of these cases both receiver and offerer belong to the
same caste group, and the receiver has transferred his defilement to his fellow
caste members or others. We see that such a violation of the rules is indeed judged
most leniently in the cases of the two medium-ranked caste groups (cases 5 and 8)
as, after the fine has been paid, absolution is guaranteed. As to the impure caste
groups (cases 10 and l l ) , however, the absolution depends on the decision the
offender's fellow caste members have to take. Finally, a "Cord-Wearer" is excluded from the possibility of obtaining absolution (case 1).
Hence it follows that collective purity is least vulnerable in the middle of the
caste hierarchy-and not, as might be expected, at the bottom. An Untouchable is
more polluting to another higher-ranking Untouchable than, say, a "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker', is to another higher-ranking "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drir~ker".~'
The fact that commensality rules tend to become more strict at the bottom
renders manifest one of the most important structural principles in the hierarchy
conception of the MA.
As already shown, the pure castes of the category "Water-Acceptable" may
not accept water from the impure castes of the category "Water-Unacceptable",
but they may accept it from each other reciprocally. This reciprocity does not hold
good within the category "Water-Unacceptable" as, apart from a few exceptions,
no impure caste is entitled to accept water (and bhiit as well) from another impure
caste ranking lower than itself. To sum up, the impure castes are less permissive
among themselves than the castes belonging to the pure category. Whereas among
the pure castes only bhnt is accepted unilaterally, among the impure ones both
water and bhnt follow the rule of unilaterality. Restrictions go so far as, f.i., the
untouchable Kami and Sarki do not take water and bhiit from one another, even
though they intermarry and regard themselves as e q ~ a l - r a n k i n ~ . ~ ~
This mutual demarcation of the castes "Water-Unacceptable" is rather surprising. One would rather have expected the opposite, namely that the "Water-Ac31 What is striking is the incongruence between the amount of damage caused by the pollution
and the gravity of consequences. For, unlike the "Cord-Wearers" (cases 1-3),a receiver from
other caste groups (cases 5,6,8,10 and 11) may be granted absolution in principle. Notably this
applies only to those instances where the receiver has polluted not only himself but also other
persons. But if he has polluted only himself he is degraded in any case. Why is pollution and
pollution not one and the same? One would expect that in both cases the receiver "absorbs"
the same amount of impurity, and if he transfers it to his fellow caste members the latter ought
also to be degraded. Indeed, the reverse is true: both are granted absolution. Here again, the
purity conception of the MA is not subject to determinism in the sense of natural law.
32 On Kami and Sarki cf. Hofer 1976; on the exceptional position of the Muslim castes pp. 139ff.
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ceptable" should behave so restrictively since they have, according to our postulate, to "defend" a much higher amount of purity than the impure castes. It has
still to be analysed to what extent this reciprocal acceptance of water among the
pure castes is to be regarded as a specifically Nepalese phenomenon. Be that as it
may, the Hindi book Vir Vinod, written in Rajputana at the close of the 19th century, observes, evidently with some amazement, that in Nepal even the Brahmins
accept water from castes ranking lower than themselves, such as the Cepang or
the Lama ( T a m a i ~ g ) . ~ ~
In India, the observances vary regionally. The particularly purity-conscious
Havik Brahmins in Kannada (South India) do not accept water from any caste but
their own," whereas in Uttar Pradesh the rules "are on the whole the same as
regarding the acceptance of yokhi food [prepared with fat], but with a tendency to
that is, they roughly correspond to the situation in Nepal.
greater

Eating and physical proximity: avoidance measures
"Sheer physical proximity while eating is very important. At
village feasts where diners are ranged in seated rows, those of
higher jati will not tolerate those of much lower rank to sit in an
unbroken line with them." (Mandelbaum 1970, I: 198).

The MA also elucidates the dangers involved in every contact with persons belonging to other castes than one's own:
1. The MA36prohibits an Untouchable from entering the house of a statussuperior person; this is in accordance with the practice widely to be observed in
contemporary
In another paragraph it is laid down that if an Untouchable knowingly enters the ground floor or the attic (tnlfi cot$ of a house where
someone of the pure castes is about to prepare a meal, the house has to be purified
(cokhyfillizi); the Untouchable is to be fined and also liable to afford compensation
for whatever he has touched (chut lfipzyfi wostuko wigo).%
2. Any member 6f the pure castes is free to pluck fruits in the company of
someone belonging to the impure castes. Unless contact is made (c\~tditit),it is
not defiling and is not a punishable offence to pluck, or pick up from the ground
and eat (on the spot) the fruits of the same tree.jY
33
34
35
36
37

Riccardi 1975:202.
Harper 1964: 156.
Blunt 1969:98, cf. also Dumont 1966: 183f.
MA p. 370 5 10.
Hijfer 1976.
38 MA p. 371 5 14. In Nepal, the ground floor is generally used as the dining and living room.
Newar l.louses, however, are exceptional in that their kitchens are situated in the attic.-The
paragraph cited does not specify whether the defilement is due to the touching of food.
39 MA p. 374 5 27.
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Evidently, the MA wants to restrict an all too "narrow-minded" practice of
avoidance. The same is true of the following paragraph:
3. A "Cord-Wearer" is allowed to partake of bhiit which has been cooked during the night and/or which has not been served immediately after its preparation-provided it was not touched by somebody who is not commensal with the
eater.40Obviously the provision makes plain that a virtual lack of control by cooking in the darkness or by putting aside the food after cooking is not sufficient to
regard it as polluted. Interestingly, this opinion is at variance with the general
practice in Nepal, according to which stale (Ixrsi) food and water are considered
impure, jlitho (cf. pp. 13f.). Even some of the classical Indian legal sources maintain that food which has been left untouched overnight or for one day should be
declined
There is another provision addressed to the "Cord-Wearers":
4. A "Cord-Wearer" may partake of bhnt if the cook and/or eater wear trousers
(surliwiil) and jacket (lnwedii); their clothes may not, however, be made of leather
(probably shoes and belt).42This, again, is contrary to the practice of high castes,
Brahmin in particular, who even nowadays take their meals or do their cooking
(when on journeys) with their torso uncovered and clad in a fresh cloth draped
around their hips.43

The hookah (hukka)

In the anthropological literature on India, the rules on sharing one's hookah with
members of other castes are often referred to as status criteria. The hookah can
transfer impurity as its sharing implies oral contact (saliva) with one's fellow smoke r ~The
. ~relevance of t h s also emerges from the following provisions in the MA:
1. If X unwittingly (bhor) uses Y's hookah, who belongs to an inferior caste
from which X is not to accept bhnt (bhnt lzncnlnyii ghnti jiit), X has to go on a pilgrimage to a nearby place (tirthn) in order to be given a b s ~ l u t i o n . ~ ~
2. If a member of the touchable (pure and impure) castes unwittingly smokes a
hookah which has been used or touched by an Untouchable, he obtains absolution
by paying Re 1, a fee called godii11.~~
MA p. 392 5 46.
Kane 1974: 784 quoting Manu, Gautama, Y~+iavalkya,etc.
MA p. 392 5 48.
On bathing and change of clothes before a meal among some castes in Central Nepal cf. Stone
1977: 124ff.; and among the Havik Brahmins of South India cf. Harper 1964: 153-157.
44 The hookah usually consists of three parts, namely the bowl (with charcoal cinders and tobacco), the water container and the tube with a mouthpiece. As these elements are not fixed
together, the hookah can also be used without the tube or even without the water container.
On details cf. p. 200. For a discussion of the Indian context see Dumont 1966: 116f.
45 MAp.374529.
46 MA p. 374 § 26. Ongodijll cf. pp. 161f., 168f.
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3. If a member of the pure castes knowingly shares the hookah with a member
of the touchable impure castes, he has to pay a fine of Rs 20 and an additional fee
of Rs 2 as godall for his ab~olution.~'
In the following paragraph, the role of water as a vehicle of impurity seems to
be emphasized:
4. If a member of the pure castes smokes his own hookah while sitting together
(sarign wasi)with people belonging to the touchable impure castes, and if his hookah contains water (pnni halyfiko), he has to pay a fine of Rs 5 and Re 1 as godirn for
. ~ ~ phrase pfini hiilynko obviously means that while smoking the
his a b ~ o l u t i o n(The
water container was attached to the bowl.) In this case, the hookah was not even
shared, and the mere presence of water and of an impure caste was sufficient to
produce the pollution. In the same paragraph is stated that, in case the hookah did
not contain water, fining and absolution can be dispensed with.49
In these four cases, too, one has to distinguish between mere social consequences, on the one hand, and penal consequences, on the other. Punishment (dnnd)
is only inflicted in the case of a knowingly or intentionally committed offence. But
any offence, knowingly or unknowingly committed, entails pollution and thus a
temporary "decline in status" which lasts until absolution is given.

Physical contact and untouchability
Just as saliva or water, mere bodily contact can also act as a vehicle of impurity.
Thus, the MA determines as follows:50Members of the pure castes are allowed
to cross a river, be it over a bridge, over stepping-stones or in a boat, in the
company of Untouchables. Both are also free to sit together on a bench (phlnicif)
lodged in the ground and to dine next to each other-provided that no bodily
contact (clllrt, ckitclzllt) is involved and that a certain distance (nlng nlng) is kept
between them.51
Here the emphasis is placed on physical contact, clllit, a term from which the
name nchuti, 'untouchable', derives.52Another synonym for untouchable castes is
choyfichito hllzupnmyn jiit, choyfi (or clloi) deriving also from the verb 'to touch',
47
48
49
50
51

MA p. 373 fj 23.
MA p. 373 fj 23.
Ibid.
MA p. 374 fj28.
The particular importance of "lodged in the ground" (jnrrrirrrrfl tiisyfiko < trSseko, lit. 'stuck',
'joined') remains obscure. The Havik in South Lndia believe the soil to insulate against pollution
(Harper 1964: 173), and the same may hold true for Nepal. Here, such benches are mostly on
the roofed verandahs
on the frontal part of the houses; they are firmly lodged in the
ground, whch is from time to time plastered with red clay and cow-dung. The plastering is
also believed to have a purifying effect in general.
i chrrt, 'touch'. Turner 1965:8, 200 gives: nclrllti, 'untouch52 ncl~rrtic n- (privative prefix) + c l r l ~ t c
able', 'low caste';and clfit-cllr~t,'physical touch'. Cf. also Durnont 1966:168 on untouchability in
India in general.
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namely choinu. The second element, chi!o, lit. 'water drop', refers to the purification necessitated by contact with Untouchables: the person touched sprinkles himself with water which has been brought into contact with gold, which is held to be
the "purest" of all metals. This water is also called in common speech sunpiini, lit.
'gold water'. If this purification is neglected, the MA prescribes that the person
polluted has to pay a fine before he obtains a b ~ o l u t i o n . ~ ~
Here, again, the legislator accepts certain extenuating circumstances. For instance, even an untouchable woman can in case of emergency act as mid-wife to a
non-untouchable mother. It is noteworthy that in this case two rules are violated:
first, the house is entered by the untouchable person and, second, the physical
contact with her is unavoidable due to the particular circumstances. Nevertheless,
the passage in question states that the mother regains her purity (s'udclha hulilcha)
simply by taking a bath (snnn),and that absolution is not necessary.54
To understand the MA1s regulations in their full extent, one may quote an
example from South India. The orthodox Havik Brahmins in Kannada believe that
by taking a ritual bath one attains a particularly high state of purity (wadi) which
fades into an ordinary state of purity (nlnilig~)after having a meal, after sleeping
or by touching another Havik who himself- is in a state of vmilig~.A Havik also
loses his nzadi-purity by touching someone of any lower caste than his own, regardless of whether the latter is lundi or not, because a non-Brahmin cannot be as
much ~rlndias a Brahmin. Finally, a Havik becomes polluted (nluffucheffzl)if he
comes into contact with a menstruating woman (of the Havik or any other caste)
. ~ ~ from the regulations on the observances at the
or with an U n t ~ u c h a b l e Apart
time of death and childbirth, the MA does not deal with the question whether and
when bodily contact with a lower-ranlung, but touchable caste is defiling in the
sense of the Haviks' nioiligc.

53 MA p. 679 5 12. The details of the purification were given to me by an untouchable informant
from the Kami caste. According to the MA and other informants, i t is always the higherranking person who is obliged to purify lumself. The Kami informant, on the contrary, stated
that it was rather the Untouchable's duty to purify himself after having had contact, with a
non-Untouchable (!?).-To my knowledge, the clloicl~itopurification is nowadays no longer
performed, even though members of higher castes still try to avoid bodily contact with an
Untouchable, cf. also Hofer 1976: 352f.
54 MA p. 370 § 10. The paragraph adds that in cases of emergency, the navel cord may even be
severed by the husband or by the mother herself.
55 Harper 1964; 155ff.
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"By assiduously protecting his wife, a man protects (the purity
of) his progeny and family as well as his character, Self,
and virtue. The husband, by entering (into the body of) the
wife, takes birth as the foetus in her womb ..." (Manu Samhita
1909: 316).

General remarks
More than one third of the MA deals with sexual relations, both inter-caste and
intra-caste. The scrupulous accuracy of the legislator amply confirms the importance these relations have for the maintenance of the hierarchy. The consequences
of incest, adultery, rape, perversion, premarital intercourse and the like not only
affect the persons immediately involved, but also their offspring and eventually
even their fellow caste members.
Before going into detail, we should make it clear that sexual intercourse is
forbidden in the subsequent cases:
1. sodomy;
2. incest;
3. intercourse a) between members of pure and impure castes ("Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable"), and b) within the impure caste category ('Water-Unacceptable") between members of touchable and untouchable castes;
4. intercourse with a woman of higher caste status than the man, irrespective
of whether both belong to pure or impure castes.
Furthermore, regardless of the partners' castes, intercourse has certain consequences in any case (social consequences at least):
5. for the woman in general;
6. for both partners in case of adultery.
Conversely, unions with a woman of equal or lower caste status are legal in
principle and without penal consequences for the male partner, provided that rule
3 is not violated and the union is not regarded as adultery. Schematically represented, the following unions are legal:
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"Cord-Wearer"

..............................

A-0
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

A-0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

I

0

"Water-Unacceptable"
but touchable castes

A-0

"Water-Unacceptable"
untouchable castes

A-0

A-0

In the aforesaid six rules, three interdependent factors determine the consequences to be expected: the degree of relationship, the sex and the caste of the
parties involved.
As to the degree of relationship, it is only of direct relevance in the case of
incest. Sex, as a factor, takes on increased significance in rules 4 and 5. According to rule 4, intercourse is prohibited if the woman is of higher status than the
male partner. It is, however, considered legal if, conversely, the woman's status
is equal or, within certain limits, lower than his.'
Rule 5 states that the woman is more affected than the man. Her specific
personal status, called henceforth "feme's status", is affected even by legal intercourse: it is devalued with the increasing number of men with whom she has
had intercourse or lived in connubium.
The caste factor determines above all the status difference within which sexual
intercourse is permitted (rule 3).
The factors degree of relationship, caste and sex are interdependent.
s also entail a degradation in her caste
Firstly, the decline in thefemels s t o t ~ ~can
stotus and in the caste status of the children born to her, as well. Secondly,
the gravity of the consequences brought about by intercourse increases the
higher the woman's caste is. Thirdly, even the definition of which degree of
relationship is to be regarded as incestuous varies according to the caste
affiliations of the parties involved. The patrilateral cross-cousin marriage, for
example, may be permitted to some castes and strictly forbidden to others.
Fourthly, the valuation of incest also depends on the feme's status of the
woman involved.
Sexual intercourse can imply pollution, the degrees of which vary according
to the actual configuration of the three factors. The impurity can be a "transferred" or a "produced" one. A violation of rule 3 means that impurity
is transferred by the lower-ranking party. Impurity is produced, however,
1 Here the term "status" is used in reference to caste. It will be shown below that a slight status

disparity may exist even if both parties have the same caste name, cf. pp. 40, 86f., 120ff.
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Fig. 5. Attempted adultery
status of seducer
(caste group)
1. "Wa ter-Unacceptable"
incl. Untouchable

status of woman
caste group
in rela tion to seducer
"Water-Acceptable"

higher

fine in Rs
100

.............................................................................

2.

"Water-Acceptable"

"Water-Unacceptable"
incl. Untouchable

lower

"Alcohol-Drinker"

80

.............................................................................

3. both enslavable
and unenslavable

"Cord-Wearer"

4. "Cord-Wearer"
5. "Cord-Wearer"

"Cord-Wearer"
"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

hgher

.............................................................................

equal
lower

50

.............................................................................
.............................................................................

"Non-enslavable
"Non-enslavable
equal
Alcohol-Drinker"
Alcohol-Drinker"
.............................................................................
6.

7. "Enslavable AlcoholDrinker"

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

higher

8. "Water-Unacceptable"
incl. Untouchable

"Water-Unacceptable" but
touchable

higher

30

.............................................................................

.............................................................................

9.

"Cord-Wearer"

"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" lower

.............................................................................

10. "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" lower

.............................................................................

11. "Enslavable
"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" equal
15
Alcohol-Drinker"
.............................................................................
12. "Water-Unacceptable"
Untouchable
lower
but touchable
....................................................
......
13. "Wa ter-Unacceptable"
"Water-Unacceptable"
equal
but touchable
but touchable
.............................................................................
14. Untouchable

Untouchable

equal

5

in the case of incest, which involves persons of equal or slightly differing caste
status. Once generated, both types of impurity can be transferred to other
persons, and a produced impurity can thus become a transferred one. For
example, a person polluted (and degraded) on account of incest can defile the
members of his/her former caste by offering them bhnt or having sexual intercourse with them.
Pollution, both produced and transferred, can entail a degradation in
caste status, unless the impurity acquired is redeemable by expiation and
purification.
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Status difference and gravity of offence

Fig. 5 refers only to the consequences of attempted adultery, which implies physical contact, but not sexual intercourse. The fine, listed in the column on the extreme right, is to be paid by the seducer. Here again it is postulated that the
amount of the fine is a parameter of the gravity of the ~ f f e n c e . ~
The gravity of the offence accrues from two interdependent factors, namely a)
from the absolute status position (caste) of the woman, and b) from the relative
status difference between both parties.
Fig. 6. Sexual intercourse with a woman of higher status (hypogamous union)
(simplified synopsis)
woman
1. Upadhyaya
Brahmin

man
Rajput (Thakuri), asal
Jaisi and Chetri

consequences
for the woman for the man
(not specified) 2 years imprisonment

...................................................................

2. Upadhyaya
Sannyasi and lower
(not specified) 2 years imprisonment
Brahmin
Jaisi
..........................................................................

3. "Cord-Wearer"
"Non-enslavable
(not specified) 3 years imprisonment
(generally)
Alcohol-Drinker"
..........................................................................
4. "Cord-Wearer"
"Enslavable
(not specified) 1 year imprisonment
(generally)
Alcohol-Drinker"
+ enslavement
.............................................................................
5. "Cord-Wearer"
"Water-Unacceptable"
degradation
4 years imprisonment
and "Non-enslavable
but touchable
+ branding
+ enslavement
Alcohol-Drinker"
or 8 years imprisonment

......................................................
6. "Cord-Wearer" and
degradation
capital pimishment
"Non-enslavable
+ branding
Untouchable
or killed by husband
Alcohol-Drinker"
of woman
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. "Non-enslavable
"Enslavable
degradation
enslavement
Alcohol-Drinker"
( ?)
Alcohol-Drinker"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. "Enslavable
"Wa ter-Unacceptable"
degradation
enslavement or
Alcohol-Drinker"
but touchable
+ branding
2 years imprisonment
.............................................................................
9. "Enslavable
Untouchable
degradation
enslavement +
Alcohol-Drinker"
+
branding
1 year imprisonment (?)
.............................................................................
10. "Water-Unacceptable" Untouchable
degradation
(?)
but touchable
.............................................................................
11. Untouchable
Untouchable
fine of Rs 10
fine of Rs 20
(Kami, Sarki, Kadara) (Damai, Gaine, Badi)
+ degradation
...................

2 Compiled from MA pp. 485-487.
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Rs 100 is actually the highest fine, since in this particular case the woman is of
superior status and the boundary between pure and impure caste has been transgressed (cf. rules 3a and 4, p. 35). Rs 50 is the highest fine to be paid in case both
parties are of equal status (at least of the same caste group).
In all other cases (6, 11,13,16) of equal status the amount decreases from Rs 30
to Rs 15, Rs 10 and 5 respectively, in accordance with the absolute status level of
the parties. (If the woman involved was not married, this combination would
remain unpunished.)
As the fine of Rs 30 shows, the advances made by an Untouchable to a woman
of a touchable impure caste (cf. rules 3b and 4, p. 35) are as less serious as those
made by a "Cord-Wearer" to a lower-ranlung woman of the caste group "Nonenslavable Alcohol-Drinker".

Status disparity and pollution

The consequences brought about by consummated intercourse are compiled and
shown in the following figures. In fig. 6 the woman's status is higher than that of
the man. In fig. 7, the man is either higher or equal in status. Both figures refer to
cases where sexual intercourse is performed with mutual consent and not voluntarily denounced by the par tie^.^ The woman is a major, that is over 11 years, and
either virgin or ~ i d o w e d . ~
Let us first analyse fig. 6: intercourse with a higher-rnnking mnmn. We see that the
man incurs a penalty in any case and that this penalty increases proportionally
with the woman's status, on the one hand, and with the status disparity between
man and woman, on the other. As to the woman involved, mere penal sanctions
and degradation to the man's status are to be expected only if the man belongs to
the caste category "Water-Unacceptable". This also applies to a woman who is a
member of a "Water-Unacceptable" caste herself.
The prohbition is compatible with that of the so-called hypogamy. The classical Indian legal sources call hypogamy yratilon~n,'against the brush', and disapprove of it.5The MA, too, prohibits a hypogamous comubiurn and prescribes that
under certain circumstances it must be dissolved by coercive measures. We may
also conclude from the context that the woman will in any case be degraded to the
status of her male ~ a r t n e r . ~
Fig. 7: intercollrsc with a wonui-11of eqllnl or lozuer status requires a more detailed
discussion.
In the column "concomitant circumstances" the line "no defilement through
bhiit" shows that a man's degradation7 to the status of the woman's caste status
3 On compulsory self-denunciation cf. also pp. 159,169f., 180.
4 Both fig. 6 and 7 represent a slightly schematised synopsis of MA pp. 407ff., 653-674,679-680.
5 Cf. Dumont 1966: 152-167; Kane 1974: 50ff., 61ff. and 427-639.
6 Cf. MA p. 445 5 9, p. 452ff. 5 32-35.
7 If the offence is committed by mistake (Dkor), absolution seems to be obtainable in nearly all
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is only taken into account in the subsequent cases:
a) man = "Water-Acceptable" and woman = untouchable;
b) man = "Water-Unacceptable", but touchable, and woman = untouchable;
whereas
c) as to intercourse between a "Water-Acceptable" man and a "Water-Unacceptable", but touchable woman, it is explicitly laid down that, after the pilgrimage, the man is Suddhn, 'ritually pure', and thus absolved.
If we can interpret degradation in (a) and (b) as a consequence of pollution, the
following has to be concluded:
Sexual intercourse as such (without additional defilement through bhiit acceptance) with an untouchable woman is polluting for any non-untouchable man,
whether he is of a pure or an impure caste. Likewise, intercourse with a woman of
the impure castes ("Water-Unacceptable"), whether untouchable or not, is polluting for any man of the pure castes ("Water-Acceptable''). Finally, intercourse with
an impure, but touchable woman is redeemable by expiation (c), whereas intercourse with an untouchable woman is not.
In all other cases the man is polluted and thus liable to degradation only if he
accepts bhnt from the lower-ranking woman. Obviously, pollution is not brought
about by intercourse. Let us anticipate that the rules dealt with here are entirely
in line with those valid for conjugal relations. That is to say, a man is allowed to
marry a woman of a lower-ranlung caste than his, without being allowed to accept bhat from her.8
We notice, however, that acceptance of bhiit is defiling and punishable even if
the woman has the same caste status as the man (cases 1,7,20 and 22). How is this
kind of defilement brought about?
We know that the Upadhyaya Brahmins, the Thakuri and the Chetri are divided into caste-internal status groups, some of which are also mentioned by
name. As the ethnographic sources show, these status groups are not commensal
with each other, in spite of the common caste name.9
cases. On absolution cf. pp. 161f., 167f., 179f.
8 MA pp. 448-449. Tlus is in accordance with what has been stated with reference to bhiit acceptance in general, cf. pp. 19f., 22.-The interpretation of fig. 7 poses some problems. Let us
compare, for example, cases 1to 11 with regard to the consequences (amount of fine, degradation, etc) in case of bluit acceptance. It seems that an Upadhyaya or a Rajput man's guilt
diminishes proportionately with the caste status of his female partner. Apart from cases 2 and
7, which are not fully settled, this tendency is general. Comparing, now, fig. 4 (acceptance of
bluit and water) with fig. 7, we see a discrepancy, as in fig. 4 the reverse is true: the gravity of
the offence increases with the status disparity between offerer and receiver. In fig. 4, the
receiver is inevitably degraded to the offerer's status if he knowingly accepts bluit from him. In
fig. 7, however, this applies only to cases 2 and 8. Apparently Wriit acceptance connected with
sexual intercourse is valued differently than blurt acceptance without sexual intercourse. One
may speculate that, as to fig. 7, a forbidden action, namely bluit acceptance, is neutralised to
some extent by another, permissible action, namely sexual intercourse.
9 Cf. Fiirer-Haimendorf 1960: 16; Fiirer-Haimendorf 1966: 34f.; Fiirer-Haimendorf 1971: 13ff.,
18ff.;Bista 1972 a: 21. It is interesting to note that the later edition of the Muluki Ain (MA 2009,

Fig. 7. Sexual intercourse with a woman of equal or lower caste status

man
woman
concomitant circumstances
both man and woman = "Water-Acceptable"

consequences for the man
~

-

1.

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

no
through
. .bhat
. . (bhatma
. . . . .bor)
. . . . legal (no khatbat)
. . defilement
. .
. . . . . . . . . . .
woman'defiles
bhat
of
man's
commensals
Ge'of
&:
100
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
man kimself accepts bhit &om woman
and transfers defilement to his
fine of Rs.100 +
commensals
degradation
to status of woman
-

2.

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

Rajput

Chetri

no
through
. . defilement
. .
. . .bhat
. . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
ke'of
k.'
3b
woman'defiles
bhat
of
man's
commensals
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat f;om woman
degaded'to status ofwoman
. . . . he.of &:
+ . . . . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat fiomwoman ind
transfers defilement to his commensals
degraded to status of woman

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

Dew Bhaju (Newar
Brahmin)
Indian Brahmin

no defilement through bhat
defilement th;ough bhat
(not specified)

4.

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

Sannyasi (ascetic sects) no
. . defilement
. . . . . . through
. .
.bhat
. . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
lower Jaisi
defilement through bhat
fine of I&. 2b
(not specified)

5

Upadhyaya
Brahmin

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker

(no
. . defilement)
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
woman'defiles bhat of man's commensals fir;e of RS.'5'
(no further specification)

Upadhyaya
Brahmin
Rajput

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
Rajput

(not specified)

asal Jaisi

3.

'

'

'

. . . . . . . . legal
fir;e bf

. . . . . . . . . . . .

k..
3b

- --

6.

7.

"

legal

no
defilement through
. . . .
. bhat
. . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . .
woman'dehles
bhat
of
man's
commensals
fine
of RS.sb . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat f;om woman
fine'of RS.'80 +
and transfers defilement to his commensals degraded to status of woman
e

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8.

Rajput

asak Jaisi

no defilement through .bhat
. . . .
defilement though bha t
(no further specification)

9.

asal Jaisi

Rajput

no
through
. . defilement
. .
. . bhat
. . . . . . . . . . fine of Rs.. 40. (!)
. . . . . . . . .
woman'defiles bhat of others (= 3)
k e ' o f RS.60

10. Rajput

Chetri

no
defilement through
legal
-. .bhat
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
woman'defiles
bhat
of
man's
commensals
firieof
I
&
.
.
30
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat f;om woman
degaded'to sta'tu's of woman
(no further specification)

11. Rajput

Dew Bhaju
(Newar Brahmin)
Indian Brahmin

no defilement through .bhat
. . . . . . . . . .
befiiekkn t though &at
(no further specification)

12. Rajput

Sannyasi
lower Jaisi

no defilement
through .bhat
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
befiiement th;obgh &a t
fine of Rs. 20
(no further specification)

13. Rajput

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

no defilement through bhat
legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
woman'deflles bhat of man's commensals fhe'of Rs.'5'
(no further specification)

14. Rajput

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

(no specification)

legal

no defilement through bhat
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
woman'defiles bhat
of man's commensals
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
man accepts bhat from woman and
transfers defilement to his commensals

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
fine
of
RS.
10 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
fine of RS.'10 +

15. "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

16. "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

17. "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

fine of Rs. 40 (!)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
h e 'of k.'
60

legal
f&ebf

. . . . . . . . . . . .

k.'
30

legal

degradaded to status of woman

(no specification)
legal
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
defilement Ihrough bhat
fine Rs. 10
(no further specification)
no defilement through bhat
legal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
defilement &o@h bhat
fine of RS. 5
(no further specification)
'

'

'

'

'

of

11. Rajput

Dew Bhaju
(NewLr Brahmin)
Indian Brahmin

no defilement through bhat
legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
defiiement th;ough bhat
h i e of Rs .' 3b
(no further specification)

12. Rajput

Sannyasi
lower Jaisi

no defilement
through .bhat
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
defilement ihrohgh bhat
fine of ~ s20.
(no further specification)

13. Rajput

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

no defilement through bhat
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
woman'deflles bhat of man's commensals h e o f I&.' 5'
(no further specification)

14. Rajput

(no specification)

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker''

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

16. "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

17. "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

15.

11.

legal

no defilement through bhat
legal
. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
woman'dehles
bhat
of
man's
commensals
fine
of
10
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat &om woman and
h e ' o f Rs.' 10 +
transfers defilement to his commensals
degradaded to status of woman
(no specification)
legal
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
defiiement Ihiough bhat
fmeof &.. 10
(no further specification)
no defilement
through .bhat
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hieof I&. 5
defilement Ih;&ughbhat
(no further specification)
'

man = "Water-Acceptable"; woman = "Water-Unacceptable"
-

fine of Rs. 100 + pilgrimage if man
is
. "Cord-Wearer"
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, fi*e of I
&. 50 + pilgrimage if man is
"Non-enslavable
. . Alcohol-Drinker
. . . . . . . .
i%e of &.'25 +
if man is
"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
man accepts bhat or water 'from woman
co'nfiscation + 1 y. imprisonment
. . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . . . . degradation
. . . . . .to. status
. . of woman
. . . . .
confiscation + branhi&+ 1 year
man accepts bhat or water'from woman
and transfers defilement to others
imprisonment + degradation to
status of woman
19. "Water-Acceptable" Untouchable
confiscation + branding + 1 y.
whether man accepts bhAt/ water or not
imprisonment + degradation to
status of woman
both
man
and
woman
=
"Water-Unacceptable"
m.
18. "Water-Acceptable "Water-Unacceptable"
(pure caste)
(impure)but touchable

man does not accept bhat or water from
woman

-

20.

"WaterUnacceptable"
(impure)but
touchable
21. "WaterUnacceptable" but
touchable
22. "WaterUnacceptable"
untouchable
23.

"WaterUnacceptable"
untouchable

~

-- - - - -

"Water-Unacceptable"
(impure)but touchable
of same status as man

(no defilement through bhat)
legal
(not specified)
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
defiiement &ugh Ghat
h e of R S . ' ~ '

"Water-Unacceptable"
but touchable: of lower
status than man
"Water-Unacceptable"
untouchable: of same
status as man

no defilement through bhat
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . . . . . . . . . . .
ke'of &.'i+
man accepts bhat &om woman and
transfers defilement to others
desadation to status of woman
(no defilement through bhat)
legal
(not specified)
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
defilement th;oue;h:bhat
fine of RS.4

"Water-Unacceptable"
untouchable: of lower
status than man

no defilement through bhat
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . legal
. . .
. . . . . . . . . .
h e of ds.'4'+
man accepts bhat f;om woman and
transfers defilement to others
degradation to status of woman

The above-mentioned case (no. 23) differs in details from from the following one where six untouchable castes are specified by name:
24. untouchable:
untouchable:
man (defiled by sexual contact) does not
degradation to status of woman
Kgmi
DamAi
transfer his defilement to his fellow caste
Gaine
Sarki
members
bhat.or. water
. . . . .through
. .
. . .
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kad Ara
Badi
man transfers his'deklement to his fillow h e bf RS.10 +
all of lower status than caste members through bhat or water
degradation to status of woman
Kgmi, etc.
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There is a further paramount factor: the woman's personal status, which we
term "feme's status". According to the MA,I0an Upadhyaya Brahmin is obviously
not obliged to accept bhdt from his Upadhyaya wife if she has been "brought"
([ydydko)by him as a virgin (kumnyfl= kunyd); the term "brought" implies that she
has not been married with full rites (see below). As to the rest of the "CordWearer" and "Alcohol-Drinker" castes, b h t acceptance from a wife is regulated as
follows: It is made incumbent on the husband and the families of his real and
classificatory brothers to accept b h t from the wife if she has been "brought" as a
virgin and is of a group (caste, status group) from whose members the husband
and his relatives customarily accept b h t . The husband is, however, not obliged to
accept bhiit from his wife if the latter was married once before her present marriage, that is, if she is a widow (widhwflidhwd) or divorcee (jfiri); and finally, b h t
acceptance from her is forbidden if the woman has already been married three
times (before her present marriage) or has had intercourse with three men in her
life: such a woman is regarded as wesyd (besyd), a 'whore'."
In principle, only a virgo intacta can be married with full rites and called
wiwdhitii.12 All non-wiwlihitd are considered lyditd or rdkheko, literally 'brought' or
'kept' wives.I3
It must be emphasised that there is no such differentiation with regard to men.
The number of women with whom a man has had non-polluting and legal intercourse does not affect his caste status. The woman, however, is polluted by every
man with whom she indulges in sexual intercourse, irrespective of her male
1st husband

+

"wife"

virgin fiw~hit"idhwii
knriznyd
"concubine"

10
11
12

13

widow

1

2nd/3rd husband- 4th husband

"concubine"

"whore"

lyiitd

wesyli

divorcee

V, p. If. Q 3) explicitly allows intermarriage and mutual b/mt acceptance between the two
divisions of the Upadhyaya, namely the Kurnai and the Purbiya Brahmins. Cf. also below
p. 42.
MA p. 389 Q 34.
MA p. 448f. Q 20-23, p. 411 Q 15; cf. also Bista 1972 a: 24,29; and Fiirer-Hairnendorf 1966: 32-35
on the Chetri in particular.
wiwiilritii < wilriTloilui, 'marriage'. To my knowledge, only the "Cord-Wearer" castes distinguish
precisely between wiwiillitii and non-wizuiihitli wives. The MA (p. 377 Q 2) distinguishes between
three types of female conjugal partners: a) wilui gnri Iyiiyiih, 'brought by performing the full
wedding rites' (= wizoiilritii), b) diyo hln; prtji lyiiyiih, 'brought by performing the rites of the
lamp and water-pot' (a simplified ritual), and c) irlnilori~irsniilgnlynynkir, 'brought by consent'
(without any ritual). b) and c) seem to refer to lyiiitii wives.
MA p. 389 Q 34, p. 391 Q 41.
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partner's caste and the concomitant circumstances, such as bhiit acceptance,
etc. This is proved by the mere fact that the woman is excluded from the
bluit commensality with her relatives when her feme's status declines. Such a decline can be brought about by remarriage as well as by premarital intercourse or
adultery.I4
Obviously, feme's status and caste status are interdependent. The feme's status
of the mother can influence her children's caste status.I5 Moreover, a decline in
feme's status can also result in a decline of caste status. Finally, a girl, although
deemed virgin but belonging to a caste ranking lower than the bridegroom's,
cannot be married as wiwiiftitii, at least in principle.16
Five examples drawn from the MA should illustrate t h s interdependence:
1. An Upadhyaya Brahmin man having had premarital intercourse with an
Upadhyaya virgin is obliged to keep her. However, she does not pass for wiwiihitii
('wife'), but only for lyiiitii ('concubine'). The children of such a union are ascribed
the caste status of nsnl Jaisi and not that of Upadhyaya.17The same applies to the
children of an Upadhyaya man and a remarried Upadhyaya widow.l8 We see that
in both cases the decline in the feme's status entails a decline in the caste status of
the offspring. It must be added, however, that, according to my informants, not
only the children, but also their mothers (the virgin and the remarried widow)
are regarded as Jaisi. Thus the meaning of the line "degraded to the status of
woman" in fig. 7, case 1, becomes clear: The Upadhyaya man is himself degraded
to Jaisi if he accepts bhiit from an Upadhyaya virgin or widow after having intercourse with her.
2. For the rest of the "Cord-Wearer" castes the rule is as follows: A virgin must
stay on with the man with whom she has willingly had premarital intercourse,
14 A decline is brought about even by intercourse which took place w h l e the woman was in a
state of drunkenness or intoxication by drugs. By contrast, drunkenness and intoxication
do account as extenuating circumstances in cases of manslaughter and assault, cf. M A p. 290
5 35-36.
15 Cf. pp. 49ff.
16 As Stone reports on a community in Central Nepal, bilrnite (zuizufilritii) unions imply the celebration of rites said to be Vedic. Such unions are mostly endogamous, but specific "sanctioned
hypergamic unions" between a Brahmin man and a Thakuri or Chetri woman can also be
recognized as biluiite marriages. In any case, however, a biluiite marriage is the first union of a
woman, mainly resulting from chld marriages still practised among the "Cord-Wearer" castes.
Whereas a man can repeatedly marry bilriiitc wives, a woman is only once bil~iiite,namely at her
first marriage (cf. Stone 1977: 114ff., 121, 147). The fact of being a lyiiitc (lyiiitii) wife entails a
lowering of caste status for a woman because her caste members d o not accept Dhiit from her
after her elopement. Thus "she assumes a lower status within her original caste, [...I whether
she elopes into a higher caste, her own caste or into a lower caste". (This explains the meaning
of the line "woman defiles blrnt of man's commensals" in our fig. 7.) The decline in status is in
connection with the general rules according to which a woman violates caste purity by extramarital intercourse. Her husband and his kin no longer accept food cooked by her, and the
marriage is dissolved (Stone 1977: 114ff., 152).
17 M A p. 654 5 7.
18 M A p. 654 5 7, p. 537 5 2.
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provided they are both of the same caste and can take b l ~ from
t
each other (jat
~rlirdfibhiit cnlynkir). That the woman is regarded as wiwlihitn wife emerges from the
text of the paragraph enjoining the husband to be fed with b l ~ by
t her publicly.
The progeny of such a couple is entitled to a normal share of inheritance, equal to
the share of a wiwiihitii's offspring (wiwfihitiih snrnhnko n~ils).'~
3. A Rajput man having had premarital intercourse with a Jaisi virgin, and vice
versa, a Jaisi man having had intercourse with a Rajput virgin, must keep her as
riikheko. Although the woman adopts her husband's caste (risni jiitrtlfi nlilfiidinti), the
latter is not obliged to accept b h t from her (bhiitr~ufh r liigdnirzn). Children from
such a union are neither Rajput nor Jaisi but Hamal, and their fathers' relatives
must not take bhnt from them.20
4. Evidently, the higher the woman's caste status, the more exposed she is to
pollution. With reference to the "Cord-Wearer" castes the MA lays down that if a
boy under the age of 11 years has intercourse with a girl over 10, the girl has to be
outcast (jiit wiihek mhnnu), whereas the boy does not incur any consequence^.^'
More correctly, the expression is to be rendered by 'to remain outside the caste',
the implication being that among the "Cord-Wearers" a woman attains full memberslup in the caste into which she was born only after her marriage.22
5. An Upadhyaya virgin is called witulo (biflilo),'defiled', after the first phase of
her (normal, wiwiihitii) wedding rites, that is to say, even before her marriage has
been consummated. Conspicuously, the term bitlilo is not used when referring to
the wedding rites of other castes2j Yet again, if an Upadhyaya man and another
Upadhyaya's wife are found lying over one another and their knees touchng each
other (gllzir khapi sutnu), it is regarded as a consummated intercourse (hrnni
tlznhnrchn). As to the remaining castes, such a case is unambiguously distinguished
from a consummated i n t e r c o u r ~ e . ~ ~
Fig. 8, compiled from the MA,25gives a systematic view of the interdependence between feme's status and caste status. The diagram specifies the consequences of an "alleged adultery", that is, if a woman declares herself guilty of
adultery, but her offence cannot be evidenced by the ensuing inquiry (!). Such a
case is called rnllkh pntit, lit. 'mouth' and ' d e g r a d a t i ~ n ' . ~ ~
19 M A p. 660 5 6.-In fig. 7, case 7, the defilement through bldt between two Rajput probably
refers to the non-commensal status groups that exist within the caste of the Rajput.
20 M A p. 656 5 9. On the Hamal cf. p. 52.
21 MA p. 417 § 8. Here there is a remarkable difference to what has been stated in example no. 2.
Probably because the boy is still a minor, the girl's deed cannot be "turned into" marriage.
22 Whereas a man becomes a full member on being invested with the holy cord (jnrlni), mostly at
the age of eleven (cf. also Stone 1977: 147 and Bista 1972 a: 121).
23 M A p. 461ff. 5 1.
24 M A p. 494ff. 5 1.
25 M A p. 500ff. 5 4-8.
26 I revert to the example of rrrlrklr pntit, as the M A does not give a systematic view of the
consequences actual adultery entails. It seems to apply to all castes that an actual adulteress is
excluded from the blrlit commensality with her husband's caste (MA p. 607 5 16). A married
woman who puts up with being kissed, embraced or merely touched by somebody other than

Fig. 8. "Alleged adultery" (mukh patit)
husband of the
adulteress

alleged adulterer: his
status in relation to
adulteress
lugher /equal /lower
(" W ater-Acceptable")

adulteress: her status
before the adultery

adulteress: her status
after the adultery

consequences for the chldren
born in wedlock, but after the
adultery
1. "Cord-Wearer"
Brahmin
degraded to "Nonremain "Cord-Wearers", but
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . enslavable
. . . . . . . . . .Sudra"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . can be excluded from bhat
from Rajput to "Non- degraded to "Enslavable commensality if so wished by
enslavable AlcoholAlcohol-Drinker''
caste members + share of
inheritance reduced to 1/5 of
.Drinker"
...........................................
"Enslavable Alcohol- enslaved
the normal share
Drinker"
2. "Non-enslavable ditto
equal to, or lower
excluded from bhat
share of inheritance reduced,
Alcohol-Drmker"
than, husband
commensality if so
but no degradation
wished bv caste
. . . . . . . . .J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
share of inheritance normal, no
not excluded from bhat
commensality
degradation
3. "Enslavable
ditto
ditto
no degradation
share of inheritance normal, no
Alcohol-Drinker"
degradation
4. "Water"Wa ter-Unacceptable" .Brahmin
degraded to Sudra
...........................................
Acceptable"
incl. Untouchable
from Rajput to "Non- degraded to "Enslavable no degradation mentioned,
enslavable AlcoholAlcohol-Drinker"
share of inheritance reduced
Drinker"
............................................
"Enslavable Alcohol- enslaved
Drinker"
5. "Water"Wa ter-Acceptable"
equal to, or lower
enslaved
no degradation and normal
.......................
.....................
Unacceptable"
equal to adulteress
than, husband
excluded from bhat
share of inheritance
.....................
incl. Untouchable lower than adulteress
cornmensality if so
wished by caste
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As can be inferred from fig. 8, the consequences to be expected by the woman
and her children result from a combination of three factors: her husband's caste,
the caste of the alleged adulterer and her own caste.
Let us first consider the consequences for the adulteress: Apart from case 3, in
which both husband and wife are "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers", a degradation
is inevitable (cases 1 and 4) or at least possible (cases 2 and 5). To be more precise,
degradation can mean either outcasting or, at least, exclusion from the
cornrnensality with her own caste or with the husband's caste (cases 2 and 5). In
all five cases, the consequences imply an additional degradation in the feme's
status as the husband is free to repudiate his adulterous wife. Even if he keeps
her, she is no longer regarded as zuizuiihitn, but only as "kept" (riiklieko). Finally,
enslavement, too, implies a particular kind of degradati~n.~'
As to the consequences for the children, only those children are dealt
with here w h o were begotten by the husband a n d born after the alleged
adultery. Except for case 1, the children's caste status is far less affected than
that of their mother. It seems that a reduction of their share of inheritance is
taken into consideration only if their mother is degraded; an exception is,
however, case 5.28
Fig. 9 shows the consequences brought about by attempted adultery implying
"Cord-Wearers"
'
are obviously
bodily contact, such as kissing, embracing, e t ~ . ~
the most affected castes (cases 1-3): the mother will be excluded from the blurt
cornrnensality in any case and her children's share of inheritance will be reduced.
It appears that women of the intermediate caste group of the hierarchy (case 5)
are least concerned, whereas at the bottom the misconduct of a woman of the
impure "Water-Unacceptable" castes does not wholly exclude a degradation, even
if the seducer is lugher-ranking than her (cases 6 and 7).
Fig. 10 shows the consequences the children have to expect if their mother had
c o p i t t e d premarital or extramarital intercourse and this is revealed only later.
Obviously, even premarital intercourse is regarded as adultery if it was concealed
on her marriage, and this is in accordance with what has been said on feme's
status above. In the passage of the MA drawn upon only the case of a "CordWearer" woman is m e n t i ~ n e d . ~ ~

27

28

29
30

the husband can be degraded as well. Even the Inere suspicion of faithlessness, such as her
unexcused absence from home, entitles the husband to refuse bluif offered by his wife (MA p.
482ff.; p. 474 5 1).
On the legal status of slaves cf. pp. 97ff. Juridically a u~csyfiis sometimes equated to a slave. The
insultor of a female is fined with Rs 20 i f the woman is korirrryfi or zi~idlrzofi;
but if she is a rocs!lii or
a slave, the fine amounts to Rs 2 only (MA p. 260f. 5 3415-16).
This in accordance with the principle maintained in some sources of the classical Indian law
which disqualifies heirs, such as sinners, persons bodily or n~entallydisabled and the progeny
of an unlawful union (cf. Kane 1946: 608-619ff.; Manu Sarnhita 1909: 329ff.).
MA p. 482ff. 5 4-8.
MA p. 119 5 26.

Fig. 9. "Attempted adultery"
woman's status prior
to the incident

consequences for the woman

consequences for the chldren born in
wedlock, but after the incident
status
share of inheritance

1. "Cord-Wearer"
hgher than woman

"Cord-Wearer"

excluded from bhat
commensality

no degradation

slightly reduced

2. "Cord-Wearer"
equal to woman

"Cord-Wearer"

excluded from bhat
commensality

no degradation

reduced

3. "Non-enslavable"
andf'Enslavable AlcoholDrinker" lower than
woman

"Cord-Wearer"

excluded from bhat
commensality

no degradation

considerably
reduced

4. "Cord-Wearer", "Nonenslavablenand
"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
higher/equal/lower

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

excluded from bhat
commensality if wished by
caste members
........................
not excluded

probably no
degradation
(not specified)

5. ditto

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

fine of Rs 5 (only)

probably no
degradation
(not specified)

normal

6. "Water-Acceptable"
higher

"Water-Unacceptable"
incl. Untouchable

fine of Rs 2 and excluded
from bhat commensality if
wished by caste members

probably no
degradation
(not specified)

normal

7.

"Water-Unacceptable"
incl. Untouchable

fine of Rs 5 and excluded from probably no
bhat commensality if so
degradation
wished by caste members
(not specified)

normal

seducer's status in
relation to woman

Water-Unacceptable"
equal/lower
"

e

reduced
normal

..................
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Fig. 10. Adultery

adulteress

adulterer: in status equal to, or
lower than, adulteress

consequences for theadulteress's
children begotten by the husband,
but born after the incident

"Cord-Wearer"

remain "Cord-Wearers"

.............................................................

"Cord-Wearer"

"Non-enslavable" and
"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"

slight degradation: remain
"Cord-Wearers", but are excluded from bhat commensality with
father's caste members

"Water-Unacceptable", incl.

degradation to status of adulterer
(along with their mother), dismherited, but they may stay on
in their father's house as servants

Untouchable

Feme's status and caste status: divorce

The different legal statuses of man and woman arise from the specific feme's
status as well as from the fact that adultery counts as a separate factual finding
only for the woman. Faithlessness towards the conjugal partner bears no consequences upon the husband, provided that the universal rules referring to sexual
intercourse have been respected (see p. 35). He, the husband, is called to account
only as an intruder, but not as an adulterer.
Principally, the following rules hold good: a) The adulteress belongs to her
seducer (jiir), that is, she is repudiated; and the seducer is liable to make a payment to the husband. In certain cases the husband is entitled to kill the seducer
instead of claiming a payment. b) Provided he renounces the payment, the husband can keep the adulteress as his "concubine" (riikllcko swiisni).
The payment in question is called 7uiluT khnrc or jiiri khnrc, 'marriage expense' or
'divorce expense' respectively, henceforth "divorce payment". The amount of this
payment depends on the adulteress's caste as well as on her feme's status. For a
woman who was married as a virgin (knrirnyii), the MA3' lays down the following
gradation:
"Cord-Wearer" ...................................................... Rs 100
"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" .................... Rs 60
"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" ............................. Rs 20
"Water-Unacceptable" ..........................................Rs 15
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The divorce payment is meant as a compensation and is not to be confused
with a fine (dand), which the seducer will have to pay to the authorities and not to
the husband. Fig. 11 shows that the amount of the divorce payment depends only
on the woman's caste, whereas the amount of the fine results from the status
disparity between her and her seducer. f i s fig. 11 deals with the consequences of
a "premarital adultery", that is, when a woman concealed her premarital intercourse and was married as a virgo intacta. Characteristically, the MA subsumes
such offences under the heading w i h nahudai aghi wigranya, 'to be spoilt prior to
marriage'.32The gravity of the false pretence becomes evident if we recall that the
feme's status not only determines the kind of marriage and the status of the offspring but also the whole behaviour of the couple's fellow caste members with
regard to cornrnensality and life cycle rituals, e t ~ . ~ ~
If we compare cases 1 and 3 to case 4, we see that an Upadhyaya "adulterer"
must pay Rs 100+100 = 200, if the woman is an Upadhyaya herself. He pays, however, only Rs 60+20 = 80, if the woman belongs to the caste group "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker". After all, a man in case 4 pays more, namely Rs 60+60 = 120, if
both he and she are "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers". Here again one is tempted
Fig. 11. "Premarital adultery"
"adulterer"

"adulteress"

divorce fine
payment

1. Upadhyaya Brahmin
2. Upadhyaya/Rajput/ Jaisj
3. Upadhyaya Brahmin

Upadhyaya Brahmin
Rajput / Jaisi/Chetri
"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"

Rs 100
Rs 100
Rs 60

Rs 100
Rs 30
Rs 20

Rs 60

Rs 60

Rs 20

Rs

10

Rs 20
Rs 15

Rs
Rs

10
15

4. "Non-enslavable

Alcohol-Drinker"
5. "Cord-Wearer" and "Nonenslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
6 . "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" "EnslavableAlcohol-Drinker"
7. "Water-Unacceptable"
"Wa ter-Unacceptable"

to interpret the gradation of the amounts as a reflection of a decline in castespecific purity and to postulate that in case 3, for instance, the gravity of offence is
leniated by the woman's proportionately small degree of purity ...
As has already been mentioned, in specific cases a husband has the right to kill
his wife's seducer Oar hfinnii). Among the two highest caste groups of the hierar32 MA p. 468ff. In modem spelling: b i h urinlriidtli nglii bigrtlne. The term "premarital adultery" is a
contradictio in adjecto from our Western viewpoint. It illustrates, however, that false pretence
of a feme's status is as grave as actual adultery, as the kind of marriage and the status of the
offspring depend on the feme's status of the spouse.
33 On funeral rites cf. pp. 61-66.
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thy, killing can be replaced by degradation. If, for example, husband and seducer
are Brahmins, the latter is deprived of his holy cord and thus of his status as
"Cord-Wearer" as well. The seducer's head is shaved (nzu~nzl),and he is compelled to eat pork and drink alcohol.34
The custom of killing the adulterer (jiir hiinnu or jiir h t r z l r ) is regulated as follows: The husband is free to kill the adulterer/seducer of his wife
- if he, the husband, belongs to a caste which has practised such lullings from
times immemorial on the basis of customary law;
- if he, the husband, is not a slave at the time when the adultery is committed;
- if his wife is not yet deemed wesyn (bcsyii);
- if the adulterer is neither a B r a h (Upadhyaya and Jaisi), since Brahmins
,
claims descent from Brahmust not be killed, nor an ascetic, S a ~ y a s iwho
mins; and
- if the adulterer is not a close consanguine relative of the adulteress (because
this is incest, regarded as a criminal act in its own right).
- Finally, a husband of one of the impure "Water-Unacceptable" castes may
not kill an adulterer who belongs to one of the pure "Water-Acceptable"
castes.35
With the aforesaid reservations, the killing can be practised by members of all
caste groups, by a Brahmin as well as by an Untouchable. From the later edition of
the MA,36too, it clearly emerges that, though with some restrictions, even certain
impure castes were allowed to indulge in this custom. By contrast, Hodgson states
that, according to the legislation prior to Jang Bahadur's Muluki Ain, the killing of
the adulterer was only practised by the higher Parbatiya castes, that is to say, by
the "Cord-Wearers" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" in the MA's classification. Hodgson also mentions that within these castes it was customary for the
husband to cut the adulterous wife's nose off.37AS to the modern legislation of
Nepal, killing is no longer legal, but the adulterer can be imprisoned if the husband so desires.38

Hypergamy and status allocation

As has already been mentioned, the MA forbids hypogamous unions and any
sexual relations with a higher-ranking woman. Such a marriage having been contracted under false pretences must either be dissolved or it necessarily entails the
woman's degradation to the caste of the husband." Consequently, a s the
34
35
36
37
38
39

MA p. 603 5 2-3; p. 631f 5 7.
Cf. MA p. 527ff.; pp. 603-605 5 2-8; p 624f. Q 1-2,9; p. 629f. 5 2-3; p. 636 5 29.
MA 2009, V: p. 96 5 56.
Hodgson 1880,II: 241-243; as to cutting off the nose cf. also MA p. 613 5 2.
Cf. p. 187.
MA p. 452ff. 5 32-36.
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Upadhyaya Brahmins represent the hghest caste, an Upadhyaya virgin is allowed
to be married only to a man of the same caste." Let us also note that this general
rule is somewhat contradicted by empirical real it^.^'
Hypergamy, however, that is, sexual relations with a lower-ranking woman, is
permitted and is also considered a legal form of marriage. A hypergamous union
is prohibited only if it implies a transgression of the demarcation lines a) either
between pure and impure castes, or b) between touchable and untouchable castes
within the category of the impure castes (see p. 35).
Thus it becomes clear that the limits to consexuality are assessed wider than
those set to cornmensality. Marriages can be contracted across the boundaries of
bhnt acceptance; and as to the untouchable castes, intermarriage is even possible
across the boundaries of water acceptance, a s these castes accept water only unilaterally among themselves. The femefs status also intervenes as an additional
factor: a husband belonging to the caste groups "Cord-Wearer" and "Nonenslavable Alcohol-Drinker" must decline accepting bhiit from his spouse if she is
classified as zucsyii, just as if she were of a caste ranking lower than hs.42
The prohibition on accepting bhiit prevailing between the spouses can, in some
cases, be transferred to the offspring. In the case of a marriage between "CordWearers" of different castes, the father is entitled to refuse to live in cornrnensality
with h s own chldren, if his relatives so desire.43
"Cord-Wearer"

A

=

0

A
'

"Cord-Wearer" and wiwiihitii,
but of lower caste than husband

The feme's status and the caste status of the mother can be a co-determinant
factor for the status allocation of her children. Referring to all castes, the MA44
prescribes the following: A wiwiihitii woman who has committed adultery during
her pregnancy, is, together with the issue of this pregnancy, to be degraded to her
seducer's status. The children will be called "children of a whore", wesyii ytltm,
because, although legally begotten by their father, they are spoilt just "as one
drop of alcohol is sufficient to spoil a pot filled with milk" (jnstni cluclkii gllndiiniii
niacliriiko ck thopo ynrniile snwni bigriliichn).
40 MA p. 445f. 5 9.
41 In a sample of 17 inter-caste unions in a village of Central Nepal 6 were hypogamous (Stone
1977:119). Bista (1972 a: 24) reports on an exceptional case; according to him, Chetri were
formerly allowed to marry Brahmin women. Matrimonial alliances between Rana men (Chetri)
and Thakuri women are another irregularity (Fiirer-Haimendorf 1960: 19f.). On sporadical
hypogamous unions in Western Nepal cf. Caplan 1974: 54.
42 Cf. above pp. 41-43.
43 MAp.11658-11.
44 MA p. 573 5 6.
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The mother's co-determinant role is also documented by the following
examples:
example 1: allocation of "Cord-Wearer" status45
= 0 "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker", non-zuizMhitt7
"Cord-Wearer"

I

l - l

0 "Cord-Wearer"
"Cord-Wearer" A =

0 "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker", non-zuizofihitif free

A
A 0

or slave
"Cord-Wearer1'

The father's "status quality" is predominant, and the children remain "CordWearers" even if their mother is two whole caste groups lower than the father.
With reference to individual castes, the following examples merit our
attention:
example 2:
Upadhyaya Brahmm

=

r--l

I

A

0

Upadhyaya Brahmin, wiwiihitfi

0

Upadhyaya Brahmin

example 3:46

7

UpMhyaya Brahmin
Upadhyaya Br.

=

0

0

Upadhyaya Brahmin, remarried widow,

A

null Jaisi

+I

n 0

ditto: nsnl Jaisi

example 4:47
Upadhyaya or
Jaisi Brahmin

A

0 Upadhyaya

A

A
45
46
47
48

=

or
Jaisi Brahmin

who has had
intercourse with two men prior
to present marriage

0 b l ~JaisiqB
t

MA p. 423 9 2-4.
MA p. 654 § 7, p. 537 5 2.
MA p. 537 5 4.
Although the n ~ Jaisi
l are, as already mentioned, called in the MA Brahmins (rurrTlrlrm!r), they
rank below the Upadhyaya Brahmins and are not entitled to perform the priestly functions of
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The congruency between feme's status and caste status is noteworthy: a woman
born as Upadhyaya, who has already cohabitated with two men, declines so
much in her feme's status that she is free to contract a union with a Jaisi-a union
which is otherwise considered hypogamous. As the examples 2 to 4 show, even
the slightest status deficit of the mother can affect the status of her children. This
rigorous consequence also seems to indicate that purity is particularly vulnerable
in the highest castes. Things are different in the subsequent example, which is
taken from the ethnographic record, since the MA fails to supply us with explicit
information.
example 514'
Chetri

A

=

0 of any pure caste

r-0l Chetri

A

Here, the father's status is transferred to the children, although their mother
may be of the lowest caste of the category "Water-A~ceptable".~~
example 6:51
Rajput
A=
(nakuri)

0 Jaisi, non-zuiwiihitii, who has had

A

A

premarital intercourse with her present husband

0 Hamal

and vice versa:
Rajput, non-wiwiihitii who has had premarital
intercourse with her present husband

A

0

Hamal

This represents an exceptional case as intermarriage between Rajput and Jaisi
is, at first sight, at variance with the prohibition on hypogamy. It is possible that

the latter. The bllnt Jaisi seem to belong to the "lower" Jaisi (cf, p. 89). In one instance, the MA
equates the rank of the "bllnt jnt" (= ? bluit Jaisi) to that of the Chetri (MA p. 6605 7). The word
DlMt means also 'singer', 'bard', and denotes the offspring of an Upadhyaya or Jaisi man and a
woman of one of the ascetic sects (cf. Sarma 2019: 786).
49 Bista 1972a: 27-30.
50 On caste-internal status groups of the Chetri cf. p. 148.
51 MA p. 659 Q 9.
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the MA regards both castes as equal-ranking, just as is reported by Stone52in her
monograph on a village in Central Nepal. On the one hand, the MA denotes the
osnl Jaisi as Brahmins, but on the other, in its caste lists they normally figure below
the Rajput as if they ranked lower than the latter. There is no indication, either, of
the position assigned to the Hamal within the hierarchy. As already mentioned, a
Rajput or Jaisi father does not accept blurt from his Hamal children, and from this
circumstance one may conclude that the Hamal rank lower than the Jaisi and
Rajp~t.~~
There is a similar case with two untouchable castes, the Kami and the Sarki.
example 7:54
Kami

A

=

I

0

Sarki

r-0
l Kadara

A
and vice versa:
Sarki

=

I

0

r-l

A

0

Kami

Kadara

Kami and Sirki reciprocally intermarry, but they do not take blMt and water
from each other. Does this instance prove the virtual equality of their caste statuses? The informants I questioned in the field answered in the affirmative, and
the context of the MA passage just quoted seems to endorse this statement. There
is no doubt that the MA classes the Kadara as a separate caste ranking one grade
lower in the hierarchy than their respective parents' castes.
Filiation on the level of kinship and status ascription on the level of caste do
not necessarily run parallel. In other words, in the case of inter-caste marriages
children can be integrated into the kin group, but not automatically into the caste,
of their father. Thus the MA emphasises that the aforementioned Hamal children
belong to the gotm of their respective father." Patrifiliation prevails, although not
52 Stone 1977: 104-106. My Jaisi informants maintained that their caste ranked higher than the
Thakuri.
53 According to Fiirer-Haimendorf (1971: IOff.), Thakuri (Rajput),Jaisi and Hama1 are "of equal
rank", but a few pages later (p. 13ff.)he mentions the existence of two non-commensal status
groups within the Thakuri caste. Stone (1977: 104ff.) lists the Hamal as a separate caste.
54 MA pp. 678-679 5 6-7.
55 The ~ o t r nis an exogamous group with mythical descent, not necessarily congruent with real
Cf. Stone 1977: 129ff., 143ff. and Bista 1972 a: 38f.
descent groups (tlmr, hi/).
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without exceptions. D ~ h e r t yreports
~ ~ that the descendants of an illegal union
between a Brahmin and an untouchable woman are integrated into their mother's
descent group. (This implies, in accordance with the MA's regulations, an integration into the mother's caste as well.) A similar case of matrifiliation can be inferred from the passage of the MA5' referring to the "children of a whore": it is
laid down that the birth rites of the children have to be performed by the degraded mother and not, as is usual, by their father.
To sum up, the filiation is a patrifiliation, and the allocation of the caste status
of the children is primarily determined by the father, and secondarily also by the
mother. While children belong to their father's descent group, they do not necessarily attain the latter's caste status. This principal rule is reversed if one of the
parents has been exposed to an "extraordinary" defilement, say, by transgressing
the demarcation line between pure and impure castes.
The same principles apply to adoption, regulated by the MA58as follows:
a ) Children can be adopted even if the caste into w h c h they were born ranks
higher or lower than that of the foster parents (i.e., foster father). However, if
one adopts a child born into an impure caste, he must be brought up by members
of the same impure caste (mildii jiitliii pfilna dinu); and if the birth caste of the child
adopted (dharrrlnylitm) ranks higher than the foster parents', the latter are obliged
to maintain the specific customs of the child's caste by arranging for lus/her marriage with a person of the same caste status ($ti dhrzrrna thiinli jiit rrrildiisarilga wihii
gflridii~lr).~'That is to say, such children retain the caste status of their genitors.
Children whose birth caste is inferior to that of the foster parents are called Khatri
and receive a reduced share of inheritance.
b) If the genitor's caste is unknown, the adoptee may be integrated into the
foster parents' caste, with one exception: If Brahmins (also Jaisi?) adopt such a
child, the adoptee is called Khatri (and not Brahmin).
The MA fails to indicate whether the name Khatri stands for a particular caste
status or not. According to our ethnographic sources, the Khatri are g u t on a par
with the Chetri and are the offspring of the following unions:60

56
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59

Doherty 1974: 28.
Cf. p. 50.
MA p. 121f.§ 29-30.
The adjective irrildrs may also mean here 'suitable', 'proper', as hypergamous unions are permitted.
60 Fiirer-Hairnendorf 1966: 31f.; Bista 1972 a: 27ff. Stone (1977: 115ff.) lists the Khatri as a subdivision of the Chetri caste.
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A
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=

A
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Chetri or of any other pure caste
Khatri/Khatri Chetri

or
Chetri

A

=

I

l-l

A

0

lower than Chetri, of any pure caste

0

Khatri/Khatri Chetri

Etymology also supports the assumption that Khatri and Chetri are identical,
as both terms derive from ksatri&atriya.

Excursus: ideological foundations of the ferne's status
Why is a woman's purity more vulnerable than a man's and what are the bases of
the particular dimension of the feme's status?
The decline in the feme's status with the increasing number of lovers and/or
husbands, and the prohibition of hypogamy were explained by Stevensonb1who
put forward the thesis of "internal pollution". According to him, intercourse is
more defiling for the female, as it is she who imbibes the male's secretion, which
is considered sui generis impure. Certainly, the MA's diction assigns a rather passive, receptive role to the woman. knrnni gnrnu, 'to make coitus', only refers to a
male subject, whereas a woman can only kmni gnriiunu or knmtii dinu, lit. 'let make
The feme's status is assessed by stating "how
coitus' or 'give coitus' respe~tively.~~
many penises a woman has had", (f i., dtiiltin ... lilign bheko szuiisni). In spite of such
idiomatic reminiscences, Stevenson's approach is too atomistic to do justice to the
complex implications of the problem.
BemeP3 was one of the first to enter into a discussion of the structural and
ideological context. In a brilliantly presented paper she points out the fundamental antagonism that exists between the Brahmanic ideal of asceticism and the necessity of reproduction. A man's life begins and ends in a phase of asceticism,
when he is brnhnzrzciirin and viiimprnstlm respectively; the setting up of a household
(grhnstltn) is just a transitory phase between the first two ones.64
This orientation of the male, h s striving after purity, is constantly jeopardised
by the female as an object of lust and the source of impurity per se (menstruation,
delivery, etc, cf. pp. 60-61). However, the female is indispensable for the continu61
62
63
64

Stevenson 1954: 56ff.
Cf., among others, MA p. 671 5 3-7
Bennett 1976.
Cf. p. 105ff.
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ation of the patrilineal kin group of the male. The male is obliged to guarantee this
continuity as well as the purity of his patrilineage. Bennett's proposition can be
condensed to the following contrastive pairs:

7
asceticism
patrilineality
purity
male
I

I-

( family life
A

{L

affinality
impurity
female

Extending Bennett's approach, we may stress that the role of the woman is
charged with ambivalence and that it is this ambivalence which primarily conditions the feme's status. Even if the woman is a source of impurity, she is also the
implement of reproduction for the kin group. Guaranteeing the continuity of this
group is tantamount to guaranteeing its purity. The different degrees of the feme's
status, from virgin down to whore, are nothing other than parameters of those
additional impurities resulting from incidents in the life of an individual woman,
which aggravate her sex-specific, "innate" impurity.
The constant purity deficit of the woman vis-a-vis the man is one of the reasons for the fact that, within a patrilineal kinship system, the status allocation of
the offspring cannot be determined by the father alone. Apparently, the preference for hypergamy and the ban on hypogamy are also connected with this purity
deficit. Hypogamy would practically imply a reversal of the aforementioned assignment of sex roles, as it is incompatible with the patrilineality principle and
with the male's striving after preservation or even increment of his purity. In fact,
an alliance between a status-inferior man as the lineally stressed parent, on the
one hand, and a status-superior woman, on the other, would imply a loss of purity (and status) for the offspring.
As to hypergamy, matters are different. Several authors have emphasised the
significance hypergamy has in India, especially in the North, pointing out that it
meant more than only intermarriage between persons of different castes. In a
recent study,"-he author concludes that "hypergamy should really be thought of
as a tendency rather than a structural type, and [that] its significance can be understood only in the context of caste". The hypergamous tendency, or rather idea,
implies that the wife-giving group (caste, subcaste, family) is, in principle, lowerranking than the wife-taking group of the bridegroom. By Pocock's distinctionh"
between status (caste status) and standing (status of a division within a single
caste) it can be shown that the wife-givers' status deficit exists regardless of
whether the woman is married into a higher caste (hypergamy) or into her own
(isogamy).
The distinction between zui.zunllitn and non-iui7uiillitii marriages in the MA is in
principle in accordance with the rules as given by the classical sources of Indian
--

65 Das 1973: 137.
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law. In the Manu Sari~l-uta~~
we read that unions between all three twice-born vnry
(briihmnnn, ksntriyn and vniSyn) are allowed, but the "quality" of them is different
and determined by the combination of the following factors: a) the vnrna of
the groom, b) the varnn of the bride, and c) the mode of wedding. As the
context suggests, the modes of wedding are ranked hierarchically according
to the motivation and the accompanying ceremonies and prestations. Thus, for a
Brahmin, a lawful or holy marriage is considered a sort of contract between
the groom's and bride's families, in which the bride is offered as a gift; the
groom is also recommended to take the bride from his own v m v . By contrast, a
Brahmin's union with a Siidra woman is unlawful and degrading not only
because of the low rank of the latter, but also because such a union is declared to
be dictated by sexual desire and passion. For a hatriy, yet again, a lawful mode
of wedding does not exclude passion, such as mutual love or even violence (rape),
at all.
The concept of the so-called knnyd diin is not only an expression of the
hypergamous tendency, but it also seems to be an element of Bennett's "patrilineal ideology". The term itself indicates "the gift of a virgin" plus a dowry. The
knnyfi dnn is, at the same time, an obligation and an act by which the bride's father
acquires religious merit (punya); it is he who helps to ensure the continuity of the
groom's descent group. As empirical experience teaches, the knnyii dan also implies
the recognition of the status superiority of the bridegroom's group regardless of
whether this group belongs to the same or to a higher-ranking caste or subcaste.
Even isogamy exhibits a hypergamous tendency. The status superiority of the
wife-takers lies apparently in their role dominance in terms of filiation, as described above.6s

Incest
The penal consequences of incest vary with the gravity of the offence: Incest can
be punished by the death penalty, life-imprisonment, enslavement, degradation
or by fining. (In the case of a Brahmin offender, capital punishment is to be replaced by life-imprisonment and degradation.) Here, too, we have to distinguish
between two types of degradation: exclusion from the blMt commensality and
outcasting (pntit). Outcasting as a legal sanction in the case of incest means degradation to the next lower caste group. For example, a "Cord-Wearer" becomes a
"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker", whereas a "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker''
is degraded to an "Enslavable Alcohol-Drmker". However, should the offender
belong to the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" or to one of the impure castes, he is
enslaved, instead of being integrated into a lower caste.69
-

-

-

-

-

67 Manu Sarnhita 1909: 83ff.
68 On knl~yiina11in a Nepalese context cf. also Stone 1977: 143ff.
69 Cf. below note 71.
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The dominant criterion for the gravity of the act is the degree of kinship. Caste
status70 and feme's status are further factors. In spite of the same degree of relationship, incest can entail more lenient consequences if the woman is a) of a lower
caste than the man, or b) if she has suffered a decline in her feme's status. At least
in the two highest caste groups, the feme's status is important and comes into
effect especially if the female party is a remote consanguineal or an affinal relative. This can be illustrated as follows:
Incest with one's own mother is punished by the death penalty (or life-imprisonrnent and degradation in the case of a Brahmin offender), irrespective of her
feme's status. Incest with one's mother-in-law, by contrast, entails degradation or
only a fine, depending on her feme's status. Thus the decisive question is whether
her marriage to her seducer's father-in-law has been her first, second, etc, marriage. The caste factor makes itself felt in two ways: Firstly, the legislator takes
into account the fact that the kinshp structure may differ from caste to caste; for
instance, it is explicitly laid down by the MA, for which castes the practice of
levirate is to be considered an incestuous union and for w h c h castes it is not.71
Secondly, the rules of bhiit acceptance are, of course, effective in the case of incest,
too, and their application is closely connected with the feme's status. As we already know, a "Cord-Wearer" man must not accept bhiit from a woman classed as
wesyii; if he has committed incest with a wesyi and accepted bhnt from her, the
latter fact will be regarded as an aggravating circumstance."
From t h s brief discussion we can conclude that incest primarily means produced impurity, produced by an act deemed s~nfuland punishable. This produced
impurity can be further intensified by an additional transferred impurity (pollution, "contagion" by contacting other, less pure persons), as in the case of bhat
acceptance. That incest produces impurity can be proved by the fact that it entails
degradati~n.'~
For a "Cord-Wearer", incest can have as grave consequences as intercourse
with an untouchable woman. He himself can transfer the impurity contracted by
the offence to others even before he is convicted of the act and degraded. If he
has had intercourse with an Untouchable or incestuous relations with an equalranking woman and if he thereupon sleeps with his wife and/or gives bhiit to her,
~ ~ see
the children born hereafter will be degraded to "non-enslavable i ~ d r n ' ' .We
that the impurity contracted by sexual intercourse can be transferred either through
sexual intercourse or through bhiit/water to others. This also applies vice versa: A
man who contracts impurity by accepting bhat/water can transfer his defilement
70 In consequence of hypergamous marriages, persons belonging to different castes can become
related to each other.
71 Cf. MA p. 530 5 12-13, p. 535 5 15-16, p. 541f. 5 17-18, p. 546 Q 16-17.On incest in the classical
sources of Indian law cf. Kane 1953: 103f.
72 Cf. p. 50.
73 Cf. pp. 158-161.
74 Extrapolated from MA p. 383 5 20-23, p. 384 Q 21, p. 388f. 5 31, p. 396f. 5 59. "Non-enslavable
Sudm" is probably identical with "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker".

to his wife by having intercourse with her after his offence. He can thus cause her
being degraded to the same caste by which he, the husband, has been defiled.75
This example is noteworthy as it shows that impurities deriving from different
sources are, at least partly, convertible.

Sodomy
Sodomy, pnSu hmni, offers another proof for the convertibility of impurity. At the
same time it illustrates that the conception of the caste hierarchy of the MA embraces even Nature.
According to the MA76,a "Cord-Wearer" having committed sodomy with a
cow will be degraded to a "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker", and a "Nonenslavable Alcohol-Drinker" to an "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". The animal involved must be assigned to an Untouchable; and only members of the impure
castes may thereafter drink her milk. In sum, the animal is degraded to the status
of an Untouchable, as it seems. Similar regulations are laid down with regard to
sodomy with sheep, goats and buffaloes. It may be noted that even in the case of
such a degradation, the "holy" cow is given some protection: The MAn stipulates
that the cow can be conveyed to any untouchable caste except the Sarh cobblers,
for the latter habitually eat beef (and make use of the skin).

75 See note 74 and MA p. 386f. 5 28.
76 MA pp. 692-699. According to the Manu Samhiti (1909:409), it is a sin to ejaculate one's semen
anywhere other than into the vulva of a woman.
77 MA p. 692 5 4.

VI

TEMPORARY-PERSONAL IMPURITY

It has already been mentioned that the Hindu milieu knows two kinds of irnpurity. One kind is collective and permanent, and as such closely connected with
one's affiliation to a caste, caste group or caste category. The other kind of impurity has been labelled temporary and personal since it is independent of caste
status (at least apparently). This kind of impurity results from certain actions and
events in the lives of individuals, such as birth, death, menstruation, etc, and it
can be redeemed by adequate rites immediately or at the end of a certain period.
As Mandelbaum' writes:
"Every person must go through a cycle of impairment and restoration both
regularly and sporadically. Bodily excretion imposes a daily cycle; other biological facts--of sex, of menstruation, of cutaneous growth, of birth, of deathentail recurrent disability and require periodic restitution. When a person is
brushed by the death or birth of a close kinsman, the experience charges him
with ritual disability, which must be discharged by the appropriate ritual
acts. (...) There are various degrees of both pollution and purity. One's normal
state is neither especially pure nor defiled (...), from this mild state [of impurity] a person's ritual condition can be changed in either direction."

The question arises to what extent both kinds of impurity are interconnected.
Dumont and Mandelbaum2emphasise that there are certain situations in which a
Brahmin (having the least collective impurity) can be treated like an Untouchable.
1 Mandelbaum 1970, I: 186f.
2 Dumont 1966: 69-85; Mandelbaum 1970, I: 194.

TEMPORARY-PERSONAL IMPURITY

Dumont even goes so far as to state that temporary and permanent impurities are
of identical nature.
In the classical sources of Hindu law all bodily excretions are regarded as polluting: faeces, urine, semen, blood, fat, marrow, nails (cuttings), mucus, sweat,
etc. As a rule, a bath is made obligatory after vomiting, defecation, menstruation,
urinating and sexual intercourse-and the same is prescribed if somebody has
In other contexts, too, the effect of
been touched by an untouchable Ca~?dala.~
physical contact with members of impure castes is compared with the impurity of
a menstruating woman or with the impurity a person possesses while mourning
or after a birth has taken place in his family.4
The MA gives relatively few details on bodily excretions. We learn that whoever touches a menstruating "Cord-Wearer" woman, becomes pure ( S u d d h ) after
. ~ whoever
a bath and after changing his holy cord (jnnai pherern Swicllzn h ~ m c h n )Or:
takes his meal after defecation without performing the ablution prescribed, defiles himself and all the persons who accept food from him6The oral reception of
somebody's semen, saliva, faeces, urine, menstruous blood is polluting and necessitates a bath and an application for absolution.'
The MA dwells longest on the temporary impurity resulting from death and
birth. As already mentioned, the general term for this kind of impurity is jutho;
impurity caused by death is called iisnuc (iiinuc) and that caused by birth sutak. The
subsequent rules given by the MA seem to apply primarily to the "Cord-Wearer"
castes; only passing reference is made to the lower-ranking caste groups. In spite
of this deficiency, the governing rules make plain to what extent status-specific
impurity and temporary-personal impurity are interrelated.
Both events, death and birth, make a certain category of persons liable to certain avoidances for a certain number of days. The compliance with these avoid~ ) the case of childbirth and iisnuc ruiirnlc in
ance rules is called siitnk zuiirizti ( b n r ~ z tin
the case of d e c e a ~ e . ~

3
4

Kane 1953: 311-316.
Kane 1953: 268f.; Kane 1974: 169ff. Matters are similar in Kannada, South India. Under normal
circumstances not even a low caste person would accept water from a Havik Brahmin who is
temporarily polluted by the death of one of his relatives. The impurity of a menstruating
Havik woman is more polluting than the impurity of an Untouchable. The Havik say that after
the birth of a child the father is as impure as an Untouchable (Harper 1964: 158f., 168).
5 MA p. 438 9 5 0 . 4 h a n g i n g one's holy cord implies a re-initiation and hence re-admittance into
one's caste, as the Manu Samhita (1909: 406) states.
6 MAp.41656.
7 MA pp. 273-285.-As far as I can see, the MA nowhere states the necessity of an ablution after
sexual intercourse.
8 bfirirli, lit. 'to demarcate', 'to avoid'.
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Childbirth
From a "Cord-Wearer" woman in confinement one must not accept water for 20
days nor blriit for 30 days after the delivery. If the woman belongs to another,
inferior caste group, both water and blriit are acceptable after 20 days without risk
of defiling the receiver.' Furthermore, the mother must not be touched for ten
days after delivery. If this regulation is infringed because she, the mother, needs
medical treatment, the person touching her must perform an ablution and purify
himself with the "five products of the cow" (yaiicflgozc~yfl).'O
However, it is not only the mother who is put into a state of impurity. The
new-born child's father, the father's brother, classificatory brothers together with
their wives, sons and unmarried daughters are also polluted. For the father and
his agnates (related within seven generations) this state of impurity prevails for
ten days if the woman in confinement is of the same caste as theirs (jiit irlildii). It
prevails only for three days if she is blriit rrflcalnyii ("blliit-unacceptable") for the
father and lus agnates, that is, if she is of a lower caste or has undergone a decline
in her feme's status." A status disparity between the spouses may thus reduce the
number of days and, consequently, the degree of impurity.
The MA lays down that the woman in confinement is for two short periods
free from impurity. This is the case between the delivery and the severing of the
umbilical cord, on the one hand, and on the sixth day (chuiti) after the delivery, on
the other, when a certain ceremony is performed. The "lifting" of impurity is
obviously done to render obstetrics and the ritual intervention possible, both
implying physical contact with the mother.I2

Mourning
Impurity primarily emanates from the corpse. A case of death pollutes even those
relatives of the bereaved who have neither taken part in the funeral nor lived
together with the deceased under one roof.
Furthermore, the corpse is not only a source of impurity; it is itself highly
susceptible to impurity. Here lies a key to the interpretation of the rule, according
to which the deceased should, if at all possible, be cremated by his fellow caste
members. Only in case of need can the corpse of a "Cord-Wearer'' be disposed of
by a lower caste person, provided that he is not a member of an impure caste
("Water-Una~ceptable").'~
If the need arises even a Brahmin is allowed to perform the funeral ceremony of an Untouchable; afterwards he has to purify himself
9 MA p. 432 5 15.
10 MA p. 432 5 13. The purification is imposed at least on the "Cord-Wearer" castes. The five

products are the milk, sour milk, clarified butter, urine and dung of the cow.
11 MA p. 432 5j 14.
12 M A p. 432 5 16.
13 MA p. 437 5 21. p. 426 5 1.
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by a relatively simple ceremony.14The MA adds that whoever acts out of sheer
piety, acquires a degree of merit equivalent to that gained by performing a great
sacrificial rite.'=
The bereaved must abstain from specific dishes. Conspicuously, these tabooed
kinds of food are mostly identical with those normally associated with low caste
status, such as alcohol, fish, meat, millet pap (kodoko bhnt) and black pulses (t~lrfsko
&l).16 Allowed js the consumption of dishes which, according to the vegetarian
Brahrnanical ideal, connote a higher status because they may under normal circumstances be partaken of by the highest castes: blrrit (of rice), clarified butter,
milk, milk products, vegetables, etc.17
The impurity emanating directly or indirectly from the deceased himself becomes manifest by the. fact that outsiders are not entitled to accept food and other
things which have been touched by those having lived with the deceased under
one roof. The impurity the relatives of the deceased are automatically affected
by, whether they have touched the corpse or not, can be transferred to persons
who do not belong to the group of the mourner^.'^ Furthermore, death is obviously more polluting than childbirth because in the first case the prohibition of
acceptance is extended to all edible substances, including even spices, whereas in
the latter only blMt and water should not be accepted from the mother and her
relatives. l9
Another important point is that the impurity of the bereaved decreases in the
course of time. For example: X has already spent three days of his ten days' mourning period; now if Y, who does not belong to the mourners, accepts cooked food
(ycik) from X on that third day, he will remain polluted for the same number of
days X still has to mourn, that is, for 10 minus 3 = 7 days.20If, at the end of the
mourning period the indispensable purification is performed, the impurity to be
overcome has actually been reduced to a certain degree.2'
The intensity of impurity differs individually. This can be inferred from the
number of days to be observed by different categories of the deceased person's
14 MA p. 426 5 32.
15 The passage reads: dlmrrrln lrirrlittn 11111rdfi[...] polrryfi rrrntti dirryfilmrlilni t l r r ~ l o j n p j n[ y j i i n ] gnnjfiko
pllnl irlilclln, that is, 'whoever cremates [or] buries the corpse for the sake of religious merit, is
entitled to the fruits of a great sacrifice', MA p. 435 5 32.-The piety is meritorious since the
deceased would become a ghost if not provided with the adequate funeral rites. In popular
belief, any defilement of the corpse by contact with a low-caste person, with an animal
regarded as impure, etc, has a negative effect on the posthumous fate, cf. Hofer and
Shrestha 1973.
16 Cf. pp. 201-202.
17 MA p. 440 5 61-62.
18 MA p. 439f. 5 56-57.
19 In detail: all sorts of cooked food (pfik), salt, oil, clarified butter, honey, cane-sugar, treacle, meat,
fruits, herbs, medicines, wooden vessels, leaves (for leaf-cups?), clay, sour milk, milk, dried
skins, raw grain, metal, water (even if untouched), cloth, cattle (cnrlpiryfi), raw tobacco, tobacco
for the hookah ftnirmklr~r),spices, MA p. 439f. 5 56-57.
20 MAp.439 556.
21 Similarly in Dumont 1966: 70ff.
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relatives. The number of mourning days usually varies between 10-3-1-0, and this
is primarily determined by factors, such as a) degree of relationship, b) caste, c)
"personal status", and d ) time.22
a) Relationship: Here relations are decisive, such as the parent-children relation (full children versus adopted ones); the collateral distance between the agnates,
computed on the basis of the number of generations separating them from the
common ancestor in the patriline; or the fact whether the women among the mourners are consanguineal or affinal relatives.23
b) Caste status: Relevant are possible status disparities between the deceased
and his surviving relatives, particularly in the case of inter-caste marriages and
their issues.
c) "Personal status": By this I mean the age of the deceased (child versus adult),
social rank (king versus commonalty), social standing (slaves versus freemen, ascetics versus laymen) and feme's status in the case of a woman.
d ) Time: The number of mourning days can be reduced in certain specific cases,
for instance, if the news of the relative's death did not reach the bereaved soon
enough, or if during the mourning period a second relative happens to die.
As will be shown in the subsequent examples,24all the four factors (a-d) are
interdependent.
If a man of the caste group of the "Cord-Wearers" dies after being invested
with the holy cord, the following numbers of days are prescribed:
- 1.0 days for his bl~fli,that is for his agnates (and their wives) within seven gen-

eration~;~~
- 3 days for his blziii within 8 to 13 generations;
- 3 days, likewise, for those relatives who do not belong (by birth) or who no

longer belong (by exogamy) to the patrilineal group of the deceased, namely
his married daughter, married daughter's daughter, married sister, married
sister's son, his mother's sister, mother's brother and his parents-in-law;
- 1 day only for his blliii within a range of 14 to 21 generation^.^^
However, if the blzni are not informed of their relative's death until ten days
22 On the basically analogous principles in India cf., i.a., Dumont 1966: 70ff.; Kane 1953:267ff.; and
Harper 1964: 161ff. on the mourning ci~stomsof the Havik Brahmins in South India.
23 This is so because, at least among the "Cord-Wearers", a married woman is considered to
belong to the patrilineal descent group of her husband. On kinship among Brahmins and
Chetri in general cf., La., Doherty 1974; Bista 1972 a: 38-48; Fiirer-Haimendorf 1966. As Stone
(1977: 136f.) states, the unit of worship and mourning among the "Cord-Wearers" is the
lineage, krrl, a subdivision of the agnatic group, t l m r .
24 Cf. MA pp. 433-440.
25 The MA calls these relatives dnsiilrii Olmi, dosnlrn < dosiilm, 'period of ten days'. The later edi tion of
the MA (2009, IV: 94f. 5 11) prescribes 13 days of mourning for one's father and mother. Among
the Chetri caste, the Olriii (rliijyrrOlriii) related withn three generations have to observe 13 days
(Bista 1972 a: 40f.).
26 MA p. 433 5 19,22, p. 440 5 60.
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after he has died, they have to observe fewer days, namely:
- 3 days (instead of 10): the bhi within 7 generations;
- 1 day (instead of 3): the b h i between the 8th and 13th generation;

- 0 days (instead of 1): the bhiri from the 14th generation onwards; for them a
bath will be sufficient to get rid of the imp~rity.~'
If the deceased was an ascetic (wirnapmsth, snnnyirsi) or was just about to pass
his "years of spiritual apprenticeship" (wrnhnmcirri),only his parents are obliged to
observe 10 mourning days, whereas his bhdi can purify themselves merely by taking a bath.28
If the deceased was an adoptive son, the mourning period to be observed is:
- 10 days by his parents, his foster parents and his foster parents' bhai if the

deceased belonged to the same caste as his foster parents;
- 3 days only by his foster parents and their bhi5i if the deceased belonged to a

lower caste, from which the foster parents do not accept llhat.29
Another essential factor is the caste status and the feme's status of the deceased person's mother. If she is lyiritd ("concubine"), or if she belongs to a caste
ranking lower than her husband's, the deceased child must be mourned
- 10 days by &/her mother, but only
- 3 days by his/her fatherS3O

The impurity can also affect persons who have no kin ties to the deceased. In
these cases again the "personal status" is paramount. For example:

- Slaves have to observe 10 days of mourning in the case of their master's or
mistress' death, whereas servants and bondsmen only 3 days.3'
- If one's spiritual teacher, guru, or one's guru's wife (gurmir) dies, one remains

polluted for 3 days. The reason is that one's guru is regarded as a fictitious
relative.32
- The king's death pollutes all his subjects, namely the Brahmins for 3 days
MA p. 433 5 19.
MA p. 435f fj 33.
MA p. 434f. 5 28.
MA p. 434 5 26. The rule is plausible as the caste status of the issue is also determined by the
caste or feme's status of the mother.
31 MA p. 435 5 30.
32 MA p. 433 5 22. The relations to the gurrl are also subject to the rules of incest, cf. MA p. 530 5 11,
p. 541 5 16, p. 546 5 15, mentioned only in reference to the two highest caste groups. Cf. also MA
p 557 5 2; p. 558 5 4,s; p. 571 5 14.
27
28
29
30
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and members of other castes for 13 days.33
On the other hand, there are bereaved who do not become polluted even if
they are closely related to the deceased. The king, the ministers in office, who
have to carry on the government, as well as warriors on the battlefield are not
subject to any avoidance at the death of one of their re1ati~es.~'-In other cases,
avoidance rules are partly suspended. Thus a Brahmin is free to go on performing
life cycle rites for his clients even if amidst his work one of his relatives dies.35If
physicians (zunidyn), slaves and washermen (dhozui) are polluted by a death in their
families, they are not prevented from carrying on their respective duties.j6 The
exceptions are noteworthy as the pursuit of the professional duties mentioned
also implies physical contact and/or the acceptance of food and medicine.

Concluding remarks

We see that, on the one hand, certain persons are automatically affected by birth
and death impurity, whether they touch the mother and the corpse respectively or
not, but on the other, that this impurity can be transferred from these persons to
others who are not automatically affected. This shows that the rules of mourning
cannot exclusively be interpreted as sometlung to engender solidarity among the
kin group, as a functionalist would see it.
Temporary-personal impurity and permanent-collective impurity are not entirely disconnected conceptions. We have seen that the caste status of the deceased and/or the bereaved is one of the factors determining the duration of the
mourning period and thus the intensity of impurity. The relevance a woman's
feme's status may have, has also been commented on.
In other respects, too, we find a number of analogies and correspondences. Both
kinds of impurity can be transferred through water, specific kinds of food and
through physical contact. The list of foods tabooed for the mourners is of particular
interest because such interdictions of temporary validity are paralleled by those
which are permanently effective and concern the interrelations between castes.
As has been emphasised by Dumont and Mandelbaum?' a person who is in a
33 M A p . 4 2 9 5 1
34 MA p. 437 5 43-45. With reference to the king and his ministers (rrinrrtri) the MA reasons: des
dcsii~unrkokiirrr m iip1111iiriijjynko stlliti zonrirdozonst gnrrirr pnrllyii 111111iile
..., that is, 'because they have
to be active in the field of the relations to foreign countries and in governing their own
kingdom' (MA p. 437 5 43). With regard to the classical Indian sources cf. Gonda 1966: 15f.According to the Manu Sarnhita (1909: 198f.), no impurity exists for persons killed in battle, by
lightning and by execution; at the king's death, only one day of impurity has to be observed by
his successor, due to his responsibility as ruler.
35 MAp.437546.
36 MA p. 439 5 54. The same applies to chldbirth.
37 Cf. p. 60f.
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state of personal impurity is put on a par with an Untouchable. This is endorsed
by the MA. What is more, judging from the MA, in some cases the mourner is
even more impure than the Untouchable. Thus i t is laid down that one ought to
refuse any food offered by those among the bereaved who have been living under one roof with the deceased. As we have seen, even certain kinds of food, such
as fruits and other raw food which may unhesitatingly be accepted from Untouchables, must not be accepted from a
There is another rule which states that from a "Cord-Wearer" woman in confinement one may accept water 20 days after the delivery, whereas bllnt may be
taken only after the 30th day. Its parallel is found among the acceptance rules
permanently effective between the castes, namely that bllnt is more susceptible to
impurity than water, and that its acceptance is handled, therefore, more restrictivel~.~~
In spite of the correspondences between them, temporary and permanent impurity seem to be inconvertible in that bhiit acceptance from a mourner's hand
does not entail the degradation of the receiver to the status of an Untouchable.
He is only put into a state of impurity for a number of days as if he himself
belonged to the mourners.
The fact that Brahmins must observe only three (instead of 13) days' mourning
at the king's death can hardly be regarded as an indicator of their being more
resistant to impurity than other castes. Rather, this rule seems to express that it is
the Brahmin alone who ranks higher than even the king and his caste (Thakuri).
Seen apart from this instance of nationwide mourning, the MA does not mention
any direct correlation between caste status and the degree of personal impurity
which would indicate that, say, Brahmins were obliged to observe a longer or
shorter mourning period than the Untouchables.
In Jayasthiti Malla's codeT40drawn up more than 400 years prior to the MA, the
number of mourning days to be observed varies with the caste of the bereaved
without being correlated with the castes' individual position within the hierarchy.
From the classical sources of Indian law we know of examples of a progressive
correlation. The indications, however, diverge: at times the Brahmins, at times
the Untouchables have to observe the longest period of mourning. Yet, other
sources maintain that all v a r y have to observe the same number of days.41
Finally, it should be recalled that in some cases the rules of personal impurity
do not become effective.The examples of the king, the ministers, the physician as
well as of the woman in confinement, who for two brief periods is not impure,
show that practical considerations may overrule the "autodynamics" of impurity
and its transfer.

38
39
40
41

Cf. p. 63.
Cf. p. 20ff.
Lamsa12023: 45-50.
Kane 1953: 267ff.; Orenstein 1968: 117f.
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"Although an 'interactional theory' seems more satisfactory in
explaining details of this caste hierarchy, an 'attributional
theory' nevertheless seems to form the basic belief structure
within which these details are worked out." (Harper 1964: 192).

Status and purity

As the preceding chapters have shown, the concept of purity plays a central part
in the MA. Obviously, the primary categories of the caste hierarchy are based on
the gradation "pure-impure" (or, more precisely, "purer-less pureff).The MA's
terminology confirms that there is no caste which is irresponsive to purity and
which would thus be placed outside the gradation of pure-impure. After a pntiyfi
absolution, for example, both a "Cord-Wearer" and an Untouchable are called
Suddlzn.' Moreover, the discussion of inter-caste relations has illustrated that an
Untouchable's being Siiddhn is always to be seen in relation to that of a "CordWearer". That is to say, every caste is associated with a specific amount of purity/
impurity, as is proved, among other things, by the MA1s term cokho jfit, 'pure
caste(s)', for the first three caste groups of the hierarchy.
To be more precise, the MA's diction reveals that there are various, sometimes very subtle, degrees of impurity. The terms cokho, Suddhn, bitlilo, etc, however, are not used with reference to any possible way of possessing, gaining or
losing purity. Purity/impurity, on the one hand, and caste status, on the other,
are not always explicitly represented as correlates. It is the inter-caste relationships which offer proof of the assertion that the various castes and possibly
their subdivisions possess different amounts of impurity. First of all, there is the
rule according to which someone who accepts bltfit from a member of a lowerranking caste can expect to be degraded. Especially the degradation to the
offerer's status suggests that the amount of purity the receiver possessed is
1 Cf., for example, MA p. 669 5 3.
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reduced to that of the offerer ("transferred impurity").
There are other kinds of inter-caste contact, such as water acceptance or bodily
contact (touch), which represent a vehicle less susceptible to impurity and which
are not polluting within a particular range of differences in caste status. They do
not entail degradation, punishment or other consequences injurious to the higherranking party involved.* But even in cases where the offender is not explicitly
degraded (expelled from his caste or from the bhnt commensality), his degree of
purity obviously decreases. Imprisonment, execution and enslavement also imply
a sort of degradation, as will be shown later.3 What is more: actions which are
actually perfectly legal can result in a loss of purity; suffice it to recall the decline
in the feme's status with its consequences on caste status.
As we have seen in figs. 4 to 11, the gravity of the act (offence) does not only
depend on the act itself, but also on the status of the parties involved. The gravity
indicates the "status value" of each caste or caste group, from which the amount
of purity reduced by the act can be inferred.
It must, however, be stressed that the status-specific purity is not an exactly
quantifiable substance. The manifold correspondences between temporary and
permanent impurity or the partial convertibility of the pollutions of different origin only indicate an interdependence between status and purity-without being
subject to a quasi-physical law of conservation. Consequently, the term "transferred impurity", as introduced by us, can be used only as an auxiliary concept.
From the legal viewpoint of the MA there is only "produced impurity", produced
by the gravity of the offence alone which, in turn, is determined chiefly by guilt
and only in some instances by the "autodynamics" of impurity. On the one hand,
as we have seen, the MA clearly distinguishes between knowingly (jiiilijnni) and
unknowingly (blror) committed offences; pollution can simply be annulled by purification if it has been contracted by error, or pollution can be regarded as nonexistent in cases of emergency.
On the other hand, we have dealt with a few cases
in which error or emergency do not suppress pollution, such as the consequences
of sexual intercourse for a woman.''
How does the legislator himself justify the hierarchy of castes and what is in
his view the substantiation for the status-specific gradation of purity?
Conspicuously, the hierarchical positions occupied by most of the higher castes
can be inferred only from their consecutive enumeration in several passages of
the MA. The castes of the intermediate caste groups ("Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinkers" and "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers") are seldom mentioned individually; much less still are they enumerated in the order of their status position
within their caste group. For the impure castes of the category "Water-Unacceptable", however, the MA offers not only a clear-cut status allocation but also
2

Sexual intercourse poses more complex problems, since its consequences are not only determined by caste affiliation, but also by the degree of relationship (incest) and the parties' sex
(incest, feme's status). Cf. pp. 35ff.
3 pp. 160, 171.
4 Cf. pp. 39-45 and 168ff.
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a substantiation of this allocation. It is worthwhile expanding on this p a ~ s a g e . ~

The hierarchy of the impure castes6
1. The lowest caste of all are the Cyame (Cyamhakhalak), since they accept the
jtrtho of all the other castes above them, from the high castes down to the Pore
(Podhya): lrpnllii jiitdckhi podhyd tnkko jutho kll~[ru~lc
snwni jdtbllnt~diisiitzrr ajiirrlh17kllnlnkh
@.-As the Cyame are scavengers, the word jlitho is obviously used in the extensive sense of 'filth'. Moreover, in past times they were renowned for collecting
and eating the food leftovers of other castes, and as we have seen, jlrtlro primarily
stands for 'leftover' and 'polluted food'.
2. The Pore (Podhya) (skinners and fishermen) rank higher than the Cyame,
since they decline to accept food (nnkhiiriyii hurziilc) from the latter.
3. The next higher caste are thk Badi (Wadi) (musicians and drum-makers)
because they do not accept food from the Cyame and Pore and because they live
on singing, dancing and begging by going from house to house (g1zclrghrr.r~grSi
tliici riliigi khiirlyii hlr tiiilc).
4. The next higher are the Gaine (Gainya) (minstrels, singers) because they do
not accept food from the Badi and because they live on singing, playing music and
begging (giii wnjiii i7ziigi khiitlyii hirr uile).
5 . The next higher are the Damai (tailors and musicians) because they do not
take food from the Gaine and because they refuse to accept bhdt from the offspring of a marriage between a Damai man and a Gaine woman.-Here for the
first time the word bllat is employed; hitherto only the verb kluTt~li,'to eat', figured
in the text.
6. The next higher are the Kadara, offspring of marriages between Kami and
Sarki because they do not accept food from the Damai.'
7. The Sarki (cobblers) and Kami (blacksmiths) rank above the Kadara because
they traditionally refuse to take blliit and water from the latter (bhiit piirli nghi
nnklriii iiyiiko lrlriliile) and because the Sarki and Kami do not accept water (and bliiit,
as it emerges from the context) from one another, whereas they mutually accept
roasted and fried food (blrlityii polyiiko). The paragraph concludes in adding that
from now on Kami and Sarki do not need pntiyii (absolution) if they accept water
from a Kadara.
As we have already seen, the Kami and Sarki are of equal rank and represent
the highest castes among the untouchable impure castes. The text continues with
the enumeration of the touchable impure castes.
8. The next higher are the Kulu, whose occupation is to process leather (clziiliiko
ilnrtr gnrriyii), because they d o not accept blriit and water from the aforemen5 Cf. also Macdonald (1970) who gives a thoroughly commented translation of the same chapter
in the MA of BS 2012 (= 2009).
6 MA pp. 678-679,cf. also pp. 680-681.-The following is not a full translation.
7 In the text errot~eouslykluilryfi, instead of rlnkluirlyi.
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tioned seven untouchable castes and do not intermarry with the latter.
9. The next higher are the Hindu Dhobi (Hindu Dhowi) (washermen) because
they d o not accept food from the eight aforesaid castes and d o not wash the
clothes of the seven untouchable castes and because they (are allowed to) enter
certain rooms in the houses of the higher castes, i.e., of their clients."
10. The next higher are the Kusle because they do not take food from the
preceding nine castes, because (by profession) they clean the houses of the noblemen ( ~ i ~ ~ i r and
i i w )the temples, and play music in various sanctuaries.
11. The next higher are the Kasai (Kasahi) (butchers and milk-vendors) because
they do not take water and bhdt from the preceding castes and do not take bhdt
from the Kusle either, and because all superior castes accept milk from them.9
The rest of the touchable impure castes, such as the Muslims, the Europeans
(Mleccha), Teli, etc, are not mentioned in this substantiation and will be dealt
with later.I0
So much on the passage dealing with the iflpure castes. Three conclusions can
be drawn from it: Firstly, we see that not even the untouchable castes are outside
the gradation of collective purity/impurity. Secondly, the hierarchy is clearly reflected as a linear conception. Thirdly, for the legislator the hierarchical order
seems to result primarily from the de facto interrelations, as they have "come to
be" among the various castes and which are now codified as such.
The legislator's reasoning is also revealing in the following example. Here
we are not faced with the codification of something already existing, but
with the allocation of status to a caste which hitherto had not been taken into
consideration.

The case of the Mecya

It is very likely that the subsequent paragraph was included in the MA" after
the Mecya, a group in Morang (Terai),I2 had petitioned for an assessment and
confirmation of their caste status. The MA states that from BS 1917 pus 7 (= 1860)
onwards the Mecya have been a pure caste of the category "Water-Acceptable".
This is substantiated by an inventory of their customs hitherto practised on the
8

9
10
I1
12

The text mentions zvnitluzk [bnitlutkl rr~ntiiirsnrrrrrln, i. e., 'up to the reception room' which is usually
r:
ko!llii rrnbiircko
on the first floor of the Newar houses. Sarma (2019: 810) gives for ~ r m t n ~tnliirrln
thnii, i.e., 'a place on the upper floor, not divided into rooms'.
boes this mean that the Kasai do accept water from the Kusle?-In the text erroneously d n 1 ~ 4
('punishment'), instead of dlrdlr, 'milk'. MA p. 679 9 11.
Cf. pp. 129ff., 139ff.-The impure castes are given in the same order and with the same
substantiation in the later editions of the MA, cf. MA BS 2009, V: 105ff. and Macdonald 1970.
MAp.392§49.
The Mecya are probably identical with the Mech or Bodo, a group of tribal origin in the far
eastern part of the Terai, in Assam and in the northern part of Bihar, cf. Bista 1972 b: 38.
According to Shafer (1954: 12f., 23f.), the Sanskrit word for 'barbarian', ~ r r l ~ ~ c c may
l m , derive
from r r ~ c c l ~ .
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one hand, and of their relations to other castes, on the other:
a) The Mecya decline accepting water from the impure castes of the category
"Water-Unacceptable" (yiiili iincnltlyii nclrl~tijirt) and from the Muslims (who are
also an impure caste).
b) The Mecya partake of buffalo meat, pork and chicken, and i t is for this
reason that they have hitherto been deemed a Water-Unacceptable'' caste and
that the Indians (iiiogliirziyiihnrrr) do not accept water offered by them. In Nepal,
however, the Newar, Magar and Gurung (Guri) also eat buffalo meat, pork and
chicken (respectively); the Lapcya (Lepcha) eat elephant meat and the Bhotya
(groups of Tibetan linguistic and cultural affiliation) eat beef-and from all these
castes water is acceptable.
c) The sons and daughters of the Mecya work as slaves at the royal court and
in government offices (dnrzuiir).
d ) The Mecya worship Siva and are a Shivaitic caste (siwnlnrgi jiit).
Considering these facts, the court council (blriiriidiiri hzisnl) decrees the Mecya
to be a caste belonging to the "Water-Acceptable" castes. Should someone from
the Parbatiya castes (Nepali-speaking groups) or a Tharu (ethnic group in the
Terai) refuse to accept water from the Mecya, he will be fined.13
The full text reads as follows:
"

"... iriecyii jiitle blznisi slrglrr klrkhlrrii. klljiilyii hl~iliile.irlogliiiziyiili~rnleynni
klliidii mhyiii~nclini1.rn. lriirirrii iilr~llikii~ii
patzi nzccyii jiitko yiiili khndii.
rnliyiiilnclinti. nbn i iiiecyiijiitko. yiii~icnlnim [cnliln]snhclin (snkclzn]ki snkahiim
bhnizi blliiriidiiri knzrsnl h~rdii.hiiitirii iiirrlz~kriljiblinisi sl~glrrkzrklir~rd.giiilliftiko
rriiiszi klziiilyii. nc~uiirirrngnr glrrfi bhotyd liiycyiika lliitko yiiili. hiirirrii irrlrlzrkiilir
cnlyiiko clzn i ilrccyii jiitko. tii nglzi pnrli cnlyiiko mhechn. iitko clloriiclzori hiilnt-0
kni~iiiri.bhni dnrzuiirsniiritzn ynili. nglii plig~n& rnhyiickniz. iilhnrzilc. yiiili
i~ncnlrzynnclzzifi jiitkii l ~ n t krn~ iiiusnliilnil jiitkii lliitko ydrzi pnni klriidn
rnhyiiilncllniz. dclrtn sizu iiHizdii mhyiichniz iillmrzi. siic~nliirgi. jiit rnlzyiiclmi~
blznrlyii iilkii hitko piii~icnlclin. blzniizrtyn bharddiiri. knlrsnlle tllnlu7riil~dii.iijn
rleklii iiiecyii jiith hntko yiiili cnlyiiko clln. ynnuatyd tl~iirzjjiitimi. jnsle i rirccyn
jiitko yiirri klliidniiln tcsliii 5 rnyniyd dniiidn gnrnlr ..."
As the text mentions the Mecya being slaves, we can assume that they belong to
the lowest among the pure caste groups, the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers". Even
if the legislator avoids allocating the Mecya more precisely, that is, fixing their
status in relation to other individual castes, he proceeds from the de facto situation. One criterion is deduced from the fact from which castes water is accepted
or refused by the Mecya. Food habits, occupation and religious affiliation constitute further criteria.
The first-mentioned criterion is a structural one, the other criteria are cultural
ones. How are the two types of criteria valued or, to be more precise, which one
13 Cf. pp. 110f., 117f.
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is more decisive for status allocation? Let us take as an example the caste-specific
occupations.

Occupation and caste status
As we have seen in the paragraphs on the hierarchy of the impure castes, occupation is regarded as a sort of secondary criterion for status allocation. We have to
examine now to what extent occupations are interpretable as parameters of the
gradation of purity.
First of all, it is obvious that most of the trades pursued by the impure castes
are in some way associated with impurity. In the Cyame case scavenging is a clear
proof; begging implies the absorption of the impurity of others, especially in the
shape of 1eftovers;l"eather-work also means contact with impurity (carcasses).
In Northwest India the untouchable Dom are divided into three groups: a) the
craftsmen rank the highest, followed by b) musicians whose women practise prostitution, and c) the lowest are those who have to deal with dead animals, such as
The MA, however, lacks such a clear-cut division and
the cobblers and skinr~ers.'~
does not exhibit a more exact correlation between occupation and caste status.
Both the Gaine and Badi sing. Do the Gaine rank higher than the Badi on account
of the mere fact that the latter also dance? Or, both the Sarki and the Kulu work
with leather. However, the Sarki are Untouchables, whereas the Kulu are not.
Can the high position of the Kasai be explained by the fact that their butcher's
trade is, so to speak, rendered "purer" by their simultaneous association with
milk production and sale? If the Cyame are the lowest-ranking caste because they
absorb the impurity and filth of all the other castes, then it is more than surprising
that the Dhobi are not untouchable although they, as washermen, have likewise to
do with impurity. We encounter the same discrepancy with regard to metal-processing castes. The Kami blacksmiths among the Parbatiya are untouchable,
whereas the Kou, the blacksmiths among the Newar, are not.I6
The Kami also process gold and silver, and this is striking as gold and silver
are generally regarded as purer and/or more resistent to impurity than other
metals.'' Among the Newar, goldsmiths are exclusively recruited from the high
castes, chiefly the Sakya (or B i g ) and also the Udas.18These facts suggest that the
type of metal to be processed by a caste is disconnected from the status position
of that caste.
-

14 Begging done by ascetics and other "holy men" does not seem to fall into that category. The
Manu Sarihit3 (1909: 44, 387), for example, allows the Brahmins to beg money on condition
that it be spent for the performance of sacrifices.
15 Berreman 1963: 201, 213-215.
16 On the Kou cf. p. 113.
17 My own obserGation is also endorsed by Macdonald 1970: note 23. O n the classification of
metals in ancient India cf. Kane 1953: 325.
18 Cf. Nepali 1965: 150; Hiifer 1970: 187 and 1973: 5.

Even the classical sources of Hindu law disagree on which occupations are or
are not associated with untouchability. The only fact beyond question is that these
sources assigned almost all the occupations, which are nowadays predominantly
practised by Untouchables, to groups which they considered to be outside the
to Kane's synopsis of the classical sources,2ufood should
four ~nr~~n.'~-According
be declined (by members of the three hghest vnrnn, obviously) if offered by the
following persons: goldsmith, blacksmith, oilpresser, bard (minstrel), singer, actor, physician, courtesan, bamboo-worker (basket-maker), hunter, one who lives
on killing animals, tailor, distiller of alcoholic liquor, washerman, leather-worker,
carpenter, potter and usurer. Likewise, food should not be accepted from a thief,
an impotent man, an enemy, a person with an incurable disease, a widow, a woman
without a son, a sonless man, a degraded man or a SCidra, etc.-As we have seen,
many of the occupations listed here are also practised in Nepal by Untouchables
or, at least, by members of the impure castes, with the exception of physicians,
~ ' the Pore,
carpenters, potters and hunters (there is no hunter caste in N e ~ a l ) .To
classified as the second lowest caste, several of these criteria are applicable at the
same time. They are basket-makers, fishermen, skinners, and formerly they also
acted as executioner^.^^
Such discrepancies are sometimes also included in the ethnotheoretical reflection. In Mysore, f.e., the relatively low position of the washermen is indeed explained by the fact that "they make things m lean".^ The MA, too, can in some cases
invite such speculations, but as a matter of fact it does not in every case indicate
occupation as a status criterion. It appears to place the primary significance on the
interrelations which a particular caste traditionally has to other castes; these individual patterns of interrelation are, in turn, likely to "correct" the role the impurity of the occupation would have, if considered in isolation, for the status allocation of a caste. This is clearly endorsed by another passage of the MA," stating
that the pursuit of certain occupations is disconnected from caste affiliation. The
secondary importance of cultural criteria as a whole is also stressed by the discontinuous distribution of food habits (buffalo meat versus pork, etc) and religious
affiliations (Hindu versus non-Hindu) of the various castes within the hierarchv
of the MA.*Vinally, certain other cultural attributes, such as cord-wearing and
alcohol-drinking, constitute "pilot criteria" for the assignment of a caste to one of
the five caste groups.

19
20
21
22

Cf. Dumont 1966: 169-176; Kane 1974: 69ff., 171.
Kane 1974: 786f.
On the distribution of occupations in the hierarchy cf. pp. 7-9.
Cf. Nepali 1965: 177; on their role as executioners cf. Oldfield 1974, I: 239ff. and Hodgson 1880.
11: 224.
23 Harper 1964: 192; cf. also Dumont 1966: 123,172.
24 MA p. 154f. 5 1,7; cf. also below pp. 92f.
25 Cf. p. 120.
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Attribution and interaction

The interrelations as a status-determining factor not only embrace the acceptance
of bhiit and water, but also the more general rules of intercourse with other castes.
Thus the position of the Dhobi is, among other things, justified by the fact that
they are permitted to enter the homes of their higher caste clients. Matters are
similar in the case of the Kusle as attendants in houses and temples, or the Mecya
as slaves working in the dnrbiir.26
However, the distinction between structural and cultural criteria of status seems
to be only analytically possible, for the totality of the relations of a particular caste
to all other castes may be regarded as status-specific characteristics and thus as a
cultural criterion. In fact, all the rules a caste has to observe with reference to bhiit
and water acceptance or inter-caste marriages, etc, belong to the body of castespecific customs (tradition), just as do food habits, occupation or religion. In other
words, a correlation between the gradation of purity and the hierarchy of status
positions can only be maintained if we include the structural criteria in the cultural ones.
The text of the passages quoted above gives the impression that the legislator
merely sanctions a posteriori a historically developed multitude of inter-caste relationships. For the authors of the MA it is not an abstract and static collective
amount of purity which conditions the status of each caste and thus the empirical
reality of the hierarchy. On the contrary: It is this empirical reality which conditions the status-specific amount of purity, since the primary criterion of status is
the specific interrelation pattern by which caste X is individualised and put in
relation to all the other castes within the hierarchy.
The discussion of the caste system has so far been dominated by two theories:
Whereas the so-called attributional theory conceives the cultural attributes of the
castes as absolute status criteria, the interactional theory derives its relative status
criteria from the totality of inter-caste relations.
The preceding passages amply prove that the ethnotheoretical rationale of the
MA is rather interactional. They endorse Marriott's thesis, according to which
"Pollution in an interactional hierarchy is not innate, but always social, always a
matter of giving and taking, of adding and subtracting. [...I The ritual services
which are significant for caste ranking remove pollution, bestow purity, or show
honour and deference1'.*'The hierarchy, as laid down in the MA, is interactional
in that the inter-caste relations are governed by the transferability of purity from
the higher to the lower castes, or by the transferability of impurity from the lower
to the higher castes. Here, however, we must differentiate:
26 A decree of BS 1981 (Sawti1 1981)prescribes that members of the impure castes are, in principle,
forbidden to enter the national sanctuary PaSupatinath. However, if members of the castes
Cyame, Pore, Kami, Damai, Bhat, Kasai and Kusle are employed as workers there, they may
enter the temple precinct but not the steps leading to the sanctuary itself. On similar decrees
from the late Malla period cf. Burleigh 1976: 40.
27 Marriott 1959: 98.
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Marriott writes: "Whatever is given--semen, food, pay, etc-the act of giving
is degrading to the receiver, upgrading to the giver. The idiom of 'pollution' provides one major way of establishing [...] caste rank, while rank itself is the outcome of transactions in that [idiom] and certain other idiom^.^ Marriott further
states that, in reverse and in contradistinction to food and pay, the one who renders services as a craftsman, etc, always ranks lower than the recei~er.~'
In this exclusive formulation, Marriott's interactional theory can hardly be applied to the MA's conception of hierarchy. The purity deficit inherent in the female
and the gradation of the feme's status connected with this deficit do not result
from the fact that it is the woman who receives the semen of the male. Even if this
were the case, the theory does not account for the reason why, for example, sexual
intercourse with an untouchable woman leads to the degradation of her statussuperior male partner. Or, what has physical contact (untouchability) to do with
Marriott's "transactions"? Why is it defiling and forbidden to accept cooked rice,
whereas raw rice may be accepted even from an Untouchable? Admittedly, the
bulk of the MA is concerned with the question of which substances may be accepted from whom and which not. However, Marriott's theory fails to give a
satisfactory answer to the question why these prohibitions are limited to very
specific substances.
Let us add that the aspect of services, as shown by Marriott, seems to be of
secondary importance for the MA1s substantiation of the herarchy of the impure
castes. The same is true of the ethnographic context. With reference to a village in
Central Nepal, Stone mentions that her informants "explicitly refer to food transference as the principal means by which the caste hierarchy is operationalised,
and [...I much less emphasis is placed on service exchanges: as [...I caste-determined service relationships are fewer in village Nepal than in India and we do not
find an elaborate jnjnliini system there".30
A more complete, although too much condensed, formulation of the interactional theory is offered by Marriott a n d Inden in the latest edition of the
Encylopaedia Britanni~a.~'
In short, the status position of a caste within the herarchy is the materialisation of the morality specific to this caste. The morality consists of a behavioural code which lays down both intra-caste and intertaste relations, and it is equated to a substance. This substance is in the corporative possession of the members of a caste, it is transmitted from generation to generation
through marriage, initiation rites, etc, and is defended against other castes. Irregular relations within one's own caste or with other castes impair this "coded
substance". The authors continue:
"Each caste is involved through its existence and its means of subsistence in
transformations and exchanges of transformed natural substances. Of these
28
29
30
31

Marriott 1969: 1172.
Marriott 1968: 169f.
Stone 1977: 123; on jrrjrrrnrricf. pp. 80ff.
Inden and Marriott 1974: 983-984.
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substances, a caste's own bodily substances (e.g. hair, blood, semen, and
faeces) and food (which is seen as becoming transformed into human bodily
substance) are considered capable of creating, expressing or altering relationships of rank and solidarity between it and other castes. The substances
derived from each caste's pursuit of its occupation are also major media,
along with services, of inter-caste exchange."

In sum, the rationale of the hierarchy is a sort of intricate metabolism. The gap
which was manifest in the earlier attempts of the interactional theory32is closed
here in that the authors try to explain (unfortunately without exemplification)
why giving and receiving determine caste status at all. By introducing the notion
of coded substance, moreover, they tacitly envisage a sort of synthesis between
the attributional and the interactional models and come thus closer to what we
have been postulating as a caste-specific, collectively owned amount of purity.
D ~ m o n t ~ ~ a at
i mthe
s same synthesis, though with a different emphasis, in that he
wants to see interaction 'encompassed' (englobk) by attribution. In his view, hierarchy is the attribution of a rank to each element by reference to the whole of the
hierarchy.
This orientation towards the whole is only fragmentary in the explicit reasoning the MA gives for the caste hierarchy, as is manifest, for example, in the paragraphs on the Cyame and the Kasai where reference is made to all other castes.34
It is, however, implicitly evident in all the rules of inter-caste relationships as
summarised in our diagrams showing the consequences of blliit acceptance and
sexual intercourse. The latter also illustrate the central role of the opposition pureimpure which Dumont considers the very ideological basis of the h i e r a r ~ h y . ~ ~
To conclude this chapter we must raise the question why the MA fails to give a
similar substantiation for the hierarchic order of the pure castes. Only a hypothetical answer is possible. The most salient reasons may be seen in the legislator's
indifference and/or lack of information, as many of these castes were, at that
time, made up of ethnic groups in remote areas. The impure castes, on the contrary, were much easier to allocate. Their customs and interrelations were known
due to the fact that they, as service castes, maintained regular relations with the
higher castes and that many of them settled in the Kathmandu Valley. Their political and economic dependence enabled the legislator to assign their status positions, so to speak, from above without the risk of possible errors or protests.
-

32
33
34
35

Marriott 1959 and 1968.
Dumont 1966: 120f.
Cf. p. 71f.
Dumont's holistic approach and Marriott's and Inden's "metabolistic" interpretation represent
a departure from the rather deductive, socio-centric theory-building hitherto prevailing in
that they both attempt to make use of the ethnotheoretical conceptions of the Indians themselves. A particularly convincing analysis of such an ethnotheoretical conceptualisation in
South India is given by Bamett (1976), whose paper reached me too late to be discussed in
detail in this study.

VIII

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE HIERARCHY

Principal dichotomies

Fig. 12 is a schematised representation of the dimensions of the caste hierarchy of
the MA. In the section on the left, headed "etic", the five caste groups are to be
seen; c 1, c 2, c 3 symbolise a fictive number of individual castes within each caste
group. On the right, the "emic" dimensions are shown, as revealed by the nomenclature of the MA and the inter-caste relationships. The line running stepwise
across columns I-V marks the limits set by some of the cultural characteristics as
common denominators. The horizontal heavy lines in columns VI-IX correspond
to those limits beyond which specific contacts with other castes are polluting;
simple arrows show the direction of permitted bluit and water acceptance as well
as that of legal hypergarnous sexual contacts; double-headed arrows syrnbolise
polluting contacts.
In columns I-IX the "etic" denotations are "emicly" decoded. Columns I-V show
the hierarchy as an intertwinement of distinctions or oppositions. The Brahmin,
for example, is at the same time cord-wearer, non-enslavable, water-acceptable
and non-untouchable and by these distinctive features he is set in contrast to
anybody who is non-Brahmin, alcohol-drinker, enslavable, water-unacceptable
and untouchable.'
Although this intertwinement is already implied in the names of the caste groups
(that is why the names sound somewhat clumsy in translation), it requires further
comment. In spite of the fact that most of the members of both impure caste groups
1 Cf. also Dumont (1966: 81, 94) who speaks of a "multiplicit6 de criteres" and a "drie de

distinctions".
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are also enslavable, only the third pure caste group is explicitly called "enslavable"
in the MA. The same is true of the denotation "alcohol-drinker" since, as a matter
of fact, most of the impure castes are also alcohol-drinkers. The restrictive usage
of these labels in the legal terminology is not only a matter of linguistic economy;
it may indeed be due to the fact that there are some exceptions. We know, for
example, that the Muslims, who belong to the impure and touchable castes, do not
partake of alcohol and that they occupy an exceptional position with regard to
bhiit and water a~ceptance.~
In the literature on India there are frequent references to the demarcation line
between vegetarian and non-vegetarian castes. T h s dichotomy does not exist in
As
Nepal, and we have seen that even B r a b s eat the meat of certain anirnal~.~
to the caste hierarchy of the MA, the categorisation vegetariadnon-vegetarian
seems to be replaced by the dichotomy between cord-wearing and alcohol-drinking castes. The question to what extent this replacement is connected with the
specific history of religions in Nepal would require a separate study ... Another
dichotomy, at least as important as the first one, is that between "Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable" castes4
Besides the ones already listed in columns I-V (fig. 12), the MA often alludes to
some further principal dichotomies.
Proceeding from the kind of punishment to be inflicted on their members, the
MA classifies the castes into: a) hiinnya jat or kiitinyii jiit, i.e., those castes among
whom certain crimes are punishable by death; and b) mudinyii jiit i.e., those for
whom the death penalty is replaced by shaving and subsequent degradation. Here
the dichotomy Brahmin/non-Brahmin is marked, and hiinnyii jiit are all castes except the Brahmins (Upadhyaya and Jaisi), as it seems6
Less frequently mentioned is the dichotomy ncht~tijiit or pnuni (puht~ni)jiit, on
the one hand, and wist (bisf)jnt, on the other. Here the distinction is between the
untouchable (achuti) service castes (puhr~ni)and the touchable receivers (bist) of
the latter's manual services.' This dichotomy reminds us, even though not in detail, of the jnjnriini relationship with which we are well familiar from India. The
-

-

2 Cf. pp. 139-141.
3 Cf. p. 17; on India cf. Mandelbaum 1970, I: 188ff.,193,200f.
4 In a regional hierarchy in Bengal, discussed by Dumont (1966:109f.),the castes are divided into
two major clusters: those from w h c h the Brahmins do, and those from which the Brahmins do
not, accept water.-In the MA, the demarcation line between "Water-Acceptable" and "WaterUnacceptable" castes is emphasised by several additional regulations. Thus no member of the
"Water-Unacceptable" castes is allowed to give the tikn mark on the forehead of somebody
belonging to the "Water-Acceptable'' category (MA p. 391 3 42-43).The interdiction obviously
results from the fact that tikii-giving connotes blessing.
5 hii~rnyfi< hii111111, 'to strike', 'to kill', and kiiti~yn!ii kdtrrrr, 'to cut', 'to kill'.
6 ~nrr&nyfi< ~nru~i~~~i/~irrryiir~r,
'to be shaved'. Shaving, as a concomitant of degradation, is also
mentioned with reference to the "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" (MA p. 212 5 I), but
without replacing capital punishment. On the "unkillability" of certain ascetics cf. below p. 108.
7 Cf., La., MA p. 4125 18. pp. 692-6935 4-6: pnrilri jnt; and MA p. 484 Fj 7: rrpnllo bist jnt. On meaning
and etymology cf. Turner 1965: 200,449; Bista 1972 a: 24f. and Hofer 1976: 350ff.
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jnjriuini implies personal ties between a specialist (craftsman, ritual specialist) and
his "patron" (landowner, peasant); the ties between them are mostly hereditary
and ensure a continuous exchange of manual or ritual work for natural product^.^
In India, the patron is called jnjririin and the specialist prnjii. Although these two
terms are also mentioned in the MA, jnjnriirz here only refers to the clients of the
ritual specialist, the Brahmin, whereas prajii, lit. 'subject' (in the sense of being
under somebody's rule), seems to be a synonym for nrnsinyn, that is, 'enslavable',
as manifest in the expression nziisinyii prnjii jiit. It is not clear, however, whether
iniisinyii prnjn means only the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" or whether it includes
all the enslavable castes down to the untouchable^.^
The limits of contact

h columns VI-IX of fig. 12, the transfer of impurity is set in relation to the whole
of the hierarchy.
In column VI, the bhat line describes the smallest named unit within the hierarchy, the caste, and sets it in contrast to all other castes. In fact, bhnt is not accepted
from anyone whose caste ranks lower than one's own.1° In column VII, the water
line implies more complexity. Firstly, the water line divides the castes into
two categories: "Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable" (piini cnlnyfi and
piiizi nncalnyi) castes. Secondly, the water line also separates the individual castes
from each other, as water acceptance is unilateral among the impure castes." We
see that it is only within the category of the impure castes that the limits of bhiit
acceptance are identical with those of water acceptance, quite in contrast to the
pure castes.
In column VIII, the intercourse line has two functions. In the first place it separates the "Water-Acceptable" from the "Water-Unacceptable" castes, but it also
separates, within the "Water-Unacceptable" category, the touchable castes from
the untouchable ones. In fact, sexual intercourse bctzuccn the pure "Water-Acceptable" and the impure "Water-Unacceptable" castes is as polluting as it is zuitlrin the
category "Water-Unacceptable" when taking place between touchable and untouchable castes. It is, on the contrary, free from pollution a) within the category
"Water-Acceptable", and b) within the caste group of the touchable "Water-Unacceptable" castes. In the lower section of column VIII, the untouchable castes are
parted from each other by a single heavy line which indicates that apparently
8 Cf., i.a., Wiser 1936; Pocock 1962; Dumont 1966: 128-142.
9 MA p. 545 5 11, p. 546 5 14, p. 692 5 1: irrnsirrynprnjn jnt; whereas on p. 674 5 2 the irlnsiiry7prnjn jiit
rn piilri i~acnliryfijiit are mentioned as if the impure castes did not belong to the prnjn jiit.
10 The fact that lrlrnt acceptance can be declined even within one's own caste is not taken into
account in column VI.
11 See p. 22. There seem to be some exceptions, since the MA (p. 699 5 2-3) speaks of untouchable
castes who d o not accept lrllnt but only water from another untouchable caste: pniri cnliryii bDlrnt
ilflcnli~yii/irni~rili~yfl.

many Untouchables regard sexual intercourse with women of lower untouchable
castes as polluting.12
In column IX, the touch line skips the last but one caste group, the touchable
impure castes. That is to say, only the bodily contact between the pure castes, on
the one hand, and the Untouchables, on the other, is polluting. This is revealed at
least by a passage of the MAI3which obliges only the members of the pure castes
to perform a purification after physical contact with an Untouchable.
Both columns VIII and IX need further comment. According to my own observation in Central Nepal, the untouchable castes are untouchable not only for the
higher, non-untouchable castes, but also for each other, in some cases at least. The
Kami (blacksmiths) and the Damai (tailors and musicians), for example, regard
bodily contact with each other as polluting. The same is true of sexual intercourse
between the Kami and Damai. A Kami does not allow a Damai to enter his house
and would never accept bhiit or water from him. Thus it becomes evident that the
relations between the two untouchable castes reproduce the relations prevailing
between the untouchable and the non-untouchable castes.'" As the MA remains
silent on the question whether and to what extent bodily contact between different untouchable castes is polluting, the heavy line across the untouchable section
of column IX refers only to ethnographic evidence.
If one imagines columns VI-IX projected over each other, the various demarcation lines show a concentration towards the lower end of the hierarchy. In other
words, the castes of the impure category "Water-Unacceptable" are as isolated
from those of the pure category "Water-Acceptable" as they, the impure castes,
are from each other, especially with regard to bhiit and water. This mutual demarcation of the impure castes contrasts notably to the rarefaction of the boundary
lines within the category of the pure castes who reciprocally (!) accept water from
each other, who may touch each other and have sexual intercourse with a statusinferior woman without being polluted. The term "Water-Unacceptable" (yiini
nrrcnlnyii) can thus be interpreted in two ways. Presumably these castes are labelled "Water-Unacceptable" not only because the pure castes do not accept water from them, but also because they, unlike the pure castes, only accept water
from each other unilaterally.
This concentration of boundaries towards the lower end of the hierarchy reveals two important aspects. Firstly, here again the principle of intertwinement
becomes manifest in that the dichotomy, which is significant for the entire hierarchy, is reproduced within the inferior caste groups. The impure castes demarcate
themselves from each other as strictly as the pure castes do from the impure castes
as a whole. Secondly, this concentration seems to be inherent in the very nature of
the hierarchic principle, since it is, in fact, connected with the gradation of collec12 Cf. fig. 7 case 24 and below. According to the MA of BS 2009, V, p. 29 9 4-5, the impure castes
are free to intermarry with other impure castes, provided that the rules of bluit and water
acceptance are observed.
13 MA p. 679 !j12.
14 Cf. also Hofer 1976: 391f.
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tive purity. That is, the concentration of the pollution-boundaries may result from
the fact that collective impurity increases towards the lower end. The demarcation of the lowest castes from each other is also an expression of the demarcation
from the highest amount of impurity (or lowest amount of purity) as represented
by the Cyame, the lowest caste in the hierarchy. The Cyame, indeed, absorb the
impurity of all the other castes and the "impurest impurity" a living being can
produce, namely faeces, garbage and leftovers of food.
Although Max Weber15has already emphasised that it was the inferior castes
who observed "the strictest caste exclusivity", anthropology has for a long time
tacitly treated the Untouchables as a homogeneous block. The subhierarchy they
form has not been exhaustively analysed; in some recent works the existence of
this subhierarchy has at least been taken note of.I6 It may be seen in connection
with this "exclusivity" that India's Untouchables are either characterised by numerous, though demographically very small, castes or by a conspicuously large
number of subcastes inside one and the same caste.17
It is the highest castes among whom one would expect a similar concentration
of boundaries, as it is they who have to defend the highest amount of purity in
order to maintain their status. Columns VI-IX in fig. 12 show, however, that this is
not the case. On the other hand, various paragraphs of the MA suggest that there
is still something like a "potentiation" of the purity rules, especially among the
"Cord-Wearers", and this seems to be confirmed by a retrospective look at the
previous chapters. Evidence is primarily furnished by the gradation of fines, the
amount of which is a function of the caste statuses of the offender and/or the
victim. We have concluded from the regulations of the MA with regard to the
higher castes that purity is much more vulnerable and more easily lost than impurity. To say, however, that the higher the amount of status-conditioning collective
purity the more fragile it is, is a contradiction. It can be explained away by dialectically reversing the formulation: the less the collective impurity the more effective (i.e., more polluting) will be an additional impurity contracted from another
person or from an object or deed,-but again this formula is contradicted by the
concentration of pollution boundaries at the bottom of the hierarchy.
We have to content ourselves with the statement that the closer the castes are
to one of the ends of the hierarchy, the acuter is for them the problem of preserving purity. Those who have "the most" purity have to maintain the distance separating them from the entire rest of the hierarchy; and those having "the least"
15 Weber 1972: 104.
16 Mandelbaurn (1970, I: 298f.) quotes Gandhi: "the Untouchables have their own Untouchables";
Beteille (1967: 98) emphasises that with regard to their interrelations among themselves the
inferior castes are much more strict than some high castes. Harper (1964: 191f.) explains the
strictness with which Untouchables adhere to purity rules by the fact that they are particularly
well acquainted with the Brahmins' "orthopraxis"; their tendency to imitate the Brahmins is
part of their aim at emancipation and improving their status. Cf. also Berreman 1963: 232ff.
17 Mencher 1974: 471. The author explains this phenomenon as a system-immanent tendency to
disunite and desolidarise the underprivileged castes.
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purity have to maintain the distance to the lowest caste that the hierarchy knows
at all.
In contrast to the highest and lowest castes, purity and status considerations
seem to be less relevant in the middle of the hierarchy. The legislator refers to the
"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" and the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" mostly
as caste groups; the individual castes belonging to them are only sporadically
mentioned and if so, then without any fixation of their respective status position.
As the previous chapters on inter-caste relations have shown, status disparities
among these castes are rather implicitly recognised and seem to be less relevant
for purity maintenance than is the case among the "Cord-Wearers" and the impure castes. One may add that this indifference is paralleled, as it seems, by a
ubiquitous dissent in the evaluational rankings in the middle reaches of the caste
hierarchies in India.18
Notwithstanding the particular historical conditions which meant that the castes
in the middle of the hierarchy were hardly known at the time of the c~dification,'~
it is obvious that here we have to do with a phenomenon inherent in the structure
of the caste hierarchy per

What does the MA mean by jat?

Our statement, according to which the smallest named unit of the hierarchy, the
caste, is defined by the b h t line, requires some elaboration.
In one passage the MA2' uses the expression jiit b h t paunu, lit. 'to obtain caste
and blziit', that is, 'to be re-admitted into the caste and blziit cornmensality'. This
does not mean, however, that jiit and bhiit are necessarily congruent. As we have
seen, an Upadhyaya man is not obliged to accept bhnt from his wife, even if she is
of the Upadhyaya caste.= Or, if a Rajput man marries a Jaisi woman and, vice
versa, a Jaisi man a Rajput woman, the wife will be integrated into the husband's
the husband, however, will not be obliged to accept
caste (ttsni jiitnlii iililiiidi~zz~);
bhnt from her.23
The limits of blziit acceptance, as represented in fig. 12, are only ideal, for, at
least among the highest castes, the cornrnensality boundary runs across a group
defined by the MA as one jiit. The acceptance of Wuit can be permanently refused
between persons belonging to the same caste either a) because of the fact that the
18 See Barber 1968: 24f.
19 Cf. below pp. 117ff.
20 Of course, a "purely" sociological interpretation would assume that in any hierarchical structure, it is necessarily at the top and the bottom that rank envy and competition for power
manifest themselves most. This is, however, beyond our scope. On rank envy in group dynamics cf. also Hofstatter 1957: 127f.
21 MA p. 386 Fj 26.
22 Seep. 41.
23 MA p. 656 Fj 9; also p. 655 5 3.
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offerer belongs to a lower status group (subdivision, "subcaste") within one and
the same caste, or b) due to the offerer's inferior feme's status. The MA is careful
enough to distinguish between jfit and commensality when it formulates, e.g., jnt
nlildn bhat calyikii [manis], that is, '[a person] of the same jdt, from whom bhnt can
be accepted'.24
The problem of caste-internal status groups is not clarified by the MA, and it is
only from the context that we learn of their existence. One example are the Rajput.
On the one hand, the MA labels them rnjput jnt, 'the caste of the Rajput' on the
other hand, however, in various passages a distinction is made between a) nphu
nlildn mjput, 'Ego's equal Rajput [in status]', and b) nphu bhandii krzm rajput, 'a Rajput
ranking lower than Ego'.25Referred to are the two non-commensal status groups
of the n a k u r i caste which have already been mentioned. At least in one instance,26
the MA seems to term such a status group jat also.
The difficulty lies in the polysemy of the term jdt in the Nepali language; Turner2'
gives for jiit the meanings 'sort', 'kind', 'tribe', 'nation' and 'caste1. This is clearly
reflected in the MA, too, which speaks of the newiir jnt in the sense of 'the ethnic
~ o f jiit, 'the jiit of slaves/
group of the Newar' (which includes several c a s t e ~ ) ; ~crikar
servants1;and even of wesyri jfit, 'the jnt of the whores', alluding to the legal status
of both.29
To sum up, the MA seems to employ the word jiit with four different meanings:
1. jfit denotes taxonomically distinct groups with differing status positions
within the hierarchy. This becomes evident from names such as Upadhyaya, Rajput,
Kasai, Cyame, etc, as well as from the sequence in which such groups are enumerated, and from their interrelations to other such groups. It is only with this meaning that jiit is rendered by 'caste' here. Let us stress once again that jat does not
necessarily correspond to a commensal unit, although both frequently coincide,
and even less to an endogamous unit. This is important to note as, according to
the common sense-definition, castes are basically endogamous and also commensal with regard to specific, purity-relevant sorts of food. It is most likely the
Untouchables in the MA's hierarchy who are in compliance with this common
sense-definition of caste, as the columns VI-IX in fig. 12 show.
2. jot can mean, according to the context, a caste-internal status group which is
t defined in 1).
not commensal with the other status group(s) of the same caste ( j ~as
3. In some cases, jnt denotes an ethnically (culturally and linguistically) distinct
group which can embrace several castes (jiit in the sense of 1).
4. Finally, ifit is used in the sense of legal status in general.

24
25
26
27
28
29

MA p. 660 5 6.
MA p. 116 5 9; p. 655 5 2. The spelling fluctuates between rnjput and r j p t i t .
MA p. 655 5 2; cf. also p. 653 5 1; and our fig. 7, case 7.
Turner 1965: 213.
Cf. below pp. 111-117 and MA p. 630f 5 5; pp. 644-652.
MA p. 574f 5 2-3'6-7. The expressions such as prnjlr jift or ririi~ilzylrjflt mentioned above (p. 80f.)
also denote legal status, but here in direct connection with one's caste membership.
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We can thus conclude that, except for 3, perhaps, the term jdt always connotes
legal status which, in turn, is closely connected with one's affiliation to a caste or
caste group.

THE VARNA MODEL AND THE DIVISION
OF LABOUR IN THE MULUKI AIN
"... both the Gurungs and Magars

[...I

have been adopted as
Hindus. But [...I they have been denied the [holy] thread, and
constituted a doubtful order [...I, not Vaishya nor Shudra, but a
something superior to both the latter-what I fancy it might
puzzle the Shastris to explain on Hindu principles." (Hodgson
1971: 39).

The four varna and the five caste groups
The MA paraphrases its hierarchy as often as not by the expression car wary
chnttis jnt, lit. 'the four varnn and the 36 castes'. The terms brfihnznn (wrnhmnn),
kstriya (ksatrin), vais'yn and s'iidm (Sudra, sudm) also occur frequently as if the Code
attempted to bring the four varnn of the ancient Indian conception of society into
unison with its own five caste groups.
As is known, the four vary comprise a) the Brfihn~annwho study the Veda and
perform sacrifices for the two varnn below them; b) the Ksatriya, the varna of the
kings and warriors; c) the VaiSya who are peasants, merchants and craftsmen; and
, lowest vnrna, whose duty is to serve the three superior vary.
d) the ~ a d m the
Brahmins, Ksntriya and VaiSyn are "twice-born", i.e., wearers of the holy cord,
whereas the Siidrn are not. This classification lacks the impure and untouchable
groups which are outside the four vnrnn.'
The aforementioned expression cfir wnrna chattis jnt seems to be meant to denote the totality of the castes covered by the MA. The number 36 stands symbolically for the multitude of individual castes and certainly lacks empirical evidence.
As a matter of fact, even the castes (within or outside the four vnrya) mentioned in
the classical Indian sources already amount to hundred^.^ In the MA itself, approximately 70 names of differentcastes and groups can be found. Apart from the
possibility of 36 being the result of a multiplication of 4 (4 vnr~?a),one must raise
1 Cf., i.a., Kane 1974: 19-179;Lingat 1973:30ff.; Rocher 1975; Dumont 1966: 93-103. On four-class
systems in the Himalaya and Tibet cf. Allen 1973 and Macdonald 1971.
2 Cf. Kane 1974: 50-69.
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the question whether the usage of tlus number can be traced back to Indian precedents. According to Mahapatra: for example, in Orissa a total of 36 service castes
had traditionally been recognised.
It is certain that in Nepal the expression car wnmn chnttis jfit and the reference to
the v a r y in general are older than the MA. As to the Licchavi period, Wajraciirya4
points at the occurrence of the names of the vnrry and the untouchable Candala in
the inscriptions. According to the material of the Bha~aWamSawali, the car warnn
chnttis jiit has already been used in the Code of Jayasthiti Malla, dating from the
late 14th century AD.5 Later, it can be found in the laws of King Ram $ah6 of
Gorkha from the 16th century, in the sermons of King Prithwi Niirayan Sah7and in
.~
neither in these
numerous other documents of the early 19th c e n t ~ r yHowever,
documents nor in the MA itself is the varna model consistently applied to the
multitude of the castes.
Thus in two passages, the MA gives: "wriihma?l rajput ksatri wniSyn Sudrn ( S i i d r ~ ) " ; ~
whereas in another one we encounter the same enumeration, but there ksatriya is
written instead of &ntri.1°
Who is seen as b e l o n p g to the vnrlln of brflhtmn? Usually the MA calls brfihnlan
(wriihnra!~)the Upadhyaya Brahmins, the nsal Jaisi, the Dew Bhiiju (Dew Brahman)
of the Newar, as well as the various Brahmins of India and the Terai; whereas the
"lower Jaisi", namely the Jumli Jaisi, the Dotiyal Jaisi and the tin linga deWliko Jaisi"
are obviously excluded and are not mentioned as briihinn. It is important to note
that the privileges and tasks the classical authors assigned to the varna of the
Brahmins are not confirmed by the MA for all the castes it labels brithman. The
positions as spiritual teacher and priest invested with the "sacrament of initiation" (ninrztrn suniiutzu, diksii dinu) are exclusively reserved for the Upadhyaya. The
Jaisi are forbidden to claim the Upadhyaya's privileges and to act as priests on
behalf of any caste other than their own.12
3 Mahapatra n.d.: 5.
4 Wajracarya 2030: 29. According to the author, in the Licchavi period the idiom "4 w r y 18
[instead of 361 jiit" probably prevailed.
5 Larhsal2023: 37f., 45f.; cf. also below pp. 175-177.
6 MA (annex) p. 700.
7 Diwya UpadeS 2025: 28f.; here by mistake 36 w n r y and 4 jiit.
8 Nepali 2020: 123ff.; Nepali 2022: 203; Bista 1972 a: 19.
9 MA p. 405 5 70, p. 573 5 6. The spelling of these names shows some degree of fluctuation
throughout the text of the MA: rnjpu tlrnjpnf; kgtriyn/kSetriyn&tri/kSetri; umisyn/wniiy; S~uirn/
Siidrn/slrdrn.
10 MA p. 629 5 2.
11 Cf. below p. 107. ti11 lilign deklliko jnisi, lit. 'the Jaisi of three or more penises' = ? those Jaisi whose
mothers were previously married to three or more men (cf. p. 51).
12 On the Brahmins in general see MA p. 468 5 3, p. 653f.5 1,3-4; on the Jaisi MA p. 537 5 1, p. 588
5 5, p. 602 5 1, p. 603 5 3, p. 653f. 5 2; on the Upadhyaya and their privileges MA p. 404f. 5 69, p.
391 5 44, p. 392 9 45. The taboo on killing a Brahmin is applicable to all castes with the appellation brfihrnn~~,
notwithstanding the privileged position of the Upadhyaya. It seems that
Upadhyaya Brahmins were also exempted from corvee in public works; ttus is suggested by a
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We see that in the passages of the MA quoted above, five groups (instead
of four) are mentioned, and that there is a fluctuation between ksatri and
ksntriy. The word rnjpiit usually stands for a separate caste, namely the p a k u r i ,
and ksatri is the traditional spelling for Chetri, likewise a separate caste, as we
have seen. Is the adding of rajplit to the names of the four vnrna a sort of rhetoric
manipulation to make plain that not only the Chetri but also the Thakuri are
recognised as ksatriyn? Or is the coalescence of rnjpllt and ksatri(yn) to be regarded
as idiomatic?I3
Bista14explicitly classifies the Thakuri and Chetri as one varna, namely ksatriya,
and also as one caste. The MA is in contrast with the latter statement and treats
both as two separate castes (jiit) (cf. p. 9). Obviously, one of the reasons for the
legislator's 'inserting' the Thakuri is to be sought in the aim to avoid any confusion or dispute that the etymology Chetri < ksatri(ya) might have caused. On the
other hand, not even the Chetri caste's allotment to the ksatriylz varna was selfevident, since in Western Nepal, in the region of Jumla and along the upper course
of the river Seti, there is a group with the name of matwdi Chetri. In contradistinction to the Chetri proper, the nzntwlili Chetri do not wear the holy cord and as
their specification matwiili indicates, they partake of alcohol.15 We do not know
since when they have called themselves Chetri, and to my knowledge the MA
does not mention them. From the fact, however, that the legislator conspicuously
labels the Chetri proper tligndhnri (whereas the Brahmins or the Rajput do not
have this adjective when mentioned as individual castes), it may be concluded
that there was a need to clearly distinguish between two kinds of Chetri. Of
particular interest is a passage in the MA,16 decreeing that from now on the Khas
who wear the holy cord, are called Chetri and are allowed to add this caste name
to their names in official documents.
The question as to w h c h castes are classified as vais'yn in the MA remains unanswered. Do those lower-ranking "Cord-Wearers" belong to this vrzrnn whom the
MA does not recognise as briihnzn~~
and ksntri(ya), such as the "lower JaisiU'or the
ascetics? The denotation vaiSya would presumably not even apply to those Newar
castes who live on business and/or trade; although some of them wear the holy

13
14
15
16

document (rlrkkii) dating from Bhimsen Thapa's time: jlriirii gnri rrpitdhyii briilrii~n!rbiillik drriliiiii
ciirnizonr~ycllnttisai jfitle [...I, cf. Sahkalin Aitihiisik Citthipatra Samgraha 2023: 92. The MA is
silent on this, as far as I can see.--On the Brahmins in ancient India cf. also Kane 1974: 138-153;
Lingat 1973: 40,218f.
According to Wajracarya (2030: 29), in the inscriptions of the Licchavi period the second unri!n
figures as rfijnplrtrn-kntriyn.After all, the ksntriyn are the u n r y of the kings (rnjii) and warriors.
Bista 1972 a: 16,26-30.
Fiirer-Haimendorf 1971: 19ff.;Sharma 1971; Jest 1974: 250.
nbn upriiiltn tiigiidluiri kllns jiit blmqyii [blu~iliryfi]ilnkiip [=?I zonksiyo kiignjpntrn lmriiinn lekhi~rrpnrdii
pnillle nalr lcklri ~rnkotlmr lekllrr~r~oiihii
pnclri k ~ t r bllnrlyii
i
iinkiip leklrfrri, MA p. 393 5 50. That is, in
writing one's full name the first name and the name of one's flrnr (group of clans) should be
followed by the caste name b t r i . (Cf. also p. 154). Bista (1972 a: 16) is of the opinion that in
the early 19th century the appellation M t r i was monopolised by the n a k u r i , the Rajput of
the MA.
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cord (as it behoves the vaiSya), the MA does not deem them "genuine Cord-Wearin Nepal
ers" because they partake of alcohol.I7According to Baburam AcaryaILB
there were vniSyn in the times subsequent to the conquest of the Kathmandu Valley; the Magar also wanted to consider themselves vaiSya, but the Brahmins put
them in the ranks of the Sadra.
By Sadrn (Sudm, sudm) the MA means those castes in the middle of the hierarchy
who do not wear the holy cord and who therefore cannot be classified as vaiSya,
although they mainly live on farming. In a number of passages the MA makes
mention of the mntwiili Sudra, nnnziisinyii s'udm and the piini cnlnyd Sudm. This shows
The
that the "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" are assigned to the Siidrn z~amn.'~
caste group of the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" is also likely to belong to the
Siidra, for in one passageZ0a distinction is made between nnnulsinyd Sudra (nonenslavable) and rnnsinyfi s'udrn (enslavable).
Consequently, the impure castes ("Water-Unacceptable") are not considered
Sudm, although they embrace a number of service and craftsmen's castes. Obviously they are implied in the "36 jiit", a metonymical figure for the multitude of
individual castes both within and outside the four vnmn2'.
From what has hitherto been discussed the following tentative assignment
scheme can be deduced:
uartjw:

caste or caste group in the MA:
Upadhyaya Brahmin
Rajput, Chetri
?

"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
impure castes
Thus the ciir wnrtzn chttis jiit turns out to be a euphemistic metonymy, by which,
on the one hand, the totality of the hierarchy (including the impure castes) is
designated and, on the other, the claim of orthodoxy of the MA is emphasised.
17 Cf. below pp. 111-117. In present-day India, vniSyn is rather used in the sense of 'merchant',
'merchant caste' (cf. Dumont 1966: 93).
18 Acarya 2022: 129f.
19 MA p. 115 5 9, p. 212 5 1, p. 281 5 4, p. 405 5 70, p. 412 5 17, p. 532f. 5 3,7, i.a.
20 MA p. 600 5 16. The denotation ~ruSsirlflS~ldrnseems to be identical in meaning with i~tfisi~lya
prnji5, cf. p. 82.
21 It is a positive fact that many attributes of the Slidrn of the classical sources anticipate untouchability. Moreover, there are certain indications of the probability that some of the presentday
Untouchables stem from a section of the Slidm. According to Kane (1974: 121f.), ancient
Indian works often divided the Sndrn into two groups, namely the nnim-sitn, craftsmen, and
the nim-sitn, such as the Caqdala, who clearly exhibit the attributes of untouchability. This
bipartition seems to be closely paralleled by the distinction between "clean Sihirn" and
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This claim amounts to a more or less rhetorical reference to the classical authority
of the cl\mrtiinSiistrn literature, for the vnr[in concept as a whole remains without
specific substance for the five caste groups of Nepal.
Let us add that in ancient India, too, the four vnrnn seem to have had a rather
normative or orientative function. Lingat, for instance, holds that the four vama
should be understood as a theory or model of the social reality of those times.22k t
least it is a positive fact that even the classical authors had to harmonise empirical
reality with the four vnrnn by claiming that the numerous individual castes of their
times have originated from intermarriages between members of different v n r n ~ . ~ 3
Present-day perception of society in India also reverts to the model by identifying
certain clusters of castes (jiiti) with certain varnn, in spite of the incongruities such
operations necessarily involve.24
The division of labour
Here the discrepancy between the vnrnn model and the hierarchy of the MA again
becomes visible. Apart from the legally sanctioned and privileged function of the
Brahmins as spiritual teachers and priests, the MA, unlike the preceptors of the
vnrnn system, does not make the pursuit of a handicraft, trade or agriculture dependent on one's caste affiliation. Thus the MA explicitly states:25
"ilnrn bhnnyiiko jiit jiitko chnina. car wnrnn chnttisni jiit snwnile. piiin hiilnu
jlittii kxpngii syunn khiini khnliznn siin dhuna nwiilma iigo liiunu kumhnlko
kiim gnrnn mfidnlhnriirmi khnri lngiiunti gnirhn snwni kiinlko ilnrn gnrna wec
wik\znn gnri jiwikii gnrnn humcha. jiit jiiclaina ..."

That is: "Occupation (ilam) is not governed by caste [membership]. [The members
of] all four vnrna and 36 jiit are allowed to sharpen tools [the smith's trade], to sew
shoes and clothes, to work in mines, to wash gold, to fire brick-kilns (nwiil), to
pursue the potter's (kunzhiil) trade, to prepare leather for the miiclnl drums and to
pursue all other works as an occupation, to work in commerce (bec-bikhan), thus
earning their living; nobody is deprived of his caste status."

22
23
24
25

"unclean Sndm" in present-day India; a twice-born is allowed to accept water only from a
"clean Slidm" (cf. Mandelbaum 1970,1:26).Although the MA neither employs similar terms nor
a similar dichotomy, the parallels are outstanding, and one is tempted to compare the two
caste groups of "Alcohol-Drinkers" to those "clean Slidm",on the one hand, and the impure
touchable castes to the "unclean Slidm" on the other.
Lingat 1973: 29f.; whereas for Kane (1974: 47f.), the unriy hierarchy corresponds to the social
reality.
Cf. Kane 1974: 50-69; Kane (1962: 1632) writes: "Sometimes jnti and u n r F are differentiated in
the Smrtis [...I but from ancient times the word jiiti is confounded with the word vnr~!n".
Cf. Mandelbaum 1970, I: 22-27,213ff. and Srinivas 1966: 2-10.
MA p. 155 5 7. In MA p. 154 5 1 we read that anyone who has undergone the appropriate
training is allowed to work as a goldsmith and silversmith.
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This passage is all the more remarkable as here some occupations are enumerated which are pursued by impure castes, such as leather-work (Sarki, Kulu), tailoring (Damai) and the trade of the blacksmith (Kgrni). Still more surprising is the
paragraph26decreeing that the Rajput and the Newar of the Kathmandu Valley (tin
sahnrkii tzeMr) and even the Brahmins (both Upadhyaya and Jaisi) are allowed to
plough! In reality, however, even nowadays the Newar of the Valley and most of
the Brahmin peasants in the hills do not
This "liberality" is in fundamental contrast to the attributionistic view, according to which the gradation of caste-specific purity is connected with a specific
division of labour. It is in particular contrast to the varna model, where status is a
direct function of the "mode of life" (jivikii). According to Manu, a Brahrmn may
plough only in case of emergency and, what is more, if he does so he will temporarily become a VaiSya. Even a Ksatriya is advised to avoid agricultural activities.= As we have seen, the MA is more liberal in as much as it explicitly states that
some professions (occupations) are not susceptible to impurity and that accordingly a physician, carpenter, washerman, etc, may go on pursuing his work even if
he is impure due to a death or childbirth in his family.29
However, the liberality with reference to the choice of profession and occupation is limited by some other regulations of the MA. Thus it is laid down that
orphans having no near relatives and no property have to undergo a vocational
training and education corresponding to their caste affiliation. As far as can be
concluded from the context, such orphans of the jot (vara) of "wrdhnmn, kytriya,
waidy" should receive a basic education in writing and reading (leklipadh); Sudra
children, however, have to be trained in manual work in public institutions."

26 MA p. 154 5 5.
27 In my observation in Central Nepal, not all Brahmins stick to the taboo on plouglung. Stone
(1977: 110) reports the contrary from an adjacent area in the Trisuli Valley: Brahmins generally
refrain from ploughing. On the absence of plough among the Newar cf. Nepali 1965: 4 2 4 .
28 Rocher 1975: 148; cf. also Kane 1974: 124ff.For Dumont (1966: 127) agriculture is, with regard
to the post-classical caste system in India, a ritually neutral occupation. As the Pall texts clearly
testify, Brahmin cultivators were not uncommon in the Buddha's time (Fick 1897: 156ff.).
29 MA p. 437 5 46. Cf. also above p. 66.
30 MA p. 155f. Q 11.

X

CASTE AND SOCIAL ESTATE: SLAVES AND ASCETICS

Are there any other status dimensions in the society of the MA besides the castes?
And if so, to what extent are they related to the castes or to what extent do they
represent, so to speak, casteless realms? Is there any other hierarchy than that of
the castes?
It is obvious that the MA, as a legal code, does not provide much information
on the existence of classes of the Nepalese society of that time,-at least if one
defines 'class' in the Marxian or Weberian sense.' Things seem to be different with
what I would call estates (etats), that is, groups vested with specific statutory
privileges or disabilities and in which membershp is not necessarily determined
by birth and/or by the observance of rules meant for maintaining a certain "standard of purity" as in the case of castes. The term 'estate' is used here in the sense
of the &tats(nobility, clergy, commons) in prerevolutionary France, though not as
a notion merely of constitutional law.
Leach and Dumont rightly oppose Max Weber, who saw in caste only an extreme form of the closed estate (geschlossener Stand).2Weber conceded a mere additive function to the Hindu ideology with its purity concept, believing that estates "proper" (StZinde im vollen Sinn) were only the castes of the Muslims who,
Recently,
unlike the Hindus, had no commensality taboos among them~elves.~
Rothermund has distinguished between castes, classes and estates. For him caste
is a concept of cultural order, class (landowners, landless labourers, etc) a concept
1 i.e., as an only objectivistically definable group characterised by the degree of access to economic power.
2 Cf. Leach 1962: 4-6, Dumont 1966: 305-323 and Weber 1972: 41-49.
3 Weber 1972: 132. On the Weberian interpretation of Stnnd and class cf. also the useful summary
given by Bendix 1962: 85-87.
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of social stratification, and estate (feudal lords, peasants, etc) a concept of social
order. As to the latter, it is the Weberian Stnnd the author has in mind rather than
.~
points to three status
estate as a group with distinct legal ~ t a t u s Kantowsky
dimensions that exist besides the caste, namely that of property, occupation and
education.5 Beteille distinguishes between hierarchical status (caste) and politicoeconomical status6.
Abstracting from the specifically Indian ideology and employing mere structural criteria, the varv are estates as well as classes. The affiliation to a vnrnn is
hereditary, yet it is in principle determined by the individual's occupation (cf. p.
88). Thus the material privileges of the higher vary are guaranteed: The Brahmins
are exempt from tax-paying and are by writ entitled to receive donations from
their clients; moreover, they are also allowed to be active in certain sectors of
commercial life. The Stidra, by contrast, have to serve the three higher vary in the
fields of agriculture, handicraft and entertainment. Manu even enjoins the Stidra
not to accumulate riches.'
The MA knows no term adequate to our 'estate' (or even '~lass'~),
and its material certainly does not suffice to render estates clearly discernible. I rather doubt
that there was ever any systematic categorisation of such social orders in Nepal.
Even in our day, the usual mentioning of "military and civil persons, officials,
merchants, ascetics and members of the panchayat councils" in royal addresses is
a rhetorical figure rather than the enumeration of legally sanctioned estates.
There seem to be about five groups in the MA, which deserve to be discussed:
a) bhnriidiir, roughly 'high nobility'; b) assignees of revenue and certain officeholders; c) duniy; (dufiiii), i.e., 'commoners'; d) ciihr, i.e., 'the serviceables', including the slaves (knnlnrii); and e) the ascetics (snnnyfisi, wannpmsthn). The group
whose legal status is described in the mosi detailed manner are the slaves, followed by the ascetics.
To the bhiiriidiir belonged the royal collaterals (cnutiiriyn) of the
clan of the
Thakuri caste and, after the Rana take-over, the closer relatives of the Rana prime
minister.1° As the list of the signers in the preamble to the MA suggests," the
bhiiriidiir were members by birth of the highest legislative and judicial body, the
4 Rothermund 1976: 395ff.
5 Kantowsky 1970.
6 Beteille 1974: 290ff.; also Berreman 1963: 210f. and Berreman 1971: 19ff.;Gardner 1968.
7 Cf. Kane 1974: 138-153.
8 Even in modem usage the word Onrg is employed with different meanings, sometimes as a
euphemism for 'caste', sometimes in the sense of 'social stratum', and most often in connection
with the so-called Class Organisations (bnrpyn lnrigntlmrl) of the present political system: the
Workers', Youth's, Women's, Peasants', ex-Servicemen's and Graduates' Organisations. On
the Class Organisations cf. Kaphley 1967: 226ff.; Anonymus 1970: 42ff.; Joshi and Rose 1966:
406ff., and Gaige 1975: 137.
9 jai~gi,rtijliirmti, knrr~mciiri,sifhu-rrmlMjnr1,siirll~~r-nmlmrlt,
pricnlmru.
10 Cf., i.a., Hodgson 1880,II: 213, 224; Edwards 1975: 100-104; and the glosses given in Turner
(1965:475) and Sarma (2019:787).
11 Cf. above p. 5. Similarly Levi 1905, I: 289.
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b/liiriidnri husnl; another section of the members was recruited from among the
civil servants, whose appointment was revocable.
The MA does not contain statutory regulations with regard to what we would
call aristocracy. We know that the political elite of Nepal was recruited from the
high castes, the P a k u r i , Brahmins and Chetri. Their configuration, however, underwent constant changes. This was partly caused by the well-known historical
events, but also by lack of constitutional continuity. Moreover, investments with
real estate (and other rights of ownership) could practically be rescinded at any
time.12 Since there was no institutional framework for safeguarding its material
basis, a social estate comparable to Europe's hereditary nobility could not emerge.
There is nothing corresponding to our clergy. Only few Brahmins were employed at court as performers of the state cult or as advisers to the bhiiriidiiri kntrsal.
If we are entitled at all to speak of a 'priestly estate', t h s is, then, co-extensive
with the caste of the Upadhyaya B r a h n s .
The ascetics are renouncers originating from the "Cord-Wearer" castes and
their descendants, as well as members of diverse sects who are ranked as separate castes within the caste group of the "Cord-Wearers".
There seem to be two intermediate ranks between the bhiiriidiir and the duniyd.
These are the privileged assignees of revenue, on the one hand, and certain agents,
on the other. The former are mostly holders of landownership rights (birtii, etc),
the latter the agents of these right-holders or of the State, such as the village
headmen and revenue-collectors (mzikhiyii, jimmiiwiil, talsirig, etc). The dtrniyir' are
all those whom one could consider tenants either of the State or of the assignees
of revenue. More precisely, the duniyd seem to consist ma~nlyof share-holders or
cultivators (nlohi, rniti, kuriyii) with certain occupancy rights a) on land directly
owned by the State (rnikny tenure); b) on land assigned to a privileged person or
institution (birtii, gutlli, jiigir, etc, tenures); and c) on land owned by the cornrnunity (kipnf tenure).I3As we shall see later, the form of tenancy is decisive for one's
legal status in that the assignees and the state agents also exercise judiciary power
over their tenants.14
As the context suggests, the word dtrniyir', on the one hand, a n d prnjii
('subject') or riiyntlrniti ('subject', 'tenant'), on the other, are used in the MA as
12 Cf. Regrni 1975: 103-106; Edwards 1975: 100-104; Kumar 1967: 15-61.-Medium-ranking civil
servants predominantly came from the Brahmin, n a k u r i and Chetri castes, but higher Newar
castes were also represented among them. From the viewpoint of their recruitment, the
lowest ranks of the elite were probably the most stable, since they were held by local dignitaries, such as the village headmen, revenue-collectors and the like, whose office was, once
sanctioned by the State, mostly transmitted from father to son.
13 Roughly compared to the Indian forms of tenure, kipnt corresponds to the mahalvari, rnikn~to
the ryotwari and birtii to the zamindari systems. For a summary of the different forms of land
tenure in traditional Nepal cf. Regmi 1976: 16-21. It is Regmi's great merit to have shown that
"in Nepal land has traditionally been considered to be the property of the state", and that the
various forms of revenue-assignment represented a "relinquishment of its ownership rights
by the state" (Regmi 1976: 16ff.).
14 Cf. p. 179f.
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alternatives.'5 Consequently, the group of the mfisinyd prajff, the "enslavable subjects", as discussed above, seem to be a lower subdivision of the duniyd, namely
those "freemen" who can be reduced to slavery. The upper subdivision would
The particuthus be identical to the narnfisinyfi Sudra, the "non-enslavable S~drn".'~
lar position of the "enslavable subjects", i.e., the caste group of the "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinkers", is also revealed by the following regulation of the MA: Should
a "Cord-Wearer" or a "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" die without legal heirs,
his property devolves to the state; if, however, the deceased is an "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker", the property will be conveyed to the owner (dhni) of that land
(guthi, birtfi, miiyhi jaggii), on which he had been working as a tenant (raiti, kuriyii)."
As we see, the peasantry is not represented as a single body.
Probably the free members of the impure castes are also considered as belonging to the duniyi, even though I do not find any clear indication of this.18
The next estate, the "serviceables", a h r , are divided into a) free servants who
work for payment (darrnfihdfir)or for other gratification (nokar); b) bond-servants
(biidfi or wfidha in the MA's spelling); and c) slaves (hnziir~).The partial overlapping of their legal statuses is proved by the MA prescribing that servants, bondservants and slaves be equally punished if they have struck their masters.I9
The following tentative diagram shows the possible co-extensions between
estate and caste:
bhiirdiir
"assignees"

duniyi?
ciiknr
ascetics

nakuri, Chetri
mainly "Cord-Wearers", also "Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinkers"
virtually all castes (?)
mainly "Enslavable Alcohol-Drmkers" and impure castes
malnly "Cord-Wearers"

Slaves and bond-servants

With regard to the history of slavery in Nepal, suffice it to give a summary of the
emphasise that during the 19th century there was a
main points. Sen and RegrniZO
15 Cf.MA p. 33 Q 55, p. 47 5 3, p. 52f.Q 3, pp. 80-83, p. 270 5 16-19;also S a m a 2019: 515 (durliyRdnr).
On the meaning of irlolli and rnynt (ryot) see also Regmi 1976: 170ff.
16 Cf. p. 91; and MA p. 545f. Q 11,14, p. 6745 2, p. 692 Q 1.
17 MA p. 145 5 32.-g~itlri is an unalienable and tax-free bequest of land to religious or charitable
institutions. birtii is the bestowing of ownershp rights on an individual; the rights mostly
referred to land, in some cases, however, only to the benefit of income (yield, rent, taxes, etc).
During the Rana time, birtfi rights were preferably conferred as a hereditary privilege. Cf.
Regmi 1964, 11: Iff., 28ff., 42ff.; Regrni 1976: 22ff., 46ff.; irufplli, lit. 'exempt' (from taxes).
18 Cf., for example, MA p. 270 5 19.
19 MA p. 270 5 16.
20 Sen 1973: 161ff.; Regrni 1971: lolff., 196ff. On a somewhat different system, which the author
calls quasi-slavery, in Malnad in South India cf. Harper 1968.
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great demand for slaves in Nepal, and that this was due to the pressing need for
cheap manpower in the wake of the wars with the British and with Tibet. The
great majority of slaves was, without any doubt, recruited from the ethnic groups,
such as the Bhoyi, Awaliya and the Kiriti. In fact, these members of the caste
group "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" were the prajfi, the dependent peasants of
the hgher castes. A large number of impure caste members must also have been
represented among the slaves.21In some areas slavery must have had downright
disastrous effects. There is no other explanation of the fact that, as early as in BS
1865 (= 1808, i.e., 46 years prior to the MA), a document prohibits the Bhotya from
selling their own daughters.22In BS 1893 (= 1836) the same interdiction was
. ~AD
~ 1861 the Limbu (Kiriti), who
enounced vis-a-vis the Magar of P i ~ t h a n In
had still been classified by the MA as an enslavable caste, were emancipated from
their enslavability in recognition of their services in the war against Tibet.24The
British Resident in Nepal reported in 1877 that enslavability had been abolished
for all pure castes, that is, obviously for those hitherto classified as "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinkers".25 Landon, who outlines the antecedents of the abolition of
slavery in 1924, points out that Jang Bahadur and, in later times, Prime Minister
r
tried to control slavery.26It is certain that fresh recruitments
Dew S a m ~ e already
to slavery were prohibited well before 1924.27
The MA distinguishes between hmnro, "full slaves", and biidha (wiidhfi), "debtslaves" or bond-servants. Freed "full slaves" are called anzlekh or gharti; and if
such freemen remain in their master's service, they are called khawfis.
The legal status of the slaves and bond-servants can only be sumrnarised here,
for the thirty pages dealing with them in the MAz8would suffice for a separate
study.29
The MA30places slaves and bond-servants under the legal and administrative
control of the State. Prices are fixed according to the age and sex of the slave; all
transactions must be registered officially; and the master's duty to maintain his
slave or bond-servant is settled. It is also laid down that a slave driven away on
account of illness is to be regarded as a freeman.31The prosecution of a slave is
within the responsibilities of the State, and the master is entitled to redeem his
slave from prison or to claim him as his personal property when the slave has
21 Cf. Regrni 1961: 313f.-It is hardly surprising that Turner (1965: 75) renders the word Dlroie
(bllotyfi)as synonym of knr~rfiro,'slave'.
22 Naraharinath 2013,II, 2: 19.
23 Nepali 2022: 191.
24 Regmi 1965,111: 89. On this cf. also Rana and Wajracarya 2029: 35f.
25 Sen 1973: 163.
26 Landon 1928,II: 163ff.Cf. also Northey and Morris 1928: 105-113.
27 Rana 1925: 55f. Cf. also MA 2009,111, p. 164ff. on the consequences of the general slave emancipa tion in 1924 (BS 1982).
28 MA p. 140 fj 10-12; p. 349-368, p. 680 5 15-16,p. 682-691.
29 Dr Prayag Raj Sharma and 1 hope to publish such a study in the near future.
30 MA p. 363ff.
31 MA p. 366 9 5.
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served his term.32In case of disobedience and escape the slave is protected by the
. ~female
~
slave can only be sepastate authorities against his master's d i ~ c r e t i o nA
rated from her child when it is more than 11 years old.34There are other regulations which deal with the sale of orphans and prohibit the sale of one's own child
or of one's own wife, even if she has become besyfi or has been degraded in her
caste status.35
There is a clear-cut difference between slaves ("full slaves") and bond-servants. Unlike the slave, the bond-servant cannot be assigned to somebody other
than to the redi it or.^^ Parents cannot compel their children to become bond-ser.~~
expires after the debt has been paid
vants in lieu of t h e r n s e l ~ e sBond-servitude
off either in work or in cash; it also expires if the debtor dies before the liquidation of the debt. In the latter case the creditor is not allowed to revert to members
of the debtor's family in his stead.3s Moreover, bond-servitude must not be conIt is also laid down that the bond-servant pays off only
verted into full ~lavery.~'
the capital of his debt, and not the interest.40
From the relevant passages of the MA it can be seen that Nepalese law recogruses
what was called in ancient Rome the colztl~ber1ziunland pectllium: slaves are allowed to marry among themselves (contilberniunl), to possess, inherit and bequeath
property and cash (peclrliund. They are in a position to set up for themselves and
even to pay taxes4'
Slaves, bond-servants and also free servants have positive bonds to their
master's families. If their master or mistress dies the slaves must observe the total
number of mourning days (purfijufho) as if they belonged to the deceased person's
nearest relations. Bond-servants and free servants, however, must observe only
three days.42The MA forbids a custom which had obviously existed hitherto,
namely that when queens or wives of high-ranking officials were cremated some
of their female slaves and servants were also sent to the funeral pyre.43No mention is made of whether slaves and servants have to be degraded if their master
undergoes a degradation. At least in the era prior to the MA, this custom must
have prevailed. When, for example, after King Rana Bahadur S&'S assassination
two high dignitaries were executed, their families were, together with their slaves,
"handed over" to the Untouchables.* There are also some indications of the slaves'
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

MA p. 412 Q 17-18.
MA p. 350f. 5 7 , l l .
MA p. 362 5 2-4.
MA p. 364f. Q 2,5.
MA p. 350 Q 8.
MA p. 353 Q 7.
MA p. 357 Q 6.
MA p. 355 Q 1, p. 435 Q 30.
MA p. 350 Q 8; cf. also Nepali 2022: 187.
MA p. 357 5 8, p. 474 Q 4, p. 341 5 10, p. 140 5 10-12 (in order of reference).
MA p. 435 Q 30. Cf. also above p. 65.
MA p. 421 Q 5.
Wajracarya n.d. b: 354.
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and bond-servants' duty to accompany their master to the battlefield.45
The offspring of a male slave remain slaves. Children stemming from a union
between a free man and a female slave can be adopted, if the father so desires,
and can thus attain their father's caste status.46Such a slave wife married to a
freeman is even allowed to practise suttee, provided that she is deemed hnyii,
i.e., married as a virgo i n t a ~ t a . This
~ ' provision shows that the gradation of the
feme's status is also effective with regard to slaves. This leads us to the question:
do slaves have a caste affiliation?
There are passages in the MA where slaves occur as if they formed a separate
caste or caste group. For instance, they occur in the following enumeration: "CordWearer"-"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkeru-Enslavable Alcohol-DrinkeruBy other passages, however, it is clearly proved that the slaves
slaves (k~rnnro).~~
do not lose the caste status they, or their forefathers, had had before they were
enslaved. The fact that they are mentioned separately is only due to their specific
legal status as slaves. Bond-servants also retain their caste status.49
First of all, let us stress that enslavement can come about in two ways: either
through sale or as a penal consequence. Slaves enslaved in consequence of a criminal offence are treated as state property. Slaves already freed can again be enslaved if they incur a penalty; non-released slaves, however, are imprisoned in
such a case.50As to the caste of the slaves, the following distinction can be made:
a) Only the rnnsinyn, i.e., the members of the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
caste group and the impure castes can be punished by enslavement. For exactly
the same offence persons belonging to the higher, non-enslavable castes are punished by degradation, imprisonment, capital punishment, etc.
b) However, members of all caste groups can be reduced to slavery by sale or
become bond-servants. In several instances mention is made of slaves coming
from the caste groups of the "Cord-Wearer" and the "Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinker". The MA even speaks of Brahmin slaves.51Possibly, the bulk of such
"Cord-Wearer" slaves are not freshly recruited ones, but the offspring of people
who had been sold into slavery prior to the enactment of the MA. At least a
document dating from as early as BS 1864 (=1807)forbids the inhabitants of Dulu
and according to Marc Gaborieau, the P a k u r i in Acham
to enslave Brahrnin~?~
were sold only until 1816.53
The term miisinyii "enslavable", thus refers only to penal enslavability from
which the two highest caste groups are excluded. What is more, the MA lays
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Cf. Gorkha WamSawali 11: 15: ".. . wiidlui knrrliiriisnrrlet clir wnrry clulttisni jiit snb tnyiiri bhni ...".
MA p. 413 5 2, with reference to the case of a "Cord-Wearer"father.
MA p. 422 5 12.
MA p. 579f., p. 671 5 41.
MA p. 680 5 15,17.
MA p. 368 5 7, p. 412 5 18, p. 682f. 5 6,8.
MA p. 683 5 10.
Naraharinath 2013,II, 2: 17.
Personal communication.
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down that even those "Cord-Wearers" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers"
who have been degraded to the status of the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" cannot be punished by enslavement if they again incur a penalty. Only their children
(born after the degradation) are regarded as liable to penal enslavement if they
are found guilty of an offence punishable with enslavement."
This dichotomy has some parallels in the ancient Indian sources of law. According to Kane, some authors allow Brahmins or at least the Ksatriya and the
VaiSya to be enslaved; others do not share this view. Manu declares that it is
punishable to make a member of the three higher vnr? a slave against his will and
after his investiture with the holy cord. The ArthaMstra, which stipulates that no
aryn be reduced to slavery, distinguishes between several types of slaves, i.e.,
prisoners of war, those who sell themselves, those who pledge themselves for a
debt, the offspring of slaves, and those enslaved as criminals.55
The recruitment of slaves and bond-servants in the MA can be summarised as
follows:
caste group

form of servitude

"Cord-Wearer" and
"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"

bond-servitude and enslavement
by sale only

"Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
impure castes including
Untouchables

bond-servitude and both: enslavement
by sale or as a penal measure

As to the subsequent discussion, the following categories are to be distinguished:
biidhn ( w i i d h )

bond-servants

retain their original caste status

knnuiro (knnuirii)

slaves

retain their original caste status

khazuiis (khwiisyii)

freed slaves remaining are deemed as "Water-Acceptable"
in their master's
without further specification
services

ghrti

freed slaves and their
offspring

54 M A p. 360 5 17.
55 Kane 1974: 180-187.

form a separate caste within the
caste group "Enslavable AlcoholDrinker" (" Water-Acceptable")
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The interplay between legal status in general and caste status in particular
is well illustrated by the interrelations between freemen and slaves. The rules
clearly imply that slaves retain their, or their parents', caste affiliation, basically at
least. In principle, the offences of a slave in connection with sexual intercourse
and bhiit acceptance are punished just as those committed by freemen. In the case
of slaves too, the disparities in caste status between the parties involved are taken
into account. However, there are additional measures which become effective
regardless of the slave's caste, thus proving the existence of a specific legal status
of slaves.
Some examples in support of this:
A slave (hrnfiro) maintaining sexual relations with one of his master's female
relatives can be killed. Such liaisons seem to be classified in principle as rape or
violation (jawnrjasti). Unlike comparable relations between freemen, punishment
is imposed on the slave irrespective of the status disparities between the partners
and regardless of the feme's status and of whether the offence was committed by
mutual consent or
Or: In the case of incest between two slaves, those provisions are applied which normally apply to the free bhotya p ~ a j i i Here
. ~ ~ it is abstracted from the offenders' caste and they are treated as if they were bhotya, i.e.,
belonged to the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" caste group.
Sexual intercourse between a slave and a free woman is judged differently if
the latter does not belong to the family or household of the slave's master. In
principle, however, such a case is also considered rape (jawarjasti), and the punishment ranges from killing to imprisonment of variable duration. Aggravating are
additional factual findings, such as a) the transgression of the demarcation line
between pure and impure castes; or b) the transgression of the demarcation line
between touchable and untouchable castes; c) the intercourse with a married
woman; and d) a hypogamic union. The factual findings (a) and (b) entail the
slave's degradation to the woman's caste status; in the case of (c) the husband is
entitled to claim his right to kill his wife's seducer, e t ~ . ~ ~
A cut above the slaves are the bond-servants (bidhii). The penal provisions for
them follow the same criteria as are applicable to the slaves-the only difference
being that the punishment is less severe. A bond-servant of one of the pure castes,
for example, who has violated a major female relative of his creditor, has to reckon
with an imprisonment of one and the half the duration he would have had to
expect, according to the status disparities between him and the female partner, if
he were a free man. The same principle of "adding one and a half more prison"
(dedho b@hfiihid gnrnu) is applied in case the intercourse has been done by mutual
(In both cases, a slave would be killed as we have seen.) If
consent (rfijikh~lsile).~~
the bond-servant is of one of the impure touchable castes the punishment is lifeimprisonment and degradation (dnirznl); and if he is an Untouchable he will be
56
57
58
59

MA p. 682 § 1.
MA p. 682 5 2.
MA pp. 683-689 122-27, cf. also MA p. 682ff. 5 10-21, p. 376f. 5 4, p. 668 5 4, p. 671 § 4, p 680 115.
MAp.69051.
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killed. h the two latter cases the legislator does not differentiate between rape
and intercourse by mutual consent.60
An intermediate position between freemen and slaves is occupied by the khnwiis
(khnwflsyn),i.e., those freed slaves who have remained in their master's service.
The punishments briefly mentioned above with reference to the slaves apply to
the khnwas, too, as if they were slaves. Whle, as to their legal status, the khnzoiis are
treated as slaves it can be concluded from the context that, as to their caste status,
That is,
the MA classifies them without any exceptions as "Water-A~ceptable".~'
the khnwns belong to the category of the pure castes possibly irrespective of the
lower, impure caste status some of them had before their emancipation (?). The
same status is accorded to the ghnrti.
ghnrti or piinjii ghrti62is the name given to those emancipated slaves who set up
for themselves. Unlike the khnwiis the ghnrti is in no way subject to the legal status
of a slave, and the MA adds that certain offences a ghnrti committed before his
emancipation cannot be afterwards punished according to "slave law".63The ghnrti
form a separate caste, called Ghnrti, within the pure caste group "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker''.M Although the MA fails to give details on the more precise status
allocation of the Gharti, we may assume that they do not rank lower than the
castes of the Bhotya, Hayu, Cepang, Danuwar, etc, for they are allowed to marry
women from these castes.65
To sum up, the original caste affiliation a slave had retained during his servitude is abandoned through his emancipation and replaced by a new one. Emancipation thus has a levelling effect in that for slaves stemming from the caste groups
"Cord-Wearer" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" it brings about a decline
of status. Perhaps such slaves cannot regain their former status on account of the
fact that, as slaves, they were ordered to do all sorts of unclean work so that their
caste-specific purity could not be guaranteed for.66The re-allocation of caste status seems to result from the fact that the legal status of the slave partially suspends his original caste status. The question is whether or not emancipated slaves
from the impure castes are also promoted to the status of a pure caste, namely to
that of an "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". In the light of the later edition of the
MA, this is improbable: not even emancipation seems to offer an opportunity to
transgress legally the tight demarcation line that exists between pure and impure
castes.67
MA pp. 690-691 5 3,s.
MA pp. 682-689. $arms (2019: 220) gives for klrn7oiis 'servant doing manual work'.
pnnjii? < pnr, 'separation' (emancipation).
MA p. 689 5 29; on the emancipation of slaves by way of adoption cf. MA p. 360f. 5 19.
MA p. 624 5 4, p. 360f. 5 19, p. 689 5 29.
MA p. 624 5 4.
According to Manu and Nirada, slaves should in principle d o unclean work, and this is one of
the reasons why the higher v n r y are exempt from enslavement (Breloer 1928: 36f. and Kane
1974: 482f.).
67 The later edition of the MA (2009,111, p. 164 5 1) discerns the Gharti as a "Water-Acceptable"
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We must add that some of the Gharti were even invested with the holy cord
(janai) when in 1924 the general emancipation of slaves was proclaimed. This happened by order of the Government and, as Caplan reports, the Gharti in some
parts of Western Nepal have since then been called Gharti-Chetri.MIt is also important to note that at present the name Gharti is not solely applied to ex-slaves
and their offspring. Gharti seem to be, at the same time, a reservoir for people of
"notorious" origin, just as the Bh09a of the MA represent a reservoir for degraded members of the caste groups "Cord-Wearer" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" (see pp. 124, 159f.). Among others, the issue of incestuous unions
, ~ ~issue from a hypogamous union between Tamang men
among the G ~ r u r i gthe
and Brahmin or Chetri women,70 and even children from a marriage between
Gururig or Tamang men and Cepang women7' are called Gharti. A subgroup of
the untouchable Kami also bears the name GhartiIRand finally there is a clan called
Gharti among the Magar whom the MA classifies as "Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinkers". Borgstrom notes that the genuine Gharti in Central Nepal have started
calling themselves Magar and assumed Magar clan names, such as Thapa, Bhujel
or Gharti.') It would not be surprising if some of the people labelling themselves
as Gharti turned out to be the descendants of ex-slaves of untouchable origin.

The ascetics
According to Dumont, the ascetic is outside the caste hierarchy as he renounces
his innerwordly social role and thus transcends the imerwordly order of which

68
69
70
71
72
73

caste from the emancipated slaves of the impure castes. Gaborieau's informants also denied
this possibility of upward mobility (personal communication).
Caplan 1974:50,59.
Messerschdt 1976: 116.
My own observation.
Jest 1966: 178.
Bista 1972 b: 6,65.
Borgstrom 1976: 41f.
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killed. In the two latter cases the legislator does not differentiate between rape
and intercourse by mutual consent.60
An intermediate position between freemen and slaves is occupied by the khnwns
(khnwfisyfi), i.e., those freed slaves who have remained in their master's service.
The punishments briefly mentioned above with reference to the slaves apply to
the khawns, too, as if they were slaves. While, as to their legal status, the khnwiis are
treated as slaves it can be concluded from the context that, as to their caste status,
That is,
the MA classifies them without any exceptions as "Water-A~ceptable".~'
the khawiis belong to the category of the pure castes possibly irrespective of the
lower, impure caste status some of them had before their emancipation (?). The
same status is accorded to the ghnrti.
gharti or piin~iighnrti~~
is the name given to those emancipated slaves who set up
for themselves. Unlike the khnwns the ghnrti is in no way subject to the legal status
of a slave, and the MA adds hat certain offences a ghnrti committed before his
emancipation cannot be afterwards punished according to "slave law".63The glznrti
form a separate caste, called Ghnrti, within the pure caste group "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkern.& Although the MA fails to give details on the more precise status
allocation of the Gharti, we may assume that they do not rank lower than the
castes of the Bhotya, Hayu, Ceparig, Danuwar, etc, for they are allowed to marry
women from these castes.65
To sum up, the original caste affiliation a slave had retained during h s servitude is abandoned through his emancipation and replaced by a new one. Emancipation thus has a levelling effect in that for slaves stemming from the caste groups
"Cord-Wearer" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" it brings about a decline
of status. Perhaps such slaves cannot regain their former status on account of the
fact that, as slaves, they were ordered to do all sorts of unclean work so that their
caste-specific purity could not be guaranteed for.66The re-allocation of caste status seems to result from the fact that the legal status of the slave partially suspends his original caste status. The question is whether or not emancipated slaves
from the impure castes are also promoted to the status of a pure caste, namely to
that of an "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". In the light of the later edition of the
MA, this is improbable: not even emancipation seems to offer an opportunity to
transgress legally the tight demarcation line that exists between pure and impure
castes.67
MA pp. 690-691 9 3,5.
MA pp. 682-689. garma (2019: 220) gives for kllnwiis 'servant doing manual work'.
piinjii? < pnr, 'separation' (emancipation).
MA p. 689 6j 29; on the emancipation of slaves by way of adoption cf. MA p. 360f. 9 19.
MA p. 624 5 4, p. 360f. 5 19, p. 689 5 29.
MA p. 624 6j 4.
According to Manu and Ngrada, slaves should in principle d o unclean work, and this is one of
the reasons why the higher vnr!ln are exempt from enslavement (Breloer 1928: 36f. and Kane
1974: 482f.).
67 The later edition of the MA (2009,111, p. 164 9 1) discerns the Gharti as a "Water-Acceptable"
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We must add that some of the Gharti were even invested with the holy cord
(jnnai)when in 1924 the general emancipation of slaves was proclaimed. This happened by order of the Government and, as Caplan reports, the Gharti in some
parts of Western Nepal have since then been called Gharti-Chetri.* It is also important to note that at present the name Gharti is not solely applied to ex-slaves
and their offspring. Gharti seem to be, at the same time, a reservoir for people of
"notorious" origin, just as the Bhotya of the MA represent a reservoir for degraded members of the caste groups "Cord-Wearer" and "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" (see pp. 124, 159f.). Among others, the issue of incestuous unions
~ issue from a hypogamous union between Tamang men
among the G ~ r u h g , 6the
and Brahmin or Chetri womenI7Oand even children from a marriage between
Guruig or Tamang men and Cepang women7' are called Gharti. A subgroup of
the untouchable Kami also bears the name Gharti," and finally there is a clan called
Gharti among the Magar whom the MA classifies as "Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinkers". Borgstrom notes that the genuine Gharti in Central Nepal have started
calling themselves Magar and assumed Magar clan names, such as Thapa, Bhujel
or Gharti.73It would not be surprising if some of the people labelling themselves
as Gharti turned out to be the descendants of ex-slaves of untouchable origin.

The ascetics

According to Dumont, the ascetic is outside the caste hierarchy as he renounces
his innerwordly social role and thus transcends the innerwordly order of which
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this possibility of upward mobility (personal communication).
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the hierarchy is part and parcel." How does the MA define the legal status of the
ascetics and their relations to the castes? Does it regard them as an estate with no
caste affiliation?
In one passage of the MA75we encounter the following enumeration: "jogi
Snlilrlyfi~i
zunirfigi [bairogi] riiinnk iidiisi jarilgairl sewa&in; these are sects of Shivaitic
Uogi = Kanphata or Dasnam?, Udasi, Jamgam), Vishnuitic (Bairagi) and syncretistic (Nanak) orientation. The MA calls them all phnkir or bhesdhnri, the latter meanIn the same passage, the phnkir or
ing 'those who wear the garment [bhes/ve~]'.~~
b}lcsdllfiri are further subdivided into a) ranltii, itinerant ascetics; b) nrafhdhnri, ascetics who live in monasteries; and c) gharwiiri, ascetics who live as householders
and are married. Obviously, the brallniaciiri and the wiinapmstha (viinnpmstha), that
is, those who only temporarily withdraw from wordly life, are also classified as
bhesdhn~i.~
Let us add that in some contexts the terms jogi and sannyiisi are employed in the wider sense of bhesdhiiri, instead of denoting a sect.
On the whole, the MA does not consistently distinguish between "genuine"
ascetics and those who live a wedded life, whereby it seems to be proved that
both belong to the same category. This may hang together with the fact that most
of the ascetics are in different sects and that most of the sects have among their
members both "genuine" ascetics living in celibacy and householder-ascetics along
with their offspring who Inherit their sect affiliation from their fathers.78
The restricted number of mourning days the ascetics have to observe already
identifies them as people with a specific status.79The fact that they have to mourn
their relatives shows that ascetics do not abandon all their relations to their farnilies and kin, even though they lose their original caste status by virtue of their
initiation. The loss of caste is clearly revealed by a passage which reads: "newiir
jiith lognyii phnkir bhayo jiit dekhi patit bhayo bhaizyii ...", that is, 'if a Newar man
. ~ ~ the term patit is used, which normally
becomes ascetic and loses his ~ i i t ' Here
occurs in connection with degradation (see p. 158f.). Another parallel is that both
the initiation of an ascetic and the degradation of a culprit are accompanied by
shaving the head of the person concerned (i~iuynu).~'
The loss of the original caste status does not, however, mean that the ascetic,
once initiated, becomes "casteless". On the contrary, not even the "genuine" as74
75
76
77

78
79
80
81

Dumont 1966: 235-242,324-350.
MAp.37751.
Reference is made to the specific dress, robe, etc, of the ascetics.
MA p. 435f. 5 33.-As is shown by Kane (1974: 923f., 928f.), the classical Indian authors initially
distinguished between permanent ascetics, snrilrlyfisir~,and those who only temporarily withand the
draw from wordly life, following the four life phases (fiSrtlnrn),that is, the bml~rrlncfiri~r
vfirmprtlstlm. Later on, this distinction became blurred, with the effect that virrmpmstlm and
sclrilrzyfisir~are nowadays used alternatively.
Cf., La., Dumont 1966: 239f., 348 on India; and Caplan 1973: 174,180, Bista 1972 b: 5, Burghart
1976 with reference to Nepal.
MA p. 435f. 5 33.
MA p. 643 5 5.
Cf. above p. 80 and MA p. 377 5 1.

cetics stand outside the caste hierarchy. This is proved by the chapter of the MA
which prohibits initiation to asceticism by force or under false pretences (by coaxing or persuading, lnlrfi, plmhi), with special reference to women and minors. It
lays down that such adepts can only be re-admitted into their original caste if
they did not accept blliit from their guru-ascetic and, in the case of female adepts,
if they did not have sexual intercourse with the latter. Otherwise "they will belong to that caste [of the guru] into which they have been admitted by shaving
their heads [as a token of i n i t i a t i ~ n ] " . ~ ~
The provision makes plain that ascetics also have a caste status and that they
even form several separate castes. The adepts whose re-admittance is regulated
here obviously stem from castes which, judging from the interdictions with reference to blliit and sexual intercourse, have a higher status than that of the ascetics.
We know, in fact, that the overwhelming majority, if not all, of the ascetics is
recruited from among the highest castes of the "Cord-Wearer" group, such as the
Brahmins, the Chetri, etc; and this tallies with the general situation in India." The
MA of BS 1910 is silent on the question as to which castes may adhere to ascetic
sects and which not. Its later edition of BS 2009, however, forbids the initiation of
members of the impure castes.H4
As it stands, the MA classifies the ascetics as inferior "Cord-Wearers". In
the usual enumerations of castes and caste groups, the ascetics rank above
the "lower" Jaisi, w h o represent the lowest "Cord-Wearers". O n e such
Jaisi-Chetri-Dew
enumeration reads as follows: Upadhyaya-Rajput-asal
Bhaju (Newar Brahmins)-Terhautya (Brahmins from the Terai and North India)
-Bhatt (North Indian Brahmins)-other Indian Brahmins-[and now the
sects:] Dasnam-Jogi-Jangam-Sannyasi-Sewada-Bairagi-Kanphatta
-Nanak-Udasi-Baghar
(Oghar/Waghar)-"and all the other ascetics" (gnirlm
bhesdhiiri)-[followed by the "lower" Jaisi:] tin lililgo dekhiko Jaisi-Dotiyal JaisiJumli Jaisi-[followed by the next caste group:] "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
... e t ~ . ~ ~
The ascetics' position as "Cord-Wearers" is also supported by ethnographic
evidence. In Western Nepal, for example, ascetics avoid contact with Untouchables; their offspring mostly wear the holy cord; they marry among themselves or
82 "jnrririi jiitrrrii ~riridiyiikirl r r r r l rrlli jiit Irrrrirclmir" KIA p. 378 5 5.-From the MA pp. 376-377 it
emerges that nobody can be initiated without the consent of the relatives concerned (parents,
husband, etc).
83 According to some classical Indian sources, only Brahmins can become ascetics; other sources
allow the members of the three h g h e r v n r y to become initiated (Kane 1974: 923f., 942ff.).
There is disagreement on whether the initiatecl ascetic may retain his holy cord or not (Kane
1974: 953ff.). As to the present situation in Northern India, Briggs (1938: 24,26f.) believes that
most of the sect members are from the "twice-born" castes, whereas Aggarwal (1971: 68ff.)
reports that even Untouchables may become ascetics and thus promoted to the status of a
"Touchable"; cf. also Mayer 1960: 26ff.
84 MA2009,V,p.27§7.
85 MA p. 653f Similar enumerations in MA p. 468f 5 3-4 and p. 586f 5 5. On the different sects see
Ghurye 1964.
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their women are married by Brahmins, Thakuri and Chetri, and the children from
the latter unions are regarded as Khatri Chetri.86Although the MA does not
explicitly treat them as such, we know that some of the sects behave as separate
castes.87
The MA mentions the following types of intermarriages: a) Unions between an
ascetic (jogi) and an Upadhyaya or Jaisi widow who herself has become an ascetic
(jogi). Here the term jogi obviously refers to all sects." b) Unions between an
Upadhyaya or Jaisi (nsnl Jaisi) man and virgins or widows from one of the sects
mentioned above. Children of such a couple are entitled to wear the holy cord
and obtain the caste status of the mother with the additional "modifying" label
blmiit. The text reads: '[they] will be bhfit of the mother's
We see that not even the ascetic is placed outside the herarchy. He is not "casteneutral" and is not allowed unrestricted intercourse with other castes. Nor is he a
quasi-Untouchable on the margin of the hierarchy. Both would be incompatible
with his paramount duty, his striving after purity, as it seems.90Here his factual
provenance from the highest "Cord-Wearer" castes is of more or less secondary
relevance. It may be added, however, that in some instances the ascetic's original
caste affiliation is not entirely extinguished. Thus the MA deprives a cuckold husband of lus right to kill the seducer of his wife (jiir hfinnir) if the latter is an ascetic
(jogi) whose father or mother was born as Upadhyaya or Jaisi Brahmin; he is
rzzunclhyrz, "unkillable", just as a Brahmin is. To all other ascetics, who cannot claim
descent from Brahmin parents, such a protection is denied.91
It might be surprising, at first sight, that the MA does not accord any specific
privileges to the ascetics and that it rather treats them with suspicion by imposing a number of restrictions upon conversion of laics to ascetic sects9*by declaring it punishable for an ascetic to usurp the privilege of the Upadhyaya Brahmins of the investiture with the holy cord,93or by admonishing the ascetics not
' ~ main reason for this
to curse and not to assault laymen while begging, e t ~ . The
attitude lies in the unorthodox teaching, often amounting to syncretism, and
non-conformist or even criminal practices of the sects which, initially at least,
86 Caplan 1973: 180f.; Caplan 1974: 43. On the Khatri cf. above p. 54f.
87 Cf., i.a., Gaborieau 1969: 20. On the often vague position of the sects in the caste hierarchy in
India cf. Mahar 1959: 142f.
88 MA p. 636 5 29.
89 "[ ...I jni~iilyiiekosnlltii~zjnrrir blres [bhes]kiswiisiri riiklri [...I rrsni jiitkd blurt lrtlirclrnii" (MA p. 664 5 6).
Interestingly, the sect (bl~cs)and the caste (jiit) are mentioned in the same breath.--On blrfit cf.
above p. 51f. $arm%(2019: 786) also gives for bluit: 'offspring of a Brahmin man and a Sannyasi
woman.' In North India, the Bhat are known as a caste claiming Brahmanical descent and
status. They are astrologers, minstrels, genealogists and physicians (cf., i.a., Blunt 1969: 39,285
and Sherring 1974: index).
90 Cf. also Kane 1974: 933ff.
91 MA p. 636 5 29. In the edicts of King ~ 3 Sah,
m all ascetics are declared n7undl~yn,see p. 177below.
92 MA pp. 377-378.
93 MA p. 390 5 36.
94 MA p. 260 5 9.
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represented a challenge to Brahmin supremacy and the caste order.
In sum, the MA treats the ascetics as what they factually are. The initiation rites
(burning of one's holy cord, the anticipated performance of one's funeral rites,
etc) only underline that the caste into which one was born is abandoned. The fact
that ascetics are commensal and even intermarry among themselves, irrespective
of their original castes, may be regarded as a manifestation of the negation of the
caste hierarchy. On the other hand, it is this comrnensality and partial endogamy
which makes that the ascetics finally emerge as separate castes.Y5
It is a positive fact that neither the slaves nor the ascetics form a "casteless"
status dimension. The boundaries of their estates coincide with those of certain
castes or caste groups. However, affiliation to one of these estates at the same
time has a modifying effect on one's caste status. As to the ascetics, initiation, that
is, admission into an estate, implies a change of caste status. As to the slaves, caste
status is partially suspended due to the overriding legal status of the slave. In
sum, the initiation of ascetics and the emancipation of slaves have the same effect
as a "retort", namely that they offer the individual a chance to change the caste
into which he had been born. In the case of the ascetics t h s change takes place on
the individual's voluntary decision, as is also stressed by C a ~ l a n . ' ~
We have already raised the question whether slave emancipation can imply
upward mobility, elevating slaves from the impure castes to the status of a pure
caste, such as the Gharti. Has the initiation to one of the ascetic sects a similar
effect, enabling a non-"Cord-Wearer" to advance to the status of a "Cord-Wearer"?
Although statistical evidence in the ethnographc records proves the contrary, the
(later) legislation only excludes the members of the impure castes from being
admitted into one of the sects. Be that as it may, both the slaves' and the ascetics'
cases show the caste as an all-pervading primary status dimension determining
the recruitment to other divisions of the society of the MA.

95 Cf. also Briggs 1938: 27, 46ff. an North India.
96 Caplan 1973: 181.
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We have already seen that there is a number of groups within the hierarchy
of the MA which are usually denoted as ethnic groups in the anthropological literature.' It is a positive fact that it was Western research and administration which introduced the distinction between caste and ethnic group in South
Asia. In Nepal, too, the distinction has occurred only in the modern, post-1951
legislation. Thus the Civil Liberties Act of 1955 prohibits the discrimination
of persons on the basis of their "warnn [...I jnt, jiiti [...I", and in the official
English translation these three terms are rendered by 'race', 'caste' and
In India, jiiti is generally used with the meaning of 'caste'
'tribe' re~pectively.~
whereas since 1947 for 'tribe' or 'ethnic group' the word iidivfisi has more and
more taken root?
It is no wonder that the MA knows no such difference. It employs jiit for all
groups within its hierarchy, and this is also in line with present-day general usage
in Nepal. Furthermore, the MA knows no systematic categorisation of the various
groups according to cultural or linguistic criteria. Only from the terminology, which
is by no means applied consistently, can be concluded that the legislator is aware
of such heterogeneity. There are four categories w h c h stand out with particular
clearness:
a) The Parbatiya (par-runtyfi),comprising the Nepali-speaking part of the population, from the Upiidhyaya Brahmins down to the untouchable castes of the Gaine,
Damai, e t ~ . ~
1
2
3
4

Cf. p p 10f.
Nepal Ain Samgraha 2021,111, p. 1221 5 4; Civil Liberties Act 1955; Constitution 1967: 5 5 3.
The term means 'aboriginal', 'original mhabitant'.
In the MA, the term occurs in connection with the "Cord-Wearer~":~/i"
...pnrzontyii k y t r i y n jiit m
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b) The Newar (rzczuiir jot) denotes the Newari-speakers, likewise representing a
complete hierarchy, from the Dew Brahmins down to the Untouchables, such as
the Pore or Cyame.
c) The "Bhote" (bl~otyii)Qnthe caste group "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". This
term comprises several groups of Tibetan linguistic and cultural affiliation which
are not mentioned by name.
d ) The KirZti (kiriiti, kiriili~ti)~
for the groups in Eastern Nepal, nowadays going
by the names of Rai and Limbu.
Parbatiya and Newar

The MA uses the expression lznviir jot mostly with a subsequent specification of the
caste group. The Newar are also sometimes labelled ti11 snhnrkn ncwiir, i.e., 'the
Newar of the three cities [of the Kathmmdu Valley]'.'
Unlike the Bhote and Kirsti, the Newar have their own intra-ethnic caste hierarchy and they, too, distinguish between "Water-Acceptable" and "Water-Unacceptable" castes (jzi piirr versus illn jzi y i n ~ ) How
. ~ is this hierarchy put in relation to
the "national" caste hierarchy of the MA?
As we have already seen (pp. 71-72), the "Water-Unacceptable" castes of the
Newar are unambiguously ranked in the hierarchy, but not as a separate block;
rather they are interspersed among the other castes, most of w h c h belong to the
Parbatiya group. This becomes particularly evident in the case of the Untouchables.
As to the touchable impure castes, however, no Parbatiya is to be found among
them, unless we include the Curaute (Cudaa), whose mother tongue is likewise
Nepali. The rest of these touchable impure castes is made up of Newar castes
(from the Kasai down to the Kulu), of Muslims and "foreigners" (rri~rsulrniin,nzlcccll)
and of a Terai caste (1nndllcSfi tcli).
In spite of the clear-cut fixation of the hierarchy by the legislator, there
are discrepancies between the law and the reality. Although the Cyame, for
instance, are classified in the MA as the lowest caste (with a n adequate
substantiation), they regard themselves as higher than the Kami, Sarki and Damai
(all three being Parbatiya) and refuse to take cooked food from them, as reported
by Nepali.' Similar discrepancies can be found with regard to the position of
the highest castes.
According to Rosser and Nepali, the Dew Brahman (Dew Bhaju) and the Buddhist priests, the Gubhaju, represent the highest castes in the intra-ethnic hierarnrll pnrrvntyii tiigiidlufri ..." (MA, p. 659f. 5 1-8).
5 < Tibetan bod-yn, 'Tibetan'.
6 < Sanskrit kiriitn, the name of a tribe also mentioned in the Mahabharata. Cf. also Shafer 1954:
124f.
7 Cf.,i.a.,MA,p.642f.;p.1 4 5 s 5 .
8 Rosser 1966: 87.
9 Nepali 1965: 177f.
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chy of the Newar.I0While the Gubhaju do not occur in the MA, the Dew Bhaju are
mentioned, even though not explicitly as a Newar caste. Inferring from the context, the Dew Bhaju are by no means put on a par with the Upadhyaya Brahmins,
but seem to rank below the Chetri, among the Brahmins of India and the Terai,
whom one is tempted to label "second-class" Brahmins. In one passage of the MA
we find the following enumeration:"
Upadhyaya Brahmin-Rajput-asal
Jaisi-Chetri (tiigiidhiiri ksatri)-Dew BhajuTirhuti (tcrhnlrtyii) (= ? Jha Brahmin)-Bhatt (Brahmin)-Maratha Brahmin
(r11nrhnffn)-Nagar (Brahmin)--Gujrati (Brahmin)-Tailangi (tnilnriiti) (Brahmin)Maharastra (Brahmin)-Drawid (Brahmin)-these Brahmins of India and the Terai
(nindhisyn desi zoriihmnn) and other Brahmins of foreign countries (wiriinii riijkii nrii
gnirhn wrfihnrn!~)-followed by the ascetic sects.
It is not clear whether the Dew Bhaju are included in the group of the "Indian
Brahmin~",'~
on the one hand, and whether the Bhatt and Tirhuti are regarded as
belonging to the Newar, on the other. We know that the Dew Bhaju claim that
their ancestors immigrated from India, and we also know that some Bhatt and Jha
(both most probably identical with the Tirhuti) Brahmins have served as temple
priests in the Kathmandu Valley since the Malla period and become integrated
into Newar society.13
Be that as it may, the relatively low position of the Dew Bhaju is conspicuous if
we consider that during the Malla period their forefathers were invested with the
same privileges as the Upadhyaya of the MA.14 The legislator does not substantiate their status allocation on the basis of cultural or structural criteria, such as
food habits or interrelations with other castes, and one hesitates to assume that
this decline was solely the outflow of the conquest of the Kathmandu Valley in the
late 18th century. The discrepancy between the status position as accorded by the
law and the self-assessment remains, however, to be emphasised. It is significant
that, among the Newar, the Dew Bhaju also go by the name of Upadhyaya or
Rajopadhyaya, although the MA reserves this name to the Parbatiya Brahmins. To
my knowledge, the Dew Bhaju fancy themselves higher than the Parbatiya
Upadhyaya, and according to Nepali, they do not intermarry with the latter.15
Unlike the Dew Bhaju and the impure castes, the other Newar castes between
these two extremes are not explicitly ranked and put in relation to the "national"
hierarchy. There is, however, one passage in the MA where some of these castes
10 Rosser 1966: 85ff.; Nepali 1965: 150ff.
11 MA p. 586f. 5 1-4; p. 670 5 1-2. As to the question whether the Dew Bhaju rank below the Chetri
cf. p. 130.
12 Cf. also MA p. 653f 5 3-4; p. 468 5 3. On the "Indian Brahmins" given here cf. Sherring 1974:297
(index) and Bhattacarya 1968. According to $arm3 (2019: 530), the driixuid (drmuid) consist of five
Brahmin groups, namely: nlldl~rfl,knri,riit, g~rrjor,dmzuid, iilnluirii~tro.
13 Cf. Nepali 1965: 150ff.;Larhsal 2023: 38; Petech 1958: 180f., 186; and Bista 1972 b: 21.
14 Lamsal 2023: 38, 50. The Dew Bhsju were royal chaplains (riijglrrrl) as well as teachers and
priests (plrrollit) for the higher Newar castes.
15 Nepali 1965: 152. To my knowledge, such alliances have at least been legally sanctioned since
the days of Prime Minister Juddha Sarn~er.
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are mentioned in connection with the divorce payment (see p. 48). If the sum of
the divorce payment can be interpreted as a status indicator, a comparison with
the payments for women of other, non-New& castes will suffice to ascertain the
status position of these New%rcastes. The following synopsis16 of two separate
passages of the MA is based on this as~urnption.'~
Divorce payment among the Newar
according to
caste group
"Cord-Wearer''
-

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"
-

Rs
100
-

60

-

-

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

20

"Water-Unacceptable"
including
15 (!)
Untouchable

for women of the following
Newar castes:

Rs

(not mentioned)
tlmrglmr rn nsnl Srcst
(= ? Chathariya Srestha)

70

"other" $rest (= ? Pzcthariya Srestha)
Bada (= B i r a or Sakya,goldsmiths
and metal-casters)
Udas (merchants,craftsmen)
Jyapu (farmers)"and their
equals" (jyiipu snrnhn)

60

Salmi (= Mhandhar, oil-pressers)
Nakarmi (= ? Kou, blacksmiths)
Chipa (dyers ?)
M d i (gardeners)
Khusal (palanquin-bearers)
Musal (= ?)
Dma (= ?)
Citrakar (painters) "and their
equals" (irlni snrnhn)

-

-

Kasahi (= Kasai) 1
Kusle
(Touchables)
Kuludom (= Kulu)
"and other"

1

Poeya (= Pore)
CyZma (=Cyme)

]

15

(Untouchables)

16 In the right hand column, the amounts have been corrected. The MA gives Rs 10 for the
touchable impure castes and Rs 15for the untouchable ones. This is a misprint, as is proven by
the data of the MA of BS 2009 V, p. 77f. 5 12-13.-The identity of some of the castes is not clear.
Dma = ? Dunyeeyan mentioned by Nepali (1965: 173f.,184)as a touchable impure caste. MI.&
= ? Mu/Mow/ Mulmi/Moot, a subdivision of the Jyapu (Chattopadhyay 1923: 537).
17 MA pp. 468-473,645.
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A comparison between the two columns shows the following:
a) The hierarchical gradation of the amounts is unambiguous, but the assignment of most of the Newar castes to the five caste groups seems to be inconsistent.
b) The thnrglmr nsnl ires! occupy an intermediate position between two caste
groups, namely the "Cord-Wearer" and the "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker".
The legislator has obviously to tackle a factual contradiction between h s theory
and ethnographic reality, since most of the Srestha wear the holy cord, but-like
most of the Newar, except for the Dew Bhaju and the Josi (to my knowledge)they partake of alcohol. In the orthodox view, these two things are incompatible.
This fact seems to be taken into account in two passages where the jnnni liit~nyii
nnliiirrzyii niimiisinyii newdr, i.e., 'the cord-wearer and the non-cord-wearer nonenslavable Newar', are mentioned on the same level as the caste group of the
"Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers".18 It is noticed, we may conclude, that there
are "Cord-Wearers" among the Newar, but because they partake of alcohol, the
legislator ranks them below the "Cord-Wearers" among the Parbatiya. Another
passage also indicates the MA's en-bloc classification of the Newar as mntwiili, i.e.,
"Alcohol-Drinkers": by the term diksii linyii nzatwlili jiit, 'the mlztwiili who receive
the diksii [diksn, consecration for wearing the holy cord]', the Newar castes, such as
the Srestha, can also be meant.lg
c) It is easier to understand the reasons why the BZya, i.e., the Sakya who are
Buddhists and do not wear the holy cord, are classified as "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers". However, this is at variance with empirical reality, for the Sakya,
from whom the Buddhist priests, the Gubhaju, are recruited, regard themselves
as of equal rank with the Dew Bhaju Brahmins and thus as superior to the SreSthaz0.
d ) The context fails to elucidate why the castes from the Jyapu down to the
Citrakar occupy an intermediate position between the caste groups "Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker" and "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". It is not laid down which
Newar are enslavable and which not. On the one hand, the MA distinguishes, at
~ ' the other hand,
least terminologically, between miisinyii and nnmnsinyii N e ~ a r .On
it decrees: "The Newar pure castes, who from ancient times had been enslavable,
must henceforth not be enslaved for having committed crimes which [normally]
are to be punished by enslavement (miisinyii khnt). From now on, [only] the impure
castes among the Newar are to be enslaved if they commit a crime punishable by
e n ~ l a v e m e n t " That
. ~ ~ is, although some of the pure Newar castes are still called
"enslavable", they cannot be enslaved, unlike the non-Newar "Enslavable Alco18 M A p. 470f. § 10,14. By contrast, the MA of 2009 (V, p. 20 Q 44) determines that cord-wearing
and alcohol-drinking exclude each other.
19 MA p. 389 5 33, cf. also p. 444 5 36-37.
20 Rosser 1966: 85f.;Nepali 1965: 150,153f.;cf. also Greenwold 1974.
21 MA p. 454 Q 36-37.
22 "[ ...I nghideklri rrliisiiiyfiliikii iieruiirjiit gnirlmrru~piirzi cnlizyiisarrriim~izcnuiirjiitle ririisiilyii ! i i ~gnnjiirrlii
t
irlliernliii ilnri~iisirlyiii~lezuiir]fit& snrnlm sajiiyn gnrrlrl abo ~ ~ p r i i i ~j yt n~ innrtliisr~ii[...I piiili r~ncnlilyii
ileroiir jiitliii irriisiilyfi kkntrrln irriisiii~clm",M A p. 644 5 1.
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hol-Drinkers" among the other ethnic groups, such as the Bhotya, etc. It seems as
if in this respect, too, the Newar would be granted an exceptional position.
One may note in passing that the Pahari-farmers, basket-makers and woodcutters who settle in the southeastern corner of the Kathrnmdu Valley-are not
among the Newar,= despite the fact that they have largely been acculturated by the latter.24Rather, the MA mentions them as one of the enslavable alcohol-drinking castes, together with the Bhote, Cepiixig, Majhi, Danuwar, Hayu, Darai
and Kumal.
In sum, the MA recognises the bulk of the Newar as an autonomous ethruc
group (newfirjfit) with an exceptional or even ambiguous position within the greater,
"national" hierarchy. Conspicuously, most of the Newar castes, if mentioned by
name at all, are dealt with in separate chapters.25A few other castes, such as the
Dew Bhaju, are not explicitly treated as Newar.
We can assume that the legislator's uncertainty does not entirely result from
the conflict between the orthodox normative model and empirical reality, as in the
case of castes which, at the same time, wear the holy cord and partake of alcohol.
The classification of the various Newar groups is a difficult task, for even nowadays the observer is faced with an immense number of them; their names frequently vary with the settlement and with the informants; some groups regard
themselves sometimes as a separate caste and sometimes as a subcaste; and the
information obtained on their status position within the hierarchy can also be
inc~nsistent.~~
What can be inferred from the regulations dealing with the interrelations between NewB and Parbatiya? Let us examine some paragraphs on intermarriage
between Newar men and women who, according to the context, are from the
Parbatiya castes.27
a) Newar

A

,

=

0

"Cord-Wearer" and lyiiitfi ("concubine") who has already
had intercourse with two "Cord-Wearer" men
obtain father's caste status and receive full share of inheritance

=

0

a lyfiitfiwife of any of the pure castes

0

Kamalwat Newar

I

b) Newar

A

rL,

MA p. 367 5 4.
Toffin 1977: 2; Nepali 1965: 32.
MA p p 644ff., 675ff.
Cf., i.a., Nepali 1965: 150ff.; Rosser 1966: 84ff. On the diversity of caste names in Bhaktapur
alone cf. Gutschow and Kolver 1975: 55ff. A synopsis of the data collected by Hodgson,
Hamilton, Oldfield, etc, on the Newar is given in Chattopadhyay 1923.
27 MA p. 644f. 5 2-6.
23
24
25
26
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c) Newar

,

A

= ()

0
d ) Newar

A

=

"Cord-Wearer" who has been "spoilt" by a previous
hypogamous union
Lawat Newar (receive full share of inheritance if father's
fellow caste members consent to accept bhnt from them)

0

"Non-Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" married as a virgin
{or "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
0 Lawat, do not obtain father's caste status (!)

And finally a union between two Newar:
e) Newar

A

=

0

A0

A

Newar, lyiitn, of a caste ranking lower than husband's
either Lawat or they adopt mother's caste status (according to the will of the relatives concerned)

To all appearances, the term Lawat is only the abbreviated form of Lawat Newar.
Consequently, it seems that all issues of such intermarriages, including the
Kamalwat are regarded as Newar by the MA (cases a-d). The text is, however,
reticent about their precise caste status as well as about that of the fathers'. According to Sarma,28lrzwrzt means 'progeny of a hypogamous union', but such an
interpretation would be at variance with case (e).
The later edition of the MA contains more detailed regulations: The Newar are
debarred from marrying Brahmin (Upadhyaya and asal Jaisi) and Rajput women
in general. They may, however, marry (as "concubines", as it seems) divorced
women of the Chetri and other lower "Cord-Wearer" castes. Even if the Newar
man in question is the third husband to such a woman, their offspring obtain the
caste status of the father. If the Newar man is the fourth husband to the woman or
if the woman had previously been "spoilt" by entering upon a hypogamous union
with a non-"Cord-Wearer" man, the issue is called L a ~ a t . ~ ~
In fact, intermarriages between the Newar of the Kathmandu Valley and the
Parbatiya are unusual.30Perhaps the prescriptions of the MA refer to the Hill Newar,
i.e., those Newar settling outside the Valley in regions where the dominant portion of the population is made up of Parbatiya. We know that Hill Newar are
mostly regarded as one caste and figure under the label "Newar" or "Srestha" and
that the progeny of unions between Hill Newar men and local non-Newar women
are called Lawate3'
28 $orma 2019: 910.
29 MA 2009, V. p. 75 5 1. According to Nepali (1965: 148f.), i t is the offspring of hypergamous
marriages between two Newar, which is called in the Newari language lnun (hence ln7uflt ?).
30 Nepali 1965: 187f.
31 Apparently, the Hill Newar are the outcome of a fusion of several Newar castes. They probably prefer the caste name Srestha because in the Kathmandu Valley it covers several grades
in the hierarchy, implying a relatively high status, roughly equivalent to ksntriyn; in the Malla
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We may conclude that the integration of the intra-ethruc hierarchy of the Newar
into the MA's all-embracing "national" hierarchy of castes is often deficient or
and at variance with the self-assessment of the Newar castes. In spite
of terminological analogies, the relations between the two hierarchies are not
defined in all cases, and there is a lack of fit between the caste groups. Seen apart
from the Dew Bhaju and the impure Newar castes, the only indicators to the
status allocation of the pure Newar are the regulations of the divorce payment.
The list of these pure castes is far from being complete. The incongruities can be
traced back, partly at least, to the specific cultural traits of the Newar society
which obviously put the legislator in a dilemma. It will be shown below (pp. 142147) to what extent such specific traits can be legally recognised as such.

The Bhote, ~ i r g tand
i
other ethnic groups

Unlike the Newar, other ethnic groups do not have their own intra-ethnic hierarchies. Even if some of them do show an internal stratification, this is not comparable to a hierarchy of castes. As a rule, every single ethnic group represents a
separate caste in the l-uerarchy of the MA, and this is true of empirical reality as
well. Another characteristic of these ethnic groups lies in the fact that they are
closely "pressed together" in the hierarchy: they are assigned to only two caste
groups, namely to the "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" and, most of them, to
the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". This is in clear contrast to the Newar and
Parbatiya castes with their rather discontinuous distribution between the highest
and the lowest status positions in the hierarchy (cf. p. 9, fig. 2).
Let us emphasise that the MA contains little information on these groups and
their precise status allocation. They are, indeed, mentioned only sporadically, for
example, the Sunwar, the Limbu Kirsti, the Gurung, the Magar, the Lepca (Lapcya),
the Tharu, and finally the Cepang, the Hayu, the Bhotya, the Majhi, the Danuwar
and the Darai.32Often the MA mentions them when it should be underlined that
their customs are an exception to the rule. A "tableau" of such anomalous paradigms is given in the text referring to the Mecya (cf. above pp. 72-74), enumerating the Newar, Magar, Gurung, Bhotya and Lepca who eat the meat of buffalo,
pig, chicken, cow and elephant, respectively.
Fig. 13 is an attempt to classify these ethnic groups. On the left they are tentatively classified according to ethnographic criteria and according to their self-

period, the nobility was mainly recruited from among the castes or subcastes now subsumed
under the name Srestha (cf. Nepali 1965: 159ff.).-As Caplan (1973:49,53) and Fiirer-Haimendorf
(1960: 28) note, children from marriages between Hill Newar men and Magar or Guruig
women are called Nagarkoti (and not Lawat), and I was told the same with regard to marriages between Hill Newar men and Tan-raiig women (cf. p. 202f.).
32 MA pp. 604; 565; 392,454f.; 392; 367 5 4 (u-r order of reference). As to the name of the ethnic
group con~n-ronlyknown as Lepcha, modem Nepali spelling varies: lcycn/Inpcn/Inyce.
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Fig. 13.Ethnic group and caste
ethnographically
mentioned as
-

Magar

in the MA
caste group

Magar

.........................................................

Gurung (Guruitg)

Gurum/Gurukighale

Lepcha (Lepca)
Tamang (Tamang)

~. .a.p. c. .y.a. . . . . . . . . . . .

1

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

...............................................................

Tibetanoid

................................

Tibetanid

Sherpa (Syarpa) and
other local groups
of Tibetan cultural
and linguistic
affiliation in the
high mountains from
Limi to Wallung

I

t

Bhotya

1

. . . . . . . . . . . .............................................

Limbu Kirati
Limbu
Rai (Rai)
Kiran ti
Sunwar (Sunuwar)
Sunuwiir
etc
..............................................
Chepang (Cepang)
Cepan

+

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

.............................

Hayu/Vayu (Hiiyu)

(Hap)

Majhi (Majhi)
Danuwar (Danuwiir)
Darai (Darai/Darai)

Majhi
Danuwiir
Darai

........................................

Awaliya

1

designations; the classification on the right is based on data drawn from the MA.33
The diagram shows a) that, quite naturally, linguistic or cultural subdivisions
are on the whole irrelevant for the legislator; b) that only a dwindling number of
the numerous ethnic groups is mentioned by name; and c) that the category
"Bhotya" is too wide.
Just as in the case of the Newar, here again we may assume that the legislator
is rather at a loss when confronted with the complexity of the empirical facts.
Thus the classification of the so-called Kirzti well illustrates the incongruities between the objective linguistic criteria, on the one hand, and the subjective criteria
of self-perceived ethnic identity, on the other.34

33 Cf. note 32.-With the exception of the Awaliya, all groups enumerated in fig. 13 speak SinoTibetan languages; Cepang and Hayu are also believed to be related to the Kirsti languages (cf.
Hale 1973: 11; Michailovsky and Mazaudon 1973: 135-152; cf. also Shafer 1974: 142-157).
34 The diagram below is based on Fournier 1974: 62; Michailovsky and Mazaudon 1973: 136,138.
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linguistically

ethnically

Jirel

Tibetan dialect

Ih
rn

Sunuwar proper
Sure1
Rai (Bahing)

KirHti languages
(Bahing)

.......................................

.............

Limbu
Hayu

33

East Himalayish
languages

G
3

m

.....

-

.
.lira
.h
d

x

The picture is further complicated by other facts. For example, the Jirel and the
Sunuwar proper are Lamaists, whereas the Rai, Limbu and H a p are not. Yet
again, Rai is an artificial designation of recent origin under w h c h a great number
of more or less endogamous local groups with considerably varying dialects are
subsumed. As is well-known, the Nepali term riii was initially only employed for
the leaders of villages and/or of local descent groups of the contemporary &i;
only later did it become an ethnonym. Perhaps it is due to this new name that the
various groups, now called Rai, became aware of their ethnic identity.35
We also learn little about the statuses these ethnic groups as individual castes
have within the hierarchy. The order of enumeration of their names offers hardly
any indication. One passage of the MA gives the sequence: BhotyaKepangMajhi-Danuwar-Hayu-Darai-Kumhal-Pahari,
whereas another one mentions
them in the subsequent order: Bhote-Cepan-Darhai-Majhi-HayuDanuwar-Kumal-Pahari.36
In a document nearly twenty years older than the
MA the enumeration of the "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers" is different again:
Bal~mi-M~jhi-Danuw~r-Sunuwar-Murmibhotyag-PahariwaraiKumhal-War~inu.~'
On p. 73 we have pointed out that the MA mentions a number of ethnic
groups in connection with the animals whose meat they habitually eat. The
following (fragmentary) list in fig. 14 shows, however, that meat consumption
. ~ an "attributionistic"
does not provide a consistent rationale for status a l l ~ c a t i o nAs
criterion it is of as little help as is the caste-specific occupation in other contexts
(p. 73f.).
35 This surmise is not necessarily contradicted by McDougall(1973) in whose view the Rai were
originally a group of linguistic and cultural homogeneity. He assumes that the abundance of
subgroups to be noted today has resulted from fissiparous tendencies inherent in their &hip
system.
36 MA p. 376 § 4; p. 625 5 4.
37 Nepali 2022: 203, reprinted in the annex to the MA, p. 701.-The Balami are mentioned by
Nepali (1965: 174) as an impure Newar caste; and the Waranu could be identical with the
Bar(h)amu, another Awaliya group (cf. Putnam 1975: 16; Frank 1973: 39, 150).-Here, too,
empirical reality diverges from the law. Although the MA classifies the Cep&tig as a pure caste,
the Brahmins and Chetri practically regard them as Untouchables (Jest 1966: 17f.).
38 fish = from one's professional fishing; = mentioned in the MA.-The synopsis is based on the
following sources (in order of reference): Pignede 1966:40,164; Hitchcock 1966:81; Corer 1967:
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Fig. 14. Meat of animals eaten by members of ethnic groups

meat of animals eaten:

caste group:

NewZir
buffalo*(...)
all caste groups
.............................................................................
Guruhg
Magar

buffalo, goat, chicken*
pig*, chicken

"Non-enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

Lepca
"Bhote"

pig, cow, goat, chicken, elephants
buffalo, COW* and/or yak (and its
cross-breeds), goat, sheep, chicken
buffalo, pig, goat, chicken
buffalo, pig, goat, chicken
buffalo, pig, goat, chicken
pig, (...I
buffalo, sheep, goat, fish
goat, chicken, fish, (buffalo?)
goat, chicken, fish, (buffalo?)

"Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker"

.............................................................................

Lirnbu
Sunuwar proper
CepZuig
Hayu
Majhi
Danuwar
Darai

We see that it is only the Bhotya who partake of beef (i.e., the meat of cows or
oxen perished by an accident or a disease). That the Magar as "pork-eaters" rank
higher than the Bhotya "beef-eaters", is not surprising, even though the latter,
for their part, refuse to eat pork. But why do the Magar rank higher than the
other "pork-eaters" among the enslavable castes? Or, why do "beef-eaters" and
"pork-eaters" belong to the pure castes at all if the eating of beef (Sarki) and
pork (Kami, Sarki, Damai, etc) is, at the same time, a particular characteristic of
the Untouchables? In any case, the consumption of beef seems to be of more relevance for status allocation than that of pork. It cannot remain unnoticed either
that the Awaliya (Majhi, Danuwar, Darai) eat fish and earn their living by fishing,
and we have to ask to what extent this fact may account for their relatively inferior status.39

Intra-ethnic stratification: the Gurung

The intra-ethnic hierarchy of the Newar is, as we have seen, a genuine caste hierarchy. To what extent can other types of intra-ethnic stratification be compared or
approximated to the caste hierarchy? This is another problem little considered by
the MA, and the case of the Gurung may obviously be regarded as an exception.
84;Jest 1975: 135ff.,186; Fiirer-Haimendorf 1964: 12; Jones 1973: 25f.; Caplan 1970: 67; Foumier
1974: 64,72; Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1959: 83; Bista 1972 b: 105, Jest 1966: 177; Michailovsky and
Mazaudon 1973: 138; Bista 1972 b: 132f.--On the killing of the cow cf. below pp. 204-205.
39 The untouchable Pore also fish. On fishing cf. above p. 75, on the Majhi cf. Koirala 1968.
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According to PignedeIWthe Gurung are divided into two status groups, namely
the higher-ranking Carjat and the lower-ranking Solahjat. The Carjat,,for their
part, comprise four clans: the Ghale, Ghodane, Lama and Lami~hane.~'
The status
declivity between Ca rjat and Solahjat is reflected, among other things, in the fact
that the latter had until recently been regarded as the servants of the former, and
that even today, lamas and village headmen (krfili) are exclusively members of the
Carjat group. Tradition has it that in former times the kings and priests of the
Gurung were Carjat. Although both names contain the Nepali word jiit and both
groups are strictly endogamous, Ca rjat and Solahjat cannot be considered castes
strict0 sensu, for pollution, commensality taboos, etc, are of no relevance for the
relations between them.
PignPde reports that it was the Gurung themselves who doubted (and still
doubt) whether there is a status declivity at all between Ca rjat and Solahjat, or
whether it is legitimated by tradition. He quotes cases where people belonging to
the Carjat tried to justify their superior position by drawing upon certain
documents, and adds that the government under Jang Bahadur is said to have
confirmed their claims.42
Be that as it may, the MA fails to give such explicit confirmation. Above all, it is
striking that the MA speaks of "Gurung-Ghale" (gtrruriigllnle) as if it wanted to
make plain that the Ghale are to be classified as Gurung. This is noteworthy since
the Ghale of the Trisuli and Akhu Khola valleys regard themselves as an autonomous
ethnic group, and not as a Carjat clan of the G ~ r u n gThe
. ~ ~MA further states?
As all people called Gurung (gziriiril r z i i i i ~gniulln) represent orze caste and as to
date they accept bllnt from one another (jiit c h i [. . .] rn blliitii~niijnsnniiim snrozunr cnliri
iiyiiko hurziilc), voluntary sexual intercourse with an unmarried or a widowed woman
as well as bhnt acceptance from that woman are not punishable acts (khntbfit).Every
Gurung is free to accept blint from another Gurung and to marry a Gurung woman
or to marry his daughter to a Gurung; he does not lose his caste status (jiit jlfdnirm).
Whoever refuses to do so by asserting that his status is higher than that of the
other party (llnirrro jiit thlilo ho tnsko jiit siiiiil 110) is liable to be fined with Rs 20.
The full text runs as follows:
"gork/iii riij bllnr iiiulrikkii bl.lntlllii snroztnr cnlyiikii gurliriz iziini gnirlin jiithi
(...) h i i i n y n zuidlzwiiko riiji kl.lusile knrnrji gnrriyiiliii bhiit~linbonjifko bhnyii
ynrii itablinyii ynrti glirtirii riiiiiz gnirllnko jnt c h i li~lrzfilern. bltiititlii ynrii
iijnsnirii~znsarownr cnlni iiyiiko h~irmfilcknm!iigflrnyiignrfillnyndurunilni Wmthit
40 Pignede 1966: 163-187,224-226;cf. also Messerschmidt 1976: 4-9,124f.
41 CSrjat < Nepali cdr, 'four', and jiit; Solahjat < Nepali sorn/solnlm, '16'.
42 Pignede 1966: 161,182,186ff. Cf. also Doherty (1974 a: 286) who emphasises the cultural unity
and common ethnohistorical basis of the Ca j a t and Solahjat.
43 My own observation. Incidentally or not, the same twin term Gurumghale already occurs in a
document dating from BS 1893, that is, 17 years prior to the publication of the MA (cf. Nepali
2022: 204).
44 MA p. 454f. 5 38.
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liigdninn. (...) giirlirir iziisl gnirhnkii clzori g~irarirniinrle wilrn gnrim bhniri
knrilnyiikii diiiyiidiirsitn rrriigi w i h i gnrechn blmizyn. dinyii liizyiiko jat jiidaina.
iiphizni jiitrnl mhniBchair. plrnliindki clrori zuilrii gnrhiiin [g(lrdninnli] bhnnyo
7un. plznliiniilai chori diritiznir bhmlyn clzori didn lidh. iiphnzi khusi lzlrrizchn. knr
liigdaina. gurfirir g~irfiiizjatina lrnlnro jiit th~iloho tnsko jfit siinir Iro bhnrzyii m.
blziit kiidhizyfiliii 20/20 rlipniyii dniiid gnrizu
(...)I1

Nota bene, the MA does not prolubit the Ca rjat and the Solahjat from continuing
to be endogamous, as the decision on whom a Gurung marries or to whom he
marries his daughter is explicitly at the discretion (iiyl~nzikhiisi) of the persons
concerned. Likewise, the Ca rjat are not forbidden to regard themselves as superior to the Solahjat; rather they are forbidden to interpret their superiority in
terlrzs of cnste stntris.
This passage with its conspicuously careful framing proves that the MA only
recognises intra-ethnic stratification as caste stratification if contact between members of different status groups can produce a particular kind of pollution. Herein
seems to lie one of the reasons for the legislator's relatively little concern for the
various ethnic groups: he, who in principle conceives society as a caste society,
does not interfere with intra-ethnic status groups unless he finds them "casterelevant".
Ethnographic evidence, however, teaches that there are also intra-ethnic
stratifications wluch are substantiated on the basis of a purity conception specific
to the ethnic group concerned. The question is to what extent such ethno-specific
purity conceptions "fit into" the ideological framework of the MA's caste hierarchy. Two Tibetanid groups, both not specifically mentioned in the MA, but presumably subsumed under the term Bhotya, will serve as paradigms namely the
people of Dolpo and the Syarpa (Sherpa) of Khumbu.

Intra-ethnic stratification: Dolpo and Khumbu

Until the mid-19th century, Dolpo was largely isolated from the rest of the Nepalese state's territ~ry.~"he caste hierarchy of their southern neighbours has thus
been of little importance for the Dolpo people. However, due to their commercial
relations with the caste population of the upper valley of the Bheri and of the area
of Jumla, they are familiar with the social organisation of the castes. Brahmins,
Thakuri and Chetri living there prevent the Dolpo people from entering their
houses, and the latter are aware of the motives: "We are regarded as impure since
we eat yak's meat (equated to cow's meat)." Comparing their intra-ethnic strata
to the castes, they quote a dictum (probably translated from Nepali and thus of
foreign origin): "For the Brahrmn the mouth is pure, for the Tibetan the bone (=

45 Jest 1975: 43-55.
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descent) is ~ ~ r eThat
" . is,
~ for the Brahmin it is commensality which matters, for
the Tibetan (of Dolpo) the observance of alliance rules. On the whole, Tibet's
social hierarchy is by far more relevant to the Dolpo people as a validating framework for their own hierar~hy.~'
The inhabitants of Dolpo are divided into four strata: a) The "indigenous" part
of the population forms the highest stratum from which the lamas and the village
headmen are recruited. b) Next rank the descendants of immigrants as well as
those persons of stratum (a) who have married women from among these imrnigrants. c) The 'gnr-m are mostly peasants, though the word means 'blacksmith'. d )
The be-rn manufacturers of brushes, settling on the periphery of the villages, most
of them being employed as servants of wealthy people. Every stratum is
composed of a number of exogamous lineages and is endogamous. Marital
alliances are only allowed between families belonging to the same stratum, that
is, between persons who "drink from the same cup" (cf. below p. 124). Sexual
intercourse with persons from a stratum lower than one's own entails the loss of
one's stratum-affiliation. However, rehabilitation is possible by drinking water
which a lama has brought into contact with a piece of gold; this act is meant as a
purifica t i ~ n . ~ ~
With reference to Dolpo, Jest deliberately speaks of strata, avoiding the term
caste. He demonstrates that, historically speaking, the most important elements
of the Dolpo hierarchy are of Tibetan origin, such as the division into four strata,
the inferior position of the blacksmiths ('gclr-rn), the specific commensality rules
regarding the "drinking from the same cup" and even the purification by means
of gold and water.4YFormally, the hierarchy in Dolpo lacks the specific totality of
institutions and ideas of a society of castes. Nevertheless, some analogies cannot
remain unnoticed. Regarding the transfer of impurity, the same unilaterality prevails as within the caste hierarchy: in Dolpo, too, impurity emanates from the
status-inferior person, be it by drinking from the cup which he has touched with
his lips or by sexual contact with him.w
Matters are similar in Khumbu. The Syarpa (Sherpa) of Khumbu are divided
into two categories: a) the "pure" khndeu comprising mainly old-established Syarpa
families; and b) the "impure" klznrrlcizdeil consisting of Khamba immigrants from
Tibet as well as of the Yemba said to be the progeny of former slaves." There are
no linguistic or cultural differences whatsoever between kl~ndetrand klznnrendeu;
the economic declivity is, however, considerable.
As in Dolpo, the purity concept manifests itself in a simpler form than in the
46 bnlrrrr~gi ka [recte: khn] clmris-mn bod-pa gi rrrs charis-inn, Jest 1975: 257.
47 Jest 1975 : 257.
48 Jest 1975: 247-256.
49 Jest 1975: 247ff. Formally at least, the purification by means of "gold-water" is similar to that
practised among the castes, see above p. 33f.
50 Jest (1975: 252) asserts that defilement is not brought about by, or emanates from, the lowerranking contact person, but is caused by the mistake on the part of the higher-ranking one.
Considering the facts he himself adduces, Jest's assumption is hardly plausible.
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caste society. A klmdezi becomes polluted if he drinks from a cup wluch has previously been touched by the lips of a khnmendeu. (khndeu literally means 'mouthgood', khninendeu 'mouth-not-good'.) The defilement is extinguished by w a s h g
the vessel. A kllnderr will be degraded to khnmendeu if he maintains permanent
sexual relations with a khnnrendeu and the progeny of such a union will also be
regarded as klrnnlendeu.
We see that pollution can only be transferred by sexual or oral contact through
using one's cup. Unlike the castes, neither bodily touch n o r the acceptance of food
and water from the hands of a khnmendeti nor eating in his mere presence are
polluting. Another difference lies in the fact that impurity is less virulent than
among the castes, since only in the case of permanent sexual relations with a
khn1irendcti will a khndczi be degraded.
Finally, there is one practice in open contrast to the regulations of the MA.
According to Fiirer-Haimendorf, the offspring of hypergamous marriages between
Syarpa women and Gurung or Chetri men are recognised as S ~ a r p a . ~ ~

Caste and ethnic identity: the Tamang as Bholya

Unlike the subhierarchy of the Newar, the stratified societies of Dolpo and Khumbu
on the one hand, and the greater hierarchy of the MA, on the other, exist side by
side and do not meaningfully fit into each other, in spite of some analogies. That
with the growing intensity of contacts of their representatives a "rapprochement"
between the two systems can take place and that, as a consequence, ethnic identity hitherto ignored by the legislation can in the end provide an onset of an
emerging caste identity, will be demonstrated by the paradigm of the Tamang, a
group among the "Bhotya".
As already mentioned, the designation Bhotya or Bhote, i.e., "Tibetan", used
in the MA obviously comprises a number of groups exhibiting considerably varying linguistic and cultural characteristics, namely the Tibetans proper and those
groups which we have termed Tibetanids and Tibetanoids (see p. 6f.). The width
of this category is best illustrated by Jest who, as to the Tibetanids alone, enumerates a total of 13 local groups settling in an area ranging from Limirong in the
West via Manang and Langtang to Wallung (Halung) in the extreme East of Nepal.53Besides that, the MA does not use the term Bhotya for ethnically homogeneous groups only. T h s is shown by its regulations with regard to incest, according
to which members of the caste group "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" (as, say,
. ~ ~Bhotya
the Gurung or the Magar) are to be degraded to "enslavable B h ~ t y a "The
51 For the subsequent discussion cf. Fiirer-Haimendorf 1964: 34-37,89f., 103,125,280,288. On a
similar intra-ethnic stratification among the Lhomi of Wallung cf. Fiirer-Haimendorf 1975: 126.
52 On the question of intermarriages cf. also Oppitz 1968: 125ff.
53 Jest 1975: 33-39.
54 MA, pp. 543-547.
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being a sort of reservoir for degraded persons of various ethnic origin, along
with the fact that they partake of beef, may account for the contemptuous comotation the term has in the general usage of high-caste Nepali speakers.55
Although the Tamang are now the country's largest ethnic group (the Census
of 1971 speaks of 555,000 Tamang native speakers), they are not mentioned by
name in the MA, not even by the then usual designations Murmi or Lama. Yet
according to Baburam Acarya, the name Murmi is verifiable in documents dating
from about 1769,56and in a liil~lrolrorfrom BS 1893 (= 1836) the Murmibhotya are
mentioned as a caste belonging to the "Enslavable Alcohol- drinker^".^' In fact,
the MA takes no heed of the subjective ethnic identity of the TamZirig nor of the
existence of objective cultural criteria marking them off from the rest of the Bhotya.
As ethnographic evidence shows, the Tamang regard themselves-at least today-as an autonomous caste. They refuse to accept the label Bhote and decline
an identification with the various Tibetanid groups, even if they are also followers of Lamaism and, according to their own tradition, descendants of immigrants
from Tibet.5B
It was not before 1932, that is to say, nearly 80 years after the promulgation of
the MA of Jang Bahadur, that the legislator took this discrepancy into accountwithout succeeding in fully abolishing it. A decree signed by King Tribhuwan and
r down that, instead of the hitherto
the then Rma Prime Minister Bhim S a m ~ e lays
employed designations Lama and Bhote, henceforth the designation Tamang may
be used officially: "Henceforth [. . .] the group of the Twelve Tamang from among
the caste of the Bhote (12 tiiiliiiii jiitik bhoteko jiit) shall not be called Lama [or]
Bhote in documents of the military and civil administration, of the government
offices and of the army as well as in everyday life (uynwnlurr), but shall be called
Tamang." It is also stated that the decree complies with an application which was
addressed to the government by a leader (ngliuvi) of the "Twelve Tamang"." The
text reads as follows:

55 Even nowadays, Bhote is a synonym for 'savage', 'dirty fellow', 'serf', 'beef-eater' and the
like.-In general usage, too, it is only occasionally that Nepali speakers call the inhabitants of
Tibet proper Thakse Bhote in order to distinguish them from the "Tibetans" settling within the
boundaries of Nepal. However, the distinction is not clear-cut, as the inhabitants of Thak,
especially the Thakali, are also called Thakse. Cf. also Sarma 2019: 488,802.
56 Acarya 2024: 234, 237. According to the same author (2024: 325f.), at the time of Prithwi
NSrayan's reign the term Bhote was used in reference to at least three different groups,
namely the Tamang, the Syarpa (here the inhabitants of Kuti and Bigu) and the Tibetans
proper.
57 Nepali 2022: 203-204.
58 The Tibetanid inhabitants of Khumbu and Helambu similarly refuse to be called Bhote (Goldstein 1975: 68ff.). To my knowledge, some high caste speakers label even the Gurung as Bhote.
The Gurung, for their.part, reserve this term (blrot-,,mi, in their language) for the Tibetanid
groups (Pignede 1966: 162).
59 Published in the Gorkhapatra, BS 1989 Srii7un!r 11 gntc.
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"rznyfi~nriristnhiir iige izepiil snrnhnd Wznr rrralrikhi jnrirgi nijiinzntin?dii gnlriirdii
goswirn blmi [Wriii ?] Wiiriidnr rniti duniyii gnirnke ynthocit.
~ i p r f i ~ l12
t n tiiririi~ijiitiliii liinrii bhote blznnne cnlnn cnlekole nrzihnrlr onck
kisinrkii jilt thnrlrnrukii p r l i liir~riiDhotc bhnni Doliiirre m lckhine huniile kun
b l ~ [recte:
t
bhotc] kc jiit tlmrko ho kehi clrri tf irze bheiln hiinri 12 tiinliiriliiiiipllno
tiirniiri jiit bhnnrre blmninc lcklrne leklgitlegnriii bnkse lrutirdo ho bhoniso tiinliiri
jiitikii sardir bnlriidrir jnrig wir (...) nglrwii bhni jiillcr gnrekii kririi rlrnrziisiwni
deklricko lrlirirdii so kririi ~rlnrljlirgnri h k s i yo istnlrdr jiirignri bnkseko clrn.
nbn uyriiiltn Iliirnrii ~rcyiilsnrnlrnd gorkhn riij blinrkii tiinriiri jiitile aph110 jiit
lcklrdii leklriir~iirdiitiiliiiili bllnilrrc lcklrnc leklziitine gnrrzti jnrigi ~zijiiiilntisnrkiiri
addiiklziiirii
..
ynltairkii krsga)iilii rn drirziyiidiirkii .ruynzualriir~irii
pnlzi 12 tiinia~ijiitikii
bhotcko jiit lcklrdii rn so jiitkii bhoteliii leklziiumdii liilllii, blrote nnbllnni tiilniili
bhnni lcklrire zuoliilirre gnrt~lr."

It is striking that, according to the context, the Tamang cease to be called Bhote
but continue to be regarded as belonging to the Bhote. What is more, the text
employs the words jiit and jiiti for both the Bhote and the Tamang. Thus it is left
undecided whether the Twelve Tamang are recognised as a separate caste or as a
mere subgroup within the caste of the Bhote.
It is worthwhile noting that the decree only refers to the Twelve Tamang and
not to all those who actually call themselves Tamang. I do not know w h c h group
is meant by Twelve Tamang. Fiirer-Haimendorf reports on the Tamang settling to
the East of the Kathmandu Valley that they are divided into two groups, the
higher-ranking of which is the Barajat (< Nepali biim, 'twelve' + jnt, here in the
sense of 'clan') and the other one Atharajat (< Nepali ntliiirn, 'eighteen'); the former
are Tamang of "pure" descent, the latter stem from marriages between Tamang
men and women of other groups and castes." On my travels in the same area I
could find no trace of such a division.
Nevertheless, the decree is a noteworthy document of the ethnogenesis of the
Tamang. What prompted the legislator to this naming can at present only hypothetically be reconstructed, and the subsequent attempt to do so is based on my
own field work among the Tamang in western Central Nepal.
Before 1932, probably even before the MA's promulgation, the ancestors of
the present Tamang had a minimal or latent identity, based on common cultural
and linguistic criteria and on the awareness of a common, mostly mythically
substantiated origin.61At this stage, sections of the "protogroup" were known
60 Fiirer-Haimendorf 1956: 167.
61 I t would be beyond the scope of this study to dwell on the subject. Suffice it to mention that
many Tamang groups locate the place of their origin in Uiseme (dBus-kyi bSniir-yns) in Central
Tibet. On the attempts to establish an etymology of the name "Tamang" from Tibetan rtfliimiis, 'abounding in horses', or from Tibetan rln-diimg, 'cavalry', and to derive "Murmi" from
Tibetan inlrr-irri, 'border-dweller', cf. Macdonald 1966: 28. On Tamang myths of origin cf., La.,
Lama 2025 and Hofer 1975.-tfiirrfirig or tnl~rnliis the usual spelling in Nepali; the correct transcription of the word as pronounced by the Tamang themselves is tniirnii.
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as Murmi, Murmibhotya or Lama. It is also very likely that, at least among some
sections, the name Tamang was used as a self-designation long before 1932.
However, the protogroup of the Tamang did not exhibit, for the outside observer, any striking differences from the Tibetans and the Tibetanids with regard to physical habitus, habitat, dress, religious traditions, etc. Thus the legislator, just as the bulk of the caste population in the midland areas, did not distinguish them from the Bhote.
This classification was challenged when, approximately by the mid-19th century, contacts between the proto-Tamzing and the caste population became more
frequent. On the one hand, the proto-Tamang migrated down to the southern
foothills and, on the other, many Nepali speakers, mostly Brahmins, Chetri and
some Untouchables, came to the higher regions of the foothills (up to an altitude
of about 1800 m) to settle there. (Nowadays the majority of the Tamang live in
hetero-ethnic areas.) The demographic interpenetration brought about a cultural assimilation of the proto-Tamang to the Parbatiya castes. The acculturation
in the fields of dress, house-building and agricultural techniques resulted primarily from the ecological adaptation. The general cognitive re-orientation, along
with a partial Hinduisation of the pantheon and rituals, was enhanced by the
growing distance to the cultural hinterland in Tibet as well as by the necessity of
fitting into a new social environment politically and economically dominated by
the higher castes.
A side-effect of this fitting-in process was an actualisation of the ethnic identity hitherto latent. The Twelve Tamang in the 1932 decree obviously had a lead
in the acculturation, and their elite could benefit from this advantage to justify
their claim to be dissociated from the Bhote. They do not seem to have succeeded in obtaining, in 1932, the sanctioning of their autonomy as a caste which
had de facto long been in existence within regional or local hierarchies. What
they did obtain, however, was the sanctioning of the ethnic identity of the Murmi,
Murmibhotya and Lama by the official approval of the new and comprehensive
appellation Tamang. As the example of the name of the Khas being changed into
tfigddhiiri ksatri shows (cf. p. 90), the importance such "name bestowals" may
have for caste identity, too, should not be underestimated.
Possibly other ethnic groups, such as the Gurung or Magar, have also been a
product of similar differentiations, and their ethnic identity might have been
reinforced or re-defined by their integration into the caste hierarchy. Be that as
it may, such trends are manifest even nowadays among some Tibetanids. Thus
and
call themselves "Tamang", at least
the inhabitants of K a r m a r ~ n g ~ ~ Langtangb3
vis-a-vis outsiders, whereas other "Bhote" groups claim the status of the GurungM

62 Jest 1975: 51.
63 M y own observation.

64 Fiirer-Haimendorf 1964: 25.
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Conclusion
The inadequate consideration given to the ethnic groups by the MA is in conspicuous contrast to their demographic weight and cultural diversity. At least four
factors account for t h s deficiency:
a) When the MA was conceived, many ethnic groups were more or less unknown due to their settling in areas not easily accessible. b) Many of them scarcely
maintained permanent relations with the caste population and therefore a more
precise fixation of their caste statuses was not a "burning" question. c) As illustrated by the examples of Dolpo and Khumbu, and even that of the Newar, intraethnic stratifications were sometimes incompatible with the MA's conception of
hierarchy. d ) Finally, the allotment of the ethnic groups was complicated by a
great number of names labelling local or regional subdivisions of groups and/or
castes.
Considering the general situation, it seems that the enactment of detailed status allocations was neither possible nor desirable. Obviously, the legislator intervened only in cases where he was petitioned by representatives of the people
concerned. The clauses dealing with the Mecya and the Gurung are two examples
of this.65It is hardly surprising that the legislator fails to consider subjective ethnic
identity in itself, for his criteria for the gradation of status are objective in the
sense that they result from factual interrelations between the status bearers. As to
the Guruxig, the MA does not sanction their ethnic identity, but only their identity
as a caste; on the other hand stands the fact that the sanctioning of caste identity
has probably had a reinforcing effect upon their ethnic identity. As to the Tamang,
the ambiguous formulation of the 1932 decree amply demonstrates how flexibly
the legislator could react to changes in empirical reality.

65 Cf. above pp. 72f., 120ff.

NATIVES AND FOREIGNERS IN THE HIERARCHY

"Tout chez les Indiens est ernpreint d u cachet d e l'originalite et
d e l'independance: jamais ce peuple presomptueux et vain,
pknetre d e l'idee d e sa preeminence morale, n'a pu condescendre
a regler ses rnaeurs sur celles des &rangers, envers lesquels il
n'a cesse d e se tenir a la plus grande distance possible." (Dubois
1825: I, 275).

The hierarchy of the MA deserves to be called a universal hierarchy in that it
includes not only the native peoples of Nepal, but in principle all peoples within
and outside "Hindu humanity"' (and even Nature, as we have seen on p. 59). To
be more exact, the MA extends the caste herarchy beyond Nepal's frontiers to the
outside world with which Nepal had contacts at that time. Thus the MA calls
Nepal's own castes hiinzrn nllilukfi cnr wnry chttis jiit, i.e., 'the four v n r y and 36 jrft
of our country', or gorklzii rfij bhnr nuilirkmfi cnr zunrnn chnttis jrft gnirluz, i.e., 'all the
four vnrim and 36 jnt in the whole country under Gorkha rule', and distinguishes
them from the castes of other countries under foreign rule, wiriim riijkir nrulukh ...
jdL2 Among the latter are those castes which are not native to Nepal and/or represented only by a small number of residents, as, for example, the various Indian
Brahmins or the Europeans living in Nepal. There is a further distinction between
foreigners who are only temporary residents in Nepal and those who have lived
there for one or two generation^.^ As is well-known, at that time only few Europeans were allowed to enter the country; Indian Brahmins, Muslims and ascetics,
however, came as pilgrims, priests (attached to various sanctuaries) or merchants
to Nepal.
Which legal status in general, and which caste status in particular, are accorded
1 This term was coined by Burton Stein (1968: 80).
2 Cf., i.a., MA p. 297 5 10, p. 673 Q 14-15.-The later edition of the MA (2009, V, p. 8 5 21) speaks
more precisely of riepiil snrkiirkii mrrlrtk, 'the country under the Nepalese Government (rule)',
and of r~cpolsarknrkn rniyat, 'the subjects of the Nepalese Government'.
3 MA p. 670 5 1-2, p. 673 5 14-15.-Let us add that the MA recognises the sovereign rights of
foreign states. A murderer who flees to India or Tibet must be prosecuted by the courts of
these countries; no Nepalese is allowed to capture or kill him abroad (MA p. 286 5 20).
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toqtheforeigners, and how are their relations to the native people regulated?
To begill with, let us consider the position of the foreign Brahmins as has been
shown above on p. l l l f . in connection with the Dew Bhaju. Conspicuously, these
foreign Brahmins, from the Tirhuti to the Drawid, are subsumed under the designation rrlndlrisyii dcsi, that is 'those from MadeS (MadhyadeS) and DeS'. In popular
usage, the term RrS/drs (lit. 'country') also means India, whereas ~rrndcS/rlladesrefers to India as well as to both the Indian and the Nepalese sections of the Terai.
Obviously, the Brahmins settling in the Terai and the Indian Brahmins proper are
regarded as a single category. One of the reasons may lie in the fact that many
Brahmins (and other castes) of the Terai and in Northern India, though separated
by the political frontier, bear the same caste name and share the same status and
culture."
The relatively low status position the MA accords to the Indian Brahmins is
all the more surprising as many of them are, quite in contrast to the Nepalese
Upadhyaya, strict vegetarians. While it can be taken for granted that the
foreign Brahmins, along with the Dew Bhaju of the Newar, rank below the
Upadhyaya, asal Jaisi and Rajput, their relation to the Chetri is not clear. Even if
they are consistently enumerated nfter the Chetri (tflg6dhflrz ksatri) some other passages of the MA suggest that they rank nbove the Chetri. For example, sexual intercourse, by mutual consent of the parties and without defilement through blliit,
between a foreign Brahmin man and a Chetri virgin or widow is not punishable,
whereas, vice versa, intercourse between a Chetri man and a foreign Brahmin
woman is, even if there was no defilement through bhnt between the two. The
former case is treated as a (normal) hypergamous union, the latter as a slightly
hypogamous one.5
In spite of their ranking below a ksatriyn caste, namely the Rajput, the foreign
Brahmins are not only recognised as "Cord-WearersUf6but are also regarded as
Brahmins and therefore exempted from the death penalty, just as the native
Upadhyaya or Jaisi are.' Consequently, the rules with regard to the relations between "Cord-Wearers'' and non-"Cord-Wearers" are also fully applicable to them.
If a foreign Brahmin has had intercourse with a (native) untouchable woman, he,
too, will be degraded and imprisoned; additionally, he will also be branded if he
is resident in Nepal; otherwise he will be expelled (deS ilikiilii) after serving the
prison s e n t e n ~ e . ~
A similar distinction, with similar consequences for the legal status, is to be
found between a) the native Muslims (izeynlkii iilr~snlrirnil);and b) the foreign Muslims (yclrde9i rrlllsnlnriiil), such as the Muslims from Kashmir (knsrneri rnllsalrniirl).'
Just like the Muslims, the Mleccha are classified as a touchable impure caste. We
4

Cf., for example, Bista 1972 b: 109ff.
5 MA 1-7.659 5 2, p. 661 5 2.
6
7
8
9

tiignrilrnri stlmlrtl, M A , p. 670ff. 5 1-2, 14-15.

MAp.28151.
MA p. 670ff. 5 2,15.
MA p. 677 5 5-6.
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may well say that there are no native Mleccha, since the MA seems to identify the
Europeans as Mleccha; this term occurs, indeed, as a synonym of kristntl or iyliroyiyc~l
(< Christian, European)."
As a general rule, foreigners rank lower in the hierarchy than the natives.
Whereas this is hardly plausible in the case of the Brahmins, the classification of
the Muslims and Europeans as impure castes can be explained by their killing
cows and eating beef, on the one hand, and by the fact that their religions are
diametrically opposed to Hinduism. That is why the ancient Sanskrit word mlcccltn
is applied to the Europeans with its pejorative connotations, such as 'barbarian' or
'pagan'."
There is no doubt that these phenomena must be viewed in connection with
the political and cultural demarcation against India which Nepal has pursued ever
since the time of King Prithwi Narayan $&.I2
Until quite recently, India was somewhat contemptuously called Muglm (< mughnl/~nogul),a term implying that it is a
country "adulterated" by Muslims.I3 The distance to India is also illustrated in
numerous anecdotes on status disputes that emerged in connection with intermarriages between high caste Nepalese and Indians.I4 Prithwi Narayan's dictum
has gained popularity, according to which, Nepal, and not India, is the nsnl
hindllstlinlr, i.e., the true homeland of the Hindus. It was the same ruler who warned
against musicians and dancers from India and advised preventing them from entering Nepal. He also denied all non-Nepalese Brahmins and Khas entrance to the
palace, asserting that they would cause disorder and corruption of morals.'Verhaps the MA's conspicuously severe regulations with regard to conversions to the
ascetic sects (see above p. 108) also serve the purpose of a cultural insulation, for
the sects mentioned are of Indian provenance.
India is complemented by Bhot (Tibet) and snmzr~tdrnpnr,i.e., overseas, two
likewise "impure" areas. It is documented that Helambu, which also went by the
10 Cf. MA p. 369 5 2, p. 379 5 1, p. 390 5 38, p. 671 5 1, p. 680f. On the status allocation of the Muslims
and Mleccha, see below pp. 139ff.-The identity of the Mleccha with Christians and Europeans
is also documented in the 1952 edition of the MA (MA 2009, V, p. 106ff.) and has thus outlived
nearly a century of friendly relations between Nepal and Great Britain.
11 According to the various classical sources, rnlccchn denotes, La., a) progeny of hypogamous
unions between Vaisya and Brahmans; b) individuals who have abandoned their dlmrrrln; c)
persons who partake of beef; d ) tribes who, with regard to commensality and consexuality, are
similar to the Caqdala (Untouchables); and e) certain tribes settling in countries which Brahmins are not allowed to enter (Kane 1974: 92f.; cf. also Lingat 1973: 40f.). On the Tibetan
equivalents, such as klo-klo and gdol-pn, cf. Jaschke 1948: 8,268 and Wylie 1970: 36.
12 Cf. Rose 1971, Husain 1970, Stiller 1973, i.a.
13 Cf. MA y . 36 5 65: mlrglarM.
14 Emissaries looking for an Indian bride for Prithwi Nirayan $ah claimed that the Nepalese
Thakuri/Rajput are "RSna Rajput SQryavari&T",i.e., descendants of the Indian R%jpUt,cf. Gorkha
WamsBwali, 11: 19f.This claim is frequently quoted in other sources on Nepal, and i t is noteworthy that the historian P.R. Sharma (1972: 15f.) finds no clue to it.
15 If my interpretation of prrr7ia-yncclrirrlh klms-ruahrrn is correct: 'the Khas-Bahun of East and
West' (i.e., from all regions other than Nepal); Khas seems to stand for Ksatriya here. Cf.
Diwya UpadeS 2025: 28f., 34,?0.
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name of Bhot, was regarded as a place for banished and degraded persons. Thus,
after Bhimsen Thapa's fall, his relatives were degraded to the status of an impure
caste and escorted barefoot to "Helambu Bhot".lh
To what extent Nepal is striving to mark herself off from these zones is shown
by a number of provisions in the MA. It is prescribed that members of pure "Alcohol-Drinker'' castes should not partake of "English alcoholic drinks" (niirgrcji jnt
jiitko snriiplr), most likely whisky and beer." Another regulation states: Whoever
falls seriously ill or lies unconscious during a stay abroad and must therefore be
nursed and fed with bhiit and water by lower-ranking persons, is obliged to report this fact on his return to Nepal in order to obtain absolution. If such a person
offers blliit and water to others without having been absolved (priiynicit), his defilement will be transferred to them.IR
What is more, the mere likelihood or suspicion of a polluting contact obliges
every Nepalese to purify himself on returning from India and Tibet. This provision is explained as follows: The homecomer falls under the suspicion (snlirkl~ii)of
having drunk alcohol (rnksi) while being employed by the British Government
(n[iir]grcjkii knillpnrzi) or working elsewhere abroad as a labourer or servant. He is
also suspected of having smoked the hookah in the presence of members of the
impure castes or of having slept in one and the same tent in the company of the
latter. If the homecomer neglects his purification or is not given absolution (pntiyii),
nobody is allowed to accept water from him. The full text reads as follows:
"( ...) rz(1il) grcjkii k~irryniziilriibhnrti bhnyiikii zuriillliln!r rnjpzlt ksntri zuniSyn
sr~drngnirlln piilri cnl~lyiiciir zunrtrn cllnttisni jiit kolli iiyii bhni~yiipntli ~~ncnltzyii
dnr~lnikiirilisitfl ckni tflr~lbrllrriis u t ~ y i irnksi klliiilyii gnrcllnr~blrniillzyii krlro
sr~ii~iziilc
tiirkii hiitko blriit piiiri zuiirii huki~1ilcnldnit~n(...)".19
And:
"bllot iirndllycs tnryhn 7oiriiiln riijirliigai rrl~iikoizoknri pipii kirlliilrn bhnrti blrni
tnlnzu dnriiliiln khni iirlizyii ririinislmrzile pnlli ~lncnlllynjntsitn yckxi t o ~ l l b ~ ~ l r n
srltiryii zonsiyi tnilliiklll~gnirlln ktuiizyiigflrchnlz bllniillzyii saiirk/m hllniilc piirliko
pntiyii ~ m g f l rcstiikii
i
hiitko piiiri knsnilc ilnklliiirl~ndiilnt ni~riilwiitn(...) pntiyiiko
yrirji gnri di11r~dlrnrirriidhikiirlc li(i) pntiyii ditzu (...)".20

We know that even Jang Bahadur underwent such a purification on his return
and the same
from England, from "mleccha soil", as his biographer empha~ises,~'
16 Wajracarya and Pant 2019: 75.
17 MA p. 375 5 32. The English are considered Mleccha and therefore an impure caste. As we have
seen, the MA also prescribes that pure castes of the "Alcohol-Drinker" groups may only
partake of alcohol which has been produced by members of native pure castes: iiyhrlii rrrrrlrrkko
pii~ricn/rlydjdfgflirlrfllc 7unrrdyOkojrTd rflksi khdrla lrrrrircl~a(MA, p. 376 €34).
j
18 MA p. 387f. 5 29.
19 MA p. 405 5 70. Here the text spells dnrnoi for dflmdi.
20 MAp.405571.
21 Rana 1974: l28,134ff., 153,156.
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was done by an official delegation returning from the court of the Chinese
emperor." Newar maintaining commercial relations with Tibet were obliged to
apply for absolution until the last decades of the Rana rule.23
Quite an intricate problem was posed by the Gurkha mercenaries in the British-Indian army. According to H u ~ a i n in
, ~ 1908
~ the Government in Kathmandu
was against the mercenaries being attached to units in which Indian castes were
also serving. In 1920 the Brahmins pushed a resolution through, according to which
every Nepalese going overseas was to be degraded, except for those who were
on active service; they also insisted that mercenaries be engaged only in India. As
late as 1941 the Government first objected to sending to Burma those regiments of
the regular Nepalese army which were lent to the British, putting forward that
there was no railway, only a sea route, between India and Burma.25The prohibition on overseas travels and/or on staying in countries inhabited by the Mleccha
is frequently adduced in the classical Indian sources of law.26
It is somewhat paradoxical that the demarcation from India operated even
within Nepal's own frontiers. The MA distinguishes between Pahad, the midland
hills zone, and MadhyeS, the latter comprising both the Nepal Terai and the Indian plainsI2' and we know that until 1950 the passports of those travellers were
controlled who crossed the "border-line" between the Pahad and the Terai.28Such
checkposts are also referred to in the MA, w h c h prescribes that women below
the age of 45 should not be permitted to cross the Mahabharat range if they travel
alone and declare that they are going on pilgrimage (to India?); however, they
should be let pass if they are accompanied by their family and declare that they
. ~ ~Terai's
are going to the Nepal Terai (hrimrri nil4luk tnrfii) for farming ( k h e t i ~ r i t i )The
identification with Mad(hy)eS and the Terai Brahmins being classified as foreign
or Indian Brahmins seem to underline the intermediate position accorded to the
Nepal Terai. Although, politically speaking, part of the State's territory, culturally
it is rather a buffer between India and Nepal proper, the Pahad.30

22
23
24
25

26

27
28
29

30

Oldfield 1974, I: 412.
Rosser 1966: 105ff.
Husain 1970: 198-254.
Cf. also Ishwari Prasad 1975: 68,146,159f., 187,308. Even the 1952 edition of the MA (2009, V,
p. 144 5 7) lays down that a soldier (sipiilri) employed abroad does not lose his caste provided
he applies for pntiyn on returning home.
According to Kane (1974: 93ff.), the interdiction of overseas travel, snlrr~ldrnyfitrii,was already
in existence before Manu. It referred only to the twice-born. Individuals voyaging only
occasionally or at the command of the king were absolved after an adequate expiation or
purification.
MA p. 45 5 26.
Gaige 1975: 87ff.
MA p. 161 5 14; cf. also MA p. 161 5 13 and p. 163 5 23. Such controls were also intended to stop
slave trade, white slavery, etc, and checkposts could be set up more easily on mountain passes
than in the plains.
On the background of the MA's attitude toward the outside world cf. pp. If., 194.

XI11

TOLERANCE A N D HIERARCHY

"La ou nous excluons, 1'Inde hierarchise et inclut."
(Durnont 1966: 332).

It has been shown in the previous chapter that the demarcation against other
cultures does not prevent the Legislator from including their representatives in his
hierarchy of castes. To what extent is the MA disposed to tolerate deviations from
the Brahmanical ideal of purity or orthodoxy and what effects do such deviations
have on caste status?

Confessional tolerance
The MA guarantees evervbody the right to practise his own group's religion.
Everyone is allowed to perform the rites (/(Dm)of his own religion (dllnniln, ~irnjllnp)
as has traditionally been practised in his patrilineal descent group (kril). This applies to all castes, and the Muslims and Europeans (rnusnlrndil jat, iyliroyiyci? jat) are
)
else while practisexplicitly included. Whoever disturbs (klrnlnl ~ n r i l r l so~nebodv
ing his religion is liable to a fine of Rs 100. Somebody else's religion should not
become a matter of anger (ris). The killing of a cow (gozilndlr), however, does not
fall under this protective law.

"lipddhyaya 7or.iilririni.l rnjprit jlrisi ksnt1.i gnirlln tiigiidlliiri jiit rrnirliisinyfi
iilntu~filigairlln iiriisirlyir i~lntzoiilignirlln jnt iyrlropiycrl jiit rrrrrslrlindn
jiit clloi clriro hfilnlr naparilyir piiili irncnlilyii gnirlrn jiit clloya chifo
lliilrlll pnrilya gairlln jatlc gorklriiriij blrnr rnulrikrrlii gozo(ldh g n r i ~ i i
zoiilrck nrii iiplrnii klrllc g a r ; iiyii zuaiilojiiil dpllnii iipliilii iirnjlrnykii
dlinriirn lrlirlyd kiirn k u r a sn7unilc gornll h u m c h a yns krlriiirrii lknsailc
ris i1ngnrilrl cstd kurdrnii r.is riig jhngncln bhai [...I nrkakd majhnyliii klralal
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We see that dlrnriirn is used here as a wider concept, implying traditional, and
therefore obligatory, caste-specific custom^,^ an integral part of which is belief or
religion (nznjllnp). Strictly speaking, dhnrnrn means 'duty' as well as 'custom'. In
another context, the term snn~yrndiiyn,'tradition', is used instead of dlmriiln and
nmjllay. It is laid down that children who died over the age of seven months shall
be cremated or buried in line with their own tradition (i.e., of their parents' caste
tradition; iiyllilzr snrilprndiiyn ~iliipllik).~
The obligatory character of one's own tradition is revealed by the provision
which prescribes that all members of the "Cord-Wearer" castes and those "Alcohol-Drinker" castes who have been initiated (invested with the holy cord), shall
recite the tirniztrn which have traditionally been in use (in their caste). Whoever
neglects this, turning to Buddhism (bnllddltn nurrg), atheism (niistik nmt) or the jlmizniiynililii belief (jhnizizii-pnilizii nrnt) will be fined with Rs 50. Whoever accepts blziit
from the followers of jllnnizii-ynilizii and then transfers the defilement to others
(his fellow caste members) will be deprived of his holy cord and degraded; his
property will be confiscated. The full text runs as follows:

"wrdlriimn lagiiyat tiigiidlzdri )fit ra diksa linyii nlatwali jot gairlzale miiltrn
[iimiltm]slindii iiylztui pitii yzrrkhdcklri cnliiiyii wnnlojiiirg~rriilediy& nraiiltm
slriirizu jnyn~l.iipl~l~ii
y llrklriidekhi cnli iiyiiko nrariztrn iznjnpi ziv-illdll [bauddhn]
il~iirglziistik iirnt jlmririzii paiiriziiko iilnt gnirhn liizyiil~i50rfiyaiya daiirdgarnu.
jlznilizn pniir iriiko iiyll zlle blznt klziii nrllliii yalli bonjiiko rnltcclln bhnnyii niiz
wni~lojiilrkoniils snrzonsiun gnri jnnni jlliki jot yntit gnrfiidiizl~".~
Traditional religion cannot be abandoned. This applies at least to the castes which
wear the holy cord, i.e., the Hindus5 Let us stress that here only the conversion of
Hindus to other religions is explicitly prohbited, whereas, vice versa, the conver1 MAp.37951.
2 The German "angestammte Sitte" would be a more precise rendering of the MA's iiylrlln klrllc
gnrifiyfi r u n i r ~ o j i r rdlinrrirn
~
111~11yfi
hi111klrrii.
3 MA p. 4325 17.
4 MA p. 389f. 5 35. Here we have obviocsly to deal with the initiation ( d i k g i ) or consecration
which entitles to wearing the holy cord. By irrnrrtrn the formula (such as thegnyntri i r m i ~ t r n f.i.)
,
is meant wtuch is to be recited (jnprrrr) daily. The mentioning of the "Alcohol-Drinkers" is an
evident allusion to those Newar who also wear the holy cord (cf. above p. 114f.). The term
rlfistik (atheist) obviously refers to precepts, such as Jailusm, etc, which from the Brahmanical
point of view are materialistic or atheistic. The meaning of j l m i r i ~ - y n is
l ~unknown
~ ~
to me. The
M A of BS 2009, however, gives j l m i r r r f i - ~ r l i r i i ,cf. below p. 138.
5 It is not clear why the MA does not extend the ban on conversion to all Hindus as d o all its later
editions. (In another passage, the MA p. 673 5 13 and p. 677 9 1 mentions the existence of
Hindus even among the impure castes.) The 1965edition lays down that no Hindu, not even if
he is a foreign national, must be converted to other religions on Nepal's territory (MA 2022, p.
223 5 1, p. 224 5 10). Cf. also below p. 188.
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sion of Buddhists or atheists to Hinduism is not. The followers of religions other
than Hinduism are only protected against intolerant behaviour and thus against
coerced conversion.
In this way, the MA sanctions the confessional status quo, not without leaving
Hinduism the chance of being propagated by diffusion as a popular or national
religion, indeed, as the clllnr~ilnper se. At the same time, however, the MA obviously intends to ensure that Hinduisation cannot be used as a vehicle for
social mobility. At least, the caste group of the "Cord-Wearers"
was not to be "invaded" by a mass of converts. This seems to me one of the
reasons behind the paragraph of the MA, laying down that nobody is allowed to
wear the holy cord if he is not entitled to do so by virtue of his caste affiliationunless the Government approves of it. This prohibition also applies to those who
have received the holy cord while resident a b r ~ a d . ~
Finally, another passage of the MA deserves our attention. It prescribes that a
"Cord-Wearer'' who has been degraded to the status of a "non-enslavable S~dra",
continues to be entitled to avail himself of the services of a Brahmin as his pl~rolrit.
This pr~rolrit,however, must perform the rites on behalf of the degraded person in
accordance with the rules and customs of the "non-enslavable Sildra" (and no
longer with those of the "Cord-Wearers").' Thus, the degraded individual continues to be Hindu, even though he is reduced in rank to a sort of minor Hindu, i.e.,
a non-"Cord-Wearer" Hindu. Here the question arises whether a Hindu degraded
to a "Bhotya" (cf. above p. 124f.) may or may not adopt the caste-specific religion
of the Bhotya, namely Lamaism. The MA is silent on this.
As elucidated by a number of provisions, the following religions are recognised
by the MA: Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, teaclungs deemed atheistic
and jlrniurn-yairi~ii.~
Hinduism, Islam and Christianity only occur in combination
with a caste or caste group: lliilclri jnt, lirlrsnllrznlz jiit, iyl~ropiyerljnt or kristolr jiit.
Buddhism, however, is labelled iiiiirg, lit. 'path', whereas atheism and jl~ntlllii-pnlrnii
are ~lrat,lit. 'opinion', 'creed'. Context and terminology seem to suggest that these
religions are rather looked upon as sectarian or even marginal creeds. Furthermore, it is striking that the autochthonous religions of various ethnic groups, such
as the Limbu or Rai, remain unmentioned in the MA. The MA makes no comment
on the fact that a number of castes within the hierarchy profess other religions
than the mentioned ones or that at least they are not "full" H i n d u ~ . ~
Otherwise, the MA side-steps any closer definition as well as any explicit valuejudgement of religions. In the light of the subsequent MA editions, Gaborieau
h

6 MA p. 390 5 34, p. 413 1.
7 MA p. 382 § 16.
8 MA p. 369 § 2, p. 389f. § 35, p. 673 3 13, p. 677 4.
9 In fact, many ethnic groups have integrated Hindu elements into their pantheon and ritual
without abandoning their autochthonous religion and/or Lamaism.-According to the Population Census of 1971 (vol. 11, part 2), currently about 89 per cent of the population profess
Hinduism. Of the 11,555,983 h a b i t a n t s 10,330,009 are Hindus, 866,411 Buddhists, 351,186
Muslims, 2541 Jainas and 5026 followers of "other religions".

A group of G h e from Western Nepal,
posturing for the ethnographer in fnmt
a wayside inn, Central Nepal.

15. CepWg girls, Terai.

men w a q a cemmoq,
Khumbu.

17. S-P

16. A baxaar restaurant in Central Nepal.
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verifies that dharmn above all implies the religion of the Hindus, but also Buddhism. He points to the general usage which labels Islam as lllto dharnzn, 'reversed
(wrong) dhnrnzn', with an unmistakable allusion to its antagonism to the ideas and
rites of the Hindus. For Gaborieau, the term nzajhap (< Arabic mazhab) refers exclusively to non-Hinduistic religions, and he even surmises that the legislator intended to render the Western conception of 'religion' by this term.'"

Excursus: The confessional issue in the MA of BS 2009
The 100 years younger edition of the MA of BS 2009 contains a number of more
precise definitions. Among other things, it lays down the following:"
Intermarriage between Hindus and Buddhists is only possible if it has traditionally been practised (by members of a specific caste). The same conditions
have to be complied with if a Hindu undergoes a Buddhist initiation ceremony
(yantrrz diksii) or a Buddhist a Hinduistic one; possibly here the marriage rites are
meant. Otherwise it is forbidden to convert somebody to Buddhism or to become
a Buddhist.
Hindu are called the s'iwa waisnawn iidi snniitnn [...I dhnrnzfiwiilii, that is, 'the followers of Shivaism, Vaishnavism and other eternal dhrnzn'. Hindu are evidently
also the iinja sanziij, brnhiiza sanziij, riinziikls?zn (sic!), wallabhi, riimhbir and--contrary
to the MA of Jang Bahadur!-also the jhannii-sannii (sic!), niistik and jain. Conversions to these sects and confessions are not forbidden.'*
The knbirpnnth, islfi~rzand isiii (Christianity) are adduced as widharnzi bicIeSi mat,
i.e., 'a-dharmic foreign teachings'.13 Buddhism, too, appears as mat, but is not
labelled a-dharmic.
This distinction is apparently new, as the MA of BS 1910 still calls every denomination and caste-specific body of traditions dharnzrz. The delimitation of the
Hindus from the non-Hindus has obviously been exacerbated. The MA of BS 2009
also lays down that if a Hindu (hilldu dharnzakii miinis) has been defiled by a follower of a foreign, a-dharmic religion by accepting bhnt or water from him or
having sexual intercourse with him, he will be degraded and integrated into a
lower Hindu caste,-and not, as we notice, into the caste of the polluter, Muslim
or Christian, etc. The members of the new caste may refuse to accept bhiit and
water from the degraded and his offspring if they so desire.I4
Likewise, the aforementioned restrictions regarding the investiture with the
holy cord are confirmed. The MA of 2009 prescribes that in the case of their father's
10 Gaborieau 1972: 86ff., 91.
I1 MA 2009, V: p. 15f. 5 29.
12 Kumar (1967: 140), however, reports on the persecution of the Arya Samaj followers in the late
Rana time.
13 Kabir's teaching is deemed to have been influenced by Islam in that it rejects idolatry and other
traditional forms of Hindu worship. Cf. Ghurye 1964: 189ff. and Wilson 1958: 36ff.
14 MA 2009, V, p. 140 5 14.
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untimely death, children receive the holy cord only if witnesses g v e evidence in
court, stating the father's affiliation to one of the "Cord-Wearer" castes.I5

Status allocation and religion

The effect religious affiliation has on caste status will be shown by the example of
the Muslims.
As we have seen, the MA distinguishes between native and foreign Muslims:
the Hill Muslims (Curaute/Curyada), on the one hand, and the Muslims of Kashmir, etc, on the other (cf. above p. 130). Are they regarded as two different castes
within the category of the impure "Water-Unacceptable" castes? In the enumeration of the latter, the Musalman come first, whereas the Hill Muslims occupy the
lowest rank among the touchable impure castes.16 Read colurnnwise, the following order is to be seen:
Musalman (sic!)-Madheska Teli (oil-pressers in the Terai)-Kasahi (Newar
butchers)-Kuslya (Kusle, Newar)-Dhobi (Hindu Dhobi, Newar)-Kulu
(Newar)-Mlech (M1eccha)--Curyada (Curaute, Hill Muslim).
Consequently, the (foreign) Muslims would be the highest caste among the
impure ones and the Curaute the lowest. The MA, however, contradicts this assumption by stating explicitly in another passage that it is the Kasai who rank the
highest in this caste category." Moreover, it is conspicuous that in the provisions
regulating sexual relations amongst the Muslims, the question of an additional
defilement by accepting bhiit or water is not mentioned at all. Does this mean that
Muslims are not considered "normal" castes? Be that as it may, whenever their
external relations are dealt with, the MA treats the Muslims as one single caste.
Thus it contrasts the Musalman with the Hindu "Cord-Wearers" (tiigddhri hindu)
or with the impure Hindu (piini ~zncnlrzyiihilld~).'~
We also learn that contact between two Muslims is obviously not polluting,
whereas contact between Muslims and Hindus is as polluting as that between
Hindus of different castes can be. What is more: Contact with a Muslim through
blziit, water or sexual intercourse is even polluting for all Hindus in the impure
castes, regardless of whether they rank higher or lower than the Muslim. Another
indication of the exceptional
of the Muslims Lies in the fact that such a
polluting contact with a Muslim does not entail the degradation of the Hindu to a
Muslim, as one would expect. Nor is the inverse possibility mentioned: the degradation of a Muslim to the status of a (Hindu) Untouchable after having intercourse with an untouchable woman."
15
16
17
18
19

MA 2009, V, p. 23 5 1.
MA p. 680f. 5 17.
MAp.679911.
MA p. 673 5 13, p. 677 5 4.
MA p. 677 9 4, cf. also 672 5 12.
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It is Gaborieau20who completed these fragmentary data by further documentary evidence and his own field research. He shows that Muslims are not only
horizontally separated from other castes, especially from the Hindus, but also
vertically. They are an exception and cannot be fitted into the linear hierarchy.
They are "Water-Unacceptable" to all "Water-Unacceptable" castes, since even
the Untouchables refuse to accept water from them. On the other hand, Muslims
accept bliiif and water only from the pure castes and are thus an exception to the
principle of unilaterality (as we have termed it on p. 21f.). However, they do not
rank below or among the Untouchables, for, as a matter of fact, bodily contact
with a Muslim is not polluting. The following diagram (fig. 15) illustrates the
position of the Muslims:

Fig. 15. The Muslim's position in the caste hierarchy
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Gaborieau also reminds us of the fact that in India, too, Muslims are mostly
classified as an impure caste and equated to the Mleccha, the main reason for this
being their religion, which is vidhnrnrn from the Hindu point of view.2' In fact, the
position of Muslim castes in a dominantly Hindu social environment may differ
according to region. Aggarwal reports on a caste in Mewat, which has been
Islamised for centuries and could, nevertheless retain its ksntriyn status because it
continued to perform some Hinduistic rites as well and to employ Brahmins for
this purpose. In the same region, other old-established Muslim castes have, as
.~~
recent study on an Indian community also
craftsmen, the status of S ~ I d r nAnother
20 Gaborieau 1972: 94-104.
21 Gaborieau 1972: 96f.
22 Aggarwal 1971: 72ff.-That confession is not always a correlate of status is illustrated by the
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shows that not all Muslims necessarily rank low.= Kashrnir, with its overwhelming Muslim majority, provides a somewhat different situation. The symbiosis between Muslims and Brahmins at the empirical level is sharply contrasted by mutually exclusive representations at the ideological level. While the pattern of exchange of goods and services between occupational Muslim groups and the Brahmins closely resembles the j n j w n i system prevailing in purely Hindu social contexts, Brahmins and Muslims regard each other as mleccha and knfir respectively
and do not accept cooked food from each other. Madan rightly refuses "to conclude that the Kashmiri Muslim social order itself is a modified system of castes"
and prefers to "acknowledge the existence of a dual social order".24The exceptional position the MA accords to the Muslim minority in Nepal is a particular
attempt to provide this duality with a legal basis by binding together two social
orders without fully denying their mutually exclusive orientations.
In contradistinction to the Muslims, the Buddhist castes are not identified as
such in the MA. Their assignment to the hierarchy does not, at least not explicitly,
depend on their confession. The reasons for this can only be surmised. First of all,
the contrast between the teachings of Buddhism and Hinduism is not felt as markedly as that between Islam and Hinduism; as we have seen, the MA of BS 2009
does not classify Buddhism as a - d h a r ~ n i cSecondly,
.~~
empirical observation also
confirms that in some instances it is not easy to distinguish between Buddhists
and Hindus. Some Gurung and Bhova, adherents of Lamaism, must have undergone a partial Hinduisation already at the time of Jang Bahadur. Among the Newar
of the Kathmandu Valley, we find numerous coincidences in the pantheons of both
Buddhists and Hindus, and some castes may employ Dew Bhaju as well as Gubhaju
as priests.26The clear-cut division between Biwnwrgi and bauddhnnfirp New& castes

23
24
25
26

*

Syrian Christians in Kerala. They occupy a middle position in the hierarchy, although they
should normally be regarded as Untouchables because they eat beef, come into contact with
alcohol and leather, etc. Yet again, conversion does not suffice for changing caste status. Thus,
the Pulaya of Kerala continue to be Untouchables, in spite of their conversion by the Syrian
Christians (Alexander 1972: 153ff.).On mass conversions to Buddhism among the Untouchables of Agra cf. Lynch 1968.
Jain 1975: 22f.
Madan 1976: 139.
Gaborieau (1972: 86) is even of the opinion that the legislator considers Buddhism to be a sort
of sect within Hinduism (?).
Cf. Rosser 1966: 78ff.; Nepali 1965: 150ff., 167, 172,178ff.;Greenwold 1974. The co-existence of
Buddhism and Hinduism in the Newar culture of the Kathmandu Valley has often been described and analysed. Suffice it here to refer to the level of symbols reflecting tlus symbiosis. It
was Levi who highlighted the importance of such phenomena as: a) that in Nepal's national
sanctuary at PaSupatinath the s'ivnliligmlr is covered with a mask of Buddha once a year; b) that
in the Nepalamahshnyam, written before the 15th century, Buddha appears as an m v l m of
Visnu; c) that there are numerous correspondences or mutual identifications between Hindu
and Buddhist deities; and d) that followers of both confessions as well as the representatives
of the Hindu royal dynasty participate in the great festivals of the Newar population (Uvi
1905,II:44f., Levi 1905, I: 349-367).In the post-1769 era, Buddhism was tolerated only passively,
whereas Hindu institutions were actively supported by state subsidies (Hodgson 1880, 11:
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in Jayasthiti Malls's code is missing in the MA." We may thus conclude that, although all non-Hindus have a caste affiliation in the hierarchy, only in the case of
the Muslims and the Christians does confession seem to operate as a chief determinant of caste status. As to the Buddhists, we can only state that their absence
among the "Cord-Wearers" at the top of the hierarchy follows logically from their
being non-Hindu.
It is instructive to study the distribution of various religious affiliations w i t h
the hierarchy. Buddhists (including Lamaists) are only to be found in the "middle",
that is, in the caste groups "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" and "Enslavable
Alcohol-Drinker". There are no Buddhists among the impure castes. Although
Muslims and Christians rank lower than Buddhists, they are by no means inferior
to the Untouchables. Hindus, however, can be encountered in all caste groups,
even among the untouchable^.^^ Consequently, there are Hindus who are "more
impure" than the non-Hindus, and this statement is valid even if we take into
account the exceptional position of the Muslims. Here, too, the MA seems to have
codified some segments of the hierarchy on the basis of interrelations that had
factually existed before.

Moral tolerance
The diversity of caste-specific occupations, customs and customary rights or duties is greater than that of confessions in the strict sense of the term. A glance at
the relevant passages of the MA reveals that practically every caste has its food
taboos, marriage rules, etc, w h c h are only partly a function of their adherence to
one of the world religions, such as Hinduism or Buddhism.
Is there any hierarchical gradation of these caste-specific customs and rules
as moral norms, and if so, which criteria are employed? What is the Brahrnanical
or orthodox ideal which, in Hodgson's view,2yserves the legislator as a normative gauge?
Let us first stress again that the caste-specific universe of traditions, including
the religious ones, is termed dhnrnrn by the MA in so far as they are legally sancti~ned.~O
As the killing of the cow (but not the consumption of its meat!) is forbid-

27
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239ff.; Oldfield 1974,II: 81ff. and LCvi 1905, I: 319f.). Recently, S. Lienhard (1978) has consecrated a study to the problem of religious syncretism in Nepal.
Lamsal2023: 45-50, cf. also below p. 175ff.
Even among the impure castes, the Hindus are recognised as such by the MA, p. 673 § 13.
p. 6775 1
~ o d ~ s 1880,II:
on
236ff.
Unquestionably, the term dlmrrim is employed in the MA in this extended sense. Thus, dlmrtrlntlfl
rnlmtru means 'to lead a life in line with one's status' (caste status, feme's status, legal status);
iiplltl~rdlmrrrlnnui rn!mnyil knrlrlyii, widllzufi, sndllwfi, 'an unspoilt virgin, a non-remarried widow, a
married woman who remains faithful to her husband (in contrast to a wesyii)'; or g r h n s t l ~
dlmrnmrtur mlmtlyfi tiigfidldri, 'a Cord-Wearer who, in pursuance of his duties as a member of his
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den to all castes on Nepalese territory, such a practice is obviously not considered
dhnririn. The killing of the seducer of one's wife, however, (from our viewpoint
murder or, at the most, a "crime passiomel") is only forbidden if the cuckold
husband belongs to a caste whose members are prohibited from doing so (cf.
above p. 48f.). dl.lnrnrrz can "specialise", as Max Weber put it."
The moral tolerance of the MA is illustrated by its attitude towards exceptional
or deviant kinship patterns.
In the paragraphs dealing with incest, the MA explicitly exempts the Muslims:
they are the only caste allowed to marry father's brother's daughter, that is the
patrilateral parallel cousin.32Conspicuously, the divorce payment for a Muslim
woman, Rs 100 if she is a foreign Muslim resident in Nepal and Rs 60 if she is a
Curaute, is much higher than that for a woman of another touchable impure caste
(Rs 15). Apart from these exceptions, the Muslims are, with regard to marriage
and inheritance, subjected to the same regulations as all other touchable impure
castes; even the gradation of the feme's status is applicable to them, although with
some modifica ti on^.^^
As to the Newar, the MA states that a woman retains her wiwiihitii status if she,
as a divorcee, is remarried with full rites, independent of how many times she
was married before. Accordingly, the amount of the divorce payment for her does
not diminish. We see that, in contrast to all other castes, a Newar woman's feme's
status depends on the kind of wedding rites and not on the number of males she
has had intercourse with or has been married to.31Obviously, this regulation hangs
together with the particular custom of the Newar to symbolically marry a girl
before puberty to the god Narayc, which means that her subsequent unions with
human husbands are regarded as a sort of secondary marriages.35
Contrary to Hodgson's report from the 19th century,36Nepali states that since
then an adaptation to the universal conception of the feme's status has taken place
among most of the Newar. The woman can no longer leave her husband as easily
as in the past and the divorce payment varies according to the number of men she
has been married to.37It may be noted that this development was not enforced by
the subsequent legislation, since the MA of BS 2009 confirms the provision of its
predeces~or.~~
The Limbu a r e another exception in that the MA permits them to
practise what is forbidden to all other castes as an incestuous union, namely
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caste and as pater familias, remains a layman' (instead of becoming an ascetic). Cf., i.a., MA, p.
262 5 20, p. 390 5 20. On the concept of dllnrlrln cf. also Lingat 1973: 258ff.
Weber 1972: 26.
MA p. 551 5 4-9.
MA p. 677 5 5-6. Cf. also Gaborieau 1972: 86f.
MA p. 645f. 5 14.
Nepali 1965: 106ff.
Hodgson l880,II: 235.
Nepali 1965: 239,245.
MA 2009, V, p. 75 5 4.
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finfl."
the marriage with one's own stepmother,
The term siini iinlii means father's wife, but the ethnographic sources only
mention levirate a n d sororate a m o n g the L i m b ~ . ~AO transgenerational
marriage, to which the MA seems to make allusion, is unknown today according to Sagant.41It is, however, practised by the Dafla settling further east to
the Limbu, in the former North Eastern Frontier Agency, in that after their
father's death the sons can inherit their genitor's wives except for their own
mother.42Among the Lepca of Sikkim, sexual relations with the wife of the
father's younger brother are allowed under certain condition^.'^ Since a
document dating from BS 1896 also raises the issue of stepmother marriage
among the Limbu we must presume that this custom has in the meantime been
given
The practice of cross-cousin marriage is regulated as follows:
Patrilateral cross-cousin marriage with the father's sister's daughter (phuphuko
chori) is permitted only to those castes who have practised it since ancient times
(nghi pitii purkhiidekhi cnli ii~iiko).~'
However, it may be somewhat bewildering that the MA allows all castes, including the Brahmins as well, the marriage with the matrilateral cross-cousin: the
mother's brother's daughter (nriimiiki chori) can be married as a virgin or widow.
Likewise, it is permitted to marry one's matrilateral parallel cousin, that is, mother's
sister's daughter.46
The MA's approval of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage for all castes is not
endorsed by ethnography. As is also stated by Doherty, among the high castes
this type of marriage is only practised by the Thakuri (Rajput) and occasionally
also by the Chetri, particularly in the Rana families. To Brahmins, however, it is
strictly forbidden. Doherty explains the aversion against both matrilateral and
patrilateral cross-cousin marriage by stating that they conflict with the conception of gotrn exogamy and with the hypergamous principle.47Roughly surnrnarised:
by matrilateral cross-cousin marriage the status declivity between wife-givers
and wife-takers would be perpetuated over at least two generations. By contrast, patrilateral cross-cousin marriage would level the same status declivity by
the "exchange" of women and thus negate the hypergamous principle. This is to
be illustrated by the following diagrams in which the arrows represent the transfer of women.
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MA p. 656 5 5.
Cf. Caplan 1970: 86; Jones 1973: 213.
Personal communication.
Shukla 1959: 77.
Gorer 1967: 146.
Nepali 2022: 205.
MA p. 448 5 18.
MA p. 444 5 3-4; p. 448 5 17; cf. also MA p. 534 5 11, p. 541 5 13, p. 545 5 12.
Doherty 1974: 33ff.
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b) patrila teral
cross-cousin marriage

It seems that formerly matrilateral cross-cousin marriage had been practised
even by some Brahmins, at least by the Jaisi. A decree dating from BS 1887, that is,
23 years prior to the MA, forbids the Jaisi of Bara Hajar Sallyan to marry one's
own mother's brother's daughter, granting thereby a petition submitted by the
. ~ ~ we are obviously faced with a turning away from a hithJaisi t h e m s e l v e ~Here
erto practised form of marriage which is now regarded as structurally opposing
"Brahmanical standards".
We know that cross-cousin marriage has also been widespread in South India
since ancient times and even practised by high castes.50It may therefore be of
some interest to see how this type of alliance was viewed by the dhnr~~miiistm
authors. Manu regards matrilateral cross-cousin marriage as incest; in other sources,
too, its practice is largely condemned, as it runs contrary to the rules of exogamy
based on the gotrn and sapindn relations. Some authors, however, defend this form
of matrimonial alliance, arguing that it is practised by the Brahmins of the South;
or they offer casuistic explanations by asserting, for instance, that in the case of
matrilateral cross-cousin marriage, a wife is (exceptionally) not integrated into
her husband's gotra and that, therefore, a union between her son and her niece
camot be deemed ince~tuous.~'
The aforementioned petition of the Jaisi alone shows that legislation by no
means only preserves but is also willing to sanction changes in caste-specific customs. It is possible to adopt a "better" form of marriage and to have it legalised.
Modifications are only blocked if they are likely to jeopardise the hierarchy as a
whole with its specific gradation of norms, as is exemplified by the prohbitions of
converting Hindus to other religions or of lulling the cow.
Otherwise the MA fails to give any definition of which customs are "better" or
"good" in relation to other "less good" ones. It contents itself with a reference to
the authority of the dlmrnlnifistrn without giving further specificationss2or with an
48 Somewhat speculatively one may add that the cumulative effect in case (a) by giving away
women over two or more generations to the same wife-taker family would lead in the long
run to the formation of hypergamous sections within one and the same caste. Therefore status
deficits caused by giving away daughters or sisters must be spread ("diversified") in such a
way that the hypergamous principle is neither negated nor hypertrophied.
49 Reprinted in the annex to the MA, p. 703.
50 Cf., La., Dumont 1957.
51 Kane 1974: 458ff.; Kane 1946: 876.
52 Cf., f.i., MA, p. 444 Ej 5: iiistmrrm Ickl~yfikolrrrr~lc...lurrirclm, 'because it is written in the Gstm ... it
is allowed'.
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implicit reference to those who are the purest members of the hierarchy and thus
have the "best" customs: the Brahmins. They are tacit points of reference for the
integration into the universal hierarchy of the various castes and sections of the
population.
As Derrett states," in ancient India customary law was recognised in two
spheres, namely in the case of legal disputes in general and with regard to traditions having social or religious implications. Consequently, the customs of countries, castes, guilds and families had to be respected. The conception of dhor~lln
was rather an abstract ideal, a precept for righteous behaviour on the basis of the
jrllti (the Vedas) and the siryti literature. It necessarily conflicted with iiciim and
cnritrn, that is, with regional and/or customary law which was conditioned by the
material coercions of daily life. Derrett also emphasises that dllnrilln (Siistro) was
just one of the many legal sources and that it could be nullified by the practice of
lawsuit (vynvnhiirn); both dlznrvln and lawsuit could be nullified by customary law
(coritm), and finally all three could be nullified by a royal edict (Siisnnn). In other
words, dllnriiln was a legal source per se, but in the sense of an ideal which could
be appealed to in case of controversial interpretations or decisions. In reality, the
slil~tiitself drew from customary law.54
As stressed by Lingat, if dhorilln and custom clash, they both have their own
spheres of application without suspending each other.55The attitude best to be
called "restrictive tolerance", is also illustrated by the issue of cross-cousin marriage. Manu condemns it as incestuous, while, on the other hand, he claims that
local customs must be respected. If the medieval expounders recognise this form
of marriage as part of the tradition of some groups or in some regions, they do so
with the admonition not to transfer (per analogiam) such deviations from the
sinlti to other facts. Certain people may marry their mother's brother's daughter
because custom is custom. From this, however, one should not conclude that
mother's sister or mother's sister's daughter are also marriageable; prescinding
from the interdiction in the siiilti, such a marriage would run counter to public
. ~ ~ any innovation is
opinion which, according to Manu, has to be r e s p e ~ t e dHere
blocked and denied any right-constituting claim.
An at least nominal differentiation between Snstrn and iiciiro in Nepalese law is
reported by Hodgson. He quotes competent informants who assert that "Infringements of the law of caste in any and every way fall under the Sh5stra; other
53
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Derrett (n.d.): 7-8.
Derrett (n.d): If., 17f., 20,37f.
Linga t 1973: 200-202,258.
Kane 1962: 1264,1270; Kane 1946: 876f.; Kane 1974: 464f. As Lingat (1973: 258) puts it, the slrrrti
"are careful to explain that wherever [dlrnnr~n]cannot conquer custom remains queen. But
custom's triumph by no means diminishes the authority of the law [dlrnrrrrn].I t can only fetter
the application of the latter, perhaps only for a timen.-Quite contrary to this attitude, the
scholars of jurisprudence (rrrir~rnrirsn)only recognise customary law if it harmonises with the
s l r ~ r t iThey
.
either disapprove of cross-cousin marriage as incest or justify it by manipulating
the srrrrti (Derrett n.d.: 17ff.).
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matters are almost entirely governed by customary law (des-a~hhr)".~'
In the MA itself there is no distinction between dlznrmn, on the one hand, and
ficfim or caritm, on the other. dhnrilin comprises whatever is practised with the
consent of the Law, whatever one is entitled to according to one's status. It stands
for 'custom', 'moral norm', 'tradition', 'rite', (mlnn, thiti, snniprndifyn, h n r ) , etc, and
implies thus both ficfimand cnritrn. The MA does value ficfirn and cnritm, but not by
means of a fixed scale. Whereas marrying one's stepmother is not practised by the
Brahmins, it is practised by the Limbu, and from this fact it follows that it is a
"less good" custom. However, it does not emerge from the context whether this
custom is "such a bad" one that it is only fitting for "such a low-ranking" caste as
the Limbu. (The Untouchables, if compared with the Brahmins, have "better"
forms of marriage than many a pure caste, even the Limbu.) Rather, it is permitted
because it was in existence prior to legislation, incidentally among the Limbu and
not in any other caste, and because it was not found "so bad" as to be forbidden.
Customs, just as occupation and other attributes, may provide orientational criteria, but they do not show any fixed correlation with caste status. Every attempt to
interpret status purely in terms of attributes is notlung but an a-posteriori justification of the outcome of factual inter-caste relationships which are, with few modifications, codified as such by the legislator.
It is almost commonplace that tolerance is a necessary precondition of every
caste hierarchy, as intolerance in the shape of a radical ethical dualism would
exclude, and not include, and thus negate hierarchy itself. If the MA's attitude can
be called tolerant then it is just because it refrains from stipulating fixed correlations between caste status, on the one hand, and caste-specific customs and confessions, on the other. It is tolerant not only because its hierarchy, as any other
caste hierarchy, excludes nobody (has no "outcasts"), but also because even beefeaters, such as the Bhotya, and the non-Hindus are not degraded to Untouchables. The legal protection granted to everybody to follow his forefathers' traditions and the recognition of these traditions as dlznmin kuilyfi (here: 'incumbent'),
is in line with the precept of the dhnriilas'fistrn, according to which the king should
not only respect but also actively maintain the traditions of his subjects.%In fact,
the MA is as tolerant as was possible and necessary under the circumstances
given at the time of its promulgation. It is flexible enough to make compromises
with the immense empirical diversity, sometimes even at the risk of ambiguities
or anomalies, as is shown by the examples of the Newar or the Muslims. That
this flexibility was, however, preceded by some dilemmas will be shown in the
next chapter.

57 Hodgson 1880, 11: 232. On the preceding page, however, Hodgson states that the Siistm is
consulted only in cases where Brahmins or Rajput are involved.
58 Cf. Hacker 1957: 168ff.,who calls this attitude towards the sects outside Hinduism "political
tolerance". "Private tolerance", regulating the intercourse behveen Hindus and those who do
not recognise the authority of the Vedas, is much more restrictive.
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A final note on tolerance in Nepal
Fiirer-Haimendorf emphasises the great ethical tolerance which, in his view,
&aracterises Nepal's caste hierarchy. He calls our attention to specific historical
and social factors and surmises that the flexible attitude exhibited towards marriage in general and inter-caste marriage in particular can be attributed to the
impact that Buddhism and the cultures of the various ethruc groups had on the
Nepalese caste system.59
Fiirer-Haimendorf advocates the opinion that, contrary to India, in Nepal even
widows in the higher Hindu castes are free to remarry and that sexual relations
are neutral (!) because Brahmins, p a k u r i and Chetri are allowed to marry women
from casteless (!) ethnic groups without losing their caste status. Cl-uldren from
such marriages do not form a subcaste (as would be the case in India, he says), but
are either integrated into the caste of their p a k u r i and Chetri fathers or, in the
case of a Brahmin father, they are recognised as Khatri, i.e., Chetri. Children of a
Chetri father and a Gurung, Tamang or Magar mother are not Chetri with full
status, jharrii, and are debarred from cornrnensality with jhrzrrfi Chetri. Nevertheless, after several generations the progeny of these cl-uldren can marry into jharrii
families and thus obtain jharrii status60
In the light of the MA, we may supplement Fiirer-Haimendorf's observations
as follows:
a) Widow-remarriage: As is well-known, the idea that a woman can marry
only once and that a widow has to lead a life of virtue and penance has prevailed
in India at least since Manw6' As to the present-day situation in Northern India,
only Brahmin and Ksatriya widows are forbidden to remarry; widows from lower
castes are free to do so. Blunt estimates that about 2/3 of the population indulges
in widow-remarriage.62
The MA does not prohibit the widow from remarrying and leaves it to her
discretion whether she remains "faithful" to her deceased husband (khasamkd
sntyamri basnu) or not. Her caste is of no r e l e ~ a n c e As
. ~ ~we have seen, even an
Upadhyaya man can marry a widow who was born as Upadhyaya. Their issue,
however, are not Upadhyaya but Jaisi and the widow herself is classified as a
lower-ranking "Cord-Wearer", namely Jaisi." The emphasis is placed not on widowhood itself but on the feme's status of the widow, which diminished due to her
previous marriage.
b) Inter-caste marriage: The MA lays down that any "Cord-Wearer" can marry
any "Cord-Wearer" virgin with full rites as wiwiihitn wife, even if she belongs to a
caste inferior to the husband's. Although the children of an Upadhyaya father and
59
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64

Fiirer-Haimendorf 1960: 14, 17ff., 31, i.a.
Cf. Fiirer-Haimendorf 1966: 31ff.
Cf., i.a., Kane 1974: 583ff.
Dumont 1966: 145f.; Blunt 1969: 64f.
MA p. 445 5 8.
MAp.391541.
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a Chetri or Thakuri wiwiihitii wife will not be recognised as Upadhyaya, they are
entitled to a full share of inheritance just as those born to equal-ranking parentsmh5
Matrimony with a wiwiillitii woman corresponds to the "principal marriage"
(for a man) and to the "primary marriage" (for a woman) in Dumont's terminology with regard to India.& In Nepal, such a union is permitted-not only beyond
the border of a hypergamous section or subcaste of the caste X, but also with
women of some lower-ranking castes Y and Z. Dumont emphasises that a "principal marriage" implies that the status of the woman is only slightly lower than the
husband's so that their children adopt the full caste status of the father. In Nepal,
this status difference may be somewhat greater, and it is only in the case of an
Upadhyaya marrying a n a k u r i or Chetri woman that children are not integrated
into their father's caste.
Undoubtedly, Fiirer-Haimendorf has somewhat over-emphasised the antagonism between the "rigid" caste society in India and the "tolerant" caste society in
Nepal. Although in India the ideal of caste endogamy is generally more strictly
observed than in Nepal, a transgression of the limits of caste endogamy does not
automatically entail the formation of subcastes. Just as in the case of the non-jlulrrii
Chetri, in India, too, certain irregular unions can result in a slight decline in status
for the father and his children but they are not expelled from the caste.h7
The material of the MA hitherto discussed endorses Dumont's comments on
Fiirer-Haimendorf: "Regarding Nepal we may conclude [...I that marriage and
status there do not on the whole contradict Indian principles, but on the contrary
can be understood by reference to them."" In connection with the fact that in
Nepal the limits of cornrnensality are much narrower than those set to inter-caste
marriages?' Dumont remarks: "Nepal is characterised by a systematic use of the
disjunction of comrnensality and comubium which India of course knows, but
does not, for the present, develop to anything like the same extent."'O
One may add what Stone concludes from her study of a local hierarchy in
Central Nepal: "[ ...I despite the very real flexibility of caste in Nepal, I doubt that
Nepalese high caste Hindus have developed a new ideological stance-a view of
how the world should be-which significantly differs from that of Hindu India.
Furthermore [as to marriage] it appears that what is 'tolerated' is first of all
65 MA p. 116 5 8-11.
66 Dumont 1957 and Dumont 1966: 145ff.
67 Cf. Dumont 1964: 90-98; Dumont 1966: 148f. Cf. also Fiirer-Haimendorf 1964a with some
modifications of his previous arguments. Fiirer-Haimendorf's (1960: 31) statement that "the
horror with which orthodox Hinduism looks upon the 'confusion of castes' is absent in Nepalese
social thinking" is clearly contradicted by the MA.
68 Dumont 1964: 97. Cf. also Pocock (1972: 55) who states with regard to Gujarat that "[ ...I
violations of endogamy are more common than is often supposed. Such marriages are not
necessarily secondary marriages in the sense in which Dumont has described them." Rather,
"they may be regarded as normal marriages, since only the woman has come from outside
and the male line is unimpaired."
69 as is also manifest in the MA, cf. above p. 81.
70 Dumont 1964: 98.
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elopment, and that I...] most elopments are secondary unions [lyfiitnunions in the
MA's terminology] which might suggest that the Nepalese case is close to the
Indian in terms of Dumont [...I.""

71 Stone 1977: 122.-For Fiirer-Haimendorf (1960: 19f.), the unions between Ran2 men of the
Chetri caste and women from the royal family (Thakuri caste), normally to be regarded as
hypogamous, are another expression of tolerance. However, such alliances are limited to Rana
men from the highest families. Pandey (1973: 55, 57) even opines that Jahg Bahadur secured
himself the status of a Thakuri by assuming the typical Indian Iiiijput title and name Rana.
Perhaps it may also be argued that here we rather have to deal with unions regarded as
isogamy, for the lower caste status of the Rana husband is counterbalanced by his political
status: after all, he belongs to the family of prime ministers de facto superior even to the king.

XIV

THE SANCTIONING OF CUSTOMS

"The functions of Government [in ancient India] were not supposed to end with the maintenance of peace and order, but the
Government must be a n instrument of the diffusion of culture."
(Kane 1946: 69).

The legislator not only has to acknowledge deviations, he actually has to sanction
all the customs and traditions. The sanctioning is called thiti biindcj (< thiti/sthiti,
'order', 'custom', and biitzdej < bidlltzu, 'to bind', 'to fix'). The term refers to both,
to codification as a whole and to singular decrees bearing the royal seal (liilrrrohor).'
Some of the subsequent examples date back to the pre-MA era and are deliberately selected to show legislation as a process set in a specific socio-historic context. The tension between the orthodox ideal and empirical reality is here not to
be delineated statically but diachronically.
The custom of levirate, also wide-spread in IndiaJ2by which a widow is entitled to marry the younger brother of her deceased husband, offers an instructive paradigm. The classical Indian legal sources mostly condemn t h s custom generally known as ~ziyoga.According to Manu, levirate is a bestial custom and he
forbids its practice to all twice-born. Subsequent expounders allow it only to the
h d r a or-in exceptional cases-to the royal families.'
A decree from BS 1893 (1836) states in disgust: The custom of marrying the
wizuiihitii wife (widow) of one's elder brother hitherto practised by all (?) castes of
the country is a great sin (thlrlo yiiy). Considering the fact that this country is a
jmirgnlii rrrlilltk (a jungle country, i.e., inhabited by savages), what is done cannot be
1 A thiti Iriiudej can also give legal sanction to a revenue settlement or the colonisation of a certain
sometlung which has
area, etc. A characteristic of many of them is that they confirm (tlfiirii~rl)
already been de facto in existence.
2 Dumont 1966: 146. According to Blunt (1969: &If.), the higher a caste the less frequent is the
occurrence of levirate. Cf. also Berreman 1963: 152f. on levirate among the Pahari of Northwestern India.
3 Cf. Kane 1974: 599-607.
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undone (blrni gnyo). However, henceforth only the Limbu, Lepca (Lapcya) and the
Jumli (people of Jumla) are regarded as an exception. All other castes are forbidden to marry the elder brother's wife (siiksnt blriilrjyrr). lnfringement is, according
to the offender's caste, punished by banishment, degradation, cutting off the penis or by enslavement.
"[. ..I iige lliirrlrii irrlrltrkkii ciir zunryn clrnttis jdt gnirhn yrnti zuiudlritii snksiit

blrnrrjyiisnlilgn zuiriir~gnrrra yo krlrii tlrlrlo yiiy rnhcclrn iijnsnihnia jo jnti bllnyo
so blrni gnyo jntirgnlii rrrrrlrrk Irrrrziilc jiitko tnjzuij gnrlrrl ynrclii ha1 kirnti lilnbu
liiyc11ii rn j~riillihnrii~oiilrikriiklriiijadcklrit~yriintnjiirriijii?~ihsnilc
snksiit bhiilrjya
zuiriilr rlngnrrzrr blraiirrryii tlriti [tlriti] zunncllzej zuidhi wnksynli [...In4
Almost two decades later, the MA regulates the matter as follows: Except for the
Upadhyaya and Jaisi Brahmins, all castes are allowed levirate. Furthermore, it is
laid down that from BS 1919 (1862) onwards the Rajput ( n a k u r i ) are also prohibited from practising levirate; hereby all unions are exempted from punishment
which were contracted before this date (nglriko krrro ... sndar lrrriilctrn)."
The contrast to the decree of BS 1893 is striking. Does the MA surrender to
empirical reality, that is, does it yield to the fact that levirate was obviously practised by a large number of castes in the Nepal of that time?
We see that empirical reality is not merely taken notice of by the legislator, he
also attempts to modify it by setting certain standards. Two facts deserve our
attention. The one is that many ttliti biindcj decrees were obviously answers to
petitions on the part of the people concerned (cf. the cases of the Mecya and
Tamang, pp. 72f., 124ff.). The second one is that some decrees of the pre-MA era
make believe that the legislator was, at that time, faced with a sort of tabula rasa
in the fields of customs and inter-caste relationships in a newly formed society.
Thus, in one thiti biit~dejfor the Magar of Piuthan, the petitioners complain:
"[ ...I we have [hitherto] accepted blliit without cokhyii~z[purifying ingredient, such
as ghee] from people who rank lower than our own caste. All the other Magar
have their caste regulations [jiitko zuynzunstlzii], we do not have any
Petitions could also imply protest if the petitioners felt that their traditional
customs were being arbitrarily challenged or suppressed by the central power.
The Limbu, for instance, protested against a decree, dating from BS 1896 (1839),
by which they were forbidden the above-mentioned marriage with the stepm ~ t h e r Their
.~
intervention was evidently successful, for the MA, 14 years

4

Reprinted in the annex to the MA, p. 701; also published in Nepali 2022: 2 0 3 . X a p l a n (1970:84)
and Jones (1973: 212f.) report that levirate is still being practised by the Limbu.
5 MA, p. 535f. 5 18-21, p. 539f. 5 7,9, p. 544 5 7, p. 554 5 6.
6 Cf. Nepali 2022: 191 and 194f.: "[ ...I Aplr~riijiitdcklri rrickii lrntko coklryiirr ~rnlriilckoblrnt pnrri klridn
rnlry~iclmr~
rn gnirllnrrmgnrlcsnbniko jiitko ruyzvnstl~ficlln lliirrrrojiitko ri~yoztnstlriikclli rnlrcrm Iriirrrrfljiitkii
pnili tlriti pifrldii llr~rrbllnrri [...I."
7 Cf. Nepali 2022: 203-205. Cf. also above p. 143f.
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later, explicitly exempts the Limbu from the interdiction."
Hereby it is shown that the tlliti bdl[ndcjis not always a simple sanctioning of the
status quo ante legem. It can also be the result of a dialogue, an interaction between legislation and the persons concerned. Whereas the Limbu stick to their
Many a petitradition, the Magar solicit the legalisation of their "ca~tification".~
tion tried to create the impression that the legislator had only to sanction the
status quo. However, it seems that in reality the petitioners themselves produced
a fait accompli, presenting it as status quo. There are some indications that the
petitions for a thiti bii~idcjresulted from the initiative of pressure groups already
alienated from the traditional norms of their own caste or ethnic group. The petition was meant to postulate the degree of "Hinduisation" already attained by
them for the whole ethnic group (or for a local segment of such a group) and to
have it legalised.
It is in tlus sense that we should interpret C.R. Nepali's statement according to
whch the various tlziti biitrdej and liilllrollor documents under the reign of Bhimsen
Thapa virtually met the people's wishes.I0
A number of facts endorse our supposition that the cultural change that set in
after 1769 had its basis in voluntaristic actions undertaken by local elites." For
instance, many of the tlliti biindej are not addressed to all the Jaisi, Magar, etc, but
only to some of their local groups. Another proof is that the petitioners are often
mentioned by their individual names.'* Fournier reports on a delegation of the
Sunwar sent to Kathmaqd,u in order to obtain permission for Brahmins to settle in
their area and henceforth to be allowed to perform Hinduistic rites on behalf of
the Sunwar.13Furer-Haimendorf depicts in an informative way how a group split
off from the Thakali, by discontinuing participation in Lamaistic rites and by asserting from one day to the next that the Thakali were descended from the
Thakuri.14 Finally, there is a wnriiMzunli, obviously written by a Gurung, which
claims that Ghale and Gurung are of entirely different ethnic origin: Contrary to
the Ghale who are said to have always been Lamaists, the Gurung are the descendants of Hindu Ksatriya of Indian Rajpot origin and it is by an historical "accident" that they lost their holy cord.Is
Seemingly, some thiti biiiirzdej only sanctioned those fissions which had been conditioned by acculturation in a group hitherto culturally and ethnically homoge8 M A P . 565 5 5 .
9 As is well-known, the Limbu offered opposition against other steps, too, taken by the Govemment. Thus, with numerous petitions they opposed the gradual supplantation of their traditional kiynt tenure, a specific corporative form of landownership rights, being the basis of their
ethnic solidarity. Cf. Caplan 1970, Jones 1973 and Regmi 1976: 98ff.
10 Nepali 2022: 193f.
11 The role played by tribal elites in the process of "Sanskritisation"in India is discuss4 at length
by Orans 1965: 40ff., 127 and Sinha 1962.
12 Cf. also the 100 years younger decree on behalf of the Tamarig, p. 124ff.
13 Fournier 1974: 63.
14 Fiirer-Haimendorf 1966 a: 140-160.
15 Guruig ghale (raja) haruko wamgawali 2012: 164-167.
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neous. It is likely that even the regulation that allowed the Khas, who wear the
holy cord, to assume the caste name Ksatri/Chetri sanctioned the emergence of a
particular group from among the Khas.I6 According to Fiirer-Haimendorf,I7 the
so-called nrntwfili Chetri near Rara in West Nepal received the holy cord as early
as 1853, that is, at the time of the MA's promulgation.
Another document, dating from BS 1925 (1869), alludes to the splitting off of a
Hinduised group, the Rajwamsi, from the Koc (Koch) in the Eastern Terai. The
English translation of the document reads:I8
"[ ...I Chaudhari Bandhulal and 42 other persons belonging to the Rajvamsi
community in Morang have submitted the following petition:
[...I Formerly, this region was under forest, and there were no Brahmans
there. All inhabitants of the region belonged to our caste. Because of our evil
association with persons belonging to the Mussalman caste, who do not
invite Brahmans to such ceremonies as Nwaran (naming of child) and Pasni
(giving cereal food to child) but perform them according to the customs and
usages of their own caste, and, moreover, use cows to draw the plow, we too
have been following these practices.
These days the number of people belonging to the hills and plains, as well
as of Brahmans and Rajputs, has grown in Nepal. In case we receive a royal
charter directing us to revere the Brahman and use bullocks [instead of cows]
to draw the plow, and orders to describe us not as Koche but as Rajvamsi, we
will start revering Brahmans and stop using cows to draw the plow.
We therefore direct that a royal charter (La1 Mohar) shall be issued according to which (Rajvamsis) shall use bullocks, not cows, for plowing, that
they should revere Brahmans, and that any person from among them who
contravenes these regulations shall be fined according to law by the appropriate office or Amal".19

Today there are three groups to be found among the Koc in Jhapa and Morang,
namely a) a Hindu group bearing the name Rajwamsi; b) an Islamic group, "unofficially" also calling itself Rajwamsi; and c) those Koc who have adhered to their
autochthonous (tribal) tradition^.^^
In the period between 1769 and 1853, the legislator had obviously nourished a
great deal of disproportionate expectations. The tension that existed between orthodox ideals and empirical reality is also well demonstrated by the fact that
what Prithwi Narayan $ah had called "the genuine homeland of the Hindus" hsnl
hir~dlistl~n'lr),
namely Nepal, became 60 years later a "country of wilderness" (jn~ilgfllfi
16 MA p. 393 5 50. Cf. above p. 90f.
17 Fiirer-Haimendorf 1971: 21.
18 As the Nepali original was not accessible to me I quote the translation published in the Regmi
Research Series.
19 Customs 1925.
20 Bista 1972 b: 134ff.
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nlzrluk), as we have seen (p. 151). In a tnntnpntrn of 1802, published by Riccardi,
King Girwan Juddha ordered all Gurung, Ghale, Murmi (Tamang) as well as the
Gharti to employ the Brahmins as their priest^.^' By doing so he practically postulated a sort of cultural revolution, for, as we know, not even today do all Gurwig
and Tamang avail themselves of the services of the Brahmins. Some years later,
Bhimsen Thapa had also to recognise the limits set to an all too radical legislation.
As to this problem, C.R. N e ~ a l i too,
, ~ believes that the legislator's task grew
more and more difficult with the increasing number of ethnic groups and local
cultures brought under Nepalese sovereignty in consequence of the country's conquest. Moreover, rulers such as Prithwi Narayan or Rana Bahadur were much too
engaged in foreign affairs and warfare. A serious attempt to codify the social
conditions prevailing in the country could only be embarked on by Bhimsen Thapa
as late as in the period between 1804 and 1837 when political consolidation began
to dawn. Thitherto, the situation of jurisdiction had been almost chaotic. Although
every district had its governor (inlrkhtiynr), he always had to consult the central
government agencies before passing a sentence, even if such relatively unambiguous cases as sexual offences were dealt with. C.R. Nepali insinuates that Bhimsen
Thapa wanted to bring about a sweeping reform of customs (snntiijik pmcalnrrna
pariwartan), aiming at a certain homogenisation or simplification. It was last but
not least the traditionalistic (knttnr, lit. 'bigoted') attitude of the population which
made him lower h s p r e t e n s i ~ n sIt. ~is noteworthy that the author puts this proposition forth as an introduction to the aforesaid interdiction of levirate which
was later treated less strictly by the MA.
Of course, the question can be put the other way round, whether there had
not been disproportionate expectations on the part of the population, too. For
instance, by their acculturation, some local pioneers of "Hinduisation" and
"castification" might have expected a higher status position than that actually
accorded to their group. We can at least suppose that there were also cases
where sections of the population, chiefly the high castes, took an even more
orthodox line than the legislator. We have already mentioned that the MA permits all castes the marriage with one's matrilateral cross-cousin and parallel
cousin. Conspicuously, the MA almost emphatically stresses the legality of such
a union, as if it had to remove doubts or even resistance. It lays down that
matrimony with the mother's brother's daughter and mother's sister's daughter is not punishable even if she ranks lower than the husband. The relatives and
fellow-caste members of the husband, however, are liable to punishment if they
debar him from interdining after having contracted such a union. Furthermore,
21 Riccardi 1976.
22 Nepali 2022: 193f.
23 Nepali 2022: 203,205. Surya Bahadur Thapa, in his preface to the reprint of the MA, also thinks
that the legislator was confronted in that epoch with the difficulty of harmonising customary
law with the norms of the kstrn: " d l m r i r m k s t r ir~nrlyorcncni~m rititlritiynrni11prfiln7~ii1WIm11
gflnzc pmyns"; perhaps the word snii~s'odlmr~,
'purification', 'correction', is an unwittingly strikh g characterisation of that rigid attitude we have labelled "disproportionateexpectation".
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such cousins may even be married with full rites as ~izilnhitn.~'
Finally, we may note that occasionally empirical reality and the orthodox ideal
are closer to each other than to the MA. The provisions according to which Brahmins are allowed to plough and that the choice of occupation is independent of
caste affiliation clearly show this.25
What has appeared as a static order in the preceding chapters now manifests
itself as a dynamic process. In other words, status allocation and inter-caste relations, as laid down by the MA or by other tlriti Oiiiidcj decrees, are the result of a
series of interactions between the legislator and the people concerned. This also
implies some compromises between the orthodox ideal and the cultural diversity
as represented by the numerous groups gradually drawn into the orbit of a caste
society. Let us stress again that legislation designed to integrate the various groups
into an all-embracing hierarchy is not only a sanctioning of caste status according
to fixed criteria applied to the cultural attributes that each group exhibits. Rather,
legislation itself is a product of this integration, is itself a process. The dynamism
resulting from the occasional conflict between orthodox ideal and empirical reality is manifest in the partly unrealistic character of the pre-MA legislation, and it is
not totally absent in the MA itself. The deficiencies of the latter, such as the application of the vartln model or the gaps to be observed in the status allocation for
individual castes, etc, show that the MA's caste hierarchy is an open structure,
open at least to interpretation.
As to the problem of tolerance, we may conclude that the MA is not guided by
the orthodox tradition, rather it attempts to justify it. It does not intend to create
a substantial identity with one of the numerous ancient Indian legal sources and
even less with any concrete, historically definable society of pre-British India. The
MA's society is an Indian society, but only one of the possible Indian societies. The
Sastric sources offer only an abstract mould (or rather a terminology) to be filled
with specific substance. As these sources themselves diverge in their opinions and
as they themselves are often only models of past societies, which can be differently interpreted, they are all the more appropriate to be used as points of reference. The more abstractly they are presented as an ideal and an authority, the
more flexibly can the legislator tackle the problem of integrating heterogeneous
and hitherto dissociate cultures into his caste hierarchy.
One can hardly maintain that legislation was systematically used as an implement of cultural repression "from above". If the State interfered, it was by the
executive power.26
Apart from a few exceptions, such as the interdiction of cow-killing, etc, legislation has by no means enforced-but only a posteriori sanctioned--cultural change.
24 M A p. 404 5 3-4; p. 448 5 17.
25 Cf. above p. 92.
26 One example is reported by Fiirer-Haimendorf (1975: 127) on the Lhomi: "... it is said that
around 1900 Nepalese officials came to Walongchung and forbade the practice of polyandry,
and that since then marriages have been monogamous."
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That it indirectly encouraged cultural change cannot be doubted, however. I t
motivated adaption to the norms it propagated either by providing social mobility with the vehicle of "Hinduisation" ("Sanskritisation") or, indirectly, by deficient codification of customary law, thus leaving the latter in an authority vacuum.27
The effect such lacunae have had is illustrated by the case of the Limbu. As
perhaps no other ethnic group in Nepal, the Limbu succeeded in safeguarding
their autonomy under the legal guarantees of the central power. If their social
system has nevertheless undergone a long-term transformation this is, among
other things, due to the fact that "written law" had not properly considered the
individual elements of this system. The former custom of marriage by "kidnapping" the bride was abandoned by the Limbu because neither the institution itself
nor its economic implications (prestations to the bride's family, etc) were sanctioned in the Nepalese codes. Or: formerly an incestuous union automatically entailed the formation of a new clan with the detected couple as its founders. Today,
however, the persons involved are outlawed because the "written law" failed to
legalise explicitly the original ethno-specific solution to the conflict. Last but not
least, the headmen of the Limbu themselves took an active part in furthering the
acculturation process.28

27 There must have been cases i11 w h c h this acculturation process was simply conditioned by
what Orans (1965) in his study on the Santal in India has called the "rank concession syndrom",
i.e., the subjective acknowledgement of the political and technological superiority of the surrounding Hindu society without any strong and enduring constraints on the part of the latter.
28 Both examples given by Sagant 1976 a: 161ff., 167ff.;Sagant 1976 b: 280ff. On "Sanskritisation"
among the Limbu cf. also Jones 1976.-With regard to abduction, we find in the MA (p. 456 3 2)
the following provision: A man of any of the non-"Cord-Wearer" castes who abducts a virgin
of his caste is to be fined Rs 20. On paying the fine he may marry the girl, provided her parents
consent to the union. However, if the girl was abducted with her consent (against the will of
her parents) the man is not to be fined and the parents d o not have any claim on their daughter.
The latter situation seems to be close to the Limbu case where the kidnapping of the bride is
staged as a matter of convention rather than real abduction. Cf. also Sagant 1969.

THE CHANGE OF CASTE
AND THE QUESTION OF MOBILITY
"Pollution is a well-defined and clinging state of being. Purity
is more evanescent and fleeting. It is the achievement of a transient elevation rather than any lasting presence of grace."
(Mandelbaum 1970, I: 192)

It is empirically evident that in every caste hierarchy there is a certain mobility.' What chances does the MA offer to mobility within the framework of its
hierarchy?
At first sight, it appears as if the MA allowed only individual and downward
mobility, that is, a change of caste status by degradation.

Degradation (patit)
Generally speaking, the MA seems to distinguish between two types of degradation: a) exclusion from the Olrfit commensality, disjoined from b) exclusion from
one's birth-caste (jiitbiitn pntit Izlrnu). Both can be imposed temporarily or definitely, as the diagram shows. A temporary degradation, a sort of interdict, is
called hntnk (< hntiitrnu, 'to remove'). It is effective from "the start of the proceedings" until the person's rehabilitation and purification (pntiyfi, prfiynicit). Thus the
MA lays down that s'zrddhn Ii~rnyiifhnllnnjiikoyntiyii nnhtriirji bhiit pfinimn yhnrnk rnhnnu,
that is, the person under interdict "must remain isolated (phnmk) as far as acceptance of bllnt and water is concerned until he regains his caste status (pntiyii) and
becomes pure (s'zrddl~n)".~
1 For a detailed discussion of mobility in India cf., i.a., Barber 1968.
2 MA p. 404 5 68. In the sense of 'to degrade', 'to lose one's caste status' the MA also employs

expressions such as jiit j i i r ~ r i ('caste' + 'to go'), jfitruiitn kl~snlrrrr('to let fall from caste'), jnt rufllrck
gnriirl ('to exclude from caste'). The expression jotma m i l ~ u m (<
i irrililirnu, 'to settle', 'to adjust')
is used for the integration of a degraded person into his new caste or caste group.--On
degradation and excommunication in India cf. Dumont 1966: 227-229 and Mandelbaum 1970, I:
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DEGRADATION
I

exlclusion from caste and
integration into a lower
caste: definitely
I
voluntarily

in the case of a selfdenouncement of a
violation of rules of
bhat and water acceptance, sexual intercourse

I

exclusion from bha t commensali ty:
temporarily or definitely
I

as a punishment for infringement of
interrelation rules with regard to
bhat and water acceptance, sexual
intercourse and other criminal acts
in the case of a
continuation of
connubium with one's
degraded spouse

adoption by lowerranking foster-parents

Juridically speaking, voluntary degradations have to be distinguished from
those ensuing from penalties. Someone who has violated the rules of consexuality
and commensality is degraded without any additional punitive measures if he
himself denounces the offence to the court (odiilnt, etc).' Caste status can also be
abandoned voluntarily by continuing to live together with one's spouse who has
been degraded or by being adopted by foster-parents of lower status. In both
instances, the renouncing of caste status must be registered officially.'
Penal degradation comprises several degrees, as both the gravity of the offence and the offender's caste are taken into consideration. In any case, however,
the offender has to have his head shaved and to take food which is not in accordance with his original caste's diet rules (nbl~ksklrzuiitrrzr~). Thus, the legal act of
. ~ branddegradation is emphasised (or made definite) by a forcible p o l l ~ t i o nThe
(klrodillr)
of
the
offender
is
an
additional
penalty
and
means
a
person's
degraing
dation to the status of an impure, "Water-Unacceptable" caste. Degradation without branding in most cases entails the offender's integration into the next lower
caste group: a "Cord-Wearer" thus becomes a "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker"
(Sudrn), whereas a "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker" will, in turn, become a
"Bhotyi?in, that is, an "Enslavable Alcohol-Drinker". A member of the enslavable
294ff. Mandelbaum points to two kinds of temporary excommunication or isolation: a) the
person concerned is "boycotted"by ritual specialists and craftsmen, but he is not deprived of
his caste status, and b) he is expelled from his caste, but only for a certain number of years. Tkus
last possibility is not mentioned in the MA.
3 MA p. 614 5 1 . Cf. also above p. 25.
4 MA p. 149 5 14.
5 Cf. p. 17.
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castes (the impure castes inclusively) is either penalised by enslavement, also implying a degradation, or he is allocated to the next lower caste. Let us stress that
even members of the impure and untouchable castes can be degraded.6
As we shall demonstrate below, the severest penalties, such as capital punishment and life imprisonment (ddrnal), also imply degradation. Normally, for high
caste Hindus at least, any imprisonment brings about a loss of purity due to the
general conditions in a jail, which do not allow for a strict observance of the
comrnensality rules, etc. Although the MA is silent on this question, it nevertheless confirms that imprisonment, other than that called diirnal, does not permanently affect the convict's caste status.' According to a person's caste and the
gravity of his offence, these punishments are partially exchangeable. Incest with
one's mother, for instance, is punished by execution; this applies to all castes,
except for the Brahmins, who are branded and degraded in such a case and imprisoned for life.8
On being degraded one has to observe all rules of commensality and
consexuality valid for that caste (or caste group) into which one has been integrated. A degraded person may also be subject to additional disabilities. Thus, an
adulterer of the caste groups "Cord-Wearer" and "Non-enslavable AlcoholDrinker" who has been excluded from comrnensality is barred from being emNevertheless, in some instances, the inteployed in public service (sarkiirko ~iigir).~
gration into the new caste does not become fully effective until the second generation. Thus, the MA lays down that someone who has been degraded to an
enslavable caste (Sudra) is not to be punished by enslavement if he incurs another
penalty after his degradation; this, however, does not apply to children of his
born after the degradation.1°
The new caste status of the degraded person is, of course, transmitted to those
of h s children who were conceived or born after the degradation (cf. above pp.
58f.). If a pregnant woman is degraded the chld born from this pregnancy automatically assumes the mother's new caste status. Children born prior to the degradation of their parents and who, due to their infancy, live with their degraded
parents, can be re-integrated into their original caste and obtain patiyii if they
7 Cf. MA p. 574 5 8 on sexual intercourse between the inmates of a prison. Cf. also MA 2009. V, p.
21 5 47.
A 526 5 1 and the following paragraphs, p. 297 5 7.-The MA refers to both jilr jfirryii
8 ~ f . - M p.
dirirlnl and jnlrirrnblrnr h i d lrlriryfi diirrml. From this we may conclude that dmrrnl is used for lifeimprisonment ( h i d ) as well as for capital punishment (jiu jii1rlr). Cf. MA p. 176 5 19-30; p. 181f.
5 1,4-6, p. 456 5 1, p. 613 5 2. However, according to the dictionaries of Turner and Sarma, diirtrnl
means only life-imprisonment, accompanied by branding and shaving the head of the culprit.-It depends on the gravity of the offence whether or not the degradation of the pntit type
entails diilrml. The MA also prescribes dfirrml to a recidivist who, after his degradation, again
commits a delict for which normally the same kind of degradation ought to be inflicted on him
(MA p. 2125 1-3).
9 MAP. 631 57.
10 MA p. 360 5 17.
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apply for it before reaching the age of 16. Their re-integration is possible even if
the parents were degraded to an impure caste. In all cases, two conditions must
be fulfilled, namely a) that such children are re-admitted by their relatives to
comrnensality before their 13th birthday or b) that they refuse to accept bhdt and
water from the degraded parents after their 13th birthday. An application has to
be brought forward to the authorities concerned and the facts have to be corroborated by evidence."

Rehabilitation (patiya, prayascit)

There are three possible ways leading to rehabilitation, that is to say, to be readmitted into one's caste or one's commensal group: a) rehabilitation after an
adequate purification and expiation (penance, penalty) during the person's lifetime; b) posthumous rehabilitation on the application of the surviving relatives;
and c) rehabilitation as a consequence of a judicial error.
Under (a) are subsumed: unwittingly committed acts (bhor) requiring a ~ u r i f i cation, on the one hand, and less grave offences which are punished by fining and
expiated by a penance, such as a pilgrimage, etc. Under certain circumstances, an
accomplished degradation can be annulled by proper expiation: Should the degraded person go to war for his king and be prepared to sacrifice his life if necessary (~rlnrrzlllnbhni), he may then be rehabilitated. That is why this type of rehabilitation is called dchfintfl prdyrzScit, "death absolution". The fact that the degraded
man is ready to face risks and sufferings, has obviously an expiative effect, for the
MA also employs the term trzksir twiyh, lit. 'offence' + 'remission', in this respect.
Grave offences, however, cannot even be annulled by "death absolution". This is
the case, for instance, if the offence entailed branding and degradation and if the
culprit was compelled to partake of rzbhnks (e.g., the Brahmin to drink alcohol).
Likewise excluded are offences such as the acceptance of bllnt and water from a
member of any of the impure castes and sexual intercourse with an untouchable
woman.12A degradation as a consequence of a judicial error (c) can also only be
rescinded completely if the degradation was not accompanied by a forcible feeding with pork or alcohol.13
The "death absolution" represents a kind of transition to posthumous rehabilitation (b). This can be obtained even in the case of the most severe punishments,
such as the death penalty, life imprisonment (dnnlnl) and degradation. In fact, it is
even prescribed on behalf of a person who committed suicide. The deceased person can be granted yntiyn at the relatives' request and against payment of a fee,
11 MAp. 288530.
12 MA p. 386 5 25-26. The classical sources of Indian law, too, tolerate certain exceptions. For
instance, a Brahmin accused of having lived among the Mleccha can be rehabilitated if it is
proved that he was forced to do so, e.g.,as a prisoner of war (Kane 1974: 387-389).The Manu
Sarnhits (1909: 410ff.) states that a degradation can be rescinded by proper penance.
13 MA p. 385 Q 24. Cf. also below p. 169.
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called godiin (cf. p. 168), says the MA. Only then may his death rites be performed
in accordance with the customs of his birth-caste. This posthumous rehabilitation
is called knjii Slrddllako patiyii by the MA, that is, 'patiyii [re-admittance into caste]
for the pure death rites'. The necessity of applying for it proves that capital punishment, life imprisonment and even suicide entail the loss of caste status, just as
(normal) degradation (yntit) does.I4
In connection with the death penalty, the MA speaks of yrnyas'citko patiyii, i.e.,
the re-admission to the caste (pntiyn) by way of absolution (priiynScit).15It is remarkable that, whereas the MA accomplishes rehabilitation through a particular
legal act, several classical Indian sources ascribe an automatically expiative effect
to the execution itself, leading to the culprit's redemption.16 Thus, according to
the Manu Sarhhitii, "[ ...I men punished by the king, become free from impurity
and go to heaven after death as honest and virtuous men do", and the same effect
is attributed to a suicide committed for the sake of penance.I7
Now, what possibly complicates the matter is that-irrespective of the manner
of dying--every deceased person, who has become "blissed" (saclgnti) by virtue of
the death rites performed for him, loses, to all appearances, his caste status. At
least one paragraph of the MA could be interpreted in this way: There it is laid
down that a person believed to be dead does not lose his caste (jnt jiidaina) if he
reports back to lus home after h s funeral has been performed in his absence. For
re-instating him by a purification (s'uddha), a pilgrimage and a subsequent banquet
(tirtha bhoj), to which he invites his fellow-caste members, are sufficient.I8 Be that
as it may, there is an intrinsic connection between death and degradation. For
instance, in South India, the expulsion of a Havik Brahmin from his caste is accompanied by the performance of h s mock-funeral.19

Upward mobility
The chances the MA offers to an individual to exchange his original caste status
against a higher one are apparently very small and of more or less theoretical
nature.
We have already seen that slave emancipation most probably excludes the slaves
who belong to the impure castes from becoming Gharti, i.e., members of a pure
14 Cf. MA p. 380ff. 5 8,10,12,14, p. 438 5 47.--01dfield (1974, I: 243f.) reports on the 19th century
that persons who had been executed were not given a funeral and that their bones were visible
at the place of execution a long time afterwards. The fact that executioners used to be recruited
from the untouchable Pore caste, may also be seen in connection with the degrading effectof
capital punishment. Cf. also Hodgson 1880,II: 224 and Gorkha adalati giksa 1896:32,34.--On
k g i l i~l~ddlrn
cf. also the MA of BS 2009, V p. 143 5 4.
15 MA p. 381 9 10.
16 Cf. Lingat 1973: 234, Kane 1953: 65ff., 72f., 103.
17 Manu Sari-hita 1909: 399.
18 MA p. 439 § 53: "[ ...I pllnrki ilu~ryilkojilt jildniiln tirtlryn bllojlc St iddlm 6lrni npllrus jiitrrm m/mrirclm I...]."
19 Harper 1964: 167.
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caste (p. 104f.). Whether the initiation to one of the ascetic sects may be regarded
as a legal means of upward mobility cannot be decided. The ethnographic record
corroborates what emerges from the context of the MA, namely that the ascetics
are recruited from among the "Cord-Wearer" castes. The MA is silent on the question whether or not members of the "Alcohol-Drinker" castes are permitted to
become ascetics and thus promoted to "Cord-Wearers" (cf. p. 107). The suspicious
attitude the MA exhibits vis-a-vis the ascetics might have one of its roots in the
fear of uncontrolled mobility which would make it possible even to an Untouchable to obtain access to the ranks of the pure castes.
Adoption, by contrast, seems to imply a chance to upward mobility, since the
MA lays down that foundlings of unidentified caste affiliation may obtain the
caste status of their foster-father, provided the latter is not a Brahmin.2oIf, however, the adoptee's caste is known the foster-parents are obliged to bring him up
in accordance with the traditions of his birth-caste (cf. p. 54f.).
All the possibilities hitherto mentioned refer to individual mobility. As to the
chances of collective mobility, there are no indications whatsoever found in the
MA. There is no right derivable from the law which envisages a re-allocation of
status. Such a situation could arise, for instance, if a caste had modified its customs and relations to other castes, ceasing to accept bhtit from certain other castes,
etc. Nor is mention made of whether the king (the State) is entitled to modify the
status of a caste.
This tendency seems to be at variance with the ethnographic evidence, according to which certain castes are reported to have been "promoted" or "degraded"
by royal edicts. In pre-British India, the king occasionally exercised his right to
change a caste's status in order to bestow a favour on it or to punish it.21In Nepal,
the Newar caste of the Diiyiy; is said to have been promoted by Prithwi Narayan
Sah from an untouchable to a pure caste in acknowledgement of their alleged
assistance in the conquest of the Kathmandu Valley.22I was also told that the Kasai
butchers had been similarly raised from an untouchable to a touchable impure
caste. The Jaisi Brahmins, by contrast, are reported to have undergone a sort of
collective degradation. Because some of them had been involved in a conspiracy,
Prithwi Narayan $ah decreed that a Jaisi had to greet others and to be greeted by
others by a simple snlnnl (raising one's right hand). Contrary to the Upadhyaya
Brahmins, one should not prostrate oneself before a Jaisi nor touch his feet with
liignii). Likewise, a Jaisi is forbidden to perform the lzonln
one's head (jnclnzi, pn~ll~ln
rites (~wnllii).~"nreality, the decree did not degrade the Jaisi but rather confirmed
their status as it had existed thitherto.24
The case of the Kasai, too, requires a clarifying note. It is quite possible that
20
21
22
23
24

MA p. 121f. !j29-30.
Srinivas 1966:93.
Nepali 1965: 173 ("Dunyeeyan"),cf. also 175 on the Manandhar.
Wajracarya n.d.: 15f., quoted from Diwya UpadeS.
Among the Newar, too, there is a caste called Josior sometimes Jaisi.As to their position within
the New& hierarchy, they are comparable to the Jaisi (asal Jaisi)among the Parbatiya. They
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they have never been Untouchables. Unlike the MA (cf. above p. 72), Jayasthiti
Malls's Code forbids them to sell milk to higher-ranking castes.25It seems that
Prithwi Narayan $ah only suspended this interdiction and that this act was then
interpreted as an abrogation of their (never really existing) untouchability.
With reservation of future research, much seems to prove that entire castes
relatively seldom underwent modifications of their statuses in the post-1769 era.
In the MA itself, the State undoubtedly retained certain privileges, by virtue of
which changes of caste status could be sanctioned a posteriori. Suffice it to mention here the State's right to bestow the holy cord upon someone who is not born
to a "Cord-Wearer" father (cf. p. 136). Otherwise, the MA seems to content itself
with certain corrections, which are presented as adjustments or clarifications, rather
than as innovations. A typical example is that of the Mecya (p. 72f.). Other examples are the suspension of enslavability for some of the Newar castes or the
abolition of levirate for the Thakuri (cf. p. 152). On the whole, the MA pretends to
codify a quasi natural status quo, and when reading its provisions on caste, one is
inclined to believe that the legislator more or less limited himself to reinforcing,
legally sanctioning the existing order-which is not always the case of course.
Paradoxically, as has been shown in the previous chapter, it is this very attitude
which enables him to accept and sanction certain steps achieved in upward mobility, provided that the result of this mobility is presented not as a change but as
part of the existing order.
One of Jang Bahadur's decrees, dating from BS 1920 (1863)) is exemplary for
the importance of the above-mentioned corrections. The decree (lnlmohor) refers
to the fact that the people addressed had earned great merits during the wars
against Tibet and in Lahore (i.e., during the Great Mutiny in 1857). In recognition
of this fact, the decree accords a tax reduction to the Thakuri and allows the
Magar to be admitted to the old elite troops of the Nepalese army (puriinii rojn
pnltn~zmnbharti) and even to be promoted as h g h as the rank of "knrnel" (< colonel). It is stated that those Newar castes which have been classified as enslavable
as well as the Limbu-Kir5ti should no longer be punished by enslavement. Furthermore, the Limbu-Kirsti may henceforth serve in army regiments which are
set up especially for them (?) (siynhi tcilyni ynltnn khada g ~ r i ) . ~ ~
At first sight, the decree simply bestows upon the Limbu a higher social prestige by admitting them to the army and by abolishing their enslavability. In reality, however, it tacitly lifts the Limbu by one caste group higher and promotes

wear the holy cord and are chiefly known as astrologers (josi < jyotis). According to Jayasthiti
Malla's Code, they are npujyn, 'non-venerable', and are debarred from acting as prrrolrit. Cf.
Lams31 2023: 38f., Nepali 1965: 156f. and Petech 1958: 183.
25 Larhsal2023: 46. Cf. also below p. 175f.
26 Quoted in Rana and Wajracarya 2029: 35f.-According to B. Acarya (2022: 121,144), the Guruig
were enlisted in Prithwi Narayan's army in hgher ranks than the Magar. Oldfield (1974,II: 34) reports that, as early as during the war against Tibet in 1855-56, there had been a regiment
of Kir5ti soldiers.
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them to "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinker~".~'
Characteristically, the decree leaves
their interrelations with other castes with regard to, say, bhift acceptance or intermarriage, unchanged.

Mobility and hierarchy
It clearly emerges from what has hitherto been said that upward mobility is restricted by the law. However, it is likewise obvious and plausible that downward
mobility, too, is subject to restrictions. This is proved by the various possibilities
of rehabilitation an individual has and by the impossibility of a collective degradation of entire commensal groups.
Irrespective of the partially opposing evidence given by empirical reality (i.e.,
that there is mobility), these restrictions are inherent in the hierarchy. All too
frequent changes of itatus (upwards or downwards) would ultimately have the
same effect as an excessive permeability of the demarcation lines between the
individual castes: a levelling of status differences and a negation of karmic morality. Any legal provision ensuring the allocation of a higher status to any caste
which is prepared to change its customs and interrelations to other castes accordingly would, moreover, challenge the status quo which the MA tacitly poses as an
order emanating from eternal dhnrnm-not to mention the immediate political and
economic repercussions.
It was the snilti sources which already laid down that one of the principal
functions of the kings consisted in their preventing the four vnr!ln from miscegeIt was obviously feared that such an intermingling would
nation (var1p~nrilknrn).~~
lead to the formation of new sub-vnrrln and thus disturb the status quo. As the
Manu S a f i t a puts it: ...I intermixture of castes is the primal cause of vice and
leads to universal destruction."*' According- to Rocher, most of the classical sources
agree that a change of one's vnr!ln, that is, a change of vnrr!n-specific occupations,
can be accomplished only in the case of emergency and only temporarily. There is
one further condition: one may only pursue the occupation of the next higher
vnrnn or of the next lower unrvn. A Sadrn may only pursue the occupation of a uniSyn
and vice versa, whereas a ksntriyn is only allowed to pursue that allotted to the
vnis'yn, but not that of a s'iidrn. However, even in the case of emergency, nobody is
permitted to "become" a brfih~~lni.zn.~~
There is one possibility of individual upward mobility which the dhrnm&sfrn
sources mention under the name jiityilknrsn. According to Gautama, the status of a
Brahmin can be obtained by several consecutive hypergarnous marriages. Thus,
for eight generations, female descendants of a Brahmin man and a Ksatriya woman
-

-

' I [

27 The MA of BS 2009, V, p. 92f. 5 43 groups the Limbu together with the Gurung, a caste which
in Jang Bahadur's MA belongs to the "Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers".
28 Kane 1974: 50ff.
29 Manu Sarnhita 1909: 277.
30 Rocher 1975: 145ff.
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have to be married to Brahmins before the children in the ninth generation will be
recognised as (genuine) Brahmin~.~'
According to the Manu Sarhhita, the same is
possible even for the progeny of a Brahmin man and a h d r a woman."
In the Nepalese case, the Chetri represent a variant of such a status correction
within the framework of individual mobility. If a Chetri marries a woman who is
a) herself Chetri but not wiwiihitii, or b) comes from a lower-ranking caste, their
offspring are not jhnrrii, i.e., not "genuine" or "pure" Chetri. However, the male
children from such a union can secure the jhnrrii status for their own children or
grandchildren if they succeed in marrying a jhnrrii Chetri woman.33The MA makes
no mention of this opportunity.

31 Kane 1974: 61ff.
32 Manu Sarnhita 1909: 273f.
33 Fiirer-Haimendorf 1966: 31 -34.

XVI

PURIFICATION, PENANCE AND PENALTY

"(The observance of) one's own special duty leads to heaven
and endless bliss. In case of its transgression, people would be
exterminated through (the) mixture (of duties and castes)."
ArthaSastra (Kangle 1972: 8)

The violation of the interrelation rules as well as incest are sometimes called p~tnk
by the MA.' Otherwise, there are no indications whatsoever of a categorical distinction between caste-relevant offences and other criminal acts, such as murder
or theft, etc. The terms k h t (used most frequently) as well as npariidh, tnksir, dos,
wiriim (biriim) are, to all appearances, employed indistinctly in the sense of 'punishable act'. In the same way, bhor (mistake, unawareness) is acknowledged and
priiyns'cit (absolution) is to be administered not only in connection with breaches
of caste rules but also with other acts.
In the previous chapters (cf. pp. 17-59), we frequently distinguished analytically between social and penal consequences. Under social consequences we subsume degradation or exclusion from the cornrnensality without any additional
penal measures, such as fining, imprisonment, branding, etc-in short: cases, in
which the legislator himself states that they are not regarded as klmt, that is to say,
punishable by the authorities of the State. However, if they are not punishable
acts (in this sense), are they at least sins? What is penalty and what is penance for
the MA?
A systematic analysis of this problem would certainly be beyond the scope of
the present study. Let us therefore content ourselves with a few comments.
In the MA's terminology, pntiyii stands for 'rehabilitation' in the sense of a readmittance to one's caste, and priiynbcit means 'absolution' from a guilt. priiyngcit is
thus the redemption from the consequences of a consciously committed offence,
whereas pntiyii is either the consequence of a priiyns'cit or it redeems from the
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results of an offencecommitted ~nintentionally.~
Someone who has polluted hmself by mistake (bhor), will obtain bhorko pntiyii, and by this legal act his pollution
will be nullified.
Although this distinction between pntiyii and priiyns'cit holds good in principle,
sometimes both terms are employed as synonyms. Many a context suggests that
even erroneously committed actions require atonement and that, consequently,
pntiyii can only be obtained by expiation. Let us examine some examples:
Case 1: If members of impure castes and pure castes pluck fruit from the same
tree at the same time, there is no defilement and no breach of the interrelation
rules. The MA explicitly states that in such a case neither pntiyii nor punishment
(dnnd) are ne~essary.~
Case 2: Case of emergency. If the funeral of a "Cord-Wearer" had to be performed by a lower-ranking person, since none of the deceased person's relatives
was available, neither pntiyii nor yrii~s'citare necessary; a godnn must, however, be
given (wriihmnnliii godiil~diyii gnrnzi pntiyii priiyns'cit yndnina)." Does the godiin given
in order to purify the corpse after the event imply an expiation?
Case 3: Mistake (bhor). If someone has erroneously used the hookah of someone else, from whom he is forbidden to accept bhiit, he can obtain pntiyii. In order
to obtain it he has to have a "certificate of mistake" (bhorko ptirji) issued by the
authorities against payment of a fee (dastur) and then has to go on a pilgri~nage.~
The fee is not to be regarded as a fine (dnnd, snjiiya). The obligation to go on a
pilgrimage, however, poses the same problem as that of the godiin donation in case
2. It is well known that pilgrimages are at the same time a means to purification
and absolution from sins.6
Case 4: Mistake (bhor). If a member of one of the pure castes has erroneously
married a woman of one of the impure castes (i.e., because he was unaware of the
real caste of his wife), he can obtain priiyns'cit (sic!) after the dissolution of this
marriage as prescribed by the law. He will not be liable to any punishment (khat
liigdnii.zn).'
2
3
4

Cf. also Sarma 2019: 603.
MA p. 374 5 27. Cf. also above p. 31.
MA p. 426 5 1. For the MA's tolerant attitude towards cases of emergency cf. also above pp. 34,
66. Numerous other instances can be quoted. Thus, for the purpose of treatment, even medicines containing water may be accepted from a member of the impure castes; no priiygcit is
necessary (MA p. 335 5 18). Similarly, women who quarrel with each other (jhngndii) may be
touched by anybody who wants to separate them, whether he belongs to a higher or lower
caste or even to an impure caste (MA p. 264 5 8). The underlying idea is not only that bodily
contact with an Untouchable is defiling, but that, under normal conditions, a woman should
not be touched by anybody else than her husband.
5 MA p. 374 5 29. A prototype of such expiation certificates is given in Wajracarya and Srestha
2032:96 (appendix).
6 Donations to Brahmins as, f.i., the g0rln11 ('the gift of a cow'), have not only an expiative or
propitiative character. They can be offered in sumptuous ceremonies (resembling the feasts of
merit) with the aim to bestow merit (pliizyn) on the donator. Cf. Kane 1953: 51f., Kane 1974:
837ff.
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Here instead of pntiyn the term prnyngcit, absolution, is used, even though the
victim of the error need not perform any action interpretable in the sense of atonement or purification, such as pilgrimage or godnm8
Case 5: An offence committed knowingly (contrary to bhor). If a man of one of
the pure castes knowingly has sexual intercourse with a woman of one of the
touchable impure castes without accepting b k t or water from her, he is fined
(dand)
. . and has to go on a pilgrimage. On his return, he will obtain prfiyas'cit and be
deemed as pure ( i ~ d d h )Here
. ~ both punishment and pilgrimage are an instrument for regaining purity.
Case 6: Mistake. Even the consequences (i.e., degradation) of sexual intercourse
between a man of the pure castes and an untouchable woman can be rescinded if
the man was not aware of the woman's caste. He obtains pntiyii and, as the text
adds, will not be punished due to the fact that he was mistaken (bhormii pa yfiko
huniile dnnd hudaina).1°
Case 7: Even an imbecile who verifiably is not aware of what he is doing (gnrnyfi
nngnrnyii ki~rfiko... wiciir nnbheko), must give godiin and obtain pntiyii, if he has partaken of impure food (abhks) or violated the rules regarding the acceptance of
b l u ~ tand water."
Case 8 represents one of the rare exceptions, in which the consequences of an
erroneously committed act cannot be fully nullified. If an innocent person was
degraded to the status of an impure caste in consequence of a judicial error and
had to partake of abhnks (e.g., a Brahmin of alcohol), he can only be rehabilitated
to the status of a pure caste ("Water-Acceptable"), but not re-admitted to his
original caste. He will only obtain "water patiyii" (piiniko patiya).12
The MA regards an offence committed erroneously or unwittingly as
"excusable" at least in so far as it has no penal consequences and/or does not
entail the loss of one's caste status-provided the offender is ready to take
certain steps interpretable as purification as well as expiation. This means at
the same time that certain actions principally necessitate purification and/or
penance, and in any case absolution (pntiya, pmyas'cit), even if the persons
involved are not regarded as guilty. Responsibility is an additional factor.
Guilt increases the gravity of the offence and entails a penalty. To give an
example, the MA uses different criteria to distinguish between sexual
intercourse having taken place unwittingly or wittingly; by mutual consent of
the persons involved or as an act of violence; and it even takes into account
whether the intercourse has taken place actually or only "verbally" (mukh pntit)
8 Pilgrimages (tirtlm) are chiefly a means of acquiring redemption from one's sins, partly by
trips (asceticism), partly by purification (batlung in holy waters). Cf. Kane 1953:55f., 552ff.and
Bhardwaj 1973: 148 on pilgrimage in general. On the most important places of pilgrimage in
Nepal cf. Jha 1971: 45ff.
9 MAp.671 51.
10 MA p. 671f. Q 7.
11 MA p. 380 Q 7.
12 MA p. 385 Q 24.
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or whether it has only been attempted (iisayn karani).13
But on the whole, purification and penance can be as little separated from each
other as penance and penalty. This is proved by the following examples:
Case 9: If someone has committed an offence punishable by life-imprisonment,
branding (degradation) or execution and if he escapes the punishment by absconding, his children will be called piitaki, 'sinners', and they may marry only
members of the impure castes. Here the only explanation for the discriminating
denomination as well as for the degradation to the status of an impure caste is
that the children shoulder the responsibility for their father not having served his
sentence.I4
Case 10: The following provision is only applicable to the "Cord-Wearers": If a
minor has committed an offence punishable by degradation and if this comes to
light only after his death, his children can obtain a posthumous rehabilitation for
themselves and for the deceased father or mother. The rehabilitation is identical
with the kpjii Suddhnko patiyii, the "patiyii for the purity of death rites" (cf. above p.
162). The text makes it clear that by this act the descendants' caste status is fully
restored. Thenceforth they are permitted to perform their caste-specific life-cycle
rites (investiture with the holy cord, marriage, etc) which continuously confirm
their purity. It is in this way that I would interpret the sentence: "[ ...I iimii wiiwuko
kpjii Stlddhako patiyii bhnyii pachi pntiyii garnu pardaina jiit wisesko [wis'esko]wratawnrildh
wiwiih iidi knrmale [here: knrnia = rite] Suddha humchan estako jiit jiidaina bhiit ~alchn".'~
Case 11: Even an act which was necessitated by emergency is recognised as
guilt if the person in question fails to report it to the authorities. Thus, if someone-except an Upadhyaya Brahmin-has fallen ill away from home or whilst
abroad and has been compelled to accept water or bhiit from a lower-ranking
person, he can be given absolution, provided he reports the case. If he fails to do
so he will be supposed to have acted on his own will and thus incur penalty. In
case he died after the denouncement but before having obtained absolution, his
agnates (bhiii chorii) can be given patiyn.I6
From the cases discussed above the following may be concluded:
Loss of purity can be brought about with or without the guilt of the person in
question; the loss of purity increases by guilt. This not only holds good for cases
in which the offender's degradation is explicitly mentioned, but also for penalties
such as life-imprisonment and capital punishment. Otherwise the children born
after the offence has taken place would not be degraded, and no posthumous
rehabilitation would be necessary.
Posthumous rehabilitation (case 10) and "liability of clan and kin" (case 9) display the element of penance implied in the penalty, as purity and caste status can
only be restored if the sentence is served. If the offender is only to be fined he
13
14
15
16

Cf. above p. 42ff.
M A p. 386 5 27. Probably only those children are meant who were born after the criminal act.
M A p. 3945 54.
M A p. 387f. 5 29.
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often (but by no means always) attains patiya after having paid the prescribed
amount. By contrast, penalties implying degradation are deemed to be expiated
after the offender's death or after he has given proof of his readiness to die ( d e h n t a
priiyaicit, see P. 161f.), for only then can a pntiyfi be proposed for him.
In some cases pntiyii requires an additional action interpretable as penance which
is performed after having served the sentence, i.e., the penalty proper. In case 5,
for example, a pilgrimage is necessary in addition to the fine.
Lastly, the "avowal" (jaher, 'report') is an essential condition either for obtaining purification and absolution or for being spared penal sanctions (cf. below pp.
179, 181).
The interdependence between purity, penance and penalty still requires a systematic and comparative analysis. However, the few examples we have adduced
above prove that the homo hierarchicus-as Dumont calls the individual in a caste
society-is not only a passive bearer of an ascribed status. The individual is not a
mere "result" of role summation as determined by the various overlapping status
dimensions to which he belongs. Rather, the individual is individualised as an
autonomous being, acting responsibly as well as with the chance of correcting the
karmic destination by expiating. Karma is not fatum, and pollution, in spite of a
certain degree of "autodynamism", accrues f r w guilt." The transferability of
impurity to others, especially the transferability #of a decline in status to one's
offspring, necessitates a high degree of responsibility of the individual, on the
one hand, and of the State, on the other, which has to control the relations between the individuals. Thus guilt and responsibility are an essential component in
the ideology of purity of the MA; they serve as an instrument of social integration. The close intertwinement of the purity conception and the penal law has
already been demonstrated in the chapters dealing with inter-caste relations. On
the one hand, the transference of impurity to fellow-caste members through bMt
and water acceptance or through sexual intercourse is an asocial act and therefore
liable to punishment because such behaviour jeopardises the status of other persons. On the other hand, a murderer, even though he has not violated cornmensality
or consexuality rules, is also considered defiled and himself defiling for anyone
coming into contact with him (cf. p. 16). That is to say, pollution through b h t ,
water and sexual intercourse is asocial, and an asocial action such as murder is
polluting.18
Here again it is proved to what extent legal texts may be useful for social
analysis.
17 Kolenda (1964) shows that Indian low castes often rationalise their position in the hierarchy
as a consequence, not of the individual member's karma, but of an "accident"in the history of
the whole caste by pretending, f.i., to be the descendants of degraded Brahmins. Thus, "the
injustice of their position is tied in, then, with the injustice of pollution", as Kolenda (1964:75)
puts it.
18 On the polluting character of murder cf. MA p. 381 5 13.-For the accidental killing (Wazuitnzvl/nirfi
jyfirl rr~iirrlyfilir)
of somebody, the killer is held to contribute to the funeral expenses of his victim
and to go on a pilgrimage, upon which he is to obtain prnynicit (MA p. 292 § 2).
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Excursus: penance and penalty in the classical sources
With regard to both conception and terminology, the classical sources of Hindu
law are characterised by a confusing diversity. However, there are some basic
principles to be distinguished, which obviously influenced the MA.
a) Sin is polluting, and b) the first step towards its remission is the confession
of it.19c) Sin is redeemable by penance/penalty/purification, and penalty can also
have expiative effects, just as does penance. d) The gravity of the sin/offence and
the severity of penance/penalty are last but not least functions of the vnrna affiliation of the sinner and his victim, respe~tively.~~
A fundamental question for the commentators is, as Kane emphasises,2' whether
penance can abrogate the knumn. They disagree on whether only unknowingly
committed sins can be remitted by an expiative act or whether sins committed
knowingly can also be remitted. Manu prescribes expiation, priiyns'cittn, only for
knowingly committed sins in order to avoid the torments of hell and the negative
consequences for rebirth. Sins committed unintentionally, by contrast, can be remitted by a simple recitation of the Vedas.
The action designated as priiyns'cittn primarily means penance or expiation; as
Kane points out, in the older literature, the term also stood for 'warding off an
inauspicious event'.22In the smyti, prfiyns'citta has a multiple objective: redemption
of the karmic consequences of a sin, the sinner's spiritual satisfaction (purging of
the soul) and therefore his re-admittance into the community. According to the
Mitaksara, priiyns'cittrz can only be effective in the case of sins which do not entail
damnation in hell or the loss of one's vlzrna status. According to other sources
(Agnipurana, Angiras, Vyasa), penance can remit sins which have been committed
knowingly (kmatah); for such sins the penance is double that prescribed for sins
committed unknowingly (akiinintnh, njAiinn). Angiras distinguishes four steps in
the procedure of penance: a) approaching the assembly of learned men (to confess
and to be tried); b) declaration of penance by the assembly; c) performance of the
penance; and d) announcing that the sinner has been freed from his taint.23Finally,
the authors also consider emergency cases in times of distress (iipadi) which do
not entail defilement and sin.24
19 Kane generally renders priiynlns'citto by 'expiation', 'penance', and dnigfn by 'punishment', 'penalty'. The term siilmsn means 'offence' but also 'fine'; piipn, pntnlliyn, p i i t n h and pntnim stand for
'sin' or 'sinfulness'. It is significant that the last three words derive from the verb pnt-, 'to fall',
as does the term pntitn, 'degraded' (Kane 1953: 8-86).
20 The Apasthamba DharmasGtra, for instance, distinguishes two categories of sins, namely a)
pntclniyn, such as drinking alcohol, or incest, entailing the loss of vnrijn status, and b) n4uciknm,
i.e., sins which pollute, such as sexual intercourse with a S~idrnwoman. In other works, pntoiliyfl
and nblrcihrn are either treated as identical or there are still more categories of sin (Kane 1953:
8-86).
21 Kane 1953: 38ff., 1589.
22 Kane 1953: 57f.
23 Kane 1953: 84f.
24 Manu Sarnhita 1909:378-388.
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Not every sin is an offence within the meaning of criminal law, but for every
offence a prayaScitta has to be performed besides the punishment executed by the
king. In many a case, the penalty can be replaced by a penance whch is more
severe than the punishment itself, e.g., suicide. In other instances, penance and
penalty are identical. As Kane concludes, one cannot always clearly ascertain
whether penance and penalty are effective cumulatively or merely alternatively.25
In Gampert's view, the intertwinement of penance, penalty and purification, which
is today often effective simultaneously, results from a superimposition of various
mutually exclusive conceptions, stemming from different periods of Indian history. In the Vedic time, sin was conceived as a noxious substance which could, so
to speak, be prayed or sacrificed away. An ethical substance was not given to the
prnyas'citta until the emergence of the karma concept. However, the original magic
features implied in expiative actions, such as bathing, pilgrimage and sacrifice,
were not completely replaced. The result was the idea that good actions could
neutralise evil deeds and that the precondition of good intentions was repentance. With the emergence of the state, the sovereign's criminal law threatened to
suppress the autonomy of penance, the supervision of which had been the privilege of the Brahmins. The latter ultimately recognised the death penalty as an
expiation, as p r f i y n i ~ i t t a . ~ ~

25 Kane 1953: 69.
26 Gampert 1939: 254ff.
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"Out of terror all creatures run about when the world suffers
anarchy; hence, the lord created the king for the protection of all
[...I. Daily he shall abide by the instructions of pure, old Veda
knowing Brahmanas [...I." (Manu Sarhhita 1909: 222, 224)

According to the MA, the State not only imposes punishment, it also prescribes
purification and expiation and controls their performance. Expiation is not merely
a matter of individual conscience, nor is it the fulfilment of a purely religious
norm (as it might be laid down by an "internal canon law"). The State is to sanction the caste inter-relations not only qua legislative, but it also is to enforce them
qua executive and judicial power.
The question whether this claim of the State to subordinate religion and customs to the law, can be traced back to a specific Nepalese tradition, still has to be
analysed.' Here we must content ourselves with pointing out some of the outlines
of Nepalese legal history.

The pre-1854 legislation

The code of the Newar king Jayasthiti Malla was promulgated shortly before the
turn of the 14th to the 15th century. As to the caste system, its provisions appear
g
still more detailed and explicit than those of the MA of J ~ Bahadw.
Just like the MA, the laws enacted by Jayasthiti Malla had a political function
1 Cf. our introductory notes, pp. 1 - 5 . 4 e of the first attempts to classify the population of the

Kajhmandu Valley into four vnrt,m was undertaken, according to the Bhae Wafiawali, by the
legendary king Pasupuspavarman (Paudel 2020: 53; cf. also U v i 1905, 11: 83f.). From an inscription Wajracarya (2030: 290f., 299) concludes the existence, under the reign of the Licchawi
kings (around AD 200-750), of an office controlling caste-related affairs. The inscription exempts a village from the authority of that office and bestows upon it the privilege to address
any case of dlmnrmstlrilknm, "mixing of dharma", directly to the king.
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and were meant to homogenise legislation after the unification of the three kingdoms of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur. According to the B h a ~ aWamSawali,
Jayasthiti Malla's Law was based on the precepts of the Manusmrti and promulgated at his subjects' request.' We also know that the king was advised by Indian
Brahrnin~.~
Apart from the obligatory usage of the vnrnn terminology, many of the individual castes of that time are mentioned by name; furthermore, a distinction is
made between Hindu and Buddhist caste^.^ It is laid down in detail which castes
are to carry out which works for which castes, with special regard to manual
work (from nail cutting to the painting of pictures) and to priestly functions. (In
the MA, such provisions are absent.) Caste-specific codes of conduct are described
consistently and in detail. Thus it is prescribed for each caste how many days
their members have to mourn; the number of days varies but is not correlatable
with the relative status position of the castes within the hierarchy. A number of
provisions refer to the types of life-cycle rites, to the permitted forms of marriage, to the intermarriage between different castes and, as a matter of fact, to the
types of dresses and housing, which differ according to caste.
Here we may quote as an example the provisions applying to the untouchable
Pore (cf. above pp. 71, 75). The Pore should a) live on fishing; b) wear the dresses
left by deceased members of the higher castes (rntrrdiki posiik, lit. 'dress from the
corpse') in such a way that trousers and s h r t must always be of different colours
and patterns (obviously in order to identify them as remnants or cast-offs); c) the
Pore should partake of pork but not of beef; d) they should not wear gold jewellery;
and e) they can enter the city only during the daytime (i.e., they have to live
outside the settlement p r ~ p e r )f); ~they must not touch any higher-ranking person.
When the king dies, the entire caste hierarchy undergoes a kind of dramatised
representation as a "national hierarchy": all the "four warna and 36 jdt" take part
in the funeral procession, marching in files according to their caste ranks (jiit nnusdr
k~arnniiit).~
2 Larhsa12023: 50.
3 Cf., La., Lkvi 1905, I: 230. On Jayasthiti Malla and the Newar caste system in general cf. Wright
1877:181-187;Petech 1958:179-189;L6vi 1905, I: 193-200,228-249;Pant n.d.b.; and Surya Bahadur
Thapa in his introduction to the reprint edition of the MA (p. 2).
4 The following details are drawn from the Bha~aWamSawali in Lamsal's edition (Lamsal2023:
37-53).As this source dates from the first half of the 19th century, it is difficult to decide to what
extent the description it gives of the society of Jayasthiti Malla's time corresponds to reality. Be
that as it may, some details in the edition used here are not clear. The wmilhiwnli employs the
term jiit in a threefold sense: it calls the four wnrljn also jfit and speaks, then, of altogether 36 jirt
among the king's subjects, most of which consist, in their turn, of a varying number of subdivisions also termed jirt. The latter total 725. A consistent exemplification is given nowhere in
the text.
5 The fact that impure castes were not allowed to dwell within the precincts of the old towns of
the Kathmandu Valley is also evident from the studies by Gutschow and Kolver (Gutschow
1977: 13; Gutschow and Kolver 1976: 48ff.).
6 L a h a 1 2023: 37-53.
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More than 450 years passed before Jang Bahadur presented a code of similar
consistency. During the interval, legislation had a more sporadic character.
In 1675, for example, the Newar kings of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur are
said to have homogenised the rules of mourning and death rites. In 1698, Yoga
Narendra Malla of Patan laid down that for all castes the mourning period should
last 45 days, with the exception of those persons who had to carry on the govemment; the latter had to observe twelve days only.'
During the first half of the 16th century, King Ram $ah of Gorkha also made an
attempt at codification by promulgating his so-called twenty-six laws (sthiti). Apart
from his reforms in the field of administration, of weights and measures, etc,
some of the sthiti were committed to a stabilisation of the caste herarchy w i t h
the kingdom. Thus, certain privileges of those Brahmins who served at Court as
cooks, civil servants or priests were confirmed. Members of ethruc groups, such
as the Magar, were integrated into the administration and were given adequate
ranks and titles. With reference to the Sflstm, Riim $aalso laid down that-contrary to the Khas, Magar and Newar-the Brahmins, those Thakuri who belonged
to the royal clans, as well as the ascetics were to be exempted from the death
penalty. They were "unkillable", awndhy~.~
After the conquest accomplished by Prithwi Narayan $ah in the second half of
the 18th century, the necessity of a new legislation arose. Prithwi Narayan took
pride in having studied the laws of Jayasthiti Malla, Mahendra Malla and Ram
hh: and he obviously did this with the intention of producing a code appropriately considering the historical traditions of h s subjects in Nepal's markedly enlarged territory. Due to his untimely death and the subsequent period of political
instability, another eighty years were to pass until t h s project materialised and
J ~ Bahadur
g
was able to promulgate his Muluki Ain.lo It may be added that the
Muluki Ain mentions Prithwi Narayan by name and confirms (thminu) some of
his edicts of BS 1825."

Legislation and the administration of justice in the Muluki Ain
The preamble to the original edition of the MA is of particular interest, as here the
objective of the code is exposed: It is meant to establish a homogeneous application of the law for the whole country (bhrinlrltrk). The practice of law which had
7 Burleigh 1976: 40,47.
8 AS reprinted in the appendix to the MA, p. 697-699. Recently, Riccardi (1977) has published a
translation of these sthiti with some valuable comments.
9 Diwya UpadeS 2024: 24.
10 Cf.also S.B.Thapa in his introduction to the reprint edition of the MA and Acaya 2022: 127-151
on the era of the kings Prithwi Narayq, Pratapsingh and R q a Bahadur. Acirya (2022: 133t.)
mentions a code of Pratiipsingh which, to my knowledge, has not yet been discovered.Cf. also
Pant (n.d.a)on possible parallels between the political thought of Prithwi Naayan and the
Arthagasha.
11 M A p. 162 Q 16-17.
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hitherto varied from region to region should discontinue and "henceforth, lower
and higher-ranking subjects shall be punished uniformly according to their guilt
and caste (!)": "[. ..I cllotii wndii prnjii prii!~i srzbniliii khnt jiit mnphik ekni srzjfiyn hnwns".~2
The preamble further states that therefore the Prime Minister Jang Bahadur
ordered a Court Council (bhiiriiddri knusnl) consisting of noblemen and experts to
draft a new code. This council examined e v e r y t h g , corrected whatever was to
be corrected, abolished whatever was to be abolished and replaced it by new
laws.13Henceforth, this code shall apply to everybody. Amendments may only be
suggested by the prime minister and the council. All other persons authorised to
administer justice incur a penalty if they add something to the code or cancel
anything. The preamble closes with the announcement that the legislator reserves
for hmself the right to amendments for the benefit and the safeguard of his subjects (prnjii priiniliii slrbistii rnksii). It is notified that such amendments are to be sent
annually to the authorities concerned.
As we have seen, the Rana prime minister, who represents the king, is the
supreme legislative authority. (Formally speaking, the king delegates parts of his
authority to the prime minister.) The Court Council and consequently the Brahmins, as consecrated representatives of religious authority, are conceded a mere
advisory function. This is valid at least de facto.
As has been shown by Kumar, the prime minister received petitions during his
usual audiences (dnrbiir) and not infrequently did he suspend the decisions of the
courts. Thus, he represented the supreme judicial instance, but this also meant
that he could disregard the law in force. He was a "law unto himself".I4 It does
not clearly emerge from the MA how far jurisdiction regarding caste affairs was
affected by t h s fact. We only know that in some cases the prime minister (or the
king, snrhr) could rehabilitate somebody even if this was not in accordance with
the law then in force.I5
Jurisdiction in matters regarding caste seems to be incumbent on the
dh~rmndhikzri.'~
According to Kumar and others, the dhrzriniidhikiiri was the head of
the "state priests" (riijgziru), who, as expounders of the dhnrrnas'iistra, held a seat in
the legislative and judicial body, the bhiiriidiiri knusal." The MA itself fails to define
the officeof the dhmlndhihri. In one instance, it mentions a Sriguru dharmndhiknri

14 ~ u r n a 1967:
r
85.
15 Cf. below. On the other hand stands that even the sanction the prime minister accords to a
(MA p. 162
court sentence can become invalid if the court establishes its unlawfulness (n~iyfiyn)
Q 20). According to the MA (p. 171f. Q ll), the courts of justice are autonomous with regard 10
their decisions. They have to consult (ssidlinrl) the Court Council only a) if t h s is imposed by the
law (i.e., in order to make sanctioned decisions in cases of degradation and capital punishment,
cf. below); and b) if the law is found to be at variance with common practice (nitiiiiii roilrorii
imiiiili~yfikrlrfl pnriiiyfi b h n y i i ) .
16 dlmrtirfidhikiiri < dlmririn, 'law', 'religion', + ndllikiir, 'power', 'competence'.
17 Kumar 1967: 92,117,128; Levi 1905, I: 239,247f.; Hodgson 1880,II: 214ff.
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who seems to be identical with the above-mentioned rdjguru.18 Other passages
clearly suggest that some of the dhrmtldhikrfri's duties can be delegated to local
officialsand even notables.I9
Thus, in connection with the adjudication of a pollution by impure castes, the
MA mentions the following officials and agents?
hkirn, ditthd
. . biciiri, am-li, dwdre, thekddr, ijtirdddr, thri, mukhiyti, jirnmiiwrfl,
rnijhdre, gaurun, jyetha, budha, caudhari, rnukdnrn, thdni thari, bhald
mdnisharu.
That they all may act as dharma-dhihri (or his representatives) emerges from another ~aragraph:~'

"... patiyti gnrdi dinyd addat thdiuihi hdkirn ad(d)ti gau@h bhdrirddr ditthir
wiciiri ama-li dwdyfi mukhiyd jirnm-wtil patiyd dinyd dhamuidhiknr jo ho ..."
All these persons are entitled to give patiyd in certain cases and are called
dharmddhihir(i). In the list, only the hdkirn, the biciiri and the ditthd are judicial officials of the provincial or central government. The rnukhiyd and the nm-li can be
both revenue officers as well as village headmen.= The jirnWWl, thew-r, mijhdre,
gaururi, etc, are other local agents of the State or of a landlord, who collect taxes
and exercise certain control functions. Finally, the persons designated as j(y)ethd
bud& bhlti ma-nishru, i.e., 'the old and honest men', do not necessarily hold an
office;rather they are members of ad-hoc village councils.
Assignees of rent and other revenue, such as the birtd-holders, the heads of
monasteries (mnth), temples, pilgrim hostels and welfare institutions (guthi), etc,
are also invested with certain judicial functions over their tenant^.^
As far as caste matters are concerned, all these officials, landlords and local
agents are entitled to carry out investigations (krfyal), to draw up minutes and
certificates (hiyalnarnti, purji, rnuculh) and to exclude the accused or suspected
person from intercourse with his fellow caste members during the pendency of
his lawsuit.24
Their powers are limited in so far as they may impart pntiyd only if the offence
dealt with was committed unknowingly ( b h ~ r )For
. ~ ~an offence committed inten18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25

MA p. 159 5 8.
MA 393 5 51, cf. also below.
MA 3979 60.
MA p. 393 9 51.
or headmen of other local administrative units. On the nrukliiy, etc, among the GurMg and
Limbu cf. Messerschrnidt 1976: 17 and Regmi 1963: 126f.
"[ ...I ~ l ~ p l ~ i j n g g i l ~ g t ~ twirtitwr
l r i y i l r [birtnwirl]n r n t M h r T r i ~ ~ i l t n ~ ~ r[...I",
n h ~ MA
i ~ t p. 2 (preamble).
On the police and judiciary powers of the birtil-holders cf. also Regmi 1976: 33ff.
This is called lmtnk, cf. above p. 158.
The later edition of the MA (2009, V: 151 5 37) appears to be more precise. It lays down that local
dignitaries, such as the titlukrliir (headman) and the notables (blmlitdnri) may impart ptiv
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tionally or knowingly and for which the law does not enact a rehabilitation (rzinr~lfi
pntiyii ndinu bhnnyfikiiliii), a patiyii can only be given by the king (snrhr) or by the
prime minister (nznkhtiyiir). This legal act must be laid down in a royal decree
(liilm~hor).~~
An exception is posthumous rehabilitation, w h c h may be imparted by
the dhrniiidhikiiri (i.e., all agents acting as, or on behalf of the, dharrniidhihri?) even
for an offence committed with intenL2'
Degradation and capital punishment can be dealt with by the central authorities only. The MA determines that, in cases involving defilement (bor) through
bluit, water and sexual intercourse between pure and impure castes as well as in
cases called przfic khrzt, that is, cases penalised by capital punishment, darnnl, degradation by shaving the head (cf. pp. 159ff.), the local courts and agents shall send
the offender along with his written confession (hyrzlniimii, jnmiinbnndi) to the courts
of law (rzdiilnt) in Kathmandu.28The decision of these courts is again to be sanctioned by a liilmohor, a decree bearing the signatures (seals) of the king, the prime
minister and the members of the State C o ~ n c i l . ~ ~
All these regulations prove that the State's functions are not restricted to legislation alone. Whatever relates to caste is subject to the control of the executive
and judicial powers. The State controls in particular all mobility processes taking
place within the hierarchy: degradation as well as rehabilitation.
The State casts an eye on many events in the individual's daily life which,
according to Western thought, affect his private sphere. Every violation of the
rules regarding commensality and consexuality must be reported (jiiher), regardless of whether it can be considered guilt or not. This holds good even if a child
under 12 does not wash itself after defecation, thus polluting his commensal^.^^ A
spouse, too, is obliged to inform against her husband if he infringes the
commensality rules (however, she goes unpunished if she fails to denounce a theft
~ ' threat of a penalty for a husband who refuses
committed by her h ~ s b a n d ) .The
to accept bhiit from h s wife of an adequate status is another example showing to
what extent the State controls the individual (see p. 41). On the whole, the negligence of any caste-specific custom is liable to punishment if the MA has approved
of it as such. It is true that certain decisions are left to the relatives and fellow
caste members as, for instance, the question of whether somebody who has violated the rules of commensality is to be excluded from commensality or not (cf.
-

26
27
28
29

30
31

-

only in the case of minor offences, such as pollution through the hookah and fettering the legs
of cows and oxen (regarded as cruelty).
MA p. 379ff. 5 2-4,7,29, p. 416 5 6.
Cf. above p. 161f. and MA p. 379ff. 5 8-10.
MA p. 182 6.
MA p. 159 5 7, p. 181f.§ 1-3,4, p. 193ff., p. 212 5 4. On the legal procedure in detail cf. Gorkha
adalati Siksa 1896: 30,34. On the jurisdiction in the time prior to the MA cf. Kirkpatrick 1969:
196-204 and Hodgson 1880,II. On the relationship between central and regional authorities in
the Rana time cf. also Edwards 1976.
MA p. 416 5 6.
MA p. 193§ 3.
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pp. 25f., 43f.). Nevertheless, such cases are seldom and, moreover, the relatives
decide only on what we have called the "social consequences" and they decide
only after the State authority has intervened and punished the ~ffender.'~

32 Cf. above pp. 25,35f. and MA p. 408 5 4 as an example.

XVII I

THE MULUKI AIN AND THE ROLE OF THE STATE
IN THE LEGAL TRADITION OF INDIA
"An ancient king did not direct the public affairs of a state
or nations in any modern sense of the term; he did not
rule by (...) promulgating never-ending streams of laws and
rules (...). He was to administer justice (...) by upholding
the traditions, by arbitrating disputes, by punishing and
counteracting infringements of the established rules and customs (...)." (Gonda 1966: 68f.)

The traditional Indian legal concept does not recognise the king as legislator and
still less as a reformer of public morality. It is true, he passed sporadically decrees
(Siisnna, tdmriipntrn, etc) which established binding legal principles and whch sometimes even opposed the dhnrmn. Lingat, however, interprets these decrees as an
expression of royal will and a positive law meant for immediate application.' The
king's (or the state's) duty was limited to the publication of the law and to the
control (mksnnn) of its application. He had to enforce the dharnuz. In order to save
his subjects from the consequences of a sin, he must protect the victim from the
offender and indemnify him. But he also must compel the offender to expiate for
the sake of his, the offender's, spiritual elf are.^
The lung represents the wordly power, ksntrn, and he is, therefore, subject to
Hence, legislation is incumbent on the Brahthe spiritual power, the bn~hmnn.~
mins. To be more precise, the Brahmins are the only ones authorised to interpret
the dhrma and to prescribe the penance, for the performance of which the king is
re~ponsible.~
This ideal of the "separation of powers" is characteristic of the whole
snzlti literature, and the justification of the penalty, as an expiation enforced by the
king, is particularly emphasised by man^.^
1 Lingat 1973:226-232. Similarly Derrett (n.d.).
2 Lingat 1973: 223,232. Cf. also Kangle 1965: 119, 223 on the ArthaSastra.
3 Lingat 1973: 215ff. and Dumont 1966: 351ff.-In contemporary India, the highest religious
authority is claimed by the four (or five) jngnrlgllnl, "teachers of the world". One of them
resides at Sringeri in South India and is called the "Hindu Pope". The known history of his
"see" goes back as far as the Vijayanagara empire. Cf. Liitt 1975.
4 Lingat 1973: 66; Kane 1974: 966-975; Kane 1953: 68-86.
5 Cf. Dumont 1966: 346f.
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~.n
Maynard's view, the caste system is based on three premises, namely the

"jurisdiction of the caste assembly", the "expository and declaratory functions of
the Brahmins", and the "enforcing authority of the king". According to him, the
internal autonomy of caste results from the fact that its historical emergence as a
social group was not due to the sovereign's will. He, the sovereign, only guaranteed its continuity. As the king also acted as an employer in public administration,
the domains of the crown and in state monopolies, he had an interest in keeping
alive the segregation of the castes because of the division of labour resulting
there~f.~
Hodgson, too, focuses on public interest. In his view, it is the raison d'Gtre of
the law to prevent the caste hierarchy from collapsing. He writes:'
"Of all these acts, the most severely regarded is intercourse between the sexes
of such parties; because of its leading directly to the confusion of all castes
(...); for the Hindu agent or subject will, of course, proceed, till detected, to
communicate as usual with his or her relations, who again will comrnunicate with theirs, until the foul contamination has reached the ends of the city
and kingdom, and imposed upon all (besides the sin) the necessity of submitting themselves to a variety of tedious and expensive purificatory processes,
pending the fulfilment of which all their pursuits of business or pleasure are
necessarily suspended, and themselves rendered, for the time, outcastes (...).
Hence the innumerable ceremonial observances, penetrating into every act of
life, which have been erected to perpetuate this law; and hence the dreadful
inflictions with which the breach of it is visited."

According to the Indian legal tradition, the king had to respect not only the dharma
and the Brahmins, but also the autonomy of customary law which implied the
autonomy of internal jurisdiction of local groups, castes, villages and guilds. In
general, the state exercised its judicial power only in criminal cases (prnkipzkn) in
so far as politics or the four vnr? were-involved.&ly at the request of the parties
concerned did the state intervene in civil cases (viidi-krtn) as well as in the field of
ba
it is the learned men,
customary law. According to the ~ ~ a s t h a m DharmaSastra,
the ncan~n(of the delinquent's caste or locality), who ordain the measures necessary for the atonement of a sin. If the sinner is unwilling to obey, the a ay a should
bring the case before the king who, after due deliberation with his purohita, will
enforce the e x p i a t i ~ n . ~
Gune's study produces the impression that, even in the late pre-British period,
the principles of the snlrti were in force. According to Gune, between AD 1650 and
1818 there were altogether three instances in Maharashtra, which administered
law in matters related to caste and religion, namely the caste assembly (jiitisnbhrt),
6 Maynard 1917: 91f., 94,98ff.
7 Hodgson 1880,II:239.
8 Cf. Lingat 1973: 226f., 237-256; Derrett 1973: 12ff. On the Apasthamba DharmaGstra cf. Kane
1953: 70.
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the council of learned Brahmins (brahniiisabhii) presided over by the dharnriidhihri,
and finally the king and his officials.The caste assembly used to investigate into
the case and to exclude the offender from his caste until he had undergone expiation as prescribed by the Brahmins. The mediation between the two instances, the
caste assembly and the Brahmins, was reserved to the state. In any case, the state
supervised the performance of expiation: it levied a fine (brohnlfidnndn) on the offender, gave a written account of the factual findings (dosnpntrn) and submitted it
to the Brahmins. The latter, in their turn, certified in a document, called s'uddhipatra,
that the delinquent surrendered to them had performed the purification or expiation prescribed. In criminal cases, the state had the additional duty of imprisoning
the delinquent or of imposing a fine, called riijdnndn, on him.9 Consequently, the
state has hardly any judicial function proper. It represents merely the executive
power enforcing the resolutions of the caste assembly and/or the Brahmins and
helps the offender to expiate and re-attain his caste status.
Although caution is required in view of India's great historical and regional
diversity, the data discussed above show that the MA is a positively autonomous
continuation of the Indian legal tradition, autonomous in the sense that it is adapted
to contemporary conditions. It assigns to legislation as well as to executive and
justice a direct control over the social sphere. It is also the State whch controls
legislation, even though it is not fully established whether it represents de jure
the supreme authority.1° At least we can state that in the preamble to the MA,
no mention is made of the legislation being exclusively devolved upon the
Brahmin members of the legislative body. However important their role as
expounders of the dharm may be, the law is drafted by the entire bhfirfidnri knusal
and promulgated by the prime minister. One may perhaps go as far as to regard
the MA as a systematic collection of Siisana, royal edicts in the classical sense of the
term (cf. above p. 146). This would make the State the lughest legislative authority de jure, too.
Derrett writes that Indian lustory hardly offers any clues to the fact that the
king promulgated laws for his peoples as a whole. He states that in pre-British
India the village community, with its interdependent castes, classes, families and
sects, preserved its own standards as far as jurisdiction was concerned." For the
MA, the very reverse is true.
The MA is a common law applicable within a state territory. One of its conspicuous features is the attention it devotes to the castes. To my knowledge, the
Indian legal works do not deal with caste hierarchies of certain periods or regions, sanctioning them in detail. They deal still less with a "national herarchy"
9 Gune 1953: llOff. In spite of its obvious deficiencies, Gune is an important source.
10 It goes without saying that the term "separation of powers" is used here in the figurative
sense. It is also obvious that "State" can be spoken of only with some reservations. We use the
word because we are aware of the fact that, at the time of the MA, Nepal was no longer a
"patrimonial kingdom" (M. Weber) but a "centralised agrarian bureaucracy" (M.C. Regmi),
acquainted to some extent with such Western notions as "citizen" and "state territory".
11 Derrett n.d.: 12f.
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as the MA does. The Arthasastra which, as to its claims, is particularly related to
the MA, mentions individual castes by name only in connection with the progeny
of mixed marriages; however, it fails to allocate them a precisely defined position
within the hierarchy. Inscriptions and edicts of Indian kings seem to confirm only
the privileges or duties of individual castes without minutely prescribing their
interrelations with other castes. As Srinivas points out, in traditional India there
was no "clear-cut hierarchy with the position of each caste defined precisely", and
the king came in only as "the ultimate authority for settling disputes with regard
to the rank of a caste".12
The autonomy of customary law and religion is considerably restricted by the
MA. Customary law and the precepts of religion are only applicable if they have
become ain, law. Jurisdiction is chiefly a privilege of the State. That the MA assigns local jurisdiction and police powers also to persons who are not office-holders in the state bureaucracy itself cannot be taken as an indication of caste or
village autonomy in judicial matters. (In practice, this fact may merely enhance a
flexible interpretation of the law in petty cases.) Legally, neither caste membership nor domicile but a person's tenureship determines to whose locnl jurisdiction
he is subject. Thus, over peasants cultivating state land (rniknr,jliiirii, rnkniir tenures)
local judicial authority is with agents of the State, such as the village headmen,
tax-collectors and/or functionaries responsible for organising public labour service (jhiirfi, htlliik, etc). Tenants under the birtii, jivir and gtitlli tenures are, by contrast, subject to the "seigniory" of their landlord to whom the State granted land
or assigned the income from the land.13 Somewhat different is the case with the
Limbu because their communal ownership rights to land (kipnf tenure) exist by
dint of their membership in their ethnic group. This implies that both tax-collecting and judiciary functions are discharged by their fellow-Limbu, i.e., the headmen of local kin group segments and other agents (sribbii and anuili, respectively).
Of course, even these are debarred from dispensing justice in cases punishable
with degradation and death penalty.I4
In sum, whoever administers law in caste affairs, is an agent of the sovereignty, whether he is an official in the bureaucracy (police, courts) or a local hnctionary or a landlord, and regardless of his actual caste affiliation. Contrary to the
ideal of the snqti, the State in Nepal is neither a mere supreme appeal instance for
disputes coming within the meaning of customary law nor a mere executive agent
of religion, enforcing expiation.
This "etatisation" of society, custom and religion may be regarded as a consistent extension of the ancient Indian concept, according to which the state (the
king) is obliged to safeguard the welfare of his subjects. It may also hang together
with the legal tradition in Nepal, which held that "the state was the owner of all
12 Srinivas 1968: 198.
13 On the different forms of tenure cf. above p. 96f.--One of the possible exceptional instances of
legally recognised caste autonomy is that, to my knowledge, among some Untouchables p e v
cases of pollution, etc, were adjudicated by a rrrijlflr from their own castes.
14 0 1 1 the Limbu cf. Regmi 1965: 118 and Sagant 1976 a: 158ff.,167ff.
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lands situated witlun its domain [and that] it alone possessed the right of alien'~
it is a positive fact that the
ation through sale, mortgage or b e q ~ e s t " . However,
etatistic tendency was last but not least the result of a deliberate policy of national
independence and cultural demarcation (see p. 194). The influence the idea of the
modern national state most probably exerted on the MA is to be seen in its introduction of the concepts of sovereignty and citizenship (however rudimentary they
may remain from the western point of view). In the final analysis, the MA's society is on the way to becoming a nation of castes.

XIX

THE CASTES IN THE POST-1951 LEGISLATION'

"Le n'importe quoi 6rig6 en systeme ..."
"I1 n'y a de mortel, de temporel, de limit6 et d'exclusif que dans
l'organisation et dans les structures." (Mural scribbles in the
University of Paris, May 1968) (Tchou 1968: 75, 125)

Although the 1955 edition of the Muluki Ain (BS 2012, here quoted as MA 2009)
still recognised the caste hierarchy, the country's first Constitution of 1959 proclaimed all citizens to be equal before the law. This was also reflected in the subsequent legislation.
For example, in the new Mululu Ain dating from 1963 (MA 2022), the amount
of the divorce payment (jiiri kharc) is standardised. It is independent of caste affiliation and varies only with the number of marriages the woman concerned had
Likewise, h d and measure of
contracted before the actual one to be dis~olved.~
the punishment are solely determined by the offender's guilt, and no longer by
his caste. Degradation as a penal sanction is abolished. There are no regulations
dealing with caste interrelations. Neither the acceptance of b h t or water nor untouchability are mentioned. In the chapter dealing with marriage, no mention is
made of prohibited sexual relations between members of certain caste^.^
However, it is recognised that the various groups within the fold of Nepalese
society have different and diverging customs. As far as I can see the term ]at is
used only once in this context. Otherwise the new MA speaks of klll, 'kin group',
in the broader sense.4For 'custom', the expressions snrniijik ritisthiti, cnlarl or dhnrnln
are employed. In official translations, snnliTjik ritisthiti is often rendered by 'social
Conspicuously enough, newscustoms', cnlan by 'custom' and dharnln by 'religi~n'.~
1
2
3
4

The following discussion refers to the period up to 1974.
MA 2022: p. 221f.
MA2022:p.211-220.
Among the higher Hindu castes, kril denotes a patrilineal descent group whch includes the
wives "married in" and, consequently, excludes sisters and daughters "married out".
5 cf.MA 2022: p. 2165 10, p. 223f. 5 1,8-10.
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papers and official publications also avoid the use of the terms "jiit" and "caste"
and mostly circumscribe them by employing "burg" or "social class", respectively.
The regulations dealing with incest well illustrate the new MA1s attitude towards minorities: The legislator defines on two full pages what has to be regarded as incestuous relations. Then, in one single paragraph he adds that those
relatives with whom sexual intercourse and marriage are in accordance with one's
group's traditions (iiphnd jiit wn klrlnln cnli neko calnn anilsdr zuiwiihn zuii knrnni gnrnn
llune niitd), are exempted from the regulations as given above.hThus, deviations
from the norm are legal if they can be regarded as part of group-specific traditions.
The primacy of Hinduism remains unquestioned, and the killing of a cow is
punishable with imprisonment of up to twelve years.7 The conversion of a Hindu
to another religion is called khnlnl, 'disturbance'. The same term is employed in
another context: Whoever disturbs somebody else forcibly or by deception
(jhukyai), whilst practising lus traditional customs (siinuijik ritisthiti), is liable to be
imprisoned for up to one year.e Here the legislator principally follows the line of
the MA of Jang Bahadur, ultimately postulating what he has officially ceased to
recognise: the caste hierarchy. With these provisions the legislation at least confirms the separation of castes, in as much as any attempt to change the interrelations hitherto prevailing between two or more castes can be interpreted and sued
as a disturbance of traditional customs.'
Contrary to the wide-spread view, modern legislation has not explicitly abolished the caste hierarchy. Although there is no longer an inequality before the law,
based on caste affiliation, the system of relations constituting the caste luerarchy
remains unchanged and is tacitly sanctioned by the provisions quoted above. As
late as 1963, after the publication of the new MA, the Palace Secretariate declared
that the "caste system itself has not been abolished"."-' Ethnographic literature,
too, sufficiently proves that the castes have remained a social reality, in spite of a
certain slackening in the field of interrelations. Among others, Putnam illustrates
--

6
7

MA 2022: p. 216 § 10.
What is more, it is a punishable act to sell cows, oxen and bulls for slaughter into other
countries (MA 2022: p. 190f. 5 1,3, 10-ll).-In the Constitution of 1959, the king of Nepal is
qualified as an "adherent of Aryan culture and Hindu religion" (Neupane 1969: 88). The 1967
Constitution (p. 2 5 3 / l ) calls Nepal a "monarchical Hindu State". (Quoted from official translations.)
8 MA 2022: p. 224 § 10. Cf. also above p. 134f.
9 A systematic analysis of modern law practice in Nepal has still to he made. My perusal of court
records in Dhading, Central Nepal, in 1971 brought no lawsuits in caste affairs to light. Later I
was informed of a case in which a projected inter-caste marriage was obstructed by the relatives by reference to the paragraphs quoted above. As is well-known, in the early sixties the
Untouchables were prevented by the police from entering the national sanctuary PaSupatinath
(cf. Joshi and Rose 1966: 747).
10 Joshi and Rose 1966:474, italics mine.-In modern Indian legislation, caste is dealt with more or
less as a sect or denomination, the affiliation to w h c h is voluntary. As such, castes are protected
by the law. Their status position is, however, not acknowledged. A caste may own and manage
property, sue in court and, with some restrictions, outcast its members. The so-called "sched-
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this in a particularly striking manner in his study dealing with every-day life in "a
tea-shop as an arena of ethnic interaction"."
Nepal is on the verge of a social transformation, regardless of whether it will
be enhanced by a rapid economic change or precisely by its absence. The caste
hierarchy consolidated by the various editions of the MA between 1854 and 1955
guaranteed the lower castes at least a "justice outside equality".I2 It has left behind a social inequality which can still be intensified by both economic progress or
involution. The question is to what extent can modern legislation further the emancipation of the underprivileged. The case of the Untouchables exemplifies the problems involved.

The Untouchables
As Caplan and others show, the growing monetisation has had a positive effect at
least for some of the Untouchables in the rural areas. The same seems to be true of
those, especially Newar, Untouchables who now work as employees of the public
administration, even though on the lowest pay-scale. But the loosening of their
economic dependence upon higher castes has not brought about any substantial
change in their traditional caste status. In the case of the Newar just mentioned
one may speak of a "hidden untouchability" for these groups still exercise their
traditional occupation or, at least, do works which are traditionally associated
with impurity, such as scavenging, cleaning or the disposal of corpses in the
hospitals, etc.
Politically, the Untouchables (and low castes in general) are heavily
underrepresented at the national level.13The same is true of the district administration: in 1975, not one single Untouchable was found among the district pnrkiiynt
chairmen and vice-chairmen.14This is deplorable given the fact that the Untouchables may well represent about 15 per cent of the total population. By contrast,
their political participation at the village level has considerably increased since
1960, at least in some areas.15 But as Caplan points out, they cannot constitute an
effective political force until a new field of economic competition is opened up for
them; and to improve their economic position by a suitable resource re-allocation
is not possible without aid from outside.lh
The State's policy has indeed been too reluctant to remove hvo principal ob-

11
12
13
14
15
16

uled castes" and "scheduled tribes" benefit from a special protective legislation. Cf. Galanter
1968 on caste in general and Galanter 1972, Dushkin 1972: 165-186 on "positive discrimination".
Putnam 1975.
"justice en dehors de 116galit6",as Dumont (1966: 139) puts it.
Cf. Gaige 1975: 164.
According to the official list.
Cf. Gaige 1975: 143-144, Caplan 1972: 58ff.
Caplan 1972: 85-96.
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stacles to the Untouchables' vertical integration into Nepalese society: a) The one
is the so-called anticommunalism (asanzpradiiyikta), a policy directed against any
organisational solidarisation of minorities on a cultural or regional basis. The Nepal
Depressed Classes League created "from above" a few years ago might be seen as
an experimental deviation from this policy, but this organisation has so far not
proved active enough to fully represent the Untouchables1interests." b) The second obstacle is the lack of any decisive protective legislation. Unlike India's Constitution and, particularly, the Untouchability Offences Act of 1955, Nepal has denied any "positive discrimination" to the untouchable^.'^
In the Nagrik Adhikar Ain of BS 2012 (AD 1955), discrimination (bhedbhw) on
the basis of religion, race, sex, caste and tribe (dhnrma, warna, liriga, jlit, jiiti) is only
prohibited with reference to the employment in public service.I9The Constitutions of 1959 and 1967 add a clause prohibiting discrimination in general, that is,
"discrimination in the application of law" in accordance with the right to equal
protection by the law for all citizens.20
In fact, the law is not free from ambiguities. First, it does not provide any
precise definition of "discrimination in the application of the law". Second, the
clauses prohibiting discrimination may be seen as contradicted by those which
assure the social groups (castes) the right to self-determination with regard to
their religion, customs and social intercourse with other groups.21What is discrimination for X can be a threat for Y to his tradition and customs. If, say, an
Untouchable enters a cult place whch has so far been used by Brahmins only, the
act can be interpreted as an infringement of the Brahmins' religion and customs.
What is more, both can be punished, the Untouchable who tries to make use of the
abolition of discrimination (as he conceives of it) as well as the Brahmin who, led
by good will, helps the Untouchable in exercising h s right. Similarly, although in
modern Nepalese law regulating marriage no mention is made of caste barriersIz2
the protection of one's own group's traditions could also serve as a sanction against
intermarriage between Untouchables and non-Untouchables.
Though increasingly hesitating, Nepalese law still holds open the door for a
"positive discrimination". Thus, the Interim Government of Nepal Act of 1951 (BS
2007) stipulates the Government's right to make "any provision for the reserva. ~few
~
tion of appointments or posts in favour of any backward class of c i t i ~ e n s "A
years later, this was reduced to the formulation that His Majesty's Government
17 It must be acknowledged, however, that the leaders of this organisation (now called "Nepal
National Depressed Class Welfare Council") do not fail to criticise in their public speeches the
contradiction between the law and the still existing discrimination of low castes (cf., e.g.,The
Rising Nepal, August 18th, 1974; November 22nd, 1974; and December 16th, 1974).
18 For an analysis of the Indian legislation cf. Galanter 1974 and Kloss 1969: 385-419.
19 Nepal Ain Samgraha 2021: p. 1221 Q 4.
20 Neupane 1969:91; Constitution 1967: p. 5 5 10.
21 Nepal AinSamgraha 2021: p. 1221 Q 7; Muluki Ain 2022:p. 224 Q 10; Constitution 1967:p. 6 5 14.
22 Muluki Ain 2022: 218-220.
23 Neupane 1969: 147 5 16/2.
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shall have the power "to make special provisions (biges m j a w a s t ~ for
) women,
children and persons belonging to any backward classes of citizen^".^' Here again,
the notion of "backward class" is not sufficiently defined, and the initiative is left
entirely to the executive. In the Constitution of 1967, this is formulated even more
vaguely: "Laws may be made for the sake of public good to regulate and control
the exercise of fundamental rights [...I for the maintenance of good relations among
people of different classes or professions"; among those to be protected only rninors and women are specifically m e n t i ~ n e d . ~ ~
To sum up, it is, paradoxically, for fear of national disintegration that the integration of the Untouchables is being adjourned. The legislator appears to have
been guided by the hope of leaping over one stage in the transformation of Nepalese
society, namely that stage, which in India was (and still is) characterised by a
series of conflicts produced by voluntaristic cultural change (mass conversions to
Buddhism, "Sanskritisation", etc) and by the struggle for political participati~n.~
The legislator's indecisiveness with regard to caste and untouchability, one may
conclude, should allow for a gradual emancipation of the Untouchables. This is to
take place in the future and, so to speak, outside the ideologcal categories of the
traditional caste hierarchy whch will by then have lost its relevan~e.~'
The outcome of such a policy can only be, at best, a certain amount of individual mobility, that is, emancipation for a few privileged persons and thus at the
cost of the horizontal solidarity among the Untouchables as a social group. Moreover, it is doubtful whether the caste hierarchy will "die out" within the near
future, even if one postulates a fast economic transformation in the country. It is
true that in India, "positive discrimination" has also had a certain cementing efthe absence of any protective legislation cannot
fect upon the caste hierar~hy,2~but
be a remedy either.
With all that it is obvious that conditions in Nepal are comparatively more
favourable. Contrary to India, neither large-scale proletarisation nor social unrest
has so far taken place among the Untouchables in Nepal. Last but not least, an
energetic social reform could continue the Nepalese legal tradition which has always assigned to the State an important role in regulating social life.

The ethnic groups
It has to be admitted that, unlike the Untouchables, a) not all the ethnic groups
have suffered deprivation to the same extent and that they b) could benefit from
Civil Liberties Act 1955: p. 2 Q 5; Nepal Ain Samgraha 2021: p. 1221 5 5.
Constitution 1967: p. 7 § 17.
Cf., La., Beteille 1967:92-98 and Bhatt 1971.
King Mahendra emphasised as early as 1964: "Care has also been taken to render the new
Muluki Ain [...I easily acceptable to the people to prevent social revolution from bringing
about social disorder and to effect changes as smoothly as possible [...I" (Mahendra 1967:235).
28 BCteille 1967:90,92.
24
25
26
27
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those general reforms which, since 1951, have been implemented in favour of the
entire peasantry, such as the land reform, the expansion of primary education and
the establishing of the village palicnynt as local units of self-government." It is
pwcisely these two factors which make the situation of the ethnic groups more
complex and more delicate than that of the Untouchables.
On the whole, anticommunalism and attentism have not allowed for the elimination of the consequences of exploitation and political deprivation to which the
ethnic groups have been exposed since the foundation of the present State of
Nepal, and especially during the Rana period. The documentary evidence for the
first time made accessible by M.C. Regmi amply proves this.jOThe claim of the
patrimonial kingdom that the whole land is state property, also served as a pretext to allow members of higher castes (courtsmen, civil servants, military personnel, etc) to settle on "tribal territory". The bulk of the ethnic groups were, especially by the bestowal of birtn and gl~tlzirights (cf. p. 96f.), practically reduced to
the status of bondsmen. Even if they cultivated raiknr land, they were bound to
villainage or corvke, serving as porters, footmen and the like.31As we have seen,
most of the slaves were also recruited from among the ethnic groups. The considerable disfranchisement, meant to favour military expansion and the establishment of a new elite, was only sanctioned by the MA of BS 1910, classifying most of
the ethnic groups as "ei~slavablesubjects" (ii~nsinyiiprnjii).
No doubt, ecological and economic factors also reduced the opportunities of
the ethnic groups. Even those who did not come under the control of the administration settled in a disadvantageous habitat. The monetisation beginning after
World War I entailed a significant indebtedness. This was only partially balanced
by the income of the "Gurkha" mercenaries, the abolition of birtii rights in 1959
and, finally, by the general land reform in 1964. The positive effects of these factors are also reduced by the present-day inflation and the growing scarcity of
land.32
As already stated not all the ethruc groups were exposed to the same extent of
deprivation. One example is offered by the Newar. The fact that many members
of the higher Newar castes were educated and/or specialised in trade and handicraft allowed them to maintain their economic position and to continue to hold
State's policy
key-positions at court and in the civil service even after 1769.3Tl~e
29 On the minorities in the Terai cf. Gaige 1975; on the effects of schooling and resettlement cf.
Ragsdale 1975 and Elder 1976: 104-129, to mention just a few.
30 Regmi 1965-1968; Regrni 1971; Regmi 1976.
31 In the pre-litin3 period, miknr cultivators were considered to be a sort of state tenants having
only occupancy rights. Cf. Kegmi 1976: 170ff.
32 As to the legislative framework of these reforms, cf. Birta Unmulan Ain, in: Nepal Ain Saliigralia
2021: p. 687ff.; Bhumi Sambandhi Ain, in: Nepal Ain Samgraha 2021: p. 674ff. For a critical
analysis of the land reform cf. Regmi 1976: 197-231 and Zarnan 1973.
33 According to Chauhan (1971: 233), in the late sixties approximately 25 per cent of the higher
civil servants were Newar, beside 46 per cent Parbatiya Brahmins, 23 per cent Chetri (apparently the Thakuri included) and altogether not more than 5 per cent from among other ethnic
groups and Terai castes. Gaige (1975: 166f.) discloses a similar tendency; cf. also Shaha 1975:57.
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the Newar has always been characterised by a certain precaution aiming
at a selective integration of the high cultural heritage of this group. Symptomatic
enough is the famous gesture of Prithwi Narayan Sgh who, on having conquered
Kathmandu, sat down on the throne of lus Newar predecessor, paid homage to
the Newar pantheon and ordered a feast which was in progress at the time to be
continued.34This formed the prologue to a strategy which Sylvain Levi called
"cultural a n n e ~ a t i o n " Its
. ~ ~objective was an integration by subordination rather
than oppression, in so far as the original identity of the Newar culture was gradually lost, precisely because many of the Newar sanctuaries were incorporated into
the state cult introduced by the new dynasty. As the Newar castes were integrated into the new superimposed "national" luerarchy, the ethnic identity of the
Newar became re-interpreted by their discontinuous allotment to the different
caste groups (see pp. lllff.). Whereas the individual Newar castes, with their
specific customs, were protected by the law, a solidarisation of all Newar on the
basis of their ethnic identity was prevented. Under the Rana rule, the cultivation
of their language and literature was curbed by administrative intervention." This
tendency outlived the 1951 anti-Rana revolution, and only in the last few years is
a cautious liberalisation to be observed.)'
Whereas most of the ethnic groups are strongly underrepresented in the regional and national decision-making bodies, their political participation in local
self-government has increased considerably. This is due to the establishment of
village councils (gd17 paficdyatt) in the early sixties. As these councils are elected by
secret ballot, their impact on the formation of public will and opinion in the rural
areas cannot be disregarded. Furthermore, as they usually comprise a number of
settlements, the councils are in a position to encourage interaction among different ethnic groups and castes in areas with heterogeneous population^.^ Whereas
this was only a long-term side-effect of the administrative reform, the establishment of the Remote Area and Local Development Department of His Majesty's
Government in the late sixties may be viewed as the first step taken in favour of
the ethnic groups in the border areas. It was this department which, in 1974,
organised a "Know-Nepal-Programme", inviting prominent lamas from remote
regions to assemble in Kathmandu.39

34 Cf. Hasrat 1970: 91 and Levi 1905, I: 54.
35 Levi 1905, I: 28. The expression is used here in another context.--On the documentary evidence of the Sah dynasty's attitude towards the Newar pantheon cf. Wajracarya 2033: 262ff.;
Wajracarya and Srestha 2032: 109-115; Gorkha WamSawali, 11: 13ff.
36 Cf. Lienhard 1974: 125.
37 In 1965, the radio broadcasts in Newari and Hindi were discontinued after several years of
being freely transmitted. Cf. Gaige 1975: 125.
38 On the legislative framework cf. Nepal Ain Samgraha 2021: p. 97ff.; Kaphley 1967; Joshi and
Rose 1966: 395ff. On the practical consequences of the councils cf. Rana and Mohsin 1967;
Caplan 1970: 163ff.; Hofer 1973 a; Borgstrorn 1975 and Knall 1975.
39 The Rising Nepal, December 6th, 1974.
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The legacy of the past

It has repeatedly been stated that many developing countries have, in favour of
their nation-building, discarded the legal pluralism which had characterised the
preceding colonial era.40If Nepal, too, exhibits such a tendency, paradoxically it
does so precisely because it has not been a colony and because it has been faced
with the problem of national identity ever since 1769. Attentism in legislation and
anticommunalistic tendencies must be seen in connection with a policy pursued
~~
since those days and which L.E. Rose calls "a strategy for s ~ r v i v a l " .Nationbuilding is meant to guarantee the country's autonomy and to delineate Nepal
from her neighbour India, from which she cannot be distinguished so easily, as far
as objective criteria such as language and culture are concerned. Rose maintains
that this identity problem did not become pressing before India's i n d e p e n d e n ~ e . ~ ~
Be that as it may, we have shown that the problem was already posed in the
Muluki Ain of Jang Bahadur one century earlier. There is one fundamental difference, however. In the MA, the conspicuous indifference towards most of the ethnic groups was justifiable by ignorance and by the unchallenged political dominance of the higher Hindu castes. Nowadays, however, indifference towards the
minorities threatens, at least in the long run, national unity. The MA "accommodated" the nation's diversity into a caste hierarchy, legitimating social inequality
as being in line with dlmrirzn. Present-day legislation, by contrast, proceeds from
the fiction that this diversity implies only differences in the fields of custom and
religion.43
Modern legislation simply denies inequality, at least in so far as it results from
group affiliation. (Only individual mobility is enhanced and, as we have seen,
even this is done by applying undefined criteria.) It goes without saying that
modern Nepalese law is not prepared to legitimate inequality. The abolition of
inequality, however, is not legitimated decisively enough by it, either. This is precisely why it seems to be inappropriate as an instrument of national integration.
Since King Birendra's accession to the throne, increasing attention has been
paid to the minority problem. For the time being, however, the efforts are only
political decisions and administrative measures not based on law which would
ensure their continuity. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the success
of the reforms of the past two decades will intensify political consciousness among
40
41
42
43

Nader and Yngvesson 1973: 905.
Rose 1971.
Rose 1977: 221.
There is even a minority of traditionally oriented intellectuals who derive from their own
fiction of national unity the claim to a sort of "Sanskritisation" of the whole nation. In 1974,
e.g., a number of Members of Parliament raised the claim for a general prohibition of
alcohol throughout the country (!), although alcohol even plays a deep-rooted part in the rites
practised by a considerable portion of the population. Cf. The Rising Nepal, August 22nd,
1974.--On the reaction of the Westernised intellectuals of the country cf., i.a., Gurung 1970 and
Rana 1971.
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the ethnic groups, the Untouchables and other minorities. The possible conflicts
will put legislation under pressure. At least a protective legislation initiated "from
above", which could have been effected until now, will then be hardly realisable.
The fact that nearly one half of Nepal's population, namely 5.5 million people,
can be classified as belonging to minoritiesIu may illustrate the problems with
which the nation-building is faced.

44 According to the Population Census of 1971, only six million persons speak Nepali as their

mother tongue.

CONCLUSION

The caste hierarchy of the MA is a linear conception. An exceptional position is
occupied by the Muslims (chapter XIII). The MA, thus, clearly falsifies the thesis
holding that, at least in India, regional and supra-regional caste hierarchies with
clear-cut rankings were an artificial creation of the compilers of the Census of
India.' In the MA1ssociety, caste constitutes the primary organising principle; caste
status is, indeed, the chief factor determining an individual's juridical status; and
the relationship between individuals is to a large extent determined by the purity-conditioned status. Caste "interferes" in marriage, inheritance, occupation; in
the relationship between servant and master, between patient and healer, between
the individual and the State. There seems to be only one sphere of social life
which is permanently "caste-free", namely trade and commerce: Here only the
material value of goods and services counts, and not the caste of the persons
involved in their tran~action.~
The caste hierarchy of the MA is divided into five caste groups. The upper
three caste groups, the pure castes, are separated by a demarcation line from the
lower two caste groups, the impure castes. Members of the pure castes are polluted by intercourse with those of the impure castes, that is to say, by the accep1 Cf. Kantowsky 1972 and Rothermund 1976: 395f. This is not to deny the role of caste assemblies which represented to the Census authorities the demand of individual castes to belong to
a particular u n r y , organising thus a "new urge to mobility" (Srinivas 1966: 94ff.). And this is
not to deny, either, that, empirically speaking, other organising principles, such as kinship,
territory or class, may be as fundamental as caste for our understanding of social organisation
in South Asia (cf. Hazlehurst 1968: 38ff.).
2 This must be emphasised in as much as, according to some classical sources, interest rates were
dependent also on the unriin of the borrower (cf. Manu S a f i i t S 1909: 273 and Kane 1946: 421).

tance of water, of certain kinds of food (bhnt) as well as by sexual intercourse and
physical contact in general. In principle, every single caste can belong to only one
of the five caste groups. Those Newar, however, who, at the same time, wear the
holy cord and partake of alcohol seem to be an exception to the rule (chapter XI).
Every single caste "individualises" itself through a number of specific restrictions regarding intercourse with all other castes. A conspicuous concentration of
such restrictions is to be observed among the impure castes, where nearly every
caste marks itself off from those w h c h rank lower than itself. By contrast, intercourse between pure castes is dealt with somewhat more liberally: hypergamous
marriages are allowed and water can be accepted mutually, regardless of status
disparities between giver and receiver (chapters IV, V, VIII).
Caste status is a function of a collectively owned amount or degree of purity.
Within this amount of purity there is a further gradation: Members of one and the
same caste (jiit) can possess varying amounts of purity and can be separated from
each other by the refusal of commensality. Such a differentiation of status within
one caste can be attributed to certain events in the individual's life, e.g., the number of spouses a woman has had, determining her feme's status w h c h ranges
from virgo intacta to "whore".
A differentiation of status is also given in the case of subcaste-like status groups
within one caste (chapters IV, V, VIII).
However, not every kind of intra-caste grouping is recognised as having more
or less collective purity than other members of the caste. Thus, the MA prescribes
comrnensality for all Gurung, regardless of their traditional intra-ethnic stratification (chapter XI).
For the MA, caste-specific collective purity (and therefore caste status) is not,
or at least not exclusively, the result of attributes, such as a caste's occupation, diet
habits, religion and customs (chapter VII).
The MA only imperfectly applies the classical vnr!ln model to the five caste
groups. The expression "the four vlrr~?nand the thirty-six jiit" is rather a metonymy
for the universal hierarchy which includes all castes inside and outside Nepal
(chapters IX, XII, XIII, XIV).
Caste (jiit) and e t h c group are not always congruent, and the MA often fails
to take subjective ethnic identity into consideration when determining the status
position of a group (chapter XI).
An exceptional legal status applies to the slaves and ascetics, identifying them
as social estates apart. By becoming a slave, a person's caste status is partially
suspended. The emancipation of a slave and the initiation to one of the ascetic
sects imply the allocation of a new caste status. These two acts, along with
degradation, are the only legal chances for individual status mobility (chapters X
and XV).
The legislator's conspicuous attention to inter-caste relations with stress on
commensality and consexuality must be seen in connection with the MA's function
to integrate a great ethnical and cultural diversity into its national caste hierarchy.
In spite of the numerous instances where the MA is in accordance with the
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principal concepts of the classical Indian sources of law, its claim to orthodoxy
remains more or less rhetoric. Although it sometimes refers to the authority of the
dhanrrnifistm and although it uses all orthodox vocabulary, the MA is in many respects remarkably pragmatic: The Brahmins are allowed to plough, some professions may be chosen regardless of one's caste; and hypergamous marriages are
legalised in spite of considerable status disparities between the spouses (chapters
v , IX, XI XIII, XIV).
The MA prohibits Hindus from being converted to other religions. It tolerates
and safeguards customs and confessions in so far as they are part of the tradition
of a group (caste). The tolerance is, just as the whole process of codification, last
but not least the result of a continuous interaction between the legislator and the
sections of the population concerned (chapters XIII, XIV).
Nevertheless, there are numerous discrepancies between the normative model
of the law and empirical reality. This is particularly true of the middle ranks of the
hierarchy, that is to say, of the ethnic groups (chapter XI, appendix I). The treatment of these groups is often very cursory and it thus leaves the way clear for a
subsequent legislation, expected to acknowledge the results of acculturation by
correcting previous status allocations (chapters XI, XIV). "After all, incompleteness of a codification has seldom impeded its active result^."^
Contrary to what we know of pre-British Indian legislation, the MA sanctions
a caste herarchy in detail. Caste interrelations are codified and controlled chiefly
by officeholders of the state bureaucracy. Caste autonomy is insignificant, and
customary law must be sanctioned as such by the legislation (chapters XV-XVIII).
Possibly this tendency is to be traced back to a specific Nepalese tradition emerging with Jayasthiti Malla's code and actualised, in the MA, by the necessity of
consolidating the results of the state foundation. The cultural demarcation from
the outside world is an instrument for stressing Nepal's identity (chapter XII).
One is tempted to see in this demarcation two ideas interpenetrating each other,
namely the old Indian concept of the pure country of the Aryans (Aryavarta or
Bharatavarsa) as opposed to the countries of the Mleccha, on the one hand, and
the idea of the modern national state, on the other.
Purification, penance and penalty are closely interrelated and in most cases
they have cumulative effects. Pollution is not subject to a determinism and
can almost always be rescinded if it was contracted without guilt, that is, unknowingly.
In modern legislation, the caste hierarchy is no longer recognised, even though
not explicitly abolished, either. As a "positive discrimination" is denied to the
hitherto underprivileged groups, the law, with its attentism, can only cope to a
limited extent with the heritage of the preceding legislation as a "stratification
lagn4(chapter XIX).

3
4

Wieacker 1952: 209.
Dahrendorf 1974: 39.

APPENDIX I

THE POSITION OF THE TAMANG WITHIN
THE CASTE HIERARCHY: A LOCAL EXAMPLE

The following data are based on my own field work among a Tamang group in
the D h a d ~ gdistrict in Central Nepal.
The Tamang language has no proper term for 'caste' or 'untouchable' and only
uses Nepali loan words. The word jiit (Tamang jc:t) can, moreover, also mean
'exogamous clan'.'
Regarding the subjective judgement of the position of the Tamang in the national hierarchy, the statements vary from informant to dormant. Even the regional or supralocal hierarchy of the castes living in the neighbourhood of the
Tamang is not based on general consensus. The only thng which is agreed on is
that the Brahmins are the "highest" caste and the Tamang a "lower" one. The
precise linear sequence of the individual castes, however, is either unknown or
viewed differently.* Those Tamang who are versed in the matter refer to the
regulations of the older editions of the MA; at the same time they emphasise the
deviations from the law to be observed in practice.
Especially the allocation of the ethnic groups, such as the Gururig, Ghale, Magar,
etc, is subject to dispute. For instance, some Tamang believe (contrary to the MA)
1 The Tamang term rl1.i: (< Tibetan rrls-p) for 'clan' is more or less obsolete.
2 This is not uncommon in other regions. Stone (1977: 105) reports on a local hierarchy in the
Trisuli area that "Jaisi, Chetri and Thakuri each see themselves as directly below the Brahmans
and will not accept boiled rice from each other. Similarly, those of the mahvali group [...I each
see themselves as highest of that category". Examples of disputed status are thus in no way
limited to contexts in which ethrucally heterogeneous groups are confronted with each other.
According to Bista (1972 a: 21), orthodox Chetri refuse to accept Dllift even from the KumBi, a
subdivision of the Upadhyaya Braman, because from their viewpoint the Kumai rank lower
than themselves.
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the Gurung to rank lower than the Tamang. Other informants view the Gurung
and the Tamang as equal-ranking. In sum, the linear rank order of castes is of
minor importance for the Tamang.
An intersubjectively valid and therefore more reliable criterion is offered by
the interrelations between the Tamang and the other castes. These interrelations
are more or less uniform, established attitudes based on mutual consent-at least
in the local context to be dealt with here. This will be proved in the light of three
examples: the sharing of the hookah, the acceptance of bllat and water, and intercaste marriages.
The hookah

The following rules have to be respected while sharing the hookah of a Tamang:

-All other Tamang use the hookah of a Tamang with all its three components:
the bowl (3) containing the tobacco, the urn containing water (2) and the tube (1).
The tube with the mouthpiece is passed from mouth to mouth. (Only few people
wipe the mouthpiece swiftly with their hands before putting it into the mouth.)
-The Gurung, Ghale and Magar as well as those Tamang women who have
been married to a Gurung, Ghale or Magar husband remove the tube (1) and
smoke through the orifice on the side of the urn (2).
-The Brahmins, Thakuri, Chetri and the Hill Newar only accept the bowl (3)
and smoke by forming a 'tube' with their hands, connecting the neck of the bowl
with the smoker's mouth. A Brahmin uses in addition a sort of insulating layer,
wrapping a leaf of the siil tree around the neck of the bowl on to which he places
his hand."
Untouchables (Kami, Sarki, Damai) are not allowed to touch a Tamang's hookah and even its bowl.
The sharing of the hookah thus indicates four configurations of rank, namely
-Brahmins, Thakuri, Chetri, Newar (the bowl only);
--Gurung, Ghale, Magar as well as their Tamang wives (bowl and urn);
-Tamang themselves (the whole hookah);
-Untouchables (no sharing).
--

3

The rule is applicable vice versa if a TSmiing uses the hookah of a non-Tamnng. From a
Brahmin's hookah, e.g., he will only be permitted to use the bowl, etc.

Water and bhat
In principle, but not in detail, the acceptance of water and bhat is in accordance
with the regulations laid down by the MA. Thus, a Brahmin or a Chetri accepts
boiled rice from a Tamang's hand only if some clarified butter has been added to
it as a purifier (cf. above p. 22). However, there are two categories of food which
are not specified in the MA in connection with the acceptance rules, but which do
play a significant role in the relations the Tamang maintain with other castes:
millet pap and dark pulse.
Because of their colour both are called "black": kalo bhat (Nepali) or ken mlriri
(Tamang) for 'millet pap' and knlo ddl (Nepali) or &:l mlari (Tamang) for 'dark
pulse'. Rice (boiled) is called set0 bhirt (Nep.) or ken tor (Tam.), i.e., 'whte bhift'.
The acceptance of "black food" is based on the following rules:
t

Brahmin

"black" ncceptedfrotlr

(
b

-

"blnck" rrrlitlmlly
not nccqted

(

Untouchables
b

Ghale
Untouchables
Brahmin
Chetri
News

"black" ncceptedfioni

"blnck" rirutlinlly
not nccepted

Chetri
Newar

4

{

Grng
Ghale
Tankg

We see that "black food" is not mutually accepted between the T a m ~ gon
, the
one hand, and the Chetri, Gurung, Ghale, Newar and Untouchables (!), on the
other. The T m a n g only accept it from the Brahmins, whereas the Untouchables
accept it only from the Brahmins, Chetri and Newar.'
Whereas "white b h t " (rice) is accepted unilaterally from the higher-ranking
person, in the case of "black food" there is a negative reciprocity. To be more
precise, except for two cases, the refusal to accept "black food" is mutual and
independent of the status disparity between receiver and giver. Even the Un. ~ all cautouchables reject "black food" offered by a Tamang or a G ~ r u r i gWith
tion, it may be concluded that the acceptance rules regarding '%lack food" contra4

The Brahmins, Chetri and Newar do not partake of millet pap at all, but only of dark pulse. The
Guruig and Ghale eat both "black bMt" and "black pulse", but only if they have prepared it
themselves.
5 The latter information was given by the Karni blacksmiths who are unhesitatingly ready to
accept "white food" from their Tamang customers.
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diet one of the most important structural principles characterising the hierarchy of
the MA: the unilaterality of bhiit acceptance in the direction of the next lowerranking caste (cf. p. 22). The positive reciprocity of mutual water acceptance among
the pure castes has, as it seems, its parallel in the negative reciprocity of mutual
refusal to accept "black food".
However, there is one fact interpretable as a sort of concession to unilaterality.
That is, the Tamang do accept "black food" from the Gurung and Newar provided that it is offered together with some "white food", in most cases rice. The
~nformantssubstantiate this fact by stating that "it then does not look so black".
Moreover, it must be added that unilaterality, as prescribed by the MA, is not
fully effective in the local hierarchy under discussion here. Whereas the Newar
(Hill Newar) never accept "white food" from the T m M g (the Tarnag, in their
turn, do accept it from the Newar), the Tamang, Gunuig and Ghale are practically
commensal. Only few, particularly caste-conscious Gurufig or Ghale refuse to accept "white b h t " of rice or "white pulse" which has been prepared by a Tamang;
even though the MA and public opinion in general classify the Gurufig as higherranking than the Tamang (cf. p. 118).

Inter-caste marriages and the status of the offspring
The following examples of inter-caste marriages have been recorded:

I.
Brahmin
(Upadhyaya
or Jaisi
Chetri)

a=

A

0

Tamag

Newar

A

a
G-i3
Ghale

11.

=

0

0

47

=

0 Tzmmig

=

0

A0 Nagarkoti

A

Khatri

Tamaig

A

Tamang

Gudg

A0 Ghale
Tamang

Case I shows conformity with the MA1s regulations. In case 11, only a terminological deviation strikes the eye for, according to the MA, the offspring are to be
classified as Lawat (cf. p. 116). In both cases, the status of the children is determined not only by the father but also by the mother.
6

Similarly Toffin (1975:335)on the situation in the upper i k h u Khola Valley.
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Cases 111 and IV are different. Here the children adopt their father's caste
status as well as his clan affiliation: they are Gurung, Ghale and Tamang, respectively. Moreover, case IV is a hypogamous marriage prohibited by the M A
(cf. p. 35).
In cases 111 and IV, even the wife/mother is integrated into the ethnic group of
her husband since, when she dies, her death rites will be performed by her
husband's relatives and by the ritual specialists of his ethnic group. Other indications of the wife's integration into the husband's ethnic group are to be seen a) in
the fact that the Tamang woman in case I11 is excluded from the ancestor worship
in her parental home; and b) in the aforesaid attitude towards her with regard to
the sharing of the hookah.
Certainly, in case IV, the integration of a Gurung or Ghale woman into the
ethnic group of the Tamang could also be interpreted as a sort of degradation
being in line with the MA, which prescribes that in hypogamous unions, the higherranking woman is to be degraded to the status of the husband (p. 39). However,
this is a mere coincidence. Such an alliance is not at all regarded as illegal by the
persons concerned, and there is some evidence that it was already practised before the promulgation of the MA.

APPENDIX I1

THE KILLING OF THE COW

The killing of a cow is called gozundh. In the relevant provision of the MA, frequently only the cow, giii, is specifically mentioned, but it is obvious that the protection is also extended to bulls and oxen. The following concise rendering of
several paragraphs draws from the chapter gowndh gnmyii in the MA.'
5 1: If a cow has been killed with intent, the offender is to be punished with
diillinl (life-imprisonment).
5 2: Whoever injures a cow deliberately with a weapon, is to be punished by
confiscating his property or by reducing him to slavery, according to his
caste group.
Whoever
kills a cow unintentionally when driving the animal to pasture,
5 3:
etc, obtains absolution (priiynicit) after paying a fine of Re 1.
5 5: Whoever witnesses the killing of a cow and fails to report it to the authorities, is fined Rs 50.
5 6: Whoever beats a cow until it bleeds is to be fined Rs 2. If the cow's or water
buffalo's leg is brokenf2the fine amounts to Rs 10.
5 7: If someone killed a cow with intent and is thereupon killed himself, his
murderer will not be punished (khnt Iiigdnilza). However, he will be punishable as an ordinary murderer if it is proved that the killer of the cow acted
unintentionally.
5 8: Exempt from punishment is an injury of a sick cow, necessitated by an operation: sawing off the horns, removal of insects from a wound, etc.
1 MA pp. 296-298.
2 Nevertheless, buffaloes seem to form a category apart and are not given the same protection
as the cow.
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5 3 : If a cow tied up in the cow-shed perishes due to an illness or accident, such
as lightning, fire or attack by a leopard, its owner obtains patiyd after payment of a fee.
14: An imbecile person (wolna ilajdmnyir lato) who injures a cow with a weapon,
a stick or by throwing stones at it, obtains absolution after receiving ten
lashes of the whip.

The following regulation is also of some interest because it is in strikmg contrast
to normal practice:
0

Except for certain holidays and particular occasions, in the course of which,
following old traditions, animal sacrifices must be performed, the members of the four warno and thirty-six jat should not kill animals nor hunt
nor fish (sthal sikar jnl s i h r nngarnu). In the case of an infringement the
measure of punishment (fine?)varies with the price of the animal killed.The consumption of stale (birsi) meat and fish is not punishable.

Here, the MA is in line with Manu who allows the killing of animals only in
connection with sacrifices as well as for ceremonial entertainment (nz~dhuparkn).~
The MA also prohibits the slaughter of healthy female animals, such as shebuffaloes, she-goats, sows and sheep, irrespective of whether they are slaughtered for sacrifices, consumption or sale. However, the slaughter of sick animals,
except for the cow, is not punishable.'

3 Kane 1974: 778f.
4 MA p. 325f. § 14-17,20.
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INDEX I: INDIGENOUS TERMS

abhaks 17,19,159,161,169
achuti 33/73! 80
adslat 132,159,179 f.
ain 1,3,178,180,185
ajfiana 172
akamatah 172
amal, amali 132, 179, 185
amlekh 98
ams (ans) 43
anirvasita 91
anyaya 178
aparadh 167
apujya 164
arak 23
asal hindusthan 131,154
asal jaisi 51ff., 89,108, s. rzlso Index 11
asal Srest(h) 113
asampradayikta 190
agucikara 172
athara jat 126
avatara 141
awadhya 108, 177
awal8
acara 146 f.
acarya 183
adivasi 110
andhra 112

apadi 172
arya 101
arya samaj 138
asauc (aSauc) 61
aSrama 106
barg 95,188
bargiya sangathan 95
bauddha marg 135,141
bara jat 126
barnu (warnu) 61
basi 13/32
b5dha s. wadha
be-ra 123
besya s. wesya
bicari 179
bidhwa s. widhwa
bigrane (wigrane)48
biha 41,48, s. also wiha, wiwa
bihaite s. wiwahita
biram s. wiram
bikram sambat (vikram samvat) xxxv
birta 96, 179,185,192
bist (wist) 80
bitulo (witulo) 13-15,20,43,69
biwlyaunu 14
bod-pa 111

INDEX

bor (wor) 15,25,180
bornu (wornu) 24 f., 121,135
brahma samaj 138
brahmacari (n) 55,106, s. nlso wrahmacari
brahman 182
brahmadanda 184
brahmasabha 184
brahmana 5788 ff., 165, s. nlso wrahman
bhaks 17-19
bhaladrni (bhala manis) 179
bharmuluk 126,177)s. nlso muluk, gorkha
raj
bhataha 25
bhai (dajyubhai) 64 f.
bharadar 95 f., 126,179
bharadari kausal5,73,96,178,184
bhat 15,18 f., 21-27,30,32,37,39-46,50,53,
57 f., 62 f., 65, 68-72, 76 f., 79-83, 102,
107,116,121f., 132,135,138 ff., 152,158,
161,163,165,169,171,180,187,197-202
bhat calnyii (calne) 20,43
bhat nacalnya (nacalne) 32,62,82
bhat pani wshek (bahek) 25
bhatma linu 25
bhatms milnu 24,82
bhat jaisi 51f., 108, s. nlso lrlrlex 11
bhedbhaw 190
bhesdhari 106f.
bhor 25,28,32,39,70,161,167-69,179
bhot 132
bhotya (bhote) 98,102,111,126, s. nlso Itidex

n

bhufnu 19,23,71
calan 147, 187f.
calnu 20,73, s. also bhat, pani
capati 19
caritra 146f.
cautariya 95
cakar, cakar jat 86,95,97
car warna chattisai jat 88 ff., 100,129,132,
152,176, 197,205
cokho 10,13-15,20-22,69
cokhyan 22,152
cokhyauni 15,31
chaiti 62
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chatchut 31,33
chito s. choyachito
choyachito (choichito) 9f., 23,28,33f., 134
chut 31,33
dahi-ciura 24
damai 132, s. nlso Itidex 11
dand (danda) 33,48,73,122,135,16Bf., 172,
184
darbar 178
darmahadar 97
dasaha bhai 64
dastur 168
dal63,201
d~mal28,102,160,180,204
d e h a t a prayaScit 161, 171
desi wrahman 112, s. nlso wrahrnaq
deS (des) 130
diksa (dik~a)
89,114,135,138
diyo kalas 41
dos 167
dosapa tra 184
drawid (drawid) 112
duniyi (duniyidar) 95-97) 126
dware 179
dittha 179
dharma 54,63, 131,134ff.,138, 142f., 146f.,
178,182f., 187,190,194
dharmaputra 54
dharmasamkara 175
dharmasastra 92,145ff., 155,178,198
dharmadhikari (dharmadhikari) 132,178180, 184
dhowi (dhobi) 66, s. nlso Irldcx 11
'gar-ra 123
gaurum 179
gayatri mantra (gayatri) 135
gdol-pa 131
godan 32f., 162,168f.
gorkharaj bharmuluk 126,129,134
gotra 53,145
gowadh 134,204
grhastha 55, 142
gurjar 112
gurma 65

guru 65,107,135,178
gurum (gurun) 121f.,s. nlso lt~dex11
gurumghale (gururi-ghale) 121
guthi 96f., 179,185,192
gfidruk (gundruk) 22
gharti 98, lolff., s. nlso Index 11
gharwari 106
hatak 158,179
hakim 179
h a ~ y (hame)
a
jat 80
hindu 136,139
hindu dharma 138
homa 163
hukka (hookah) 4,32,200
hulak 185

jat bhat paunu 85
jat janu 23,158,162,170
jat milnu, jat milda 24,43,54,62,86
jat wahek (bahek) 43,158
jatma milaunu 28,43,85,158
jatwata khasalnu/patit hunu 135,158
jati 92,110,125f., 190
jatisabha 183
jatyukarsa 165
j%r23,132
jirnrnawal96,179
jiwika (jivika)92f.
jogi 106,108
josi 164
jurnli 152
justah 14
jufho 13ff., 18,24,61,71,99
jyapu saraha 113, s. nlso Index 11
jyotis 164

ijaradar 179
ilam 71/92
isai 138
islam 138
iyuropiyen 131,134,136

jhanna-paMa/jha~a-saMa 135, 138
jharra 148f., 166
jhara 185

jadau 163
jagadguru 182
jain 138
jaisi 134, s. nlso bidex I1
jajman 82
jajmani 77,82,141
jamanbandi 180
janai 5,43,61,105,135
jangam 106
jawarjasti 102
jagir 96,160,185
jaher 171,180
janajani ( j ~ j a n i70,
) 152
jar 47
jar hamu/ka@u 48f., 108
jari 41
jari kharc 47,187
jat 10, 15, 21,28,32f., 43,62,72f., 80,82,8590, 100, 107f., 110f., 114f., 121f., 125f.,
129,134ff.,152,158,162,170,176,178,
187f., 190,197, 199,205
jat (status): ghati 15/32;kam 15,86; nic 15;
sanu 15, 71; thulo 15, 121; upallo 15,
71; warhi (barhi) 15

kabirpanth (kabirpanth) 138
kacca 19/22
kamalwat (kariunalwat) s. lndex 11
kamara (kamao) 95,97ff.
kanya (kamnya, kamya) 41, 45, 47, 100,
121f., 142
kanyadan57
kara* 43, 55,59,121,170,188
karma 170,172
karnat 112
kattar 155
kafir 141
kamatah 172
karni 132, s. nlso Index 11
katinya jat 80
kayal179
kayalnama 180
kipat 96,153,185
kirata 111
kirati (kiramti, kirzti) 111,152, s. nlso lndex 11
kla-klo 131
kristan 131,136
krya suddhako patiya 162,170
ksatra 182
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k~atri(ksetri) 9,55,89f., 112, 127, 130, 132,
134,154
ksatriya 55,57,88ff.,93,101,110,116,130f.,
134,140,148,153,165
k~l53,64,134f.,187f.
kumhal92 s. nlso Index I1
kuriya 96f.
khadeu 123f.
khalal 134, 188
khamendeu 123f.
khas-w&un (khas-bahun) 131
kha t 114,167f., 178,180,204
khatbat 121
khawas, khawasya 98,lOlff.
khanu @hat, pani khanu) 71/73
khodnu 159
lawat 116
lalmohor 33,125,151,153,164,180
lama bhote 126
lapcya s. lepca
lepca (lapcya, lapce) 117,165
limbu (limbu) 152, s. d s o b~dexI1
liriga 55,89,190
Iota 20f.
lyaita (lyaite) 41f., 51,65,115f.
lyayako (lyaeko) 41
made5 (mades, madhyes) 111,130,132f.
madhisya 112, 130
madhuparka 205
madi 34
maharastra 112
mailige 34
majhap 134f.
manommsamga 41
mantra 89,135
marhatta 112
mat 135-138
matwali 9f., 90f., 114,134f., 154
math 179
mathdhari 106
maph (taksir maph) 161
maphi jagga 97
marg 135f.
masinya (masine) 114, 134, 192, s. nlso
namasinya
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masinya jat 82, 100
masinya khat 114
masinya matwali 9f.
masinya praja 82,91, 97,192
masinya Sudra 91
mecya 73, s. nlso Ilidex 11
mijhar, mijhare 179,185
mimarisa 146
rnlecch, rnleccha 72,111,131,141, s. also Index 11
moglaniya 73
mohi 96f.
muculka 179
mudnu, mudinu 49,80,86,106
mudinya jat 80,86
muglam 131
mughal, mogul 131
mukh biwlyaunu 14
mukh patit 43f., 170
mukhiya 96,179
mukhtiyar 155,180
muluk 129,133,152,177, s. also bharmuluk,
gorkha raj
mur-mi 126
musalman (musulman) 111,130,134,136
mumche!ju 34
namasinya (namasine) 111,134
namasinya matwali 9
namasinya Sudra 91,97
nanak 106
nastik 135,138
nepal sarkar 129
newar (newar jat, tin saharka new&) 86,
106,111,114f.
nirvasita 91
niyoga 151
nokar 97
pabitra 13
pakka 19/22!31
pafic khat 180
pailcagawya 62
paficayat 189,192f.,
parampara 155
parwatya 110f.
paSu karaqi 59
patana 172

pataniya 172
patit (patita) 43f., 57,106,135,158,160,162,
170, 172
patiya 23f., 69,711132f.,160ff., 167-171,179f.,
205
pauni (puhuni) jat 80
pak 63
pani 18,21,24,33,158
pani calnya (calne) 20f., 82,91, 114, 132
pani nacalnya (nacalne) 9f., 21,25,73,82f.,
114,132,134,139
paniko patiya 169
pap (papa) 151f., 172
parya gharti 104
patak (pataka) 167,172
pataki 170
praja 82,91,96ff., 102,178, 192
praja jat 82,86
prakirnaka 183
pratiloma 39
praim ministar 1
prayaScit (prayaScitta) 132,158,161ff., 167174, 204
puhuni jat s. pauni
punya 57,168
purji 168, 179
purohit (purohita) 112,136,164,183
phakir 106
pharak 158
raikar 96,185,192
raiti 96f., 126
rajput (rajpot) 86, 89f., 132, 134, s. nlso
Rajput, n a k u r i it1 11ldex11
rakam 185
raksi 23,132
ramta 106
rai 119
rajaputra-ksatriya 90
rajdanda 184
rajguru 112,178f.
rajikhusi 102, 121
rakheko swasni 41,45,47
ramakrsna (ramkysna) 138
rarnkabir (ramkabir) 138
rayat 96f.
rhi: 199

ritithiti (ritisthiti) 155,187f.
rta-dmag, rta-maits 126
rus-pa 199
sadgati 162
sadhwa 142
sajaya 114, 168, 178
sapinda 145
salam 163
sampradaya 135,147
samudrayatra 133
samundrapar 131
sannyasi 65, 95, 106
sapha 13
saraph (Sarab) 132
sarkar 178,180
sati 5
sagpa t 23
sahasa 172
sewada 106
sinki 23
siwmargi (Siwamargi) 73,141
smrti 146,165,182f., 185
snan 34
sthiti 4,66,151,177
subba 185
suddha s. Suddha
sunpani 34
sungur (siigur) 18
sutak 14,61
swaha 163
Sasana 146, 182, 184
Sastra 145ff., 155, 177, s. nlso dharmaSastra
Sivalingam 141
Sivamargi s. siwmargi
Sruti 146
Suddha (suddha) 13-16, 20, 24, 34, 40, 61,
69,158,162, 169f.
Suddha jat 14
Suddhipatra 184
Sudra (Stidra, sudra) xxxv, 44,57f., 75,88ff.,
91-93,95,97,132,136,140,159f., 165f.,
172
tailarhti (tailangi) 112
taksir 161, 167
tapas 169

tarsi 133
tagadhari 9f., 90, lllf., 127, 1301134f.,139,
142
tagadhlri ksatri 112,130
tagadhari khas 90
talukdar 179
tama 23
tamang 125f.
tamapatra (tamrapatra) 155,182
teli 111
tin lihga dekhiko jaisi 89,107, s. nlso "lower
Jaisi" irz ltzdex 11
tin saharka newar 93,111
tirtha (tirtha) xxxv, 32,162,169

thar 53,64,90,126
tharghar 113f.
thari 179
thiti 147,151
thiti bandej 151-156
thekdar 179
udasi 106
ulto dharma 138
usinnu 19

varna s. wama
varnasamkara 165
vadi-kyta 183
vanaprastha s. wanaprastha
vidharma 140
vyavahara 146
wairagi (bairagi) 106
waiSya (vaiSya)5788-91,93,101,131f., 165
wallabhi (vallabhi) 138
wamSZiwali (vamgavali) 153,176
warna (varna)xxxv, 57,68,75,88ff.,95,101,
104, 110, 129, 156, 165, 172, 175f., 183,
190,196f., 205
wadha (bzdha) 97ff.
w ~ a p r a s t h a(vanaprastha) 55,65,95,106
wesya (besya) 41,45,49f., 58,99,142
wesya jat 86
wesya putra 50
widharrni 138
widhwa (bidhwa) 41,45,121,142
wiha (wiwaa, wiwa, biha) 54,122,188
wiha kharc 47
wist (bist) 80
wiwahita (bihaite) 42,45,50ff., 56,142,148f.,
151f., 156,166
wiram (biram) 167
wrahrnacari (brahmacari) 65
w r h a q ( b r m a n ) 51,112,132,134f., 168,
s, nlso b r w a n a nbovc ntid Brahmin in
Index I1

INDEX I1 : ETHNIC GROUPS AND CASTES

Aryan 188,198, s. also iiya in Index I
asal Jaisi 38, fig. 7,42,51-53,89,107f., 112,
116, 130, s. also Jaisi
ascetics xxxiv, 9,49,52, 64f., 94f., 105-109,
112, 163, 197
Awaliya 7f., 98,118-120
Balami 119
Baramu (Barhamu) 119
Badi 9,38, fig. 7,71,74
Biya 74,113f.
Bodo 72
Brahmin (Brahman, Bahun) xxxv, 5,7f., 12,
15,17ff., 22,25,44,49f., 54,57,61f., 64,
66,68,79ff., 84,88-90,93,96,100,108,
l12,119,122,127,129ff., 133,135f., 141,
144-148, 168f., 171, 174, 177f., 182-184,
193,198-202, s. also Upadhyaya, Jaisi,
Kumai, Purbiya, Dew Bhaju, Indian
Brahmin, Havik, Jha, Bha!,
Tirhuti
Buddhist 7,111,114,136,138,141f., 148,176,
191
Bhatt 107, 112
Bhat 76,108
bhaf Jaisi 51f.
Bhote (Bhotya)9,73,98,102,104f., 111,115,

117-120,122,124-127,136,141,147,159,
s. also bhofyiiin Index I
Camar 7
Candala 61,131
Cepang 6ff., 9f., 104f., 115,117-120
Citrakar 113
Cord-wearer castes (tiigiidhiiri)9f., 17, 22f.,
26,28,30,32,36,38f., 41-51,57-59,61f.,
64, 68f., 79-81, 84f., 88, 90f., 96, loof.,
104f., 107-110, 113-116, 130, 135f., 139,
l42,148,157,159f., 163,168,170
Curaute (Curyada) 7f., 111,139,143(Note:
The spelling clr&irii in MA p. 677 5 6 is
most probably erroneous.)
Cyame 9,71,74,76,78,84,86,111,113
Chetri (Qatri) 5,7-9,23,38, fig. 7,40,42,48,
50,52,54f., 64,90f., 96f., 105,107f., 116,
119,122,124,127,130,144,148-150,154,
l66,193,199ff., 202
Chipa 113
Christian 131,136, 138,141f.
Damai 7,9,38, fig. 7,71,76,83,93,11Of.,120,
200
Danuwar 7f., 104,115,117-120

Darai (Darai) 7f., 115,117-120
Dew Bhaju 9, fig. 7,89,107,111-117,130,141
Dolpo (inhabitants of) 7,122-124
Dotiyal Jaisi 89,107
m a 113
Dayiys 163

also asal Jaisi, "lower" Jaisi, Dotiya
Jaisi, Jumli Jaisi, bhat Jaisi
Josi 114
Jurnli Jaisi 89,107
Jyapu 113f.
Jha Brahmin 112

Dhobi 66,74,76, s. also Hindu Dhobi
Dom 7,74
Enslavable alcohol-drinker castes (nuisinyi
nmtwtili) 9f., 22/25-27 36-38, fig. 74448, 51, 57, 59, 70, 73, 81f., 85, 91, 97f.,
100-102, 104f., 111, 113-120, 125, 142,
159
European 9,71,129,131,134
Gaine 9/38, fig. 7,71,74,110
Gubhaju lllf., 114,141
Guruig 5,7,9,73,105,117f., 120-122,124f.,
127f., l41,148,153,155,164f., 179,197,
199-203

Kadara 9,38, fig. 7,53,71
Kamalwat Newar 115f.
Kasai 9,24,71,74,76,78,113,139,163
Karni 7,'9,11,30,34,38, fig. 7,53,71,74,76,
83,93,105,111,120,200f.
Kirati (Kirati) 7,11,98,111,117-120,164
Koc 154
Kou 74,113
Kulu (Kuludom) 9,71,74,93,111,113
Kumai Brahmin 41,199
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